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Of Course He'd Like

To Own—A Brownie



Even the goods are from
Missouri—they ought to be

shown.



STICK TO IT.

First of all decide that the job is wortli

doing.

vSecond. that you are the ])erson who

sliould do it.

Tliird. do it!

But you won't do it if you don't stick to

it until it is done.

Consider the postage stamji. How far do

you suppose it would carry your letter if it

dropped off before it reached the mail box?

The postage stamp carries your letter

around the world, up to the top floor of the

highest office building, to the lowest basement

room, through crowded city streets, or far off

into tlie lonesome desert, all because it sticks.

Consider the postage stamp.

And stick!

—

Morn'nir/ Sun.



While She Finishes Her Christmas Shopping: "Don't Disturb Her,
Please—She Is So Contented—and I'll Be Back in Just a Minute'
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A Kodak Sale Starts Something

LIKE history, Kodak business repeats itself. When a

4 customer buys a sled, let us say, or a brush broom or a

book, that is all there is to it—the transaction is closed. When,

on the other hand, the customer buys a Kodak, a series of sales

has been started that, in the aggregate, will dwarf the pur-

chase price of the instrument itself.

Your sale of a Kodak starts the snow ball rolling, and it

travels along under its own momentum, gathering speed and

bulk and leaving sales slips in its wake.

First the Kodak—then film and finishing, film and finish-

ing, an endless chain that stretches out through the years.

And then, of course, there are the many photograpliic

sundries for which any Kodak owner is a prospective buyer,

Every customer who leaves your store with a Kodak is

hound to come back.

All of which means that with Kodaks an extra effort both

in salesmanship and advertising will be well worth while.

Concentrate on Kodak,
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Looking Ahead

At the close of 1920 business in

general is not bounding along at

the pace we have become accus-

tomed to during the past few
years.

Everywhere there is a discord-

ant note, a suggestion of distrac-

tion and apprehension of what the

future may hold. "It's the after-

math of the war," someone whis-
pers, "Changing labor conditions,"

another contends, and "The ad-

justment of values," a third sug-
gests.

In truth, any or all of these may
have been contributory to the pre-

sent uncertain mood in business

circles, but it is not so much the

past and causes that concern us
as the present and the future and
what it holds.

It may be difficult to be opti-

mistic in the face of the troubles

and discouragements brought
about by a falling off in business,

but. if we judge by certain con-
crete factors which decree either

good times or bad. there is every
reason for optimism, for these
factors indicate health}^ business
conditions.

Take crops, our 1920 harvest
has been, if not the largest we
have had, a very bountiful one,
and, though prevailing prices are
lower, the income of our vast
agricultural population will be
large enough to give them tre-

mendous buying power.
Bankers say that we can con-

fidently look for lower interest

rates and easier monetary con-
ditions. The passing of reckless

extravagance is resulting in the
saving of more money that in

turn will become available for

capital investment.

The labor situation has under-

gone transformation. There are
now more men than jobs, which
will tend to increase production.
Already some manufacturers have
as a result, been able to practic-
ally double their output with verv
little increase in the number of
workmen employed.

These being present conditions,

we can confidently look for brisk
active business during 1921.

There will be no room for the
calamity howler who for the past
few months has been trying his

best to fasten pessimism on the
country. In this he will fail, is

bound to fail, as was the case in

the Summer of 1914, the Fall of

1907 and in the year of 1903, be-
cause, the basic factors of the bus-
iness of our country are sound.

What has been happening dur-

ing the past few months is simply
a readjustment to sane and nor-

mal business conditions, and in

the process the reckless extrava-

gance of the past few years has

disappeared.

vSince about 1916, business has
been coming pretty easy. There
has been no difficulty about sell-

ing all the goods of certain kinds

that it was possible to obtain,

but the passing of reckless extra-

vagance has changed all this.

Now we've got to get out and
hustle for business again, and
the time that was formerly spent
in making excuses for not being
able to fill orders can be used for

devising ways and means of get-

ting orders. And what of the
score of little stunts that were
used to get new business in the
old competitive days? They were
discontinued when the business
Avas coming so easy, but can now
be revived and depended upon for
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the same degree ot success as for-

merly.
The series of advertisements

for the local newspaper : there

will be no difficulty about them,
for cuts to illustrate the ads. are

furnished gratis by the Adver-
tising Department of the Can-
adian Kodak Company, and, if it

is a question of suitable copy, a

card to the department will bring
suggestions by return mail.

Perhaps the window displays

can be made more effective by
frequent changes and by using
them to connect up with the ad-

vertisements that appear in the

national magazines.
Those mailing lists that were

tucked away in the safe could be
revised and brought up to date.

and used for mailing "Kodak on
the Farm" booklets, "At Home
with the Kodak," "By Flash-
light," Kodak and Premo Winter
Booklets, all of which can be ob-
tained from Toronto.

It is possible that the Kodak
people still supply advertising
lantern slides to use between reels

at the local picture theatre. They
do ! and signs for the local street

cars, too.

These are some of the ways in

which we can help you to get
your share of this year's Kodak
business. AVill you help to make
1921 a good Kodak year for your
store and for us? All together
for 1921. Let "co-operation" be
the password.

The Other Way
A certain prosperous Ontario

town is rather proud of two up-
to-date General Stores—one long
established, that has grown up
Avith the budding cit}', from its

village days, the other, a new-
comer to the town's business sec-

tion a few years ago.

One day Mrs. Banker pro-

ceeded down town to her favorite

store for the purpose of buying
a trunk. The holiday.-; were near
and it was time to be getting
things ready. To her surprise,

she found that the store did not
have a trunk in stock. The man-
ager of the department told her
that a shipment was delayed and
that if she would leave her order,

the trunk would be delivered in a

few days. But Mrs. Banker wan-
ted to see what she was getting

and did not leave an order. In-

stead, she went to the other store,

against which she had always
been prejudiced, and for that

reason had not been patronizing.

Here, she quickly got what she
wanted.

The department manager in the
first store told the truth when he
said that a shipment had been de-

layed, but he did not say that it

was not the manufacturers' fault

or that of the transportation com-
pany. He was so afraid of falling

prices that the ordering had been
delayed, and in this and other
lines the store Avas not carrying
a sufficient stock for current
sales.

The trunk that Mrs. Banker
wanted was a standard one of a

line that national advertising had
created a preference for. With
the aid of local advertising and
up-to-date sales methods they
sold easily and profitably.

There was no need to stock up
heavily, but, by buying little and
often, the store could have kept
this and other customers from
the competitor across the street.

Yes, there are two ways of los-

ing money in a falling market,

and one of them is not having
the goods.

5
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Sid Shines Shoes

They call him "Sid"—this may
or may not be because his name
is Christopher xA.mato ; and they

say that he is the only man in the

city that can really shine shoes.

We heard of him first at a shoe

store where the salesman, who had
just sold us a pair of tan Oxfords,

advised us to have them shined at

once, as a preventive against

spots, "And go to Sid's—half a

block up Hesper Street. There's

one man who knows how to shine

shoes."

Hesper Street is a little dingy
alley that runs into Main Street,

and then, as if ashamed of its te-

merity, runs back again. A police-

man directed us there—although

we must have passed it at least

twice a day for years. Half-way
up the block, as the salesman had
said, we found the shoe shining
establishment, identified by the

neat card in the window, "Sid
Shines Shoes." "Establishment"

—

that's a pretty dignified word to

describe the hole in the wall where
Sid had his stand, despite the fact

that he had done all in his power
to make the shop clean and at-

tractive.

"Sid Shines Shoes"—to borrow
a popular expression, "We'll say
he does." We left that chair with a

shine that could enter into com-
petition with any other shoe shine
in the Avorld—barrin"- other ex-

amples of Sid's handiwork—and
win in a walk. It was the perfect

shine by the master artist of his

craft.

For do not think that a shine is

just a shine. There is much more
to it than that. Sid explained this

to us as we sat and watched his

busy hands. Take it from Sid, a
shoe shine could be just a shoe
shine or—well, there's the ques-
tion of the polish itself, for ex-

ample. Leather is sensitive and
the ingredients in a cheap polish

are very likely to crack it. Sid

got the best polish that money
could buy. Then there was the

cjuestion of how much polish. Sid,

it seemed, had made a life study
of this one subject—and an im-
portant one it was. Too much
polish would clog the leather

—

too little would detract from the

brilliancy of the shine. Sid had
it all worked out to a nicety.

Every shine a masterpiece

—

that was Sid's motto.

Of course his shop was a suc-

cess, and of course he was com-
pelled to enlarge it.

You remember the old quota-
tion that ran something like this

:

"Let a man make the best

mouse-trap and even though he
live in the wilderness, the world
will make a beaten path to his

door."

"KODAKERY" FOR JANUARY
"The Charm of the Simple," l)y Albert Crane Wallace.
"Making Prints from Contrasty Negatives."
"Reducing Contrast in Negatives."
"Tinting Photographs," by William S. Davis.
'

' Drying Negatives. '

'

"Making Unevenly Dried Films Lie Flat."
An unusually instructive issue and unusually well illustrated-

even for "Kodakery.

"
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One Calls for Another

Above we have tried to visualize

the co-relation that exists between

the various items in the Kodak
line. Only one group is represen-

ted, but see how nicely the various

units dove-tail; Velox, printing-

frame, chemicals, graduate, ther-

mometer and trays—link them up

in vour mind and in your sales.

Keep this page for reference.

Other inter-related groups will be

visualized in succeeding issues.
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J/^r\ T\ /\ JZ^ means most in the home,
J^^ ^^J~yjr± 1\ because home pictures tell

the simple every day story of the children

—

each one a fascinating chapter for the Kodak
Album.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited

Toronto. Canada

A January Magazine Advertisement
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept bg his son

Aly dad said that there is \\\o

kinds of customers, them that do
their Christmas shopping early,

and them that do it surly but both
are worth smiling at. My dad said

that what he likes best about a

Christmas rush is that it only

comes once a year. He said if it

came oftener he'd commit sewi-

cide until he was blew in the face.

Then he said the boys and girls

down at the store had taken hold
in great shaip and that he was
proud of them. Clara, he said to

my mother, have you ever heard
the true story of Wrip Vanwinkle.
My mother said no and that you
must be tired yourself Frank and
even if you aren't I am, but my
dad just smiled and here's the

story as near as I remember it.

True Story of Wrip Vanwinkle

"You may have an entirely

wrong idea of this here A\ rip.

Clara, but as a matter of fact Wrip
was a salesman in a store. He'd
made good with the boss and the

boss liked Wrip and placed a lotta

confidents in him. A\'ell when the

Christmas rush came along, Wrip
was right there on the job, always
smiling and ready to help the cus-

tomer all he could. Some of the

other folks in the store was tired

and worn out and grouchy and
perhaps A\'rip was too but he
never acted that way. You could
always count on his being back of

the counter and ready for business

just as soon as the store was open
and he didn't seem to be in no
hurry to go home at night either.

A couple of nights he staid at the

store with the window man help-

ing him put in special holliday dis-

plays. This kept him up till long
after midnight but there he was
next morning, a smile on his face.

And did he sell goods? Say, if you
think they cracked the Liberty
Bell, you oughta see what W^rip
did to that bell on the cash regis-

ter.

'AA'ell. Christmas eve after his

work was all done and the store

locked up. Wrip went up in the

mountains and laid down and
went to sleep and slept there for

twentv years. He had had that

sleep coming for a long time and
it came— that was all. He de-

served it too. That's the true

story of Wrip Vanwinkle."

"HoAv ridiculous." said my
mother. "And anyway I don't

think much of a salesman who
leaves his job for twenty years."

"I didn't say that." said my dad.

"I said he slept for twenty years.

That's entirely different. Say.

when a fella first hits the hay
after the Christmas rush is over,

he can sleep a year or two in the

first thirty minutes. A\'rip slept

his twenty years and ^^as l)ack on
the job ]\Iondav."

Kodakei'ii ]iclj)s everyhodii, helps i/our customer, helps

you, helps us. Get the name on the dotted line.
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An Inexpensive Window Display

It costs just Two Dollars to in-

stall the window above—Two
Dollars to get a Palm Beach at-

mosphere that usually retails for

thousands. It's ver}' simple

—

once you have the idea. The
Tropical background—palm trees

and all—is just crepe paper. The
travel folders cost nothing, of

course, while the golf clubs were
loaned. Perhaps you can utilize

the suggestion.

On the opposite page'is a Christ-

mas display that was received too

late for insertion in the December
Salesman. However, it is so easilv

adapted for the remaining winter
months and so simple and force-

ful in its appeal that we are pass-

ing the idea on to you.
In place of the hand lettered

sign suggesting Kodak as the gift

that keeps a story of the Christ-

mas merriment, one reading "A
Kodak will make a Picture Story
of the AMnter's Fun" might be
substituted and the colored dis-

play card of the skiing picture
which you recenth- received is

just the thing to use with a winter
window.

Hope you can use the idea.

10
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A Winter Display That Will Sell

11
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Adventures in Buyology

Editor's Xote

—

You may think sometimes, that it is hard to sell, but do
you realize "that it is, sometimes, ecjually hard to buy. From
inonth to month we hope to reproduce here actual experi-

ences of would-be customers. They may contain a hint or

two of value to the man or woman behind the counter.

Bear in mind that while the names that appear in these
adventures are altered, each incident actually happened

—

not necessarily at the Kodak counter but in a store

handling Kodak goods. It gives you the customer's view-
qoint and every word is true.

This happened exactly a year

ago or rather began to happen

then—for Browne's experience

with the toy department of the X
Company occupied several
months.
About a week before Christmas,

Browne was looking at a toy dis-

play in one of the X company's
windows, and saw there a mini-

ature caterpillar tractor. "Just the

thing for Eddie." he said to him-

self, and hurried inside to order

one.

That night after Eddie had gone
to bed. the package was opened up
and ^Ir. Browne displa3'ed the

purchase to his wife. It was a ver\'

clever toy. The illustration on the

box cover showed it hauling tre-

mendous loads (relative size con-

sidered) over nurser}^ floors. ]\Irs.

Browne echoed ^Ir. Browne's
opinion. "Just the thing." she said.

]Mr. Browne turned the key on
the tractor very gently, and then
placed it on the floor. There isn't

a man in the world who can resist

a mechanical toy. The tractor

stood motionless. Mr. Browne
gave the key a few more turns.

X'othing happened—it developed
that the spring was broken.

On his Avay to the ofifice the

next morning, Mr. Browne stop-

ped ofif at X's and interviewed the

voung ladv behind the tov coun-

ter. He exhibited the tractor and
pointed out the defect. The sales-

woman disclaimed all responsi-

bility at once
—

"it was up to the

factory." Mr. Browne argued that

he hadn't bought the tractor at

the factory but at X's to}^ depart-

ment. The saleswoman refused

to argue but reiterated the bald

statement that "it was up to the

toy factor}'." Air. Browne sug-

gested that the spring be repaired

by one of the store mechanics,

but the saleswoman replied that

this step would shift the respon-

sibility from the factory to the

store, and that the store hadn't

broken the tractor and that "it

wasn't up to them." Furthermore,
the}' were too busy now anyway.
\Miy not come back after Christ-

mas?
And so. on Christmas morning,

little Eddie was presented with a

tractor that wouldn't tract, and
e\cn this was taken away from
him before he had scarcely seen

it, so that it might be returned to

the factory exactly as it had been
received from the store.

]\Ir. Browne paid another visit

to the X Company and left the

tractor with the saleswoman.
"You'll get it back in about two
weeks," she said.

Two weeks passed and then

two more and then two more—

12
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in fact three months had rolled

away before the package was de-

livered at the Browne's. Little

Eddie was all excitement. It's

pretty nice to get a Christmas

present in ]\Iarch.

The toy factory had apparently

adopted a rather novel method of

repairing- that tractor. It had evi-

denth^ been put through a meat
grinder first, and then pounded
with a larere stone. It wasn't a

tractor, it was junk.

This was news to the sales-

woman. She hadn't opened the

box when it came in from the
factory, but sent it right up. just

as it was. "It is the factory's

fault, and it is up to them."
Mr. Browne's account at the X

Company was credited Avith five

dollars and Eddie didn't get his

tractor.

He will this year, though. But
it isn't cominsf from X"s.

I Don't Think They Believe You"
One of the big gims of the Ser-

vice Department trained himself

on us the other day. and then
fired this :

'T don't think they believe you."
"Quite likely." we returned,

"but whom do you mean by 'they'

and what don't 'they' believe?"

we asked.

The Service Department repre-

sentative sat down b}- our desk,

borrowed a cigarette, begged the

loan of a match and crossed his

legs comfortably. Xow we were
going to get the story.

'Tf I were a salesman.'" he began.
'T'd try to be just as well posted
as I could, but when a citstomer
did ask me something I coiddn't

explain, and I didn't know where
to la}" my hands on the ansv er.

I'd capitalize on the situation.

'That's a good question.' I'd say,

'and I'd like to know the answer
myself. Let's let the Kodak ex-

perts clear that point up for us.

I'll write to Toronto to-night, and
as soon as I hear from them. I'll

get in touch with you.'

"\A'ouldn't that please the cus-

tomer, and when he saw that let-

ter from the Service Department
to ^Ir. Salesman. Avouldn't he be
impressed? Of course he would.

^^'e are perfectly willing to do the

work, and there is a fine chance
for the salesman and his store to

get the glory, as far as the custo-

mer is concerned. To his dying
day the customer will never forget

to what pains Mr. Salesman went
in solving a photographic pro-

blem."
At this point the Service De-

partment representative stopped
long enough to request the loan

of another match.
"You started out by saying

that you didn't think they be-

lieved me but you haven't ex-

plained your pronouns yet." Ave

ventured.

"Oh." said our caller. "I mean
the people that get the Kodak
Salesman—people who sell Ko-
dak goods, ^^'e get lots of queries

from salesfolk but not enough,
when you consider the big oppor-
tunity, and you've told 'em what
the Service Department will do
for them before, haven't you?"

Perhaps we haven't told yon.

^'Selling Kodaks and S ii pplics."

A icortJi-icJiile booklet that is //ours for ihc asking.

13
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The Observant Buyer Discusses the Perfect Salesman

"I had nothing- to do the other

evening," remarked the observant

buyer, as the waiter brought in

the coffee and cigars, "so I fell

to thinking of some of the pecu-

liar individuals I had run up
against behind the counters of

various stores—good salesmen

and bad salesmen, those who
knew how to sell me and those who
didn't have sense enough to let

me sell myself; clerks wdio

thought they were getting away
with something but weren't and
clerks who were putting some-
thing over on me but didn't know
it. From this starting point the

chain led on to my idea of a per-

fect salesman—the kind of fellow

I would like to have working for

me if I ever opened u]) a retail

establishment. I felt just in the

mood for conjuring up a jewel of

an assistant, and when T was all

through I jotted down the quali-

fications I had endowed my
dream man with. Would a'ou

like to hear them?"
I nodded, and the observant

buyer pulled a sheet of paper
from the breast pocket of his coat.

"Here are his ten virtues, in the

order of their appearance, as the

theatre programs say." he began.
"See what you think of the en-

semble."
And then he began to read :

"First—He would know the

stock. Not only where he could
lay his hands on any piece of mer-
chandise in the store but also its

selling price and its selling points.

"Second—He Vv^ould never try

to put over a substitute for any-
thing in stock that a customer
asked for. He would make sug-
gestions if he thought they were
in order, but thev would alwavs

l)e helpful ones—not selfish ones.

"Third — He would know
enough about the merchandise he

was selling to be able to answer
anv question that any customer
might ask but he would never
"show off" his knowdedge unless

he was asked.

"Fourth—He would never try

to get rid of a customer in a hurry
because it w^as near closing time.

"Fifth—He would thank people

for their purchases as if he really

meant it instead of mumbling the

words under his breath, as if they

w^ere some heathen curse hurled

at the head of the offending cus-

tomer.
"Sixth—He would never use as

a selling argimient the fact that he

himself would buy the article in

which a customer was interested

if he were out shopping.

"Seventh—His suggestions for

additional purchases would em-
bodv only advertised articles

—

merchandise that he would feel

certain his customers had seen

featured in the magazines and
news])a]:)ers and on which they

were already partially sold
through these advertisements.

"Eighth—He Avould realize that

neither the expensive fixtures nor
the high-grade merchandise I had
put into my store could guarantee
success. Money could buy these

things just as well for the store of

a competitor. But he Avould know^
that courtesy, tact, fair dealing

and a pleasant demeanor were not

commodities that coidd be put in

stock on order and he w^ould add
these qualities to my other assets.

"Ninth—Because he would know
human nature he w^ould appre-
ciate the fact that his customers
were interested chieflv in them-

14
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selves and their needs. Therefore
he would always talk about his

merchandise from the customer's

viewpoint. Instead of telling

how little the store was making
on a certain article at the price

it was being sold, he would dis-

cuss it from the angle of how its

purchase would add to the custo-

mer's happiness, or comfort, or

well-being or love of beauty.

"Tenth—He would greet each
customer with a sincere smile

—

not a grin or a smirk : wait for

him to describe his wants instead

of distracting his mind with some
such inane remark as : 'Anything
for you?' or 'Are you waited on ?'

:

supply the article called for quick-

ly and pleasantly ; suggest tact-

fully any 'running mate' to the

item purchased that seemed ap-

propriate. He would not lose in-

terest directlv the sale was closed

but would see that the package
and change were hurried along
and then keep the parting impres-

sion of the store pleasant in the

customer's mind by a cordial

word of thanks and a pleasant

smile."

The oljservant buyer ]:)aused

and looked up at me with a smile.

"How does it sound ?" he asked.

"Too good to be true," I ven-

tured.

"I'm afraid it is." my com-
panion agreed. "Even if I met a

salesman who possessed those ten

qualities. I don't believe I'd hire

him."

"Why not?" I asked in surprise.

"Because Avithin six months he

\vould own the store and I'd be

behind the counter." came the

reply, as the observant l)uyer lit

another cigar.

It Pays

Baxter is the name (not the

real one) but the name I'll use
for the Salesman at ?\Iurray"s

store in . Alberta. He's a

prett}^ live. up-to-the-minute
salesman too: one of those fel-

lows who but this story is

not to be of Baxter. I'll tell you
more about him some other time.

The other day I hopped off

the train at . and on my
wa}' uj) to Murray's happened to

notice that the store of an old

merchant. avIio had been in bus-
iness in that town practically all

his life, was closed.

After exchanging the season's

greetings with Baxter. I asked
him what was the matter \\'\t\\ the

old fellow.

Baxter's reply was t\-pical :

"Failed. .Didn't like children he
said."

"But how did the children man-
age to close him up ?" I asked.

"Well, you see," Baxter ex-

plained, "the kids come into the

store and rul) their hands all over

the show case and handle the pic-

ture post cards or an^^thing else

that happens to take their fancy.

They usually kick up quite a

racket too. It annoys some mer-
chants and salesmen, but Ave've

got to remember that the children

of to-day are the men and women
buvers of to-morrow and that

we're not in business just for this

year and next.

"^lany a merchant has failed

because he or his salespeople

have overlooked the fact that a

child never forgets a slight or a

humiliation."

It pavs to keep in with the

vounosters.

lo
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'¥¥711AT did you thiid< of our

VV ad. in last night's paper?"

asked jNIr. Clark as vSam entered

his office.

For an instant Sam hesitated,

and then remembering, perhaps,

Mark Twain's advice, "When
you're in doubt, tell the truth."

he replied, franklv, "I didn't see

it, Mr. Clark."

"Didn't see it?" repeated Mr.
Clark. "But don't you make it a

rule, Sammy, to read the store's

advertising?"

"I usually look at it," said Sam.
"But it's something that you

should do always. What made me
think of it was that I've just been
reading a set of rules for the

salesfolk of one of the biggest

stores in Philadelphia, and they

make a particular point of advis-

ing their employees to read the

store's advertisements. It's the

obvious thing to do. Sammy, so

obvious that I thought of course

you and Ed and the rest of the

crowd made a practice of it.

There is no better method of

keeping in touch with your store.

It tells you Avhat goods we are

trying to push, and gives you a

lead on the various articles that

are quite apt to be called for.

"Supposing, for example, vSam-

my, that we put in a line or two

Ten J\/[inutes

with the "Boss
to-night about our photographic
competition. We mention the

prize awards and the fact that

entry blanks may be secured for

the asking.

"Ed doesn't write the advertis-

ing—he makes suggestions, of

course, and knows in a general

way what items are to be featured

but a couple of lines of ten point

type, describing the contest,

might only come to his attention

from the advertisement.

"All right, the ad appears. A
hundred dollars in cash prizes

does the trick and—well, here's

about what would happen :

"Customer—T'd like one of

those entry blanks.'

"Ed—T beg your pardon.'

"Customer—'One of those entry
Idank.--."

"Ed to himself
—

'Entrv blanks,

entry blanks.'

"Customer—T read about it in

}'our ad. in the Telegram.'

"Ed—-'Of course. Just a mo-
ment, please.'

''Then Ed runs around wild-
eyed until he finds out what entry
blanks, and he chases around
some more trying to find out
where they are, and, all in all,

manages to give the impression
that he put on long pants for the
first time that morning, and that

the probabilities are that he still

believes in Santa Claus.

"A customer takes us at our ad-

A-ertising word, Sammy, and all of

us ought to know what that is."

16



Somebody said that the

greatest successes in life have
been made out of a lot of
errors that were corrected.

—Selected.



If it isn 't

an Eastman,

it isn't a

Kodak.
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Of Course He'd Like

To Own—A Brownie



The best way to wish the

boss a Happy New Year is to

say it with- sales.



The Passionate Advertiser

to His Love,

Dullest of poetasters I

And weakest of elegiasts

;

Give me your lips ! They satisfy,

Kiss me again ! The flavor lasts.

'Tis love that makes—you know the rest,

Our love shall Kodak as it goes.

With pictures better than the best,

Geared to the road. Ask Dad

—

he knows.

Our home shall be of softest stuff,

Wooltex and Satin-O and such ; you
Shall never find the going rough,

No metal, O my love, can touch you.

I am the Better Sort you need;

I'm glad as a Contented Cow.
My love endures. It's guaranteed.

. . . Eventually! Why not now?

F. P. A. ill the Nezc York Tribune.
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Mrs. De Plushderbilt, who has just bought a Kodak Portrait At-

tachment, registers horror at the salesman's suggestion that she

take it along with her. "What? Carry it home? The idea!
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Oh, Yes You Do.
It's the amateur's own fault, of course. You are not to blame if he

over or under exposes. It isn't your fault if he makes double exposures, no

exposures, light strikes the film, moves the camera during exposure, or gets

his pictures out of focus. He got a manual of detailed instructions with the

camera. If he would only follow those instructions carefully he would never

spoil a film. You can't hel]) it if he won't read the book; you don't care

—

Oh, yes. you do.

You care because if he gets good results he will buy more film and more
film and will have develo])ing and printing done and will show his good
prints to his good friends and they in turn will buy more Kodaks and more
film and will show their friends—and—yes. regular endless chain.

Of course you care.

We have recently made a survey, covering many thousands of prints,

carefully dissecting the causes of failure. Giving the customer the full

benefit of the doubt, only a shade over ten per cent, of the failures could by
anv stretch of the imagination l)e attributed to faulty apparatus or material.

Under exposure and moving the camera during exposure were the most
common causes of failure.

It should be easily possible to cut off practically all such failures. It

is a simple matter to hold the camera steady, it is equally simple to explain

the conditions of light that must j^revail for snap-shots. Every five minutes

that you spend in intelligently explaining to the amateur the operation of a

camera is a good investment for your store.

Along with your advice, demonstrated by the actual handling of the

camera, you can subtly suggest the careful reading of the manual, the sub-

scription to "Kodakery." and perhaps can sell a copy of "How to Make
Good Pictures.

'

Yes, the amateur's failures are his own fault, of course—but you do
care, because his faults afifect your sales. And there is nobody, Mr. Sales-

man, who can correct those faxilts as you can. for you are the point of con-

tact.

3
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MY DAD SAYS,
The bosses diary
as kept bg his son

'What's tliat noise?" said my
mother, when we was eating din-

ner.

"I don't know," said my dad,
"we've passed the soup course."

I knew what it was all right. It

was Tricks, my dog, eating his (hn-

ner. I had given him a special good
dinner that night—lots of meat and
gravey and I had dipped my school
report card in the gravey and if he
ate it up why it ain't my fault. I

didn't tell him to eat it up but if he
should with fifty-five in arithmetick
and very poor in deportment, why
it's all right with me. I put a whole
lotta gravey on that report card but
it ain't my fault.

We didn't say nothing for a while
only eat the stake and I got to won-
dering about my report card when
m\- dad says,

"I know what that noise was, it

was somebody breaking a Xew
Year's resolution. A fella down to

the store came to me the other day
and told me that he'd made a lotta

good resolutions. He wasn't going
to smoke any more and he wasn't
going to stay out late any more

—

why there was more things that he
wasn't going to do. I told him that

1 wasn't half so interested in what
he wasn't going to do as what he
was. In fact, I says, I am particku-

larly interested in the fella that

makes less resolutions and more
sales. Xot but that it's a good thing

to look yourself right between the

eyes about the first of January and
see what's wrong and then make up
}'our mind to correct it. Any fella

ought to do that. Any fella ought
to inventory himself and find out
what he has and what he hasn't and
set about getting what he needs to

make 1921 a banner year as far as

he is concerned. That's sense. But
the fella that makes good resolu-

tions the first day of January for

the fun of breaking them '.h rough
the middle about the following

Toosday doesn't get no simpathy
from me.

"Buy the way, my son. I hope
that you are improving in school.

Where's your report card?"

"I left it out in the hall, father,"

I says.

"Well let's go out and look at it,"

says my father.

So we went out and Tricks had it

in his mouth but my dad grabbed
it away from him and he had eaten

most of it. In fact, all you could

read on that report card was Arith-

metick 55, Deportment very poor.

And the other da}- some guy
wished me

a Happy New Year.

What's It For?
When the pocket Premo is closed,

only one piece of metal shows on
the back—and that's the nickeled

button.

What's it for? They're sure to

ask you. That shining knob arouses

their curiosity.

Xo, it does nof hold the film pack
in.

4

Yes, it docs shove the pack up
far enough so that it may be grip-

ped by the fingers after the tabs

have been removed.
Out of curiosity, a friend of ours

asked four different salesmen in

four different stores this question,

and they all guessed wrong.
Don't guess—know the Pocket

Premo.
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Told by a Salesman

He walked into the store one day

not so long ago and. approaching

the Kodak counter, asked to see a

Vest Pocket Kodak. I went to the

case and, selecting the jj 7 Model.

opened it and placed it in his hands.

He did not immediately ask how
it worked, but turned it this way
and that, looking carefully into all

hidden corners and minutely in-

specting every little detail of con-

struction. Then he turned to me and

enthusiastically said. "The work-

manship's fine.
"

After making out the sales >lip.

filling in the Kodakery blank and

ringing up the tune of $16.50 on the

cash register. I got to thinking over

this remark.

Previously I had looked on the

\'est Pocket Kodak as neat, com-

pact and an excellent picture maker,
but I had not given the workman-
-^iiip any thought. This last cus-

tomer looked like a pretty rational

sort of man and he was sold on
the workmanship. Seemed to feel

that if careful attention had been
given to the construction of the

camera it cotud be depended upon
to make good pictures.

This struck me as a pretty logical

deduction and since that date work-
manship has been one of my best

selling arguments. I find that if the

customer is convinced that the

quality of construction is good, he

will take most of the other matters

for granted.

In the case of a Kodak your cus-

tomer can soon be convinced that

"the workmanship's fine."

Main Entrance to General Offices at Kodak Heights, Toronto
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E.nlarged from negative made icith

a No. 2d. Brounie fitte^i iL-ith a

seventy-five cent Kodak Portrait

Attachment.

When the Children out-grow Childhood,
After all home pictures mean the most. Pictures of travel, of the week-end motor trip and

of our sports—ail these add to the fascination of the picture album. But the home pictures—
for the most part pictures of the children, just every day pictures— these are the ones that ne\er

lose their appeal, that grow more and more in value as the children out-grow childhood.

And wiih a Kodak or Brownie such pictures are simple—and inexpensive. The No. 2A Brownie, with « hich our illuiitralion was made,

sells for four dollars and filty-eighl cents, includine the war tax. The Kodak Portrait Attachment, which is simply an extra lens that can be

instantly attached or detached, provides tor making "close ups " As its name implies it is for making /isrrra/n rather than virwt and it costs but

seventy-five cents. A six exposure 2 A Brcmnit film is thirty cents.

Ash your dealer or write us for a catalogue ofKoilah and BroK-nies.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited - Toronto, Canada

This advertisement wi!l appear in five Canadian National Magazines
during February—Everywoman's World, MacLean's, Canadian Home
Journal, Western Home Monthly and La Canadienne—also in display

on the pages of eight Canadian farm papers.
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I Go Out to Buy a Camera

By D. G. BAIRD, in the ^ove

We have a new 1)0}' at our house.

and, being justifiably proud of him,
we wanted a camera so that we
might perform the usual snapshoot-
ing acts that all fond parents feel

obliged to carry out.

I knew very little about cameras.

being just an ordinary mortal, not

a tradesman ; but I did know a good
deal about the price the father of a

new boy was able to pay for one.

The salesman, however, seemed to

have an entirely different opinion

on the subject He began by mus-
tering up considerable enthusiasm

and showing me a well-known make
that sells for around S25. Xo doubt

it was an excellent camera. The
salesman assured me that it was.

In fact, he seemed to think that it

was the only camera in his \\hole

stock that was worth buying.

I didn't doubt the salesman's

word in the least. I was fully con-

vinced that the camera before me
was an excellent article of mer-

chandise. But I did doul)t my abil-

ity to face my landlord with a clear

conscience after investing that

much money in a camera.

So I demurred, much as 1 hated

to do it in the face of such enthusi-

astic praise of the goods. I asked

the voung man whether it were not

possible to buy a camera for less

money than that.

His answer wasn't very reassur-

ing.

"Oh, yes," he said, "if you care

to get a smaller size. \\\\\ if ydu'll

take my advice, you'll buy that one.

It's by far the best value for the

slight ditTerence in price."

And with that he brought nul an-

other camera exactly like the first

except that it was a little smaller.

I reflected that a new boy isn't so

verv large, however, and the smal-

mber issue. Bulletin of Pharmacy

ler size would ])robably be large

enough to answer our purposes. So
I meekly inquired the price of the

smaller article. But I was doomed
to disappointment. The smaller one
was only a very little cheaper.

Regretfully T told the salesman
that I should not buy a camera.

From a Wrong Angle

"If it's the price you object to."

he said, somewhat condescendingly.

"I can give you the same camera
with a different lens for $18.00.

This one has the " And he
proceeded to tell me a lot of things

that I couldn't understand about
lenses.

But by this time 1 had about de-

cided that I had rather not buy a

camera in that store. I wanted a

cheap camera, and I hated to let

that aristocratic young man behind

the counter know just how "cheap"
I was.

"Well, how about a box camera?"
he asked as I turned to leave. "If

you want something real cheap, you
can get a box for just a few dol-

lars." And he brought out several

c'ind set them on the counter.

'A\'ill these take good pictures?"

I asked.

"Oh. yes." he replied, rather in-

differently. "They'll take good pic-

tures, all right.

"Then what is the difference be-

tween these and the higher priced

ones ?"

"Sini])1\- a matter of convenience

and good taste. The box is awk-
ward to carr}-. and every one

knows it's cheaj). The better class

of i)eople don't care to be seen

carrying it around.
".\ camera is a thing that a fel-

low wants to take along vvhen he

goes to a picnic or to the park or
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out with a ])arty of friends. Now
with this machine here (reverting

to the original high-priced article )

you have a camera that }ou're

proud of and that—."

A Lost Sale

But I was half-way to the door.

I certainly didn't want a camera
that T woidd he ashamed of. and I

didn't feel like huying the expen-
sive one, so T would have to disap-

point the wife and the new l)ov

and—

.

But that would never do. I was
passing another drug store just a

few doors from the place I had left,

and there in the window were a lot

of cameras, of different stales; also

some heautiful pictures that the

cards accompanying them said liad

heen taken with the machine-- (m

display.

For a moment I hesitated. Then,
thinking that the clerks in this store

would not know how I had heen hu-

miliated fmy own fault, of course i

in the other store, I entered and
again announced the fact that I

wanted a camera.
My spirits hegan to rise with the

first word from this clerk.

"Yes. sir." he said enthusiastical-

ly, when I told him what I wanted.
"Now. here." he went on as he he-

gan setting out cameras of all styles

and sizes ; "here is an excellent

value for $18.00. This takes a pic-

ture 2^ inches wide by 4^/^ inches

long—almost as large as a post-

card. If you prefer a smaller size. I

can, of course, give you a l)etter

price: or if you want something
plain hut substantial, these box
cameras are very inexpensive-

An Offer of Assistance

I confessed that I didn't know a

thing about cameras, and he as-

sured me that verv little knowledge

was necessary. He woidd load it

for me and give me a little book of

instructions, and I would have no
difficulty whatever in manipulating

the apparatus. Xot a derogatory

word did he say about the box style.

For 85.00 I botight a camera that

takes pictures the same size as

those taken by the more expensive

one. And I might ^a_\' that I am
well pleased with it.

But I want to tell \ou something
more.

\Miile the salesman was making
out my sales slip and showing me
how to use the camera, I ventured
to question him wn the subject of

salesmanship.

'"Tell me," I said "wli}- \-ou

didn't try harder to sell me the

more expensive article. It would
have been to vour adv;intage to do
so. wouldn't it ?"

"I saw at once." he replied, '"that

you were not interested in the ex-

pensive one. As soon as I set them
out on the counter your eyes turned
to the boxes, and when I mentioned
the folding ones you merely glanced
at them and turned your eyes back
to the others.

"You wanted an inexpensive cam-
era. By putting forth some effort,

I might have talked you into buving
the expensive one. btit you wouldn't
have been satisfied. You would
have taken it home and showed it

to your wife and >he would have
complained about the price—no
doubt she had told you to get an in-

expensive one—and neither of you
would have cared to come to this

store agaiti for fear we would once
more talk \()U into buying some-
thing that you didn't feel you could

afford. That would have been more
to our discredit than selling you the

expensive camera would have been
to our advantage."

8
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A little questioning brought out

the fact that this salesman had a

number of ideas on the subject of

salesmanship. He expressed him-
self in this way: "I don't think it a

very good plan to try to sell the

highest-priced goods first. W hen
that is done the customer feels that

the clerk is simply trying to get all

the money he can out of him. Then
when the salesman has to come
down to the cheaper goods, the cus-

tomer is dissatisfied with them,
having been persuaded that the

others are far superior, and he

feels a little ashamed, maybe, to

buy the lower-priced articles.

''I always show all my goods
first ; both expensive and inexpen-
sive ones. Then I can see in a mo-
ment which the customer is the

more interested in.

"Xot that I don't make any etTort

to sell a customer something a little

better than he had in mind. T usual-

Iv do. But not too much better.

Shock a customer with a high price

right ofif and he will begin to hard-

en. You can just see the lines

about his mouth tighten, and he be-

gins to draw himself in and prepare
for a strong defensive. Then when
you bring out the less expensive

goods the customer feels that the^"

are not much good, and if he can't

buy the better ones, which he isn't

willing to pay the price for. he
won't get any at all.

"The main thing, in my opinion,

is to show goods, watch the custo-
mer, then make helpful suggestions
\\hen you see what suggestions are
likely to be helpful."

I told him that the salesman in

another store had intimated that no
one with any degree of self-respect

would be seen with a box type
camera.

He smiled. He was too courte-
otis to condemn another man's
methods, but he did assure me that

many very respectable people do
1)U}- box cameras and carry them
out in public, and he assured me
that the one I had just bought
would • do perfectly satisfactory

work. They guaranteed it and
would exchange it if I were not
wholly satisfied.

The clerk to whom 1 first went
may be an excellent salesman. r)Ut

when I need films or other goods I

don't go to him for them. The
salesman from whom I bought \\\\

camera seems to know just about
what I want, and I never feel em-
barrassed when trading with him.

The Story of a Postscript

The Saenger Drug Company, re-

cently sent out a letter to the

mothers on its mailing list, sug-

gesting the importance of Kodak
pictures of the baby- It was a good
letter, but of course other good let-

ters, containing a similar message.
have been sent out before.

Perhaps the Saenger people them-
selves felt this, and that that was
the reason for the postscript. Em-
phatically, P. S., as it was used
here meant "Push Sales."

As you opened the envelope, the

first thing vou saw was a contact

print. 2^4 x 314. of a cute little

youngster aged about four, not a
half-tone, a photographic, contact

print, which the postscript to the

letter explained as follows

:

"The picture enclosed is of little

Miss Marguerite Lemle, daughter
of Mr. and !Mrs. I. Lemle. 641

Stoner Avenue, this city. Mrs-
Lemle is the originator (with us •

of taking the baby's picture regu-

larly, and her albums are complete
from the first month of the baby's

age to the present time."

Of course that letter pulled.

9
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Some of Your Customers

If you could look into the minds
of some of your customers, you
might find them reasoning some-
thing like this

:

"Blank, blankity blank. Just what
got into us we don't know, but for

the past few years we have been
spending money as if we had just

inherited ]\Ionte Carlo. We have
hurled it this way and slung it that

—not much caring what became of

it, or us either for that matter. We
l)ought a lot of stuff that we didn't

want and paid a price for some of

it that, on sober second thought,

doesn't seem justified- Xow we're

through. ]Vlonfey talks and our
money from now on is going to talk

sense. Blank, blinkity blank."

Your Kodak department is not

responsible for this frame of mind-
Any Eastman camera is a "good
buy" and the purchaser is quick to

realize it. It is monev spent else-

where—foolishly—that some peo-

ple are beginning to rue now.
And a customer in this frame of

mind is skittish—he is quite apt to

shy a little even when he is buying
something that he really wants and
can see big value in the article he is

considering.

In other words, more people are

coming into vour store whom vou

will have to sell than \(iu have been
accustomed to encniniter during the

past few years.

The salesman is coming into his

own again and the qualities that

make him a salesman-—tact, pa-

tience, clear thinking, good nature
and the rest—are going to count as

they haven't counted recently.

It is even more necessary now
than it has been that you should be

?ble to explain dift'erence in dollars.

^\ h\- Anastigmat equipment when
an R. R. lens is cheaper? \\ by not

a Brownie instead of a Kodak?
Why get a camera at all? You are

going to meet "AA'hy?" more fre-

quentl}" perhaps now-a-days and
"Why?" is going to have an extra

emphasis.

Yes. the salesman is coming into

his own again. Here's his chance
to make his salesmanship register

—

cash register, in fact. He has

brushed up on photography through
"How to ^lake Good Pictures."

and he's read the free booklet

that we are so eager to send to any
salesman. "Selling Kodaks and
Supplies." He's ready—and smil-

ing-

You're ready for "some of your
cu'-^tomcrs" tno. aren't vou?

The Railroad Lens

Supposing a customer walked in

your store and asked for a Kodak
fitted with a Railroad lens ? ^^V)uld

you know what he meant ?

This question was actually i)Ut to

a salesman in ISIarks & Fviller's.

the other day. The customer was
very insistent about it—no railroad

lens, no Kodak.
The salesman thought rapidl}-.

Was the prospective customer con-

fusing the Kodak with the Graflex.

10

antl had he linked up in his mind
1 1500 of a second with an express

train—hence railroad lens ?

Xo—you've guessed it already

—

Mr- Prospect wanted a Kodak fit-

ted with an R. R. lens.

One of these days, a prospective

purchaser is going to stroll into a

store and express an overwhelming
desire to possess a mischievous

acrobatic lens. It's best to be pre-

pared for a shock like that.
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Suggestions for the \\ indow Display

11
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R. CLARK." said Sam, as he

stopped by the l:)Oss' desk, "IM
don t think our Kodak window (Hs-

plays are as good as they ought to

be." Mr. Clark lifted his eyes from
the proof of an advertisement he

was reading, and regarded Sam
with a smile. "Well, I guess we've

got ourselves to blame, haven't

we?"
Sam's jaw did the customary

thing and dropped. He had ex-

pected the boss to say, "I agree with

you. Sammy—we'll have to look

into that." Mr. Clark's smile had
vanished, although there was still a

twinkle in his eye as he went on.

"I look at it this way, Sam: To
have an argument, you must have
two sides. You started out as if

you expected an argument. I don't

want to disappoint you. You say

that the windows aren't as good as

they might be. I say it's our fault.

You, if you told the truth, are

blaming Joe, while I, in all sin-

cerity, don't agree with ydvi.

There's yovir argument. Proceed."

Sam's jaw had returned to its

proper i^lace but it was still fimc-

tioning a l)it unsteadily.

"I only thought that the displays

could be improved upon," he stam-

mered.
"There's your argument dro|)])ed

overboard and sinking for the third

time. You're right. The displays

12

Ten JAinutes

with the 'Boss
could be improved upon. I agree

with you. Now the c[uestion is

—

what are we going to do to make
them better?"

'T suppose." returned Sam, "that

we ought to tell Joe about it."

"That's precisely what we should

not do," said Air- Clark, "at least in

that way. The other day, Sammy,
a customer, whom I had never seen

before, stalked way back to my
office to tell me, in so many words,
that the service in my store was rot-

ten. Then he stalked out. I tried

to find out what the trouble was

—

whether some salesman had gone
against his grain, or what, but all

he w^ould tell me was that the ser-

vice was rotten.

"Now that helped me a lot, Sam-
my. I walked through the store,

and as far as I could see, every-

thing was going along all right. I

came l)ack to my office and bit three

cigars in two, in, rapid succession.

That was all that that disgruntled

customer accomplished—he ruined

three choice cigars.

"Now, Samni}-, supposing that

we improve on that customer's

phraseology a bit and tell Joe that

the window displays aren't so good
as they ought to be. What will

happen ? Joe, who T happen to

know is doing his level best, will

say that he's sorry and that he will

try to make them better, and then

go home and tell his wife that my
store is a devil of a place to work
in.

"Destructive criticism, Sammy,
nine times out of ten, isn't worth
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the words it takes to express it. As
a source of irritation, it's immense :

as a source of anything" helpful, it's

a failure.

''Samniv. when \()U looked at our

display windows, did anything flash

in 3'our mind beside the fact that

thev weren't as good as thev might

be?'"

"Oh, yes," said Sammy, " an idea

occurred to me for a mighty good
display."

"What did vou do with that

idea?"

"\\'ell—well—so far I haven't

done anything." replied Sam.

"Tell Joe about it," replied the

boss. "Tell Joe that it must be

pretty hard to put in display after

displa}', and make them all top

notch. Because it is, Sammy. I

used to trim windows myself, once.

Then tell him your idea. And I'll

l)et you one of my best cigars to one
of your poorest cigarettes that he'll

be glad to get your suggestion—if

it's good.

"The ideal store. Sammy," said

Air. Clark, reflectively, as he tipped

back in his chair and looked intent-

ly at the ceiling, "is an organization

that passes an idea from one to an-

other, exactly as a basketball team
passes the basketball until some-
body scores a goal.

"And remember, Sam, that the

goal scored doesn't count for Joe or

Ed or Jim, but for the organization

as a whole."

A Rime, a Story and a Moral

Here's the rime

:

It isn't so much pure genius—that

really isn't enough

—

You're sure to go wrong,

If you travel along

With this inspirational stuflf

:

For (31d Success is peculiar, a sin-

gular sort of a guy

—

It isn't the "Who?"
And it isn't the "Where?"

But most emphatically "IJ'Jixf'

Are you really a valuable asset?

Are you doing your best by your
store i*

You don't count success in meas-
ures of "'less"

But always in measures of

"more."

For Old Success is peculiar

—

A singular sort of a card

—

He doesn't ask, "Say is the job

pretty soft ?"

But "Say do you work pretty

hard ?"

Here's the story

:

A Western American college ad-

vertised not long ago for a teacher

and received an answer from a

X"ew England university, where an-

cestry is one of the cardinal virtues.

The professor who replied be-

spoke the position for a young
friend, who, he explained, was the

son of a former Secretary of the

State of Maine, whose father was a

former Governor of the State of

Xew York, and whose great-grand-

father on the maternal side was a

financial power and one of the sign-

ers of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence-

A few days later he received a

laconic wire from the Western col-

lege, as follows :

"Have just sent telegram to Bos-

ton, care of Paul Revere, oflfering

l)u>iii()n to your friend's great,

great-grandfather."

And here's the moral

:

It's z^'hat they have done that

jHits people in "\\ bo's Who."

13
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Adventures in Buyology
Editor's Note

—

You may think, sometimes, that it is hard to sell, but do
yon realize that it is, sometimes, equally hard to buy. From
month to month we hope to reproduce here actual experi-
ences of would-be customers. They may contain a hint or
two of value to the man or woman behind the counter.

Bear in mind that while the names that appear in these
adventures are altered, each incident actually happened—not
necessaril}' at the Kodak counter but in a store handling
Kodak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint and
everv word is true.

I was walking along the street

with an observant friend of mine
the other day, when he called my
attention to a sign prominently dis-

played in a restaurant window. I

don't remember the exact wording,
but the word "dainty" appeared.
In fact, that was the ke\"-note. Tt

was tlie card itself that liafl im-
pressed m_\' friend and held my own
eye. Once it had been white—sup-
posedly—now it was smeared and
thumb-marked and generally dis-

reputable. It made one think at

once of soiled table cloths and
greasy silver and pers])iring wait-

ers. The idea back of that card
was "daintiness" but the atmos-
phere created was quite the reverse-

"Pretty important thing—atmos-
phere," suggested my friend, "par-
ticularl}- important in a restaurant,

of course, but always worth think-

ing abovtt.

"The other day I went to a

Kodak store, for examj^le. for a

birthday gift for my wife. She has
a 3A Kodak and had expressed a

definite wi.sh for a leather case.

"The salesman was polite and
eager to please, but he had consid-

erable difficult}- in k»cating this arti-

cle. He looked under the counter

and around it and on the shelves.

Finallv he found it—in ;ui otit-of-

the-\va}- nook near the floor, and
put it on the counter for my in-

spection.

"The case was in a cardboard
container, and as they lay there side

by side it was the box and not the

case that drew most of my atten-

tion. The sign we just saw was
spotless white as compared to that

box, and while the case was black

and \\ouldn't show dirt, I instinc-

tively felt that it must be filthy. My
wife is l)Olh members of the firm

spick and span. Her house is spot-

less, and she herself is always neat

as a pin.

"1 bought that 3A case because it

was just what I wanted, but I re-

( [nested the salesman to do it up in

wrapping paper and to discard the

l)ox, and that night, at home, I

cleaned it carefully with a cloth.

"If mv wife had been making
that purchase—well, there wouldn't
have been an\'.

"And you see the incident sticks

in mv own mind."

First the Kodak—then jiJw and finishing, Jihn and finish-

ing, an endless chain thai continues tlirough the i/ears.

14
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They Link Up
John Smith bu_\ s an alhuni. llow

al)()Ut mounting? Does he prefer

paste or Kodak Dry Mounting Tis-

sue? If the former, the print roller

will be a convenience. He'll need a

trimmer, too, and it"s even more
important that he preserve his ne-

gatives than his prints—hence the

Eastman Film Negative All)um.

Link them up in your mind and

you will link them up in your sales.

15
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Are You Reading It?

The other day we were talking to

the owner and active head of a very

successful Kodak store. We hap-

pen to value this man's opinion

very much, and so, making the

most of our opportunity, we asked
him what he thought of the maga-
zines that the Kodak people pub-
lish. Frankly, we had expected
himi to talk about the Kodak
Salesman, and had adopted a

stance equally effective for deflec-

ting a blow or receiving a com-
pliment ; but he didn't. "The best

thing that you people put out for

the man or woman behind the cam-
era counter," he said, "is Kodak-
cry." And then he added reflec-

tively, "Rut thev don't read it."

We are not even going to com-
ment on this true little incident, but

are going right along and tell you
what you can read in the February
issue of Kodakcry if you will.

The opening story, "Before
Dawn." is both interesting and
amusing, while other February fea-

tures include, "Outdoors with the

Camera in Winter," "Lighting the

Home Portrait," a double page pic-

ture spread called "Picture-Poetry

of Childhood," "The Interior of

the Home" and "Spotting Nega-
tives and Prints."

And the advertising, as always,

calls attention to the fact that the

goods described are obtainable

—

"at vour dealer's."

Something Extra

Charge accounts, deliveries, va-

ried stocks, fair prices—all these,

of course, constitute service—but

the customer never so considers

them. They are too old, too gen-

eral—every store offers them. Ser-

vice has come to mean to most cus-

tomers, extra attention—something
more than the expected. A courtesy

extended, for example, that the

customer does not feel has been fig-

ured in the selling price of tlie

goods—that's what he calls "Ser-

vice." Something extra—that's it.

Right in line comes a suggestion

from G. A. Conradi. Mr. Conradi
mentions one road to "Something
Extra"—a Kodak cleaning service.

"No matter who the customer is,

no matter what type of camera
he uses, we are eager to extend this

service. We ask the customers
whether their lens and finder are

clean, ask them to bring in the

Kodak and then we clean lens and
finder, dust out inside and paste

down any loose ends of leather. We
adjust shutters, of the box type

cameras, and find that many of

them are full of sand from sea-

shore trips. Every camera brought

to us gets a good looking over,

gratis. Furthermore we do it right

and right away. We don't put it

ofif until we are good and ready but

do it while they wait and are look-

ing on. It is surprising to them to

see the amount of dust on the lens,

the increased brightness of the

finder, and our every move is

watched. They go away satisfied

that they received something for

nothing. And it pays."

A Negative worth taking is worth dating:—
Sell the Autographic feature.

16



As the slowing down of a picture taken by the

ultra-rapid camera enables an athlete to study his

movements and correct faulty actions, so does the

study of a chart of your daily activities show you how
to make your hours more valuable and, in short, do

more in less time. Try it once just chart your daily

actions and you'll be surprised at the time and energy

you will see you waste. _ ^hr Sa/rs Ihiihirr.
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Kodak on the Job
Contractors, architects, surveyors and engi-

neers are among the people who can be sold

Kodaks for STRICTLY BUSINESS reasons.

And it's the autographic feature that will

clinch the sale.



"Not even genius compares

with grit,

"And a man cant lose if he

will not quitr'
—Selected,



Getting Ahead

/y cvcrif business concern, large or small,

there is, on the part of everi/ individual, a

natural eagerness and desire to get ahead, and
more or less rivalry ensues as a result. It is a

great mistake, hcncever, to have uppermost in

mind the idea of ''heating the other fellow to

it," some particidar friend, associate or neigh-

bor. Such rivalrij breeds animosity and trouble.

rHE surer way is to get ahead of yourself

each day—never mind the other fellow.

Get ahead of yourself by improving on the day
before, by surpassing that day's record, by
being more eager, more cheerful, more atten-

tive to your work, more courteous to your cus-

tomers. —The Carpenter Steel Xews.



YOU NEVER CAX TELL

He wore a battered hat and a shajieless coat and so when he asked for a

camera the salesman sold him a little box Brownie. Our artist has nicely caught

the consternation on said salesman's face as he sees his customer get into a

§;30,000 car and notices the liveried chauffeur and footman. *'He would have bought

a Graflex," sighs the salesman.

Most millionaires refuse to dress the part.
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worth while, Mrs. Smith. It will

be a real help to you in making

good pictures. And, of course, if

there is anything that isn't quite

clear, just ask us about it. But

don't neglect a careful reading."

It's to your interest, as well as

our own, of course, that the manual

should come into its own. It will

prevent useless questions at the

coimter. and the better pictures that

will result will make better custo-

mers.

To do all that is reasonably pos-

sible to get people to read the man-
ual is good business—for both of

us.

And there's another point. Each
manual is a real advertisement for

the goods that you sell. It suggests

in the text the Kodak Portrait At-
tachment, the Kodak Flash Sheet

Holder and Eastman Flash Sheets.

And then at the back is display ad-

vertising in which various sundries

are impressively presented, and all

with the line
—"At vour dealer's."

Pumsey, Pennisy, Purrisy

The other day a letter came to the

Kodakcry mailing department, in

which a dealer complained that cer-

tain of his customers who were en-

titled to receive the magazine were
apparently not on the list. This

seemed passing strange to the deal-

er, who put the matter squarely up
to us because he himself had sent in

the blanks and knew that his part of

the transaction had l)een taken care

of. We were falling down here in

Toronto.

In this same letter were three ad-

ditional Kodakcry blanks, which
this same dealer had filled out him-
self, and he hoped that his custo-

mers whose names appeared there-

on might receive the magazine be-

ginning with the next issue. They
will but

—

The mailing clerk stared at blank
No. 1 for some minutes, then she

stared at blank Xo. 2, and, shud-
dering slightly, turned to No. 3.

Could there be a town with such a
name? She consulted the postal

guide without success, and then

took the letter and blanks over to

the mail chief. The mail chief

smiled. "I'm going to try an exper-

iment," he said. "Fm going to six

dififerent men in six different offices

and see what they make out of this

address." And so with the three

blanks and six pieces of paper he

made his rounds with the following

results. And it should be under-

stood that each man had three spe-

cimens obviously intended for the

same town address to guide him.

First office—^Pennisy. Second of-

fice—Pumsey. Third office, who
makes a specialty of puzzles, gave
his verdict as Purrisy, taking the

word letter for letter. However, he
guessed that it was meant to be
"Rumsey" because this sounded as

if it might be a real word. Fourth
office—Pinnesy. Fifth office—Pum-
sey. Sixth office—Pinnesy.

Now we aren't going to tell you
the real name of the town which
was finally discovered through a

search of letter heads, but it has not

the slightest resemblance to any of

the suggestions above.

It's a good thing to fill these

blanks in yourself. You want your
customer to get the magazine so

that he will be reminded each month
of the things you would like to sell

him, and that his interest in pho-

tography may be kept to the proper

pitch. And he may forget. Fill

them in vourself but do it carefully.

4
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Let There Be Effective Light

Every salesman behind the coun-

ter of a retail store knows the value

of a window that is well illumin-

ated at night. He realizes that folks

resemble the moth in their tendency

to gravitate toward that particular

store on a given street which has

the most attractive lighting.

Elementary arithmetic tells him
that if twenty passersby out of

every fifty who walk down the

street are attracted by the lighting

and pause in front of the '^how win-

dow he, personally, will have a

chance to make more sales than if

only five stopped to inspect the dis-

play.

The salesman also feels that, as

the 'amount of goods he sells is di-

rectly in proportion to the number
of people that are attracted to the

window and come into the store, he

has a right to expect sales-making

lighting, fixtures and displays.

But the average man behind the

counter, though realizing the hand-
icap of a badly-illuminated and
awkwardly-arranged window dis-

play, knows very little about how to

secvire proper lighting and effective

arrangement in the show window

—

the kind of lighting and arrange-

ment that not only attracts the pass-

erby but displays the merchandise
to the best advantage and helps

make sales.

A ten-minute walk at night

through the main business street of

any city or town will readily prove
that hardly any effort is expended
in making window lighting more
effective. It will prove more. It

will show that not only is the light-

ing ineffective, but that, in nine cases

out of ten, it also violates the first

principles, the very fundamentals,

of artistic and sales-making illumin-

ation.

These fundamentals, for the most
part, have been arrived at as the re-

sult of countless thousands of opti-

cal experiments, made for other

purposes but applicable as well to

window lighting. Every salesman
who wants the show windows of

the store in which he is working to

make sales for him at night as well

as during the day should know these

basic principles by heart and be able

to pass the knowledge to the pro-

prietor if necessary.

The first and foremost principle

is: The Lights Should Br Cox-
CE.ALED. The day of the lighting

fixture hanging from the center of

a window has long since passed.

You can't make people stop in front

of your display by giving them an
eye-full of electric light. Giving
them an eye- full of attractive cam-
eras, films and supplies has been
proven by far the more effective

way of attracting attention. Forty
years ago an incandescent lamp in a
window was as much of a novelty

as a radium lamp would be to-day.

Then it paid to display the light

—

not the merchandise. But in these

times, when almost every child car-

ries a mazda fiash lamp, the sight of

a row of electric bulbs in a window
has no more attention-getting value

than the row of telegraph poles

along the avenue.

The second principle is that the

bulbs, lamps and reflectors must be

kept clean. A film of dust on an
electric bulb, though hardly notice-

able, will cut the light of that bulb

down at least twenty per cent. Tests

have proven the fact that lighting

equipment which has not been
cleaned for three months loses at

least fifty per cent, of its illuminat-

ing value—that is. one-half of the

light generated is absorbed by the

:6
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surrounding dust and dirt, i'late

glass windows are cleaned at fre-

quent intervals to let the light in.

Bulbs and other illuminating equip-

ment should be cleaned just as fre-

quently to let the light out.

Principle number three is that all

window lighting must be so ar-

ranged that the illumination is

where it is wanted—on the mer-
chandise. The addition of a reflec-

tor to a lamp not only forces the

light in the direction desired but

also adds about fifty per cent, to the

intensity of the illumination deliv-

ered. ^Misdirected light may be

worse than no light at all. Have
you ever passed a store window
where the glare from exposed elec-

tric bulbs was so intense that you
instinctively squinted your eyes and
turned your head to one side? Bad
lighting of this kind is more of a

liability than an asset.

Xumber four of the rules that

make for effective window lighting

consists in the use of good judg-

ment regarding the matter of back-

grounds and in the proper display

of merchandise. Don't use a white

background to display paper in

white envelopes. Don't arrange
black-bellows cameras in front of

a black curtain. A white back-

ground causes colored objects to

stand out by contrast ; a gray back-

ground makes a good neutral tint.

Don't display rolls of film and
other small objects in a large show
window, with the expectation that

the lights in the ceiling will furnish

proper illumination. Either lower

the lights, if possible, or arrange a

number of lamps at the base of the

windows so that the light they give

makes the small objects stand out

clearly. Then, if you turn oft' the

ceiling bulbs, you have an eft'ective-

ly-illuminated window, because the

lisfht is concentrated on the mer-

chandise, thus making the display

command the exclusive attention of

the person who stops to look.

And because the test of an effec-

tive trim is whether. or not it does
force the exclusive attention to the

goods on display, is why it is un-

wise for a store to have a glass-

backed window that allows a view
of the interior. The glimpse of what
is going on inside allows the eye to

stray from the merchandise and be-

tween the divided attention the

probabilities of the passerby com-
ing into the store fall to the ground.

During the last year or so numer-
ous styles of flash signs -for use as

"attention-getters" in the show win-

dow have made their appearance on
the market. Some of these are

good—some are worse than useless.

But even the good ones lose in value

if the stores on either side of the

one you are working in have also

invested in a similar piece of light-

ing equipment. Many store pro-

prietors overlook this point. It is

not enough to have an attractively-

arranged and cleverly-ilkuninated

show window. It must also l)e dif-

ferent. It is only by this difference

that the advertising value of a dis-

plav is enhanced.

A flash sign is a good thing; so

is a spot-light thrown on an open
Graflex ; so is a series of lights that

flood a group of Kodak prints in a

dift'erent color at definite intervals.

But all these "stunts" are good only

so long as they are exclusive. As
soon as some one else on the block

adopts them, it is time your store

got something dift'erent.

Do a little experimenting on your
own hook. Try out lighting effects,

work with various colors, test out

backgrounds. Give the night ap-

pearance of the show window the

attention it deserves.
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KODAK PARK

Because few of us are accustomed to viewinu- tlu- earth from the sky. relative .'

values are sure to be misleading to the ••land-lublur." It nill aid in appreciation ot

size of Kodak Park, Rochester, X.Y., however, if the reader bears in mind that

building in the upper right corner of the plant nrounds is 563 feet long.

8
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AN AIR.PLANE
Xegative on Eastman Panchromatic Film, Aero Xo. 1 Filter, altitude 1.000 feet, with

in F. & S. .Model K-1 Oblique Aero Camera. The plane was a D. H. -t, special photo-

graphic tyj)e, with Captain Albert W. Stevens, V . S. Air Service, as observer-photographer,

ind Lieutenant Charles >L Potter as pilot.
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t'fi""/^'".

SAM had been on his feet nearly

all day. He was genuinel}' tired,

and partly for this reason and part-

ly because ]\Ir. Clark looked as if he

wanted to talk, he sank gratefully

into the vacant chair by the desk.

He was right. The boss did want

to talk.

"I went over to Roper's to-day on

an errand for my wife and another

man, evidently on an errand for his

wife too, was looking at some hand-

bags. The saleswoman was busy

elsewhere, and the man, evidently

in a hurry, was looking over the

bags with the idea of making his

own selection. One bag seemed to

appeal to him particularly, and he

glanced at the tag. It read 'ZSST
or some such cabalistic jargon. To
the saleswoman it meant something ;

as far as the customer was con-

cerned, it fairly reeked with noth-

ing at all. The man looked at me,

and, indicating the tag, said, *I guess

you have to have Chinese money to

buy here.' Then he walked out.

"Price is a pretty important fac-

tor in a sale, and the question that

is often uppermost in the mind of

the customer is 'How much?' Xo
display, whether counter or win-

dow, tells the whole story unless the

various articles carry price cards

—

easilv read. And these trick tags

TenJ\d.inutes

with the "Boss
that read like a secret code are a

source of irritation, to say the least.

"The other day I read a little true

incident in the life of a man who
had made hundreds of thousands of

dollars in retail stores. We'll call

him Smith.

"One day Smith and a friend of

his were walking along a business

street in Toronto, and as usual.

Smith was scanning each store front

sharply for ideas. Suddenly he
stopped short and turning to his

companion said, T know how to

double this man's business.' They
were standing outside a small retail

establishment, up-to-date in appear-

ance as far as the ordinarv eye
could see—neat window displa}'s

and an attractive entrance. A\ ait

a minute.' continued Smith and he
disappeared within the store.

" 'What's the secret ?" asked his

friend curiously, when a few min-
utes later they resumed their walk.

" ' Price tags,' was the reply.

"The absence of tags on the items

in the window had caught Smith's

eye, and, in his opinion at least, this

omission was cutting the business

the store might do, in half. That
had been Smith's experience, Sam-
my, and while I don't go quite as

far as that. I do most emphatically

believe in price cards.

"And this is entirely irrelevant,

Sammy, but if you can find any in-

dication of prices in that window
display of ours, you can have the

store."

10
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while tlie names that appear in tliese

adventures are altered, each incident actually happened

—

not necessarily at the Kodak counter but in a store
handling Kodak goods. It gives you the customer's view-
point and every word is true.

A friend of mine is what is known
as a handy man around the house.

I keep hearing about him from my
wife. The feats that he can per-

form with a few nails and a ham-
mer and a saw and a piece of board

are remarkable. I admit this. And
when my wife tells me that she

can't see why, when Henry can do

such wonderful things, that I can't

at least build her a new shelf for

the kitchen. I agree with her at

once. I don't see why eitlier. T

just can't.

And so at Christmas time, after

hearing what a clever device Henry
had constructed to hold his Christ-

mas tree, I immediately repaired to

a store that had advertised tailor-

made contraptions of a similar na-

ture. I arrived, of course, in the

middle of the Christmas rush, and
everyone was busy—nor did I have
any time to waste myself.

AMiile I had not read the store's

advertisement with particular care,

the impression remainedin my mind
that the device referred to cost in

the neighborhood of fifty cents.

And so. when I had explained my
needs and the salesman produced
a metal standard priced at $3.50,

I received a distinct shock.

"Haven't you something chea]>
er?" I ventured.

The salesman, however, was in

the middle of his selling talk and
my question apparently fell on deaf
ears. He showed me how rigidlv

constructed the thing w^as. He
showed me how it could be adjust-

ed to fit any size tree. He remind-
ed me that it would last a lifetime.

It was a sensible standard—I could

see that—but S3.50 after Christmas
shopping isn't $3.50 at all, but un-

told wealth.

"Haven't you something cheap-

er?" I asked again but less confi-

dently.

"Oh yes," he agreed. "Here's

the same thing in a smaller size at

two dollars. But it won't take a

tree much taller than five feet."

A five-foot tree isn't much when
you have a four-foot son. Obvious-
1\' the larger size was the better

l)u\'. Three dollars and fifty cents

left me forever.

Christmas deliveries are uncer-

tain and I carried the standard
along with me. Just as I was going
out the door, some wooden frames
on a counter caught my eye. Curi-

osity impelled me to find out what
they were, from the saleswoman
who stood near them. They were
Christmas tree holders and cost

fifty cents. Mv memory had not

been at fault. It was these stand-

ards that I had seen advertised.

I looked back. The salesman was
busy now with another customer,
and still another was waiting his

turn. After all, I had a good stand-

ard, and while the wooden one
might answer e\'er_\- puri)ose. metal
construction certainlv had its ad-

vantages. And then. I was in a

hurry. I left the store with the

$3.50 standard still under my arm.
And yet

—

That salesman must have known
about the wooden holders and I had
told him that I wanted a cheap de-

vice. Somehow, I felt defrauded.

And I think I should have bought
the metal standard in anv event.

11
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Some of the Parts That Go Into the '?>\ Kodak

Machines That Never Make a Mistake

Going back to our childhood, we
recall a kind faced old blacksmith

whose warm shop provided a wel-

come refuge from the icy blasts that

swept across the skating rink. W'e

can see him now as he shaped each

iron shoe with loving care, as if he

hated to finish the job. It took him
a long time, we remember, to com-
plete a task. Sometimes, when a

horse was waiting to be shod, the

animal wotild yawn from sheer im-

patience. We've seen them do it.

Ancient historv is the workman
who fondles each job, who wields

the hammer with loving taps, and
approaches his bench each day in a

reverential mood. Ancient history

—or more terselv—old stuff.

He wasn't necessary—he kept

getting in the way of business and
clogging up the wheels. His son is

necessary though— the chap who
with skilled fingers fashions the

tools that speed up production. But
the old man has gone.

It's quantity production to-day,

and Canada has helped prove that

properly tooled up goods can be

manufactured not only more econ-

omically but more accurately by
machine methods than by hand.

The illustrations above and on

the opposite page show some—not

all—of the parts that enter in the

construction of the 3A Atitographic

Kodak. The number of different

parts is 158, while the total number

12
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The Total Xumber of Parts That Enter Into the Manufacture of the 3A
Autographic Kodak Is ihX—Here Are a Few of Them

of parts is 251. Skilled workmen themselves, but by the machines

to be sure, but the measure of skill they operate—machines that never

is governed not solely by the men make a mistake.

Kodakery for March

The other day we were talking to

the owner and active head of a very

successftil Kodak store. We hap-

pen to value this man's opinion very

much, and so. making the most of

our opportunity, we asked him
what he thought of the magazines

that the Kodak people publish.

Frankly, we had expected him to

talk about the Kodak Salf.smax,

but he didn't. "The best thing that

you people put out for the man or

woman behind the camera counter,"

he said, "is Kodakerx." And then

he added reflectively. "But they

don't read it."

We are not even going to com-
ment on this true little incident, but

are going right along and tell you
what you can read in the March
issue of Kodakery- if you will.

Picturesque Mexico, X i g h t

Scenes, Large Pictures from Small

Negatives. Bromide Papers. Pho-

tographing Interiors by Flashlight.

And as always, there are pictures

and advertising which says that the

goods are obtainable "At your

dealers."

13
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News Interest Under Glass

Judged from the standpoint of

trim, the window put in by G. \\'al-

ter Hopkins of the SutcHffe Com-
pany, might 1)e open to adverse
criticism. Judged from the stand-

point of interest, however— that's

the real test—this cH splay just

naturally belongs. It's an ace.

Imagine a city, football mad all

season, but football maddest for the

final game between the two local

high schools. Each institution has
its loyal supporters, and the spirit

of rivalry between the schools

themselves has been caught by the

entire city. Until the championship
has been decided, a city divided
against itself.

That was the situation. Air. Hop-
kins sensed it and proceeded to turn
it to his own advantage.

First, each player on each team
was photographed separately with a

Graflex. Enlarged prints from these

negatives were mounted and then

cut out. These photographic cut-

(luts were not only novel but car-

ried with them a realism possible in

no other way. The players fairly

plunged across the window. This

was enough to draw the attention

of the passers-by but Air. Hopkins
didn't stop there.

As you see, the background was
a mass of photographs—all with

14
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timely interest. Enlargements of

the famous College team, en-

largements of the captains and
coaches of the opposing high school

teams, pictures made at previous

games.
There's news interest that rivals

the pictorial supplement of a Sun-

day edition.

That window blocked the street.

But, then, that goes without saying.

Hockev is here and baseball will

follow on its heels. Cash in on
Mr. Hopkins" idea.

A Practice That Pays

A friend of ours alwa}s insists

on going to one particular hotel for

hmch. There are other hotels and

restaurants in the city, and they all

serve a better lunch, but you can't

make old J. B. believe that. Xo Sir.

He still goes to Blackston's and will

keep on going there as long as he

eats luncheons and Blackston's does

business.

And the answer is a very simple

one. ^^'hen he enters the dining

room of Blackston's. the manager,
who is always hovering in the mid-
dle distance, greets him by name.
"Good morning, ^Ir. Allen." says

the manager. "Good morning, ^Mr.

Folks," says J. B. in return, and this

little ceremony gives a relish to the

meal that, as far as J. B. is con-

cerned, is missing elsewhere. The
manager knows him—by name.
You are wondering, perhaps, how

we surprised this secret. CertainK'

J. B. didn't tell us ; but he didn't

need to. We could see what was
going on in his brain, by the reflec-

tion in our own. The Pillars is our
favorite eating place, because—well

—one reason is that we know

Streeter, who runs the place, well

enough to call him "Ed'' and he

calls us "Jim" and usually stops at

our table for a minute or so. The
inanof/er kno^v's us by name. Yovi

prefer Hayden's Chop House—and
if vou're honest with yourself, it

isn't so much the tender steaks that

draw you. as the fact that they

know you there by name.
We're all human, and there is

just a tinge of a compliment in the

fact that a man of importance calls

us by name, that is irresistible. We
appreciate it—and we go out of our

wav to get it.

X'or is this true in a hotel only.

It's true everywhere, and emphati-

cally so in a store.

You aren't always the salesman.

Frequently you do business from
the other side of the counter and
become the purchaser yourself.

Your preference is for the store

where the salesman knows yoti by
name.

It takes practice to remember
names and to connect them with the

right people, but it's practice that

pays.

'Selling Kodaks and Supplies," a worth

while hooh that is yours

for the ashing.

15
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

My dad was reading a book to-

night and my mother asked him
what book he was reading and my
dad said the Autabiography of Ben-
jamin Frankhn and the world would
be better otT if everyone would read
it. My mother was sowing at the
time and I notice that whenever she
sows she don't pay only half atten-
shun and she said who wrote the
book Frank and my dad said Har-
old Mcgrath and my mother said
oh I must read it. Xow I don't
know who did write this here auta-
biography but I'm pretty sure this

fella Harold ]\IcGrath didn't.

From time to time, my dad says,
old Ben got off some pretty good
things and one of the best" things
that he ever said was that the fella

that was good at making excuses
was seldom good at anything else.

There's a girl down to the store

that is like that. AA'henever she's

late she's got one of the best ex-
cuses I ever met and she's late

pretty frequent. When something's
wrong at her counter, she's got an
excuse that would put your eye out
and something's pretty apt to be
wrong most of the time. She makes
a lotta more excuses than she makes
sales.

And then there was Arthur. Ar-
thur was with me years ago. He

wasn't exactly with me either. Ar-
thur was a marvell at making ex-

cuses but he was even better at

passing the buck. Give Arthur the

speediest buck from the North
Woods and pvit them on a straight

away and I bet that Arthur would
pass the buck before the first turn

and he wouldn't be overheated
either. You would ask Arthur why
this wasnt done or that wasnt done
and he couldn't understand it no
more than you could because he

told Alice to see to that himself.

^^'hy wasn't that counter display

changed? That's just what he'd

like to know too because Ed was
supposed to do that and he had told

him so just yesterday. Where were
the new catalogues? That was just

the point that was perplexing him.

Bill had oughta seen to that and
Arthur was all wore out trying to

get him to put some sistem in his

work. Every body was out of step

but Arthur and that was nature 1

enough because they was marchinfr

along to a Sousa march and he was
reversing to a slow waits. One day
Arthur decided to go to wdiere they

was begger opportunities for him
and Ii went down to the train to

see him oft". In fact I shadowed
him all that evening because he

wasn't going to miss that train if

I could helji it. Oft"ered a better

field for Arthur at that. There
was more people for him to pass

the buck to.

A fella can pass the buck just

about so long and then somebody
comes along and bucks the pass.

There's a home side, a fun side, an educational side and
a practical side to the Kodak on the farm. The

booklets that icill tell your country customers
alt about it are entitled "The Kodak on the

Farm," and they are free in reasonable

quantities.
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Good salesmen^ like cooks,

create an appetite when the

buyer doesn't seem hungry
— Through the Meshes.
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Experience may be the best

teacher but she seldom finds any

apples on her desk.



A Customers Friends

jjr HEX i/ou sill (ini/thiug to a custo-

^ mcr it is a good thing to re )n ember

that that eustomer has friends. If the eus-

tonier lived all alone and didn't talk zcith

anyone else, perhaps it icouldn't matter

quite so mueh xchether i/ou pleased hi)n or

not. Evenj enstomer shonld he a link in

an endless chain for the pnrpose of bringing

in more enstomers.

—Fdtrlncdrk.



CUSTOMERS YOU HAVE MET
The Garrulous Lady Who Holds Up Traffic' While She Gives

You a Detailed History of Each Subject Photographed.
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As long as the Kodak is on your

counter or in vour hands, it's yours

and the customer so considers it.

But when it's in his hands

—

there's a psychological difference

there that helps the sale.

\\\ all means—get the thing you
are trying to sell in the hands of the

possihle purchaser.

It pays.

Unconscious Humor

One of the quickest ways to hurt

the feelings of a customer and the

chances of a sale is to smile at his

blunders. Oftentimes the questions

a ])urchaser puts may strike you as

utterly ridiculous, but when you
stop to think about it. there is really

no reason why the chap "who just

makes snap-shots" should be thor-

oughly conversant with the correct

pronunciation of tongue-twisting

photographic terms, or why he
should thoroughly understand the

various steps that lead to the fin-

ished print. So perhaps some of

the questions aren't so foolish after

all.

And whether they are foolish or

not. good manners dictate that the

smile should be repressed—not only

good manners but good salesman-

ship. You will never, sell a morti-

fied customer the second time.

Afterwards enjoy the smile, if

you like. Here, for example, are a

few little true incidents, carrying

with them an element of humor,
that have recently come to our at-

tention

Out in ^^'aterloo. Iowa, a highly-

colored gentleman walked into the

store of a Kodak dealer one after-

noon last summer and said to the

salesman who met him :

''Does vou - all fix pitchures

heah ?"

"Yes."

"Well, heah's a film what Ah
done wants Evaporated!'

Another dealer writes

:

"A man wanted to trade in his

old Kodak for a newer model with

one of them there new 'Antise])tic

Lenses.' We didn't mind what he

called it. as we made a good trade,

and are glad to say that we have
'Educated the Amateur' in his case.

"Another man insisted on getting

'Artillery Paper'—said a local studio

used it. and would have no other.

We did our best to convince him it

was Artura he wanted, but could

not do so. until we called the studio

on the phone and had the jiroprietor

correct the wrong impression."

^^'e were recently told about a

woman who liad made some flash-

light ex))osures which were com-
])]ete failures—the film was al)-

soluteh' blank. The salesinan as-

certained that lier mode of camera
])rocedure had l)een correct and
then he asked her what size flash

sheet she had used. "Flash sheet!"

she replied, "\\'hy I used my hus-

band's pocket flashlight."

However, perhaps first prize goes

to B. C. Rounds, of Marr's Drug
Store, who relates the following in-

cident :

"One day recent I \ a customer
called for a roll of film I had de-

veiot)ed and printed for him. It

was a six exposure roll and he had
made two double exposures. After
he had examined them he said, 'See

here, young man, you have spoiled

these two negatives. If }'ou had de-

A eloped them one at a time as I

made them, they .would be all

riHit.'
"
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Cable Release Attachment

Vest Pocket Kodak

Tripod Adapter

i/A A' THEM LP IX YOin SALES
Any of these sundries slioicn above icill interest the pur-

chaser of a V. P. K. Group them together in tjour mind.

It should he remembered that the Kodak Self-Timer onlif

operates on a earn era fitfed icifh Cable Release—henee the

CahJe Release attaehmeni far tlie J^est Poeket Kodak.
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that wliile the names that appear in

these adventures are altered, each incident actually hap-
pened—not necessarily at the Kodak counter, but in a
store handling Kodak goods. It gives you the customer's
viewpoint and every word is true.

One thing that has made Jerry
Jacobs such a successful traveling

salesman is his eagerness to absorb
and capitalize the experiences of

others.

Last week, when Jerry came to

town, we lunched together, and I

talked advertising, as usual.

"But acfvertising won't do it all."

said Jerry at the end of my disser-

tation. "The contact between the

store and the individual customers
has to be considered, too. Each
person who meets the customer,
must realize that an error on his

part may drive the customer to a

competing store."

"That's true enough. Courtesy,
tact, interest—they all make satis-

fied customers," I encouraged him.
"You ought to include accuracy,

too," jerry suggested. "Now let

me tell you an experience I had a
few weeks ago. I was in an east-

ern city, and as I came down the

street to one of the big department
stores it occurred to me that I might
buy some gifts for my mother and
my sister, whose birthdays were in

February. A very pleasant sales-

lady hel])ed me select a desk-lamp
for my sister, so I gave her the ad-
dress, paid the postage, and went
my way rejoicing to the silverware

department. There I bought a sand-
wich tray, for my mother. After it

was all wrapped for mailing the

saleslady showed me how securely

it was packed, and assured me that

it would travel safely to Chicago.
"The postage will be about a dol-

lar," said the young man who had
brought the package from the wrap-

ping room. I reached for the money
and then that phrase, "about a dol-

lar" began to repeat itself in m\-

mind. "Al)out a dollar," I said to

myself. That means that some-
one is guessing at it ! So I told the

saleslady that 1 would mail the par-

cel myself and I did. The postage
and insurance cost me 48 cents, less

than half of the dollar that the store

tried to charge me."'

"And now listen to the slorv of

the lamp, bought in the same store.

]\Iy sister wrote me a week or so

later, thanking me for the lamp, but

mentioning in parenthesis that the

electric cord had been wound
around the base and that it had
chipped the enamel in several

places. Can you beat it ? So I wrote
her to send the base to me, so that I

could exchange it. Now somebody's
carelessness cost mv sister the post-

age on that thing from Chicago to

me, to say nothing of the trouble of

wrapping it ; it cost me three-quar-

ters of an hour to take it to the

store and exchange it ; and \ou can

bet it cost the store something, too."

"Error and carelessness can ruin

a business faster than advertising

can build it up," I preached.

"Yes sir. A good salesman must
see to it that things are wrapped
right, and if he doesn't know the

postal rate he should say so. Error
and carelessness cost everybody
money—store as well as customer."

"I guess I'll have another cup of

coffee," I ventured.

"Don't guess, my boy. don't

guess," quoth Jerry, paternal]}-.

Hut we had the coffee an\wa^".
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This Window is Crowded and Confuses the Eye

Don'ts in Arranging Your Window
ARTICLE 1-CROWDLNG

Editor's Note—This is the first of a
series of illustrated articles prepared ex-
clusively for the Kodak Salesman bv A.
J. Edgell of New York City. ilr. Edgell
is an expert on Window Displays and
his helpful suggestions below and in

succeeding articles may be regarded as
authoritative.

Don't overcrowd— some dealers

seem to think that if they do not

put a sample of everything they

have in stock into the window
they'll have to shut up shop, so

they pile it in until the display looks

as if it were a stock-room at the

start of the busy season with the

stockkeeper taking a day ofif.

There is a difference between
making a display look "stocky" and
overcrowding it. The dift'erence be-

tween iust enough and overdoing.

There are several kinds of over-

crowding— There's overcrowding
with goods of a single kind, over-

crowding b\- trying to convey too

many different ideas, overcrowding
by failure to leave "pauses" in the

story that is being told. You've
noted how a person who talks away
in a monotone without pauses gets

on your nerves. You wish he'd put

on the brakes once in a while or

coast a bit^well. an overcrowded
window does to the eye what a

monotone marathon talker does to

the ear. To ])ut it another way—

a

roomful of people all shouting at

you. each telling vou his story, reg-

ular bedlam stuff'.

8
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As Opposed to Window on Opposite Pai^e, This Display Is a Good
Example of "Just Enough."

The higher the type of store, the

fewer the items shown in the win-
dow you'll notice as you look

around. There's always a happy
medium that is suitahle for the

average store.

The illustrations show two ways
of arranging displays of Kodaks
and supplies. In one, an over-

abundance of merchandise and ad-

^•ertising matter is used and the re-

sult is a display that is overcrowd-
ed. ^M^ile the arrangement is neat

and uniform, the merchandise is too

massed and too manv cards are

used.

The second illustration shows the

improvement made l)y eliminating a

few of the items and holding them
for a later display.

The enlargements and cards are

easily taken in by the eve, votir

glance travels easily from one to

the other and the Kodaks say as

plain as day, "Here we are, make
your choice. With us you can take

photographs like those in this win-
dow."
An enlargement is hung in the

back of the window, high enough to

serve as an eye-catcher from across

the street, or gain the attention of

the man passing in an automobile
or street car.

A smaller enlargement is in the

foreground elevated on a low box
and leaning against a tripod. A
\'est Pocket Kodak is on the floor

in front. Other Kodaks at the sides

are elevated on their own boxes. In

the corners of the window are glass

shelves standing on wooden boxes
or pedestals and draped with goods.

Displav cards hang in front. Kodaks
on tripods give height. The Kodaks

9
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KODAK
Willi you

-INISU

CODAK
BEGAN

Another (iood Example of ''Just Enough.''

in the front corners stand on glass

candle-sticks. Photographs show-
ing the size taken by each should
stand near the Kodaks as should
small neatly lettered price cards.

A safe way to prevent over-

crowding is to place in a display

what you feel is the proper amount
of merchandise—then remove a

few of the less important items.

There are fifty-two weeks in a

year and show windows should be

changed at least once a week.
That's fifty-two chances to tell your
story—so why try to tell it all at

once.

Before we knew better we filled

advertising space full of type clear

up to the edges of the space but we
know now, as the result of experi-

ence, that white space mixed with

the type in the right proportion

makes an advertisement that is far

more likely to sell the goods. An
overcrowded window lacks "white

space"' and its chances of doing its

work are not nearly so good as

those of the window with a few
white spaces. These make the indi-

vidual items stand out.

A stocky window suggests both

abundance and cheapness. A win-

dow filled with goods of the same
kind always suggests low prices. It

is also likely to suggest low quality.

The abundance gives the reason for

the low price.

You rarely see a display in the

window of a successful five and ten

cent store that is not crowded.

10
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MYDAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by bis son

The other day ni}- dad and me
went to buy a pair of skates. The
fella behind the counter was sorta

half leaning against the shelfs. My
dad says I want a pair of skates for

the youngster here and the fella

sa3's what size and my dad told him
and then the fella put a pair of

skates on the counter and leaned

against the shelf again.

j\Iy dad gets very sarcastick some
times and I guess the way the fella

acted got him good. An}- wa\' he
said young man my son and I are

compleat strangers to you. You
don't know us. ^^'e've never met
before. And that's the reason I

can't understand your overwhelm-
ing desire to give us just what we
want. If I was your oldest friend

and you had been god-father to my
son here I could see whv vou should

go to all this trouljle in ovir behalf
but here we are. as I say, compleat
strangers and yet there don't seem
to be nothing you won't do in order
to please us. \\'e thank vou verv
much for showing vis a pair of

skates. It has been a treat that I

shall never
.
forget. Good day sir.

Then my dad lifted his hat as if

he was taking leave of the King of

England and started for the door.

Rut the fella came to life about
then. He knew all about skates and
he showed us several different

kinds and explained the advantages
one pair had over another. He was
a fine salesman after he got started

and my dad paid more for the pair

he got than he had originally in-

tended. I guess he see that the

fella was a good sort after all.

^^ hen we was going ni}- dad sa}s.

Young man, consider the slot ma-
chine, it won't sell anything unless
it's pressed to. but it has to stand
outside in the rain.

And while we were walking home
my dad says—common courtesy is

just plain common sense—it helps

to sell ijoods.

Kodakery for April

"When You're in a Hurry"—an
article that explains how to print

from wet negatives.

"The Country in \A^inter"—at-

tractively illustrated with the kind

of winter pictures }ou would like

to get. Incidentally, the text tells

you how to get them.

"Daylight Effects by Moonlight."

"Sepia Tones on A^elox."

"Notes on Coloring Lantern
Slides."

"Focusing in Enlarging."

"Portraits by Flashlight."

An unusually stimulating issue is

April—stimulating both interest

and sales. Those last three articles,

for example, will sell Velox Trans-
parent \\'ater Color Stamps, Ko-
dak Enlarging Outfits, Portrait At-
tachments and flashlight material.

And always the magazine sells

photography.

"SclVinij Kodaks and Siij)pUes"—a tcortJi-'icJiilc booklet tJiat

is Ifours for the (ish'iug

11
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Capacity of New Acid Plant To Be Five Times That of Old
i'',v "A'odak Salesman' \for March

capacity, and its maximum daily

ration of sodium nitrate will be
10.800 pounds—about nine car-

loads a week. When working at

full blast the new plant could pro-

duce 6,600 gallons or 36 tons of

nitric acid every day, 300 days a

year.

In the Acid Plant proper will be
the six retorts, the condensing and
collecting systems, and three hori-

zontal cylindrical tanks eight feet

by thirty, for storing mixed acids.

The Acid Storage building will con-
tain eight tanks of similar immen-
sity for storing the sulphuric acid

that is to be used in manufacturing
the nitric. Each of these tanks
holds 170,000 pounds, and the total

capacity of the eleven is 1.870.000
]x:)unds.

Where will we store the nitric

acid/ We won't. From the acid

J-'roiii the /uisfinaii A'odak Coiiipaii

Seven tons cjf 100% nitric acid a

da}-

!

That's the capacity of the Nitric

Acid Plant now in operation at

Kodak Park. Folks who measure
acid in cubic centimeters or ovmces
probalily think seven tons is enough
but the}' ought to see the new Ni-
tric Acid Plant and the Acid Stor-

age Building that are going up at

Kodak Park West.
Nitric acid, which is used to treat

the cotton from which film base is

made, is produced by the action of

sulj^huric acid on Sodium Nitrate.

The present acid plant contains two
huge retorts, each of 3,000 pounds
capacity. It consumes 21.000 pounds
of sodium nitrate daily and pro-

duces 1 ,300 gallons or seven tons of

nitric acid.

The new Acid Plant will have in

it six retorts, each 6,000 pounds

12
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plant il will lie jniniped directly into

our own tank cars and drawn by
our own fireless locomotives to the

plant where it is to be used.

Since nitric acid acts rapidly on

ordinary metals, all retorts, tanks.

pipes and other containers must be

made of special iron, of peculiar

composition, to make them impervi-

ous to the acid. The acid is ke])t in

closed receptacles throughout the

process. Employees see it only as it

passes through glass sections of the

])ipes. Rubber gloves, goggles and
wooden shoes are always available,

however, for itse in emergency
should line I'lccur during the ])ro-

cess.

But think of 6.600 gallons of

nitric acid a da"\'

I

On Their Tip-Toes

In a training school fe>r artillery

cadets would-be officers worked
as they never worked before.

In fact. thi> condition obtained in

every training school. Yottth must
be served and youth will be, when
hard work goes hand in hand with

intense desire, whether it be in a

training camp or a store—your
store for example.

But to illustrate to just what
pitch the candidates for commis-
sions had been raised, a friend of

ours related this little incident

:

\Mien the guns fire a salvo, exact

timing becomes a very important
factor. A battery fires piece by
piece, and the intervals between the

various discharges must be accu-

rate. This fact had been pretty

well drilled into the men, and the ne-

cessity for making every movement
count, so that valuable seconds
should not be lost between the sig-

nal and the discharge, was obviotis.

As a result, every man was keyed
itp to catch the firing order.

But accidents will happen in the

best regulated batteries, and it oc-

casionally became necessary to

withhold fire, or to change the time

interval or to make some readjust-

ment of a previously arranged plan.

The Correct order was "Cease fir-

ing," but no sooner did the officer's

lips move than the gunners antici-

pated the order to fire, and then

—

"Boom."

This happened so frequently that

it was decided to substitute a short,

crisp command, and instead of

"Cease firing," the order was
changed to "Stop." But this didn't

remedy the difficulty. So intent

were the giyi crew on making the

most of those precious seconds, so

engrossed were they in their work,
that even "Stop" was futile.

\Mien the command was "Fire"

—that gun was fired—and on time,

but "Stop"—not for a gun crew
that meant business.

Actuallv it became necessary for

the officer in charge to stoop over

and whisper to the gunner when
the orders received from the bat-

tery commander were in variance to

the general instructions governing

the salvo.

Xow with the war over, these

men are in business again, lots of

them in stores, some of them in

l)hotographic stores. Wonder if

their boss ever has to bend over and
whisper a cautioning word against

over-eagerness.

13
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M r s. Cooper
accompanied b y
her young son,
Eddie, expresses

a desire to see a

camera.

The presence of

Eddie gives the

salesman his cue.

'Wants to make
))ictures of t h e

\ oungster" h c

reasons to him-
self and then

—

"I'Or ])ic-tures (jf

children, madam
he saj-s, "you \vi

find the Auto-
graphic feature

of the Kodak iu-

valual)le. How
old was he

when the ])ic-

ture was made?
that's h a 1 f the

story and it's

written on the
film at the time
the exposure i

made." That ar<

ment will appeal
Mrs. Cooper. It

appeal to any par

14
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MR. CLARK looked up from
the trade magazine that he

was reading with a broad grin.

"Sammy." he said with a chuckle,

"here's a story I read that strikes

me as pretty good. Listen.

"A witness was once called to

the stand to testify to the veracity

of the defendant in a civil case.

The lawyer for the defense asked
him. "Do you consider ^Fr. Blank a

truthful man?" "\^-yes." said the

witness. "\\'hatl" exclaimed tlic at-

torney, "did you ever know of his

lying?" "X-no." said the witness,

scratching his head, "but when he
wants to feed his hogs he has to get

someone else to call "em."
"

"There's a real point to that

story." continued Mr. Clark and he
laid down the magazine. "\\'hen

you're back of the Kodak counter
and someone asks you a question
that stumps you. what do you do?"

"I say frankly that I don't know."
said Sam.
"And then what do vou do?"
"\A'hv I make it a special point to

clear the matter up. I look through
the Kodak booklets first and then
if Lm not satisfied. I write to the

Service Department in Toronto."
"How about the chap who asked

the question?"

"^^'ell." replied Sam, "if I know
him I make a memo of the matter

Tm U\iinutes

with the "Boss

and when I get the information, he
gets it. If I don't know him I ask
him for his name and address and
then go through the same proced-
ure. L'stially I'm pretty certain that

111 see the man who asked the ques-
tion, in the store—and I'm ready
for him when he comes. Rut imless

I'm sure I drop him a letter with
the facts in it."

"That's right." said Mr. Clark.
"That's precisely the route to take
all the way along. If you don't

know a thing, say so frankly. Of
course it's to your advantage not to

be stumped, but if you are. own up
to it and then make it plain that you
are going to make an extra eitort to

find out. and that as soon as you
know, the customer will.

"The salesman who bluflfs fools

no one—not even himself. .And
misinformation may result in ruined
}jrints and disgusted customers.
^ ou can't guess at an exact science

like photography.
"And it's needless when the in-

formation is so easy to get.

"Xow. to get back to those pigs

that wouldn't come to be fed. un-
less somebod\- beside their owner
called them.

"It wouldn't be very difficult for

a salesman who gave out misinfor-

mation to build up a reputation for

similar unreliability—not onl\- for

himself but for his store.

"Perhaps vou've heard me speak
of Mr. Cole—Frank H. Cole. He
utilizes a lot of up-to-date ideas in

15
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his store—one of them particularly

appealed to nie. He suhscrihes to

most of the photographic puhlica-

tions, and when he runs across an
article that he thinks may be help-

ful, he clips it and files it. These
articles are filed by subjects, and so

when someone asks about clouds

and filters or toning baths, or what-
ever it may be, all he has to do is to

refer to his file. The information
is his—and when he wants it.

"Mr. Cole finds this file not onl}-

of use to his customers, but to the

store employees as well. For ex-

ample. I remember that he had a

number of clippings under '\\\iste.'

A file like that, Sammy, doesn't cost

money but saves it."

"That's a good idea," said Sam.
"Wonder why we couldn't do the

same thing?"

"Wonder why we haven't done it

long ago," replied Mr. Clark.

Repair Work on Shutters

As a general thing, repair work
on camera shutters requires expert

workmanship. Thev are too deli-

cately constructed to be "tinkered

with" by an amateur mechanic. The
man who knows how, from shop
experience, can remedy the difificul-

ty. TJie man who has had no prac-

tical training usualU' succeeds in

making matters worse.

The logical place for the camera
that needs repairs is the repair de-

]:)artment of the Canadian Kodak
Co.. at Toronto.

However, to this rule one excep-

tion may be made. The shutter on
the box type Brownie is much simp-

ler in construction and may often

be successfully repaired in the store

—providing that the work is done
care full}- and intelligently.

And, of course, it's service like

tliis that the customer appreciates.

Below are given the principal

troubles encountered with the shut-

ter on the box Brownie, and the

methods suggested by our own ex-

]>erts to correct them.

Trit.ger Spring Bent : In cor-

rect i)Osition, this spring should be

perfectly straight. Occasionally one
may be found curved but this can

easily be bent back and straight-

ened without removing from place.

Trigger Loose : This condition is

frequently indicated by failure of

the shutter to operate when set for

time exposures. This trigger swings
on a screw which also serves to reg-

ulate its action. \\'here the trigger

is found loose, this screw should be
turned to the right until the play

has been taken up. When operating

properly, the trigger will be at rest

when it is pressed to the limit of

motion in either direction, \\here
there is a rebound, this should be

taken up b\- further tightening of

the screw.

Bendinc; of the Shutter Disc:
This disc is attached to the front

board b}- means of an auxiliary

plate and where binding is found,

it is simply necessary to insert a

blade of a knife between the two.

lifting the disc slightly. This will

serve to ease the action. It might
also be well to insert between the

blades a few grains of powdered
graphite which serves as a lul)ri-

cant.
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One of the best things a

salesman can learn is how to

make a long story short.

—Milapaco News,
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The man at the top is

usually some one who has

been in the habit of going

to the bottom of things.

—Nuggets.



Passive Ohservation

FOR twentv years two chess players met daily at

Brown's Chop House, took their places silently,

silently played their game, and silently departed.

For twenty years a third party sat by and silently looked on.

Then one of the players failed to show up— for the

first time in twenty years. After waiting a few minutes,

his partner said to the onlooker. "1 guess he isnt coming

to-day. Will you play his men?"

"Sorry, " was the answer, "but I don't know the game."

He had followed eyery moye for twenty years but

he didn't know the game.

Placed in an office—at a bench—in a store—he would

remain twenty years ignorant of his neighbor's job. his

superior's problems, his own significance, When the

opportunity for adyancement came, he would haye to

say, "Sorry, but I don't know the game."

—The Hihernia Rabbit.



\^ HAT DO YOU CALL THAT.""

The Indifferent Young Salesman Has Just Assured the Customer That the

Article Asked for Is Not in Stock.
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Never Before

Never before in the liistory of

tlie pliotoo'rapliie industry lias so

niiieli publieitv been concentrated
on one specific camera as that

wliicli Avill be massed behind the

2C Autographic Kodak Jr., from
now on through June in Canada
and tlie States. Never before have
yon and your store had a better

chance to make Kodak advertising-

your advertising—to make Kodak
publicity count so that you can see

it count. Those are two pretty
strong statements—we'll prove the

first now—you will prove the se-

cond later.

Twenty million separate adver-
tisements — think of it — twenty
million to appear over the signa-

tnr(^ (if the Eastman Kodak Com-
))any in American Publications,

most of them are full pages and all

will carry the story of the 2C
Junior. All the big magazines,
most of the big news])aper rota-

gi-avure sections, will carry the
message—and deliver it. And of

tliis twenty million nearly a million
will find their way into Canadian
homes.

Here's a part of the list—Satur-
day Evening Post, a full page in

the June 4tli issue, the Cosmopoli-
tan, also a full page in June, and
there are eleven American ^Faga-

zines in the all-fiction group, which
will carry full ])ages for June. And
the American ^lagazine, a full page
there too. Good Housekeeping,

Country Gentleman, Photo Play,

Red Book and ]\IcClure's.

Then there are the Canadian
^Magazines and Farm Publications.

How many people in your town
and vicinity do you suppose read

at least one of the following group :

Canadian Countryman, Canadian
Farmer, Farmer's Advocate, Far-

mer's ^Magazine, Grain Grower's

Guide, Nor 'West Farmer, Farm
and Dairy, Farm and Ranch Re-

view ? How many did you say ?

Well, every single one of them will

see the 2C Ad, for it's a big one

that will occupy for the most part

back cover positions in June issues.

But our campaign really opens

in .May, with a full page in the

Rotagravure Section of the Tor-

onto Star Weekly, and copy three

columns wide and ten inches deep

in the Family Herald and Weekly
Star and Toronto Saturday Night,

and still larger copy in the Far-

mer's Weekly La Presse.

We don't mention KoD.vKERvand

otlier photographic ])ul)lications

—

what's forty or fifty thousand cir-

culation to a campaign that is

pitched in the millions?

3
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HERE IT IS
A Simple Little Display Suggestion for Either Counter or Window That Ties Up

Emphatic Manner 2C Advertising with the 2C Itself. Prop Up a

Magazine Containing a Full Page 2C Ad. Behind the

Camera—There You Are and "Here It Is."

An

That's the 2C drive—our part

of it.

And now yonr part

:

Advertisements in your local

papers, featuring the 2C Junior,

window displays along the same
idea and salesmanship from behind

the counter on the article itself.

Know the 2C. Inspect it care-

fully—have its various selling

points at your tongue's end and be

able to present tliem in a con-

vincing fashion.

Note the size of the pictures it

makes—2% x ^y^ inches—and how

nicely these proportions tit the

vi(^w. And yet, as you see, the

camera is compact despite the gen-

erous picture size. Of particular

significance is the lens—Kodak
Anastigmat /. 7.7—a lens made by
the same organization that made
the Kodak, specially for the Kodak.
The result is complete harmony be-

tween lens, shutter and auxiliary

equipment—and l^etter ]iictures.

And Autograpiiic, of course.

Once in their hands—and that's

the place to get it—the 2C Junior

will almost sell itself.

It's a drive. Let's go.

Fcafiirr ihe 2(' i)i Your MiixJoir Trims (uul Idfittifij

Your Store with the 2C Drice.
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The A'o. 2C Autographic

KODAK, Junior

equipped zvith

Kodak Anastigmat

f.l .7 lens and Kodak

Ball Bearine shutter

$25.22

This Camera Jits into a niche, all its own. The size of the picture it makes. 2^ x 4J^

inches, is particularly pleasing; is almost up to the full post card size—and yet the camera

itself is small, light, convenient.

The Kodak Anastigmat lenses are made to exactly fit Kodak requirements. They

are not merely an adaptation of a lens to the Kodak. They are a Kodak product designed

to tit Kodaks, and in each case designed with particular reference to the size and type of

Kodak and Kodak shutter that they are to be used with The /.7.7 lens used on the iT Kodak

has more speed than the best of the rectihnear lenses and is at least equal to the best anastig-

mats in depth, sharpness and flatness of field.

The Kodak Ball Bearmg shutter has speeds of ,'5, i^ and ^U of a second for "snap-

shots", has the usual time and "bulb" actions for prolonged exposures. It is an unusually

reliable shutter, works smoothly and is quiet in its action.

The No. 2C Junior is covered with genuine grain leather, is finely finished in every

detail, is extremely simple in operation, is "autographic", of course and, with the Kodak
Anastigmat lens, produces negatives having that crispness and sharpness that are character-

istic of the true anastigmat.

A// Dealers'

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED. Toronto. Canada

The Advertisement. See Opposite Page.
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Valuable

By A. J. Edgell

There is one sjiace in your store

that is valuable above all others

;

yes, ten times more valuable. It is

wortli all tlie time, money, care and
intelligent thought that you can
put into it.

There's no better advertising

medium or space in the whole mer-
eliandising world, pay what you
will. You may think because this

space comes with the store it has no
special value but if you stop to fig-

ure it out you'll find that you're
paying a high rent because of the

number of people who pass your
place of business—the more people
the higher the rent. Side streets

—

few people, small rents. ]\[ain street

—swarms of people, rents sky-

high.

You woidd not think of .standing

in your doorway and tossing away
good dollars. Yet that is what
neglecting your Shoiv Window
amounts to. You pay a ])ig jiart of

your rent for an opportunity to at-

tract those swarms of people into

your store—and the quickest and
])est way to do it is through that

show window you treat like a poor
relation.

Give it a chance to show wliat it

will do. ]Many big merchandising
successes liave been built with prac-

tically no other advertising than
the show Avindow.

Here's what a little extra atten-

tion to window displays has done
for some merchants: A city depart-

mental store has repeatedly sold

from 15 to 35 women's dresses and
suits ranging in price from $25 to

$75 in one day from a window dis-

play, by actual test.

Another store has sold 22 men's

sport coats in a day, 345 men's
.straw hats in a day, six hundred
dollar's worth of women's hand-
bags in a day from three windows.

In an August furniture sah^ a

certain .store was not long ago
forced to remove from tlie window
a dining room suite wliicli was sold

out in two days' time.

Another retailer increased liis

trade for a certain i)ai-kage of con-

fectionery selling at (JO cents from
about $15 a week to over $100 a

week by jjlacing a display in his

Avindow each Saturday for a year.

One Western store that had never
made many sales of a higli-grade

patented trunk, built up a fine

trade solely by window displays.

A costly refrigerator became a

good seller in an up-to-date store

that gave it frequent and season-

able window display.

Your windows are to you an as-

set or lialnlity, just what a horse is

to his owner. A horse eating in the

pa.sture is a liability' to the owner.
Take this same horse, harness him
up, put him to work and he is an
asset to his owner the very miiuite

he starts to work. It is the same
way with your windows. You must
put them to work, make them pull

trade for you.

When you say, ''But my Inis-

iness is different," you are kidding
yourself and neglecting a little

gold mine that lies behind your
window glass.

It has been variously estimated
that from 30% to 50% of store

sales are, in fact, made on the side-

walk, through the medium of good
window display, liefore the ]nitron

enters the store.

6
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TWO PICTURES AND A MORAL

Ignoring the Presence of a Customer Is a Sure W ay of-

Sending That Customer Elsewhere
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'Neat But Xot Gaiulv"

A year or so a<>o there appeared

in tlie Saturday Evening Post a

story. •Skinner's Dress Suit." You
may have read it there or you may
have seen the movie or perhaps you

read the book.

The story as we recall it pointed

out that the way a man was dressed

had eonsiderahle to dn. nnt only

with his own self-respect. l)iir with

the respect accorded him hy other

people. Skinner had slijiped in a

rut and had pulled the top doAvn

over him until one day Iw had a

In-illiant idea.

The idea led him to buy some

new clothes and the result was that

as soon as he looked like a success-

ful man lie began to feel like one.

And as soon as he felt successful he

l)eoan to talk and act the part. The

attitude of his associates thereupon

chan<'ed and the first thin<j he knew

he actuallv was successful.

TAKE IT FROM T
(The Cartoonist Has a Lit

hut ofRoughly, tliat"s tiie story

course it's fiction.

You can't buy success from your
tailoi'.

At the same time the salesnian

who is neat in appearance, and who
dresses in g-ood taste, has a decided

advantage in makinu' a favorable

impression on the iMi>tom'M-. .\iid

that counts, of course.

"Skinner's Dress Suit" was fic-

tion, brt here is a story tliat's fact.

Sutter had bought enough lum-

l)er to build a very respectable look-

ing chicken house—and he was
happy. The Reliable Lumbei- Com-
pany had delivered the luml)er for

the chicken house and Averen 't hap-

py at all. The trifling matter of

payment had been overlooked.

Collectors had pursued Sutter for

some time but they never seemed
to collect auA-thiiiu- unless possibly

Sutter's dust.
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T A'b THEY ^AY
U01H\H6 10 FEAf\
L0WIH6 INS-TflUCTlONS
UTTER HOW QUtER .

THE PICTURES' you'll SET
WILL ALL eE 6RAN0
YOU MUSTNT '^OP.RY A300T
WHEpiE YOU MkJHT LANC.

#

1

Copyright New Era Features ami reprinteil through their permission

VERTISEMEXTS
with a Kodak Slogan)

-Jenkins gave it up as a l)ad job.

Ebbets followed suit, and then,

more or less as a joke, the matter
was turned over to Smith.
Smith was a yonno- eluii) who

liadn't been with the com})any lon<i'

and wlio could have written a l)ook

on wliat he didn't know about col-

leetinp-.

But one sprint' afternoon he
jumped on his bicycle and pedalled
down to Sutter's. Here he jumped
off his wheel and next—and the

fact is sio-nificant—very carefully

In-ushed the dust from Ids ti-ousers.

'i'luMi he walked up the path and
i-any' tlic door l)ell.

Little Anna Sutter came lo the

door. Anna always came Id the

door and she always said "h'alhe'i'

is away." This was ])erhaps ihe

tirst sentence she had ever learned.

The words were on her lii)s now
but vounsi- Smitli irot there first.

"Good afternoon," he said with
a smile, "I'd like to see your father
jpst a minute."

Lots of men had expressed a de-
sire to see father "just a minute"
and Anna's line had always l)een.

Sorry, but father is away. '

' Some-
liow, though. Smith seemed differ-

ent. "Wait a minute and I'll see if

he's in." she said and disa])])eared.

In a minute or so Smitli heard
the old man's voice and that of the
girl. Apparently they were down
cellar but young Smith's ears were
good.

"Who is lie." growled Sutter.
"one of tliose blanked collectors.'"

"I doiTt think so. fathei-. he's

dressed real luce." was the rejdy.

Sutter aj)peared at the door

—

and. yes. he ])aid his hill without a

whimper.
Clothes mav not make tlie man

but thev made that collection.
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Adventures in Buyology

Bear in mind that while the names that appear in these

adventures are altered, each incident actually happened—not

necessarily at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling
Kodak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint and
every word is true.

"Service, service, service,"

grumbled a friend of ours as he

threw down a newspaper he was
reading. "Look at that ad. of

Stockton's. 'Service is more than

a Avord here.' Well, it may be

more than a word Init it 's less than

a fact. Listen.

"I bought a phonograph at

Stockton's a few weeks ago—for

the boy. I had.it sent to the house

because he was home for the holi-

days and 1 wanted him to have it

then. But the big idea of the

phonograph was the fun he could

have with it at school. So after

he'd gone back 1 lugged the

machine down to Stockton's and

explained that 1 had to ship it out

of town and that I Avanted them to

pack it because they knew how and

I didn't. Here was a chance to

make service more than a word and

they must have encountered similar

requests before.

"But the store peoph' wouldn't

do it. Said they couldn't be respon-

sible for shipping a delicate instru-

ment like the phonograph. Said it

was out of the question. Said that

they never had shipped phono-

graphs. Said again they couldn't

be responsible, and repeated that it

was out of the question and I think

started to reiterate that they didn't

ship phonograplis Init I left rather

abruptly. 1 took that machine down
to the office, turned it over to our

shipping clerk and my boy got it

two days later—in perfect shape.

"There's service for you and
liere's another incident—this hap-

pened at the store of Avhere

they specialize in Kodak goods.

"I wanted a certain photogra-

phic specialty—and wanted it bad-

ly. Jt was an unusual sort of a

thing and 1 didn't blame the store

for not carrying it in stock. In fact

I assumed that they woiddn't have
it and asked them at the start if

they wouhln't try to procure it for

me. 1 wasn't even sure who made
it Init 1 told them the store where
I had bought it out West, and I

also told them the company who
1 tliought manufactured it.

'

' Xo one in tliis particular store

liad ever heard of it—nor did any-

one seem disposed to go to any
trouble whatever in helping me
out."

'

' That was a great chance for the

salesman to call in the help of the

Service Department at Toronto,"
we suggested.

'"lie didn't though," our friend

went on, "and 1 was compelled to

write a friend of mine out in Van-
couver, who interviewed a sales-

man at the store in which I had
once purcliased the article, who in

turn ordered it from the manu-
facturer and it finally was de-

livered to me. The transaction oc-

cui)ied al)Out a month.
"Wlio was the manufacturer?"

we asked.

"Canadian Kodak Company^
Toronto," he i-eturned briefly.

'Kodakcry" hdp.s ijoii make inonrij. (id ih( mi me on the dotted

line and fonnird the hhiiik to Toronto.

10
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The Fundamentals
of

Photography

H, C fc. K. Mc«. D Sc

Eastman Kodak Qimpany

I'^oi- ///( Aiuatnir

]\'li,> IViUiis to

kiiozc tlic If liy of

What He Docs

A Book that provides an elementar}' account

of the theoretical foundations of photography in

language which can be followed by readers with-

out any specialized scientific training.

The object is to help your customers make better pic-

tures. It therefore merits your best selling efforts.

Price $1,25

11
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A l^)i'()\\nil' W inildw triini London

The Prize-Winning Entrv at the Recent International

Exhihition in London

1-2
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The lilt uf the Paseant

Tlie recent International Adver-
tising Exhibition at London. Eng-
land, in which Kodak Limited
plaved a prominent part, was
oi>ened witli a pageant. Above is

shown the Kodak tloat. The Kodak
jrirl—a feature of Kodak Limited
advertising—was a real girl and
the size of the Kodak bronght her
at a level with the second story

windows along the line of march.
It was the liir of tlie pao-eant.

Kodak Limited shone as well in

the Window-Dressing Competition
v\-hich was a ]iart of International

Exhibition. On the opposite page
are reproduced the two Kodak en-

trios. The one at the toji of the

page was awarded a first jirize

while the one below was a serious

contender. Either trim offers pos-

sibilities here—don't they suggest

.something for your windows, for

example .'

// ijou'k (in (i(]r< itisfr. kop on adrcrti^ing. If jjon're never

advertised—do so noiv. A hen scratches all the

harder uhen worms ate scarce.

13
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Xm'y^'

-"CAMMY," said Mr. Clark,^ "courtesy has a casli value

—

always. Salesfolk who are invari-

ably courteous are invariably just

so much better salesfolk and their

services are worth just so much
more money. The customer may ex-

cuse ig-norance of the goods or
other shortcomings but he will

never forgive indifference—nor
will he forget it.

"Courtesy has a cash value
—take the case of Georo:e A. Gil-

ling:ham, for exam]ile.''

"Who?" asked Sam.
"Oh, I know you don't know

him l)ut ^Ir. Grillingham was recent-

ly declared the most courteous
ticket seller in New York."
"You mig-ht almost say the only

<^ourteous ticket seller in New
York." remarked Sam.
"No, it isn't as bad as that."

returned ^Ir. Clai'k, witli a smile.

"But let me tell you about ]\lr.

Gillingham.
"In the northeast section of the

Pennsylvania station, behind one of

the ticket windows, stands an alert-

appearing chap whose br.siness it is

to deal daily with that most hectic

class of individuals—the traveling

public. Tremulous old women,
snappish spinsters, brusque busi-

ness men, fresh youngsters—day by
day they file past this ticket win-
dow in the northeast sr^ction of the

Ten J[iinutes

with the 'Boss
Peiinsylvaiiifi station and always
their wants are supiilied with un-
failing courtesy and a ready smile.

"One morning there ap])eared
at the window a particularly ex-

acting and rather slow wilted tra-

veler who made a number of

minnte inquiries regardino- rail-

road aiul sleeping car rates and
time-table schedules between New
York and Kansas City. This in-

formation was first furnished ver-

bally but the passenger then re-

([uested that the ticket-seller put it

down in writing-. This took trouljle

and time but it was done with the

greatest cheerfulness. An hour
later the passenger returned. lie

had lost the memorandum and
would the ticket-seller write out

the information again. He would
and did—with a smile.

"The passeng-er then decided to

buy his ticket l)ut insisted that pay-
ment l)e made by check. The ticket-

seller explained that this Avas im-

])ossible. under the rules of the

company by whom he was em-
ployed. The i)ass?nger grew insis-

tent—the ticket-seller remained
|)olite. It was all in the day's work.
There were all kinds of travelers

l)ut oidy one way to treat them

—

co'i rtor sly, pat iently

.

"And that was the reason that

]\Ir. Gillingham was awarded fifty

dollars and the distinction of being

the mcst courteous ticket-seller in

Xew York ( 'ity.

"You see this exacting ])as-

senger, Sammy, was just posing as

such. He reallv was a trained in-

14
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vestigator employecL by one of the

big metropolitan dailies that had
offered fifty dollars award to the

most courteous ticket-seller in the

city and was conducting the com-
petition.

"Sammy, it pays to h? polit'^—it

may not pay fifty dollars out of a

clear sky but courtesy is a quality

that is bound to be rewarded.

*'Xot that money should be the

Chief inducement.
"What do you suppose ^Nlr. Gil-

lingham said when h? was asked

why he was so unfailingly courte-

ous? Here's his answer:
" 'By being polite I can serve

twice as many passengers.'

MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

^ly dad and 1 was in a cigar

store to-night and my dad was look-

ing the cigars over and finally

found Avliat he wanted and pointed
to it with his finger when a fella

comes up and says to tlie salesman,

"Hello Ed. I'll have a coujile of

Bachelors and the salesman left my
dad and got the fella his Bachelors
and he came back and my dad says
" I *d like a couple of these— . '

' But
the salesman was off again because
•another friend of his had come iu

and said "Ed—give me a Black-
stone'' and he got out the box and
asked tlie fella how everything was
and what Avas new and so on, and
then he came back to my dad and
was just about to reach in for the

liox when another fella came along

and says '"Hello Ed, how are the

Players to-night
'

' and Ed went and
got him his Players.

I could see my dad was getting

madder and madder and all of a

sudden in a voice you could hear

all over the store he said "Hello

Ed. let's look at a Robert Burns."
The salesman jumped about a

foot and I did too. ^My dad's voice

was so loud and so unexpected like.

The salesman brought out the

box right away and my dad looked

at it for a minute and then he says

"Thanks very much Ed. old scout,

good night."

Then he walked out without buy
ing an^-thing.

^ly dad is an awful funny fella

some times.

As we was walking out to an-

other store my dad said that a sales

man oughta rememl)er that it is

just as easy for a customer to go

ont as it was to come in. And any-

way, my dad said, the best place to

play favorites is on the phonograf.

Vegetable Vaudeville

There was an old Codger named
]\lunion

AVho planned a beef stew.

I'm the Onion
"Who up and revolted

—

The stew pan I bolted

And dropped with a "Whack I"

On his bunion.

If you want to l)e initiated in the

mysteries of Vegetable Vaudeville

:

if you would know more about the

hot-headed Onion and his roister-

ing friends, read ^lay Kodakerv.
The real title of this decidedly

dift'erent article is "New Stunts

for vour Kodak" aiul the text and

1.)
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illustralioiis come from the i)eii and
Kodak, i-espeetively, of W. R. Brad-
ford, tlie famons newspaper car-

toonist.

It's a ''stunt" pure and simple,
liut such a faseinatino' one tliat it

is <i()iii<i' to l)e<:iiile many a Ko-
DAKERv reader into buvino' more
film.

Other stories include "Butter-
fly Hunting with a Camera," by

L. AY. P.rownell, illustrated l)y the

author, "When the Negative is

Underdeveloped, " "Staining
Prints between Developing and
Fixing."

Tlie Service Department talk this

month deals with "Undissolved
Chemicals." Brief and right to

the point, this little talk tells you
how to prevent dark spots in ne-

gatives.

One Branch of Eastman Service

From the Eastman Kodak Company's "Kodak Salesman" for April

The Educational Department has
been an integral part of Kodak
service for a long, long time. And
yet the other day we heard the re-

mark. "Educational Department?
What "s that?"

The Educational Department is

in realit,y a model finishing plant
sui)ervised by expert instructors. It

is furiiished with ui)-to-date equip-
ment and its convenient arrange-
ment impresses even the casual vis-

itor.

Til is department is not for our
use—but for yours. It is a practi-

cal way of showing you new and
l)etter methods of amat<'ur finish-

ing. We can tell you how in book-
lets—here we show you how—and
that's much more satisfactory for

all concerned.

The usual course as mapped out

by the Director of the Educational
Department occupies about two
weeks— but no time liinit is im-

posed. You can stay as long as you
like. The list of subjects includes:

Film development. By the deep
tank method.

Film Pack development. By
Kodak Tank and Cage method if

desired.

Plate Development.
Velox and Azo printing.

Bromide enlarging.

Intensification and Reduction of
negatives.

Redeveh)ping Velox and Bromide
papers.

Dry mounting.

Post Card printing and mask cut-

ting'.

Spotting negatives and ])rints.

Blocking out skies (when re-

quested).

Printing Kodak \'elvet Creen.

Incidentally any student in the

department has an excellent oppor-
tunity of inspecting the Eastman
factories. A visit to Kodak Park is

worth the tri]) to Rochester.

Instruction in the P^ducational

Department is, of course, free, nor
is there any charge for the photo-
graphic films, papers, chemicals
consumed.

Transportation aiul board are ex-

penses borne l)y the student.

Note.—Though conducted at Ro-
chester by the Eastman Kodak
Company, the course is open to

Caiuidian Kodak dealers and their

accredited representatives. Write
to Toronto for apidication blank.

IG



'Tep'' is anything that puts

happiness in the heart, energy in

the hody, determination in the

souL and indomitahle courage in

the A\ ill. —Insurance World.



S/ic/v Tkoji Up—

18 X 22 inch

KODAK POSTERS
(Rotagravurel

One each month for

MAY—JUNE—JULY—AUGUST
similar to the one yon received in Aprih

One of the most striking pieces of

display advertising that we've ever pre-

pared for the dealer's window.

To identify yonr store with our

National Advertising, gum them to the

window as soon as thev arrive.
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Ready

]

7

During the next fe^v months the

hundreds of thousands of Kodaks

and Brownies owned in Canada

will be supplemented by thousands

more in the hands of tourists

holidaying at our many resorts.

And every single one is a con-

sumer of film, a creator of finishing

orders, a maker of profits for you

and for us. If—vou have the

goods to feed them. Be sure that

vour assortment of film is complete

and that the stock is sufficient.

Ifitisriian i

Eastman it isni]^

^ a KODAK//



llie use 01 brawn in-

stead of ^^
brain'' is often

more than a typographical

error.



A CHAP told me, the other day,

that advertising had ruined his

business.

"Advertising ruined your busi-

ness?" I said, aghast. "Why good

heavens man, I hardly know of a

business which is successful in a

large way which doesn't owe practi-

cally its entire success to advertising."

"Well, you see, Henry," he replied

rather lamely, "my competitors ad-

vertised—and I didn't."

—Selected



Mrs. X. Actin, Who Has Been Attracted by Camera Display, Insists on Seeim
the Particular Model That Caught Her Eye in the Window. The One on

the Counter Is NOT the Same— She Is Sure of It.
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They're Reading About It Now
]\Ir. and Mrs. Casper were linger-

ino' over their Sundav moruing"

coffee. Between sips, ]\Ir. Casper
scanned the sports page of the

Hiar Weekly, while his wife be-

came engrossed in the Rotagravure
Section. Suddenly ^Irs. Casper
brolvc the silence. "Here's what
1 want,'' she said in a decided sort

of way, holding up the paper for

her husband's inspection. Her
finger points to a full page ad. ^Ir.

Casper can read it from wliere he

sits—so bold is the display.

It is an advertisement in which
the 2C Autogra]:)lnc Kodak Jr.,

Avitli Koda]<: Anastigmat f.T.T lens

is featured. Tlie newspaper left at

tlie Casper's door Avas one of one
hundred and twenty-five thousand
that delivered the 2C message to

Ontario homes on Saturdav. ]Mav
Ttli.

Every Thursday evening out in

AVheatville, Alta", Jack AVilkins

reads The Grain Grower's Guide.
The evening of June 8th is no ex-

ception to the rule. A page dis-

play rivets his attention. "Just
Avhat I want," he thinks to him-
self, and then addressing his wife,

"Alary, here's the camera we want
for pictures of the children.'' He
])olds up the magazine. Airs. AVil-

kins gets the mes.sage from across

the tal)le.

It's a full page advertisement.

dealing with the 2C Autographic
Kodak Jr., and Air. AVilkins is one
of seventy-five thousand who will

receive that immber of the Guide.
And down in Quebec, Pierre

Langlois reads the same message
in his own language from a page
of his favorite AVeekly Paper, Le
tSamedi.

The most heavily advertised
camera, not only in Canada, but
in the world—that's the 2C Jr.

now.
No camera ever had so much

concentrated publicity behind it.

Nearly two million separate ad-

vertisements on this model in Can-
ada alone, dominating space, for

the most part full pages or back
covers, in ten of the leading Cana-
dian Farm Papers and most of the

big magazines. That's the 2C cam-
jiaign which started in Alay and
continues through June. It's go-

ing to make history and its going
to make sales.

To tie up your store with this

drive, two pieces of special display

material have been prepared. One
is a window card that plays up
both the 2C and Kodak Poi-trait

Attachment. The other a striking

I'oster. This poster, by the way, is

a facsimile of an advertisement

—

the one that the Caspers saw. It's

an effective display with a con-
vincing message. AYhen they see

3
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it in your window, the probalnli-

ties are they have seen it before in

oi-r advertising- and that fact im-

mediately links up your store with

our campaign. There's a direct

tie-up.

Be sure your window disjilays

dovetail in the general ])lan. but

don't get 80 interested in ])lat<'

glass that yoii neglect printers'

ink. After all your big chance for

tie-up is with your own advertising

in your own newspa]Hn-s.

A booklet of dealer advertis:^-

nients, offering a wide assortment

of electrotypes has been i)repared.

]\rake your selections. 01)tain tlie

cuts and fire them over to your
newspaper with directions to shoot.

And back of your counter, with

the customer in front, talk Kodak
whenever the opi^ortunity ofifers

and especially talk 2C Autographic
Kodak Jr. and Kodak Anastigmat
/.7.7 lens.

Three Questions

Suppose you were an amateur
photographer, interested enough in

the art to go to a dealer for infor-

mation. Your in(|uiries were met
with indifference and you did not
get the information you came for.

Would you give that dealer
your business in the future j

Suppose you went to another
dealer for information and found
the spirit of "help you" was there.

Would you look to this more
obliging dealer as the source of
supply for your photographic
needs in the future, or would
you patronize the first dealer?
A customer comes in with a

bunch of negatives or in-ints and
wants to know why results are not
better. You, as a photographic
salesman, are familiar witli some of

the conditions but there are others
that ai-e puzzlers. The easy way
out is to dodge the whole issue,

BUT DOES THIS GET YOU BUSINESS ^

Familiarity with conditions that
are apt to confront the amateur
photographer is a big asset in the
photographic supply business, and
this is 3'ours for the asking. We
publish such booklets as "How to
Make Good Pictures," "Ele-
mentary Photographic Chemis-
try," "About Lenses," etc. Read
these and the various manuals.
TJien get in close touch with tlio

4

Service Department at Toronto.

Call on it, early and often, for any
additional information you may re-

quire. That is Avhat the Service
Department is for—to help t!ie

dealer to help his customer.

You may be asked what lens is

suitable for a certain camera, and
you do not know — Write tiiic

Service Department. Your cus-

tomer may inquire what he did

wrong in taking or finishing his

exposures, and you do not know

—

Write the Service Department.
If your customer is interested in

any special photographic work and
wants to obtain some particular

effect, and you do not know just

h(>w to go at it

—

Write the Serv-

ice Department. Do not let him
get away without making an effort

to give him what he wants.

The returns are three-fold. You
are adding to your store of knowl-

edge. You are strengthening your
hold on the customer. His photo-

graphic work will show^ improve-

ment and that means more busi-

ness.

By lieing in a position to give

your customers this service you
h.ave a big advantage over the man
across the street who does not

know, and who does not care to go

to tlie bother of going out after it.
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PICTl'RE AHEAD"-~AXD '-SALES AHEAD,'- TOO

When your customer is a motorist he ought to have a Kodak Self-
Timer so that all the party may he in the group. He'll want an Optipod
as well to clamp the Kodak to the tcindshield of his car—or any straight
edge. He'll need a carrying case to protect his camera from the dust of
(ravel—and of course he'll want an Autographic Kodak—and plenty
of film.
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kepi by his son

]\ry dad was telling' to-night

about a printer he used to know.
He wasn't just a printer, either,

my dad said. This fella kept sta-

tionary and novulties and books

and magazines. In fact about the

only thing he didn't keep was
promises. He got out a booklet for

the store once and he i)romised to

deliver it in a week. After the

Meek was up. he yn'omised to de-

liver it next day. After several

next days he promised to deliver

it in a day or two. ^ly dad said

this fella's shop show^ed 'consider-

abil promise all right, considerabil,

but practiely no delivery. And
when the booklets did finnally ar-

rive the name of the store was
Avrong. ]\.Iy dad said that he didn't

blame the type any. He said that

a coupel of the letters had got tired

of waiting and dropped out.

AA'hat made me think of that

printer said my dad was that I

heai-d one of the l)oys at the store

tellinu' ]\rrs. Reed that she would

get her i)rints sure the first thing
in the morning. Now our finishing

department is jammed with work
right now and we've got a new
fella doing the printing so the

chances for ^Irs. Reed getting her
prints the first thing to-morrow
aint so good as they might be. She
might get them and she might not
—l)ut if she doesn't she's going to

bf^ mad and it will be that sales-

man's fault. It's easier to make
promises than to make them good,
so when you're setting a mark for

the store to shoot at, be shure
you've got the range. You can
brew trouble in an empty promise.
"What are you doing Sam!"

my dad said suddenly looking right

at me.
"Just making a few notes on

what you was saying father" I

says. You see father I put down
some of the long things you say so

that I'll rememl^er them for the
diary and I want to be shure and
get what you are saying to-night

'because I think it is particularly

good. And say, fatlier, that bicicle

down at Burke's tliat we was talk-

ing about costs $20.(10."

But my dad just h><)ked at me
and smiled.

I wonder do I get that l)icicle.

A Chance for Service

The service that means the most
to the customer often costs the

least. It's the idea of "thoughtful-
ness" that impresses him as well

as the fact that you are doing
something that he isn't paying for.

There is no better opportunity

for service of this kind than that

which is afforded through the ag-

ency of Kodak Leather Dressing.

At a cost of about a cent 's worth
of this fluid, the appearance of m\
old Kodak mav lie made to look

like new. It's a sim])le thing to
apply it and the difference in the
May the camera looks is all ont of

proportion to the little time and
infinitesimal expense involved.
Whenever you have a chance,
Miienever a customer brings in his

old camera for any purpose Miiat-

ever, renovate its surface M'itli Ko-
dak Leather Dressing.

A pleased customer is the in-

variable result. "That's M'hat I

call service," he thinks—and re-

members.

6
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'T^HE wise man, who builds a

house, builds first a strong

foundation, lest the first winds

that come destroy his handiwork.

The dealer who ^vould build a

large and profitable finishing

business, cannot afford to be

less considerate of the foundation

of that business than is the wise

man of the foundation for his house.

A finishing business that is built on
Velox Prints is safe—sure, because

Velox. the original gaslight paper,

is safe—dependable. It has years

and years of manufacturing exper-

ience behind it.

It has the most desirable printing

speed and yields prints of a very

pleasing tone. And in its two

most popular surfaces is supplied

in a range of contrasts to match
negatives of every class.

Assure the permanence of vour fin-

ishing business at the start by
founding it on Velox. the paper

that is made especially to suit the

requirements of the amateur negative.
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A Window That Tells at a Glance "Here's the Dependable Kodak Film
in All Its Sizes"

A Tip For You

About that fount of photogra-

phic knowledge, " How to ]\Iake

Good Pictures,
'

' a dealer writes

:

"We carried out a little stunt

the other day, which we thought

j^ou might like to hear about, if it

has not been worked before. The
Librarian of our Public Lib-

rary is one of our very good

customers, and in asking for some
information, the writer had occa-

sion to recently refer her to some

abstracts in your 'How To ^Nlake

Good Pictures.' She became en-

thusiastic over the book and re-

marked that it was better than

some she now- had in the library,

being more concise without big

t-echnicalities. We have just pre-

sented her with several copies.

which she is going to have bound
in cloth and placed on the shelves.

This may he the means of Ijring-

ing some strangers to the Kodak
fold, and it means a little adver-
tising for us, locally, as she ap-

proved our presentation signature
on the first page. But we have
been thinlving that it would be

really worth while if your little

book could get in the libraries of

other cities; and your dealers in

other cities could easih" place them
there. They certainly beat some
of the books, if not all of them,
tliat are now on the shelves, espec-

ially those which treat with the

Avork of amateurs.

''Anyway, we pass this along."
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A \^ indovv That Told the Town

Punch Through News Interest

Some of the best selling' windows
tliat we have seen have secured
their "pnneli" through; news in-

terest. The window reproduced
al»ove is a windoAv that's good be-

cause it's "newsy." It arouses the

interest, sustains it and still ties up
witli the Kodak idea.

The window is tilled Avith en-

largements from Kodak negatives
of thirty-tive of tlie town's pioneei's—"Old-Timers.*" and as siu-li. fam-

ous characters.

Here's the way a newspaper
write-up of this window starts

:

'

' No, the crowd to be seen on the

corner of Broad and ]Main Streets

is not there because of a fire or a
fight, but they are looking in the

window of Chappie's drug store,

wliere they have some interesting

pictures of our pioneers."
Here is a window that "tokl the

town.

"

'Kodakcnj" circuJai ites ihc Cusio^uers of nour sfotc.

Get the iKiiiie oil the dotteel line.
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•TW"i'--.,.,

"I suppose. Sammy, that like al-

* most any other normal youn<i'

man you like detective stories,"

said Mr. Clark. "You're riolit I

do," agreed Sam witli eutliusiasm.

"Ever read lN»('"s "The Purloin-

ed Letter'? What, never read it.'

It's a good yarn, Sam, and I hate

to spoil it for you but—well,

listen.

"A certain man in Paris was
known to have in his possession a

letter tliat tlie police were eager to

obtain. The prefect himself, witli

a squad of secret police, raided thi'

man's apartments. They took np
the carjH't, they sounded the walls,

they ransacked the bureau, they

scrutinized the legs of the chairs,

inch by inch they subjected that

room to a microscopic examination.

Their search was futile. The letter

could not be discovered. At length

th.ey took their leave and as the

door closed l)ehind them the owner
of the apartment stepped carelessly

over to the mantel and picked up a

letter

—

i]\e letter. It had been ly-

ing thei'e in i)lain si^lit all during

the search.

"Lots of us don't pay enougii

attention to the obvious, Sannny.

"There's tlu^ autographic fea-

ture, for example.

"Only this morning I overheard

Fred trving to sell ^Irs. Unnn a

TenJ\/[inutes

with the "Boss
Folding Brownie rather than the

box type that she had thought she

Avanted. He made a strong jioint

ot com])actness, of lens and sliutter

e(|uii)ment, of ap]iearance, but tlie

autographic feature was dismissed

with a word. She bought the box
type.

"To my mind, Sam, stress on the

autographic feature would have
sliifted the sale. ]Mrs. Dunn is the

mother of two youngsters, and any
mother knows that 'kid' pictures

require the date to complete the

story. The first question that pops
into your mind when you are

shown a picture of a child is, ' How
old was he when the incture was
made .''

'"The box Brownie won't make
the information easily possil)le;

the Autographic Brownie will.

"And yet Fred slipped around
this argument as if he were afraid

it would l)ite him.

"There's obvious advantage in

the autographic feature — perhaps
it's very obviousness ])revented

Fred from using it.

"By the way, Sammy, why do
you suppose the Kodak Com])any
paid $3()(),0( 10.00 for tlie autogra-

phic attachment while it was still

an invention and not a nationally

advertised ]ihotograiihic neces-

sity?"

"Why?" asked Sam.
"Because it was worth $300,-

000.00," returned :\Ir. Clark. "Tell
Fred that—will vou?"

10
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A "Stocky" Window

Once in a Avliile it is a yuod i)lan

to till the -window with cameras
and photographic o'oods so that the

folks in the street will get the idea

that your stock is complete and
varied

.

It is a particularly good plan

with Brownie cameras because a

profusion of goods not only carries

with it the idea of "large stock"

but "small price."

Brownie cameras lend then\-

selves nicely to such lUsplay. The
boxes are attractive in appearance
and may be used to swell the win-

dow stock. They're empty, of

course, as in the window al)ove. but

the crowd on the sidewalk doesn't

know it.

The window shown above is a

simple one to put in and effectively

puts over the idea of large stock,

although the stock used represents

onlv a small dealer outlav.

The Enthusiastic Amateur is the hest Customer. "Kodakery"

makes them enthusiastic and keeps them that way.

11
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AdiVenlwf^s in Buyology

Bear in mind that Avhile the names that appear in these
adventures are altered, each incident actually happened—-not
necessarily at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling
Kodak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint and
everv word is true.

There i.s a little druu' store near

where we live, and we always go
there when we can for .inst one rea-

son—the unfailing courtesy of its

proprietor.

There's another little drug store

in the neighhorhood, too. They sell

cameras there but until yesterda}*

we had never been inside the door.

In the first place, we were perfectly

satisfied with store Number One
and in the second place, we had re-

ceived the very distinct impression

that .store Number Two was rather

lax and indifferent as to manage-
ment.

It was a simple thing, too. that

put that idea in our head—just the

presence of an out-of-date disjday

card in the window. This particu-

lar display card advertisecl a con-

cert at Victoria Hall February
12th. February 12th came and
went. The card stayed. It was
there during ]March. It was there

this morning.
We remembered, too, that we

had encountered a window card in

this same store advertising a foot-

liall game between the rival high
school elevens, while little boys
that jostled us as we looked were
headed for the skating rink.

Yes, we somehow got the impres-
sion that store Number Two was
emphatically indifferent.

And yesterday we proved it.

We happened to be directly in

front of .store Number Two when
we remembered several things that

we really needed. We walked in-

side. For a while, we seemed to be

alone, but finally at the back a

youug lady roused herself from a

magazine and sauntered forward.
"Just out of it," she said in reply
to our request for a certain cigar-

ette. Then she retreated down the

aisle until slie regained her open
magazine propped tip against a

shelf.

AVe wanted some other things as

well but it seemed a shame to dis-

tnrl) the young lady further.

AVe walked out.

The character of the window
display is a pretty sure indication

of tlie character of the store.

Kodakery For June

Practical and therefore instruc-

tive—that's Kodakery, and the

June issue is no exception to the

rule.

In this number your customers
will read about "The Folks Back
Home," a rattling good story by
Arthur O. Friel, "Exposures to

C4ive for Outdoor Subjects," "The
Relation Between Shutter Speed
and Lens Stop," "The Grafiex in

Nature's Studio," "Backgrounds
for Small Objects."
And they Avill meet Jimmie

Hatch and his new Brownie. He's
worth knowino'. too.

12
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For Purposes of Display, the "Candy Case" Illustrated Has Marked Advantages. Its

Construction Is Such That the Customer Always Has an Unobstructed View

of All the Case Contains. It Is Reproduced Here Merely as a Suggestion

Advertisements for lour Store

Eip-hteen advertisements have
been special!}' prepared for the use

of the store sellino- Kodaks, and
proofs in booklet form will reach

you this month.
A number of new drawiiius that

will help the dealer fit in with our
own pul)licity are included l)ut the

idea from start to finisii is not

Eastman advertisino- but distinc-

tively your advertisinu-. This series

is supplied in two forms—either

electro of cut and text complete
or cut alone. There is no charji'e

for this service. ^Ve are .iust try-

ing' to help.

13
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Thh Picture Had Xo Title, But—

EauJ th< Storii Bdow

A Novel \\ av To Get a

Horn the Eastman Kodak Company's "Kodak Salesman"

Mailing List

for Mav

Al. E. Leiiz. a salesman at the

Hibbiug Pharmacy, Hibbiug, Min-
nesota, describes as follows an in-

teresting and original method of

securing a mailing list by means of

a window display:

''We had a picture enlarged
from a No. 2 Brownie to about 24
X 32 and mounted it on a canvas
stretcher. This we put into a gold
frame, mounted it on an artist's

easel, draped it with red velvet and
gave it a prominent place in the

window. The picture was illum-

inated with a spot light. That made
up the whole display except a

couple of neatly lettered cards

Avorded something like this

:

" 'This picture has no name!
" 'AVe want to find a name for

it:

" 'Will you help us to suggest
a name or title?
" 'We will give the person sug-

gesting the best title a Vest Pocket
Kodak.
" 'The second best title a leather

covered loose leaf al])um.
" 'The third best title a Brownie

camera.
" Come inside, write your sug-

gestion on a blank. Drop in box."

"Another card read:

'A few helps ti) aid you in se-

lecting a title.

" 'Picture taken near Hibbing
on a homestead.

" 'Clearing land.
" 'Taken with a Kodak.
" 'Snapshot at early morning.
" 'Enlarged from a 214 x 314

negative.
" 'You can get prize pictures

yourself by owning a Kodak.*
"Although we don't know if any

direct sales were made from the
display we created a lot of interest

and received newspaper write-ups.

"We received about 1,200 titles

when the contest ended after two
weeks run. The list of names we
kept for a mailing list with a follow

up letter on results of the contest

and telling of Kodaks.

"Title of picture chosen l>y th"

judges, who were, namely, art

teacher at High School, librarian

of Public Library, editor of daily

paper, was.

"1st. 'Dawn of Agriculture."

"2nd. 'Hope Springs Eternal.'
'

' It was a good way of getting a

mailing list. Folks who stop to

look in a Kodak window are usually

interested in Kodaks."

Booh's that will help you to help your customers: "About Lenses"
einel ''Elementary Photographic Chemistry." They're

yours for the asking.

14
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Kodak as you go.
There's always more fun with a Kodak along. It adds to the joy of every

motor trip and keeps for your Kodak album the story of every merr>' outing.

Picture taking by the Kodak system is very simple now-a-days and less expensive
than you think.

CANADIAN KODAK CO.. LIMITED. Toronto, Canada

One ot mir recent inajiazine a(l\ ertiseiiient.-. i)ut much reduced in .xize

1;5
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Direct Mail

For selling- Kodak accessories

and supplies, direct-mail advertis-

ing- is a sure-fire hit.

"We supply the ammunition

—

copy for sales letters. You stick

up the target—your mailing list of

camera owners.
The right kind of sales material,

aimed at amateur photographers,
Avill sell film, paper, developing

-

and printing equipment, self-tim-

ers, film tanks. Hash-sheets, finish-

ing service, and anything else you
have to offer.

Such advertising is inexpensive
and effective—the best possible

auxiliary to the newspaper space

and other media through which
you advertise Kodaks themselves.

ilost wide-awake dealers keep
the name and address of every
camera purchaser. A mailing- list

of such names is almost 100 per
cent. live. Evei\v one of them is a

prospect for a sundry. If your
store hasn't such a list, l)egin one
now.
And Avhen you are ready to try

it out, perhaps our advertising de-

partment can help. We have copy
for several sales letters on hand
now that may fit your plan, or we
Avill write special letters for you.

Let us help—if we can.

1921 Catalogue

We're not g'oing to say much
al>out this year's catalogue but we
will get far enough away from the
shrinking violet attitude to make
the bald statement that the 1921
Kodak Catalogue is by far the best

Ave have ever issued.

And we're pretty sure that you
agree with us.

Two neiv cameras are featured,
the focusing model of the Vest
Pocket Kodak Special and the No.
1 Autographic Kodak Special. The

focusing idea as applied to the Y.
P. K. is absolutely new and the

No. 1 Special is a different camera
throughout. Both are sure win-
ners.

Then there is the new shutter,

the Kodamatic, in the inn-fection

of which the Kodak Research Lab-
oratorv has plaved a leading part.

The* 1921 Kodak Catalogue is

not just "worth Avhile." Emphatic-
ally it is worth ijoin' irhii(. Read
it carefullv.

They Read About It

On April 28th in the window of
the store of H. G. Hunter, Limited,
950 St. Clair Ave., Toronto, sev-

eral Kodaks Avere temptingly dis-

played. A passer-by, attracted by
the display, quickly reached the
conclusion that this Avas his chance
to obtain a Kodak. He entered the
store and, selecting a 2C Autogra-
phic Kodak Jr. Avith Kodak Anas-
tigmat /.7.7 lens, seized a faA'orable

opportunity to depart Avithout leaA'-

ing behind his tAventA'-fiA'e dollars

or any part thereof.

Mr.* F. T. McMaster, another To-
ronto dealer, reports a similar ex-

perience. J\Ir. Mc^Iaster also had
a 2C Autographic Kodak Jr. f.1.1

model stolen from his store at 347

RoncesA'alles A\'e.

On such eA'iclence avIio Avill deny
that national adA^ertising has its

appeal. EA^en the light-fingered

gentry it Avould seem read the ad-

A'ertising pages of our leading-

journals.

16
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It's Exclusive

Other qualities beiiio^ equal, a

camera with the Autographic fea-

ture is superior to a cauiera without

it. Explain to your customer that

the Autographic feature will enable

him to title an unfamiliar scene or

to date an important picture a n d

that it costs him nothing extra for

either camera or him.

It is a feature exclusively avail-

able in the line you sell. Empha-

size it in your talks with pros-

pective camera purchasers.



Nearly all problems resolve

themselves into this: (1) I have
somethiiif^ to sell. (2) Who are

most likely to buy it? (3) How
can I ,^et them to buv it?

Sounds simple, doesn't it?

And it is simple.

But it requires some thinkini^".

Brains can be used for this

purpose.
—Postage



T_T OW long have you been working here?"
'- -- asked the raih'oad official during his tour

of inspection. "Twenty-eight j^ears, sir," answer-

ed the man straightening up. "Twenty-eight

years ! Not many men have been with us for that

length of time. How many raises in pay have you

had in those twenty-eight years?"

"None, sir," expectantly.

"What!" cried our hero. "It's impossible.

What have you been doing here all these years?"

"Tapping wheels, sir," replied the man.

"Tapping wheels—what do you do that for?"

"I don't know, sir."

—"Clements' Comments.'"



Mrs Newcoin's chauffeur has been sent in with the request that

a half dozen of the best cameras be fetched out for her inspection.
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complete that perfect lenses
could be turned out at a mini-
mum cost.

We poured dollars ungrudg-
ingly into the perfecting of dies
and tools and measuring devices
in order that still more dollars
might be saved in the making
of the lenses themselves. Noth-
ing that could be well done by
machinery was left to be done
by hand. The quality of the
Kodak Anastigmats has again
proved that a scientific tool is

more accurate than a skilled
hand and a practiced eye.

It is eight years since we be-
gan the manufacture of the Ko-
dak Anastigmats, and we are
now, for the first time, in a posi-
tion to put behind them the sell-

ing force that, through their
quality, they so fully deserved.
The war was the cause of delay.
And it was not merely that the
war made it difficult to get men.
The fact that the Kodak Anas-
tigmats so fully met the exact-
ing requirements of the air ser-
vice, where speed combined with
the utmost exactness was an
absolute essential, caused them
to be adopted by the War De-
partment. Our facilities were
of course placed immediately at
the command of the government
and lenses, made in large sizes
hut on the Kodak Anastigmat
formulae were produced in
quantity to map from the air
the enemy lines and detect the
enemy camouflage. These same
lenses, in smaller size, made by
the same expert workmen, un-
der the same superintendence
and tested in the same exacting
manner, are now making Kodak
history.

For use on Kodak and Premo
cameras, the outstanding advan-

tage of all of the Kodak Anas-
tigmats is apparent when it

comes to making large prints
from small negatives. The per-
fect definition (sharpness) of

negatives made with the Kodak
Anastigmat especially fits them
for use in enlarging. This mat-
ter of sharpness is the only real

advantage of the Kodak Anas-
tigmat /. 7. 7 over a good Rapid
Rectilinear lens, for it is only a
trifle faster, but it is also only a
trifle more expensive. The Ko-
dak Anastigmat /. 6,3 has the
added advantage of about sixty

per cent, more speed and is par-
ticularly effective; when used in

shutters such as the Kodamatic.
The Kodak Anastigmat /. 6.3 en-

ables the camerist to make snap-
shots on days that are a little

too dark for snapshots with the

slower anastigmat or with the

R. R. lenses, and to successfully

make snapshots on bright days
in, say, 1/200 of a second, which
means that rapidly moving ob-

jects that are not too close can
be caught by Kodak or Premo,
The Kodak Anastigmat /. 4.5

is for the most part intended
for use on the Graflex with its

focal plane shutter having a
speed of 1/1000 part of a second
—fast enough to "stop" a racing

automobile or catch a humming-
bird on the wing—and what is

more important though less sen-

sational, make snapshot por-

traits under the shade of the

trees or on the porch or, with
every condition right, even in-

doors.

The Kodak Anastigmat lacks

nothing in speed, definition and
flatness of field. For the hand
camerist it has the advantage of

being made for a specific pur-

pose—and it fits that purpose.
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Because the formula on which

it is based is fundamentally
right, because of the scientific

exactness at every stage of its

manufacture, because of the
exacting tests and the inspec-
tions made with jealous care the
Kodak Anastigmat uniformly
produces negatives of a quality
that has placed it in the front
rank in the anastigmat field.

In lens making, just as in
every other important phase of
photography, the Kodak Com-
pany has, through its policy of
gettiyig at the fundamentals, he-
come the leader. From the
'mathematical formula, through
every stage of its development
and manufacture, the Kodak
Anastigmat is right.

When He Wants It, He Wants It.

Once upon a time we went to

school. This bald statement may
come to you in the nature of a
shock, but we stick by it. We
went to school—once—and one
of the figures that still looms big
from our vague background of

English history is that of a king
—his name escapes us—who at

some crucial moment wanted a
horse so badly that he offered
his kingdom for one—with no
takers. Now this king had
plenty of horses home—plenty
of them. In the royal stables at

that very moment hundreds of

horses stamped in their stalls.

There was nothing comforting
in this thought, however. The
king wanted a horse and he
wanted it at once, and when he
wanted it

—

he wanted it.

When an amateur wants the
autographic feature, he wants
it. It is not necessary that he
use it every time but even in ex-

treme cases—once in twenty ex-

posures, once in fifty even

—

when that moment comes the
autographic attachment more
than justifies its presence. Usu-
ally the amateur will find fre-

quent need for it. In pictures

of children, the date is always

essential, and the amateur is

ready enough to seize the chance
of writing it on the film at the
time. In pictures made on mot-
oring trips—travel pictures

—

where strange places and towns
are encountered—both the date
and title are essential. How else
is one to know, in after years,
whether a certain picture was
made in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
or Victoria, B.C.? How else, in
fact, is the picture to tell all the
story?

The autographic feature is a
point that should have full value
in the selling talk and you will

find your customer quick to see
its possibilities.

Incidentally, you know, the
autographic feature is exclu-
sively Eastman and is found on
Eastman cameras only.

You as a Kodak dealer have
a strong selling argument that
the chap down the street must
do without.
An amateur may never emu-

late royalty and offer his entire
possessions for the means to
date and title the picture he has
just made, but when he wants
the autographic feature, he
wants it.

IF IT IS'NT AN EAST MA N—
IT IS'NT AUTOGRAPHIC
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"She's Got a Book"

To be a book agent yoii must
be brave, and to the brave noth-

ing is impossible. Last summer
a certain salesman determined
that he could sell books in the

hinterlands of Arkansas. After
some steady plodding he at

length encountered a rustic and
made an excellent canvass on his

books. But the farmer didn't

want a book. Then the sales-

man tactfully suggested that the

farmer had a wife.

"Oh 3^es," said the farmer,
"I've got a wife. But," he add-
ed with a tone that implied fin-

ality, "She's got a book."
Remember that no photogra-

phic equipment is complete
without a Vest Pocket Kodak.
They may have a Kodak but

have they got a V. P. K.?
On the opposite page is repro-

duced in miniature one of our
current advertisements. Folks
are going to be influenced to-

ward the V. P. K. generally, and
the V. P. K. Svecial with Kodak
Anastigmat lens /. 7.7 particu-

larly. Be ready for them and

bear in mind that it is as true

to-day as when this model was
first introduced that it is the

size, not the price, that sells it.

They don't just want a Vest
Pocket Kodak—they want the

Special with Kodak Anastigmat
lens.

Localize our advertising

through yours. It's of the brass

tack variety and that's the easi-

est kind to tie up with.

Our campaign on this model
with the copy shown on the op-

posite page includes a full page
in the Rotogravure Section of

the Toronto Star Weekly. Full

pages or dominating space in

July or August issues of Satur-
day Night, Family Herald, Can-
adian Countryman, Canadian
Farmer, Farmer's Advocate,
Nor'West Farmer, Grain Grow-
er's Guide, Le Samedi and Far-
mer's Weekly LaPresse. Then
too there will be full pages in

such well known magazines as

Ladies' Home Journal, Saturday
Evening Post, Good Housekeep-
ing and Country Gentleman.

Why Sales Are Lost

One of the leading department
stores recently analyzed the per-

centage of selling failures in its

organization by taking two hun-
dred typical failures and discov-

ering the reasons therefor.

The result of their analysis is

given as follows

:

Indifference of salespeople

lost 47 sales.

Attempts at substitution lost

18 sales.

Errors lost 18 sales.

Tricky methods lost 18 cus-

tomers.
Slow deliveries lost 17 cus-

tomers.

G

Over-insistence of salespeople
lost 16 customers.

Insolence of employees lost 14
sales.

Unnecessary delays in service
lost 13 customers.

Tactless handling of custom-
ers lost 11 customers.
Bad arrangement of stock lost

9 customers.
Ignorance of salespeople con-

cerning goods lost 6 customers.
Refusal to exchange pur-

chases lost 4 customers.
Poor quality of goods lost 1

customer. —The Upholsterer.
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Vest Pocket

Autographic

KODAK, Special
with Kodak. Anastigmat/.7. 7 lens

$16.i2

The Little Vest Pocket KoiJai is to other cameras what a

watch is to a clock. It has all the accuracy but avoids

the bulk. And the Special V'est Pocket Kodak, with its

fine Anastigmat lens, is comparable

to the watch that is "full jeweled."

Tht Pklurti, In their original size, are 1 8 x 2* inches,

but the Kodak Anastrgmat f.1.1 lens produces

negatives of such sharpness that enlargements can

be made to almost any size. Thus with a camera

so small that it can be carried in a lady's handbag,
you may have large pictures from your Kodak
finisher

The Simplicity of operation gives this Vest Pocket
a special appeal. The front pulls out—snap—into position for picture-making without further focus-
ing. And by the use of a Kodak Portrait Attachment, "close-ups" are easily made. This attachment
IS merely a supplementary lens which you slip over the regular lens as easily as you slip a thimble on
your tinger.

The Shuller has snap-shot speeds of 1 25 and 1 50 of a second and, of course the time-exposure features.

It is quiet, reliable, efficient.

The Kodak Ananigmal f.l.l lens with which this camera is equipped is

Designed for use on this particular camera, it exaaly fits the requiremenis,

of such unusual sharpness is due the fact that perfect enlargements, eqi

can be made from V. P K. Special negatives.

A Complete Kodak, is this little Special, even to the

autographic feature, whereby you can date and title

every negative—and every child picture should have

a date—at the time of exposure. It is rich in finish

and well made to the last detail.

The Price of the Vest Pocket Autographic
Kodak Special, equipped with the Kodak
Anasiigmat/.7.7. lens, is J16.50, Film cart-

ridges of eight exposures are but 25 cents.

It is, therefore, a very economical camera
to operate, especially as one may have en-

largements from favorite negatives, up to

post card size at small cost.

Tiade in our own lens factory,

md because it makes negatives

al in quality to contact prints,

At All Kodak Dealers'

Canadian Kodak Co. Limited

TORONTO CANADA

See first article on page opposite
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I'lij.-iial Cheuii-try Laburalory

Research Laboratory Outgrows Old Quarters

The Kodak research labora-

tory, which is located at Kodak
Park, Rochester, is the latest de-

partment at the Park to outgrow

Its old quarters.

Research work at Kodak Park
is divided into physical, chemi-

cal and photographic sections.

So tremendous has photographic

science itself become, that_ its

ramifications now reach into

many branches of other sciences,

and the research problems un-

dertaken are frequently only in-

directly connected with the pro-

duction of photographic goods

and require an intimate study of

pure chemistry or pure physics.

Definite scientific questions,

however, often arise in the de-

sign or manufacture of mater-

ials and devices. The simplest

Kodak convenience may repre-

sent months of study by highly

trained scientific men.

8

The number of research prob-
lems being worked on at Kodak
Park averages about four hun-
dred. Some of them can be solv-

ed in a few hours, some have al-

ready gone on for years, and
others will perhaps never be en-

tirely complete.

The most fundamental inves-

tigations are those which are
concerned with the nature of the
sensitive goods used in photo-
graphy and with the reaction
which they undergo when expos-
ed to light. The sensitive ma-
terial on which negatives are
made consists of a suspension of
crystals of silver salt in gelatine,

and for many years the labora-
tory has been investigating verj'

carefully the nature of the gela-

tine in the film and its relation

to the silver salt, while in an-
other department the properties
of the crystals which form the
sensitive surface, the way in
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A Corner of the Plijsios Laboratorv

which they are formed, their
different sizes, the distribution
of those sizes, have been studied
continuously. The laboratory
is, indeed, publishing a series of
scientific monographs upon such
subjects, of whicli the first, on
'The Silver Bromide Grain,"
which is the basis of the sensi-

tive emulsion, has already ap-
peared. The formation of the
latent image by the action of
light upon the sensitive material

,.is being studied in the physics
department, where photometric
measurements arc made of light

intensities and serssitometric in-

vestigations of the effect of light

of different kinds and of differ-

ent intensities upon the photo-
graphic materials.

In addition to the negative
making materials, photographic
papers are studied with a view
to improving the accuracy with
which they can reproduce the

range of tones existing in the
original subject, and the paper
stocks are examined and meas-

ured for color and surface.
New lenses are designed in

the laboratory, and the standard
types of photographic lenses are
measured and the effect of modi-
fications in their structure in-

vestigated.

With the introduction of new
photographic devices, new meas-
uring and testing instruments
are often necessary. Much of
the apparatus used is designed
in the research laboratory and
made in Kodak Park. The lens
bench, with which Kodak Anas-
tigmats are tested, was planned
and made there. A new shutter
tester, capable of measuring one
ten-thousandth of a second, was
designed to prove the accuracy
of the Kodamatic shutter.

Complicated and varied the
work of the research laboratory
surely is, but its aims ?vre tang-
ible and definite—to advance all

forms of photography and put
the safest, surest and simplest
equipment in the hands of the
photographer.

9
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The boss had been a bit irrit-

able during the last few days.

He hadn't looked quite himself

and his manner had been a trifle

abrupt and intolerant. It was
with a feeling of relief then

that, as Sam entered the private

office, he noticed that the cus-

tomary smile had returned and
that the chief was his normal
self again. Sam's brow cleared

at once but not before Mr. Clark

had read between the lines.

"Been a little grouchy lately,

have I, Sammy? Well, to tell

the honest truth I've been off my
feed — headache — no pep —
you know. Well, yesterday I

saw Dr. Card and he prescribed

a specific for me, Sammy—get

that word 'specific'—and appar-

ently it was just what I needed.

To-day I feel fine."

"I'm glad of that, sir," said

Sam, and then, seeing that the

moment was opportune, he drew
several typewritten sheets from
his pocket and laid them on the

desk.
"Here are a few ads I'd like to

have you 0. K.," he explained.

Mr. Clark glanced them
through without particular en-

thusiasm.
"Sammy," he said, "if I hadn't

had my experience with Doctor

Card and his specific I should

probably tell you that this gen-

eral stuff here was fine. But

while this store is far from be-

10

Ten JAinutes

with the 'Boss
ing on the sick list, I've got a
dim idea that as far as its adver-
tising goes, it needs a specific it-

self. This 'seductive charm of

the summer landscape' stuff is

all right, Sam. We've used the
nature appeal before to advan-
tage—and we can use it agam.
But right now, v/ell what are
the Kodak people doing? We
can take our cue from them.
You've seen their ads, Sammy.
They aren't forgetting the old

appeals of 'Kodak as you go.'

'Take a Kodak with you' and
the rest, but they are putting
emphasis on specific camera ad-
vertising. And they do this to

be in tune with the times.

"Look at their campaign on
the 2C junior, for example

—

magazines, farm papers, news-
papers, window cards, posters

—

no camera in the world was ever
so heavily advertised. And that
campaign is going on right now,
Sammy—and unless we're care-

ful, it's going on without us."

"The 2C is mentioned in one
of those ads, Mr. Clark," re-

minded Sam.
"That's not enough, my boy.

We don't want to flick it with
our finger, but bang it with our
fist.

"No, Sammy, this 2C cam-
paign gives us a better chance
than ever before to link up with
Kodak publicity. It's a specific

—and it's good for business. Get
up some ads on the 2C, Sam.
This campaign is going to put
cameras in their pockets and
money in ours."
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Velox Prints

Build Business

Bright and sparkling

prints, with whites that

are white and blacks that

are black, linked up by a

long range of delicate half-

tones—prints that let you

know how good the nega-

tives really are. These

are the prints your cust-

omers get when you use

Velox
11
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Is it "Tremont" or "Fremont"
A perfectly innocent looking

sales slip offers many possibili-

ties for mistakes. First and
perhaps foremost comes illegible

writing.

"Fremont" looks to the order
clerk or truck driver like "Tre-
mont." "Fenton" is written to
look like "Henton." Or perhaps
some saleswoman who thinks
faster than she writes has trans-
posed the name and street as

:

"Mrs. C. A. George, Lake
Street," instead of the correct
way: "Mrs. C. A. Lake, George
Street."

Do you make vour "5's" and
your "3's" alike so that "13th
Street" could readily be mis-
taken for "15th Street"?

Perhaps you transpose num-
bers in your haste to secure your
customer's address ;

"206"
should be written as "206," and
not "260"; "432" should not
read "423". If the number is

incorrectly or illegibly written
two trips are necessary to deliv-

er the package, or maybe it is

left at the wrong house and
never recovered.
Watch your carbon. Some-

times it slips and you fail to get
one entire line of important
directions on one sales slip,

No abbreviations save stand-
ard ones should be used on
charge or C. 0. D. sales slips, for
they may read like Greek to

everyone except the saleswoman
who originated them. Remem-
ber that "f. p." not only means

"film pack," but also "fixing
powders."
Some of us do not listen care-

fully enough. We dash off a cus-
tomer's name without knowing
whether it was what we heard or
what we thought. Was it "Fen-
delson"? or "Henderson"? Was
it "J. S. Wink"? or "J. Swink"?
Sometimes it makes all the dif-

ference in the world.
Many employers carry charge

customers on their books, and
also allow goods sent out C. 0.
D. Is it fair to the customer to

carelessly mark a charge account
"C. 0. D.'" so that the driver will

refuse to leave her purchase
without the money? One such
embarrassing blunder usually
drives the customer so far away
that no apology can ever induce
her to come back.
To guard against all these lit-

tle errors in filling out the sales

check, first see that your carbon
is in place ; then secure your cus-

tomer's attention. And as she
gives her name and address,

write it slowly and plainly, re-

peating it aloud as you write.

Spell the name if necessary.

There is no rule for the spelling

of proper names. It is no dis-

grace to ask. Then, after being
sure that each item is neither

overcharged nor undercharged,
add the total twice.

Do this and no customer need
feel disgruntled or lose faith in

your employer because of your
carelessness.

Can You Use Another One ?

If you would like another copy
of "Spring and Summer Adver-
tisements for the Kodak Deal-

er," sent you recently, we will be
glad to supply you until the lim-

12

ited quantity now remaining is

entirely exhausted.
An extra set of ads in proof

form is often very handy for lay-

out purposes.
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The Fundamental Rule

The strength of this trim lies

in the strict adherence to the

fundamental rule of display

—

unity. The idea is simply this

—

take a Kodak with you when you

go fishing, and there is nothing

in the window that does not

carry out this thought. The pic-

tures are all fishing pictures, and

they, with the creel and rod and

Kodak, tell a coherent, effective

story that pulls.

yowc window display is the connecting link between our national

advertising and the purchaser. We say ^'Take a Kodak with you/'

Does your display window repeat "Take a Kodak with you" and

add "Here it is, buy it here and buy it now?"

13
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Your Own Service Department

Years ago, long before the
Service Department was con-
ceived, we were getting hun-
dreds of letters from customers
asking for information. The
system of handling these inquir-
ies was crude, as compared with
the present system, and much
time and energy were lost. As
each problem was v»'orked out,

the letter was mailed to the cus-
tomer, a copy was filed, as usual,
but we had no way of getting at
the information, if it were need-
ed again. This meant that we
were going over and over the
same ground.

It was then suggested that we
start a file of- these replies to
customers' inquiries, properly
indexed so that the information
could be found readily, and this

was done. To-day, the Service
Department file contains not
only the results of our own re-

search work, but an amazing
fund of general photographic
knowledge.
Now, here is the point we are

trying to make. In > Dur posi-

tion, as a salesman of photo-
graphic goods, there are great
possibilities. You are not hand-
ling safety pins or nails or

goods of that kind which require
no special ability or training to

sell. You are in another class,

selling a product, of which, in

order to be successful, you must
have some knowledge. You are
a salesman, not a clerk. If you
are well informed on photo-
graphic subjects and are ready
and willing to pass the know-
ledge on to others, you will un-

questionably be in demand by
amateur photographers who are
always looking for suggestions.
This cannot help but increase
your selling capacity and, it is

obvious, you will be of more
value to your employer and to
yourself.

And that is why a photo-
graphic file similar to our file,

only of course on a smaller scale,

would be a good thing for you
in your store. First, read the
text books and manuals and
make notes of the subjects in

which your customers might be
interested. File these notes so
they can be found easily. For
any information not obtainable
in the text books, write the Ser-
vice Department at Toronto.
Then, after passing the informa-
tion received on to the customer,
file the letter, or a copy, and if

it is a condition in a print or
negative, say, from under-de-
velopment, insufficient fixing or
not rinsing thoroughly, pin the
print or negative to the letter.

Another case of the kind may
come up the next day, and if so

you are ready for it.

The start will be slow, but you
will be surprised at the speed at

which the file will grow and you
also will be surprised at the

amount of practical photo-
graphic knowledge you will ac-

cumulate.
The scheme is worth while and

the Service Department is here
to co-operate with you.
Your own Service Department

backed up by ours. That's the

idea.

About Lenses" and " Elementary Photographic Chemistry" are
books that will help you to help your customers.

Have you read them ?

14
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while the names that appear in these

adventures are altered, each incident actually happened—not
necessarily at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling
Kodak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint and
every word is true.

Some stores make a special

effort to properly impress the
stranger—and very properly
too.

Witness the experience of a
neighbor who tells us this

:

"I usually patronize the com-
munity pharmacy out here, but
the other day as I was going
back to the office after lunch I

happened to remember that my
wife had instructed me to bring
home a medicine dropper. So I

went into a big downtown drug
store right then, lest I forget in

the evening,
"As soon as I got into the

store I asked a salesman where I

should go to get a medicine
dropper.

" 'Third counter there,' he mo-
tioned. But as I stepped up to

the designated place two ladies

coming from the opposite direc-

tion beat me to the clerk; and I

had to wait. But I didn't have
to wait very long, because in a
few seconds the young man
whom I had first accosted spied

me and came rushmg over from
his counter.

" 'I guess I can find you a

medicine dropper,' he said, and
he found one without delay.

"Now the thing that sticks

with me about the transaction

was not so much the courteous
manner of the salesman as the
impression I gained that, al-

though I was only a stranger
looking for a medicine dropper,
I got just as good service as

though I had been an old cus-

tomer buying several dollars

worth of goods. You can bet I

won't forget. It's a good place
to trade," he concluded.
A little thing—that medicine

dropper episode—and yet it's

just some such incident, some-
thing that the customer doesn't
expect, that makes the deepest
impression.
For example, Mrs. Rogers

thought she wanted a Kodak

—

in fact she thought she wanted a
2C—but even after she had ex-

amined the instrument at

Wright's, she couldn't make up
her mind to the purchase pomt.
At length she determined to

"think it over" and started to

leave. For some salesfolk this

would have been the signal for

"curtain," but the young lady

behind the counter was not eas-

ily discouraged. She detained
the customer long enough to pull

out a Kodak catalogue—and then
she did something a little differ-

ent. "You'll find the Kodak that

you like fully described there,

Mrs. Rogers—it's on pages ten

and eleven." And then with her
pencil she neatly jotted down
the page reference on the cover

and handed the catalogue to her
customer. Then, you see, it

wasn't just a catalogue—but a

catalogue for Mrs. Rogers.
And the favorable impresjL^'on

made on Mr. Rogers was all out

of proportion to the trifling ser-

vice rendered.

Kodakery" helps you make money. Get the name on the

dotted line and forward the blank to Toronto.

15
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MYDAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

My dad said to-night that
some fellas are never on hand
when you want them and always
underfoot when you don't. He
said that once there was a young
fella naimed Erl just starting in

at the store who had a secrit pas-
sage or a private trap door or
something, because whenever
you wanted him for anything he
couldn't be lokated. Part of this

young fella's job was to help Bob
Jenkins trim the window but be-
fore Bob could put in a new win-
dow, he had to put in an hour
and fourty-five minits trying to

lokate Erl so finally he give him
up and did the job alone.

My dad seen that Erl was a
better man at hare and hounds
than he was in the store and so
after several hours looking he
found him back of some packing
cases in the cellar reading a
book.

"Erl," my dad said "you're
through."

"No I aint either," Erl re-

plied "I'm only on page ninety
six."

Erl was very interested in

that book. The title was "Young
Man Opportunity is Before
You." My dad said that in Erl's

case it was quite a while before.

After Erl went a young fella

by the name of Jim came to take
his place. Jim and Erl had only
one thing in common and that
was that they was both boys.
When Bob trimmed a window
Jim was right there to help and
when he wasn't helping he was
watching and picking up points
on window display. He got so

he could do the job about as well

as Bob could. And when my dad
wanted to see him he didn't have
to send out a squad of plain

clothes men to lokate him be-

cause there he was just where he
was supposed to be.

My dad said that a fella look-

ing for opurtunity won't find it

down cellar behind a packing
box.

Kodakery for July

The distribution of the July
number of Kodakery will prob-
ably be late because of a strike

in the printing trade, but we are
going to get it out and it's a live

number, so be on the lookout for
your copy.
The mere recital of the table

of contents will be enough to
arouse your interest.

"Chumming with the Cat-
birds," by Howard Taylor Mid-
dleton, illustrated by the author

;

"Sepia Prints from Negatives of

Medium and Excessive Con-

trasts" ; Prints from Flat Nega-
tives" ; "Sharp Shooters and
Sharp Pictures" ; "Hard to Get,"
by Arthur O. Friel ; "A Boy, a
Dog and a Brownie" ; "Organiz-
ing Camera Clubs" ; "When the
Building Faces North" and "To
Dry Prints that Lie Fat without
Curl."
There is a double page display

of Kodak Pictures, made in the
Land of the Celestials. And the
Service Department Talk deals

with clean cameras and clean

lenses.
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''Do it today," is an excellent

motto, but the chap who can say
''I did it yesterday," has a better

one.



If it isn V a?I Rast7?ia?jy
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Ifyou're doing good work,

don 't worry; somebody will

find it out.
—Ring True Magazine



Bluii Alever Pays

HE had just hung out his shingle.

That morning a stranger en-

tered. The doctor asked to be
excused as he hurried to the 'phone.

Taking down the receiver, he said:

"Yes, I will be ready for you at two-
ten this alternoon. But please be
prompt lor I am very busy. Two
hundreci dollars? Yes, that was the

estimate I gave you."
Hanging up the receiver, he turned

to the stranger and, rubbing his

hands, asked: "Now, sir, what can
I do for you ?"

"Nothing," replied the stranger,

quietly. "I only came in to connect
up the telephone."

—Reading Specialties.



Life's Darkest Moment
^'^*''

pj[«!!'r
^.•^'•\«d hard and presented your arguments in a telling fashion and thechap in front of the counter finally breaks his silence by saying, "YoSknow

1 m just waiting for a Main Street car."
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Gentleman, or Good House-
keeping;' How many copies of

these and other well-known mag-
azines published in the States do
you suppose are sold weekly or

monthly by news dealers in your
city or town? Quite a large num-
ber—yes, the total would run into

many hundreds of thousands.

And all of the well-known
magazines of the States

—

Weekly Papers with pictorial

supplements and Farm Public-

ations too, will carry a heavier

volume of advertising on the

Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak
Special, over the signature of the
Eastman Kodak Co., than was
ever concentrated on any one
camera prior to the 2C drive.

Altogether there will be up-

wards of a million Ads in Canad-
ian Publications and something
like ten million in others, many
of which have a good circulation

in Canada.
That's extra effort on our part,

and it logically calls for extra

effort on vours.

Study the camera carefully, so

that you will be able to present
its talking points in a convincing
fashion. You always do that to

be sure, but this time use just

a little extra effort. Put Vest
Pocket Kodaks in your window.
Many window trimmers have cut

advertisements horn magazines
and utilized them as window
posters with marked effect. Some
stores have mounted these Ads and
put them in neat frames. It is

an excellent method of tying up
your store with our advertising

and will be putting extra effort

in your window displays.

And don't let our tremendous
advertising activities awe you
into calm complaisance. Our
millions cannot compete with

your thousands or even hundreds,

as far as your store is concerned.

I'lxtra effort in your advertising

is essential.

Does the boss realize all this?

You might speak to him about

it—in a nice wav.

Shows Them How It Works

There's an old story about a

woman who read that fried pota-
toes were much improved by
sprinkling sodium chloride over
them before serving. But she

continued to use common salt

because she didn't want to get

the drug habit.

Just as people balk at a scien-

tific phrase they are frightened

by any contrivance that they don't

understand. Anything that

makes easy work out of a hard
job is mysterious and magical.

To certain amateurs a device to

press the cable release of a camera
is intricate because they haven't

seen one yet. They imagine it to be
a complex mechanism, hard to

understand and to operate. Yet
what could be simpler than the
Kodak Self-Timer P

At the mention of an appliance
that makes a tree or a fence do
tripod duty, some folks probably
think that a gimlet and a hammer
and some screws are necessary to

attach the thing. But could any
device be easier to use than the

Kodapod.-*

Many people would be sur-

prised to know that with such a

readily understood apparatus as

a Film Tank anyone can develop
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Vest Pocket Autographic

Kodak, Special

'd'itli Kodak

Anastiginat f.T.7 lens

$16.50

The Little ^'est Pocket Kodak
is to other cameras what a \\ atch

is to a clock. It has all the ac-

curacy but avoids the bulk. And
the Special Vest Pocket Kodak,

with its fine Anastigmat lens, is

comparable to the watch that is

"full jeweled." Xo photographic

equipment is complete without it.

The pictures are 15 3x254 inches. '1 he Kodak
.\nastigmat/7.- lens is made in the Kodak
lens factor)- and designed for use on this

particular camera: it exactly fits the require-

ments. The result is negatives of such sharp-
ness that perfect enhirgeraents to almost any
size, equal in quality to contact prints, can be
made from V. P. K. Special negatives. Illus-

tration shows camera actual size.

At all Kodak Dealt rs'

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANAD.A

I he September Advertisement of the \". P. K. Special Campaign 1 see page o,
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film in daylight, without magic
passes or anything of the sort. It's

all because they don't believe in

things they don't understand.
The salesman at the Kodak

counter, however, can easily dis-

pel such notions by demonstrations.
When a camera owner comes into

the store just suggest that you
have something interesting for

him to see. Select an accessory

—

a Self-Timer, for example. Show

him how it works. Get him
to try it himself. You'll not

only be introducing him to some-
thing he's wondered about, but
you'll probably be making a sale.

The convenience and usefulness

of Kodak accessories will usually

sell them, once a customer gets his

hands on them and sees how simple

and reliable they really are. Then
watch your accessory sales climb.

MY DAD SAYS,
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

It's awful hot today and my dad
don't seem to thrive on heat. I

could see he wasn't feeling O.K.
and as soon as we sat down to

dinner he says:

"Hot soup.^ That's fine, Clara.

Nothing like hot soup on a hot day
I certainly hope the next course is

griddle cakes and sauseage. Is the
furnis all right, Clara.^""

My mother didn't say anything
but she give him a dirty look.

After dinner my dad ask me to

chop some wood for the fireplace

and ask my mother to invite in a

few of her friends to toast marsh
mellows but he was just sarcastic

and w as still refering to that hot
soup. Then my mother said Frank
what's en your mind beside the

heat and my dad said Ellery Perk-
ins. W hatsthematterofEUery, my
mother asked and my dad said
that the matter of Ellery was that
about the only line he knew was
'"Well it's about time to close up
aint it.^" My dad said that
Ellerv certainlv didn't know the

Kodak line and that he bet that
l^Tlery thought that sundry was
the name of a day in the week.

Why today my dad said I

watched Ellery allow a Vest
Pocket Kodak to leave the prem-
ises. He didn't sell it. A fella came
in and asked for one and laid down
the money and so there wasn't
anything for Ellery to do but to

let him have it. When the fella

was looking it over he saw^ there

wasn't no trypod sockets and he
asked Ellery how about it and
]^]llery said ain't there any trypod
sockets why that's funny and let

it go at that.

Now the reason there aint no
trypod sockets on the Vest Pocket
Kodak my dad said is because
there aint no room for them. The
camera is too compackt. But
h^llery give the impreshun that
in the bustel and confushun of

making this camera, the mechan-
ick forgot to put the trypod
sockets on.

Ellery had never heard of the

tiypod adapter for the Vest Pock-
et Kodak. Or if he had, he'd

promised to keep it a secrit. He
don't know the line, Ellery don't,

and that's the reason he just gets

in the way of the goods.
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Wonder what the girl in

the Kodak ads thinks

about

—

"When Everybody Knows You'

You have seen the Briggs car-

toons.

"Wonder What a Gold Fish
Thinks About,"" "Wonder What
a Dress Suit Thinks About."
Have you ever wondered what

the girl in the Kodak ads thinks
about, particularly the 2C girl

whose charms have adorned mil -

lions of advertisements on this

popular camera. You have met
her in the big magazines, in the
newspapers, in enlargements. She
is known—and favorably, very
favorably, from coast to coast.

She has traveled far—has the 2C
girl, not only in this country but
through Mexico, United States
and South America, and she has
made friends wherever she wen t.

She has seen herself looking out
from the store window. She has
had the thread of a fiction storv

broken by suddenly coming face

to face with herself as she turns

the page. She has run
carelessly through the rotogravure
section of her favorite newspaper
until suddenly her own picture

stares her eye to eye. She has met
herself so often that

—

Well, what does the 2C girl

think about.̂ She herself has
cleverly analyzed her feelings in

the cartoon on the opposite page.

First she made her own picture

and thereby gave us the illustra-

tion for one of the most successful

advertisements we ha\ e ever run.

Now she has drawn her own
picture—with equal success, from
the point of view of humor.
The 2C girl made these sketches

simply for her own amusemen'.
But they're too good. We pas^
them on.
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"There is one big thing about
the Kodak business that is dis-

tinctive," said Mr. Clark,
"And that is?" suggested Sam-

my.
"Once a customer, always a cus-

tomer. The first sale of the camera
justs starts something. Film, fin-

ishing, sundries—the camera is

only the first link in an endless
chain."

'That's true, all right," agreed
Sam.

"That's the reason we can
afford to exert unusual effort to
push the photographic line," con-
tinued Mr. Clark. "If we can bring
the customer in once for a Kodak,
we can bring him in dozens of
times for film and finishing and
sundries. And in the long run,
this sales series will amount to
more, much more than the initial

purchase."

Sam nodded his head in assent
and Mr. Clark resumed:

"The people in the store ought
to get that i)oint— I can't em-
phasize it too strongly, Sammy.
Any store that can bring people
back will be successful. The sale of

a Kodak brings people back.

TenMinutes

with the "Boss
"It's plain common sense for us

to devote generous advertising
space to our cameras and supplies.

Extra effort there is logical. It's

plain common sense for the sales-

folk back of the Kodak counter to
take particular pains to push the
line they are selling. Extra effort

there is logical.

"I said a minute ago that the
sale of a Kodak brings people back.
That's true if—They've got to buy
film and finishing and if properly
approached they're going to buy
sundries. The sale of a Kodak has
made them prospects all right but
—that 'if and that 'but' Sammy
are the exclusive property of the
salesman. Tf he keeps in mind the
fact that the camera customer has
just started buying, he will be par-
ticularly careful that everything
he does or says will make the best
possible impression. He will act as

if he wanted the customer to come
back. His manner and smile and
spirit of helpfulness will be an in-

vitation. Under normal conditions
the customer will buy his film and
finishing sundries at the store
where he purchased his camera
'but" all that is needed to send him
elsewhere is two minutes of in-

difference.

"Keep this in mind, Sammy.
Once a customer always a cus-

tomer "if" and 'but'."

You are circularizing your customers each month free

if they get "Kodakery"

10
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this is a much better

method

GET IT IN HIS
HAND.

You may sell him

this way but

—

11
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Two Good Window Displays

We never saw a window that

was any more likely to stop the

street than the one above. Judg-

ing from the photograph, it would

seem to us to be an utter impos-

sibility to pass the store without

looking in at the window. Most
emphatically the trim "gets over"'

even in black and white and with

the background in purple, the

color actually used, citizens of

must have been keenly con-

scious of the fact that this store

sold Kodaks. Can't you adapt

this display for your storei*

But good as it is the display in

no way overshadows the one
opposite. Quite the contrary. The

best type of window for a store
is the one that ties-up with the
national advertising of the man-
ufacturer whose goods that store
sells. At the time this display
was used, all the big magazines
and newspapers carried adver-
tising on the 2-C Junior. "That's
the camera Tve read about.

'

thinks the man in the street and
the force of our advertising is

immediately added to the pulling

power of the store window.

The 2-C Junior with Kodak
\nastigmat lens f.7.7 is the photo-
graphic leader all over the country
and our campaign on this model
is not over yet. Put in a 2-C
window. The one reproduced here
offers exceljrnt possJDih'ties for

any store.

12
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Kodakery
Readers of the opening story m

the August issue of Kodakery
are not going to rest until, with

loaded Kodak, they have searched

the city gardens, country lanes

and shady woods and have for

their Kodak Album pictures of

the favorite flowers of field and
garden.

"Photographing Flowers in

Field and (larden"' is the title

of this article which is illustrated

with eight splendid pictures. For
this work your customers will

need a Kodak Portrait Attach-
ment. Kodak Color Filter and
perhaps a Metal Triixxi. for

many of our most beautiful wild
flowers choose for theu" location

secluded spots where the light is

none too good for photography.

for August
In this same issue there's

another of those splendid nature
stories by Howard Taylor Mid-
dleton, entitled '"Almost a Com-

Other articles include
—

"Build-
ings as Backgrounds for Outdoor
Portraits." "Self Portraiture

"

in which of course the Kodak
Self Timer is featured. "Re-
composing by Enlarging" by
Phil M. Riley, illustrated by the

author, and article that will sell

the Kodak Enlarging Outfit.

There's another Jimmie story

too, in which Jimmie's pictures

of Uncle Joe are criticized by
Jimmie's Dad.

It's a meaty number—one that

you cannot afford to miss, but
then you always do read Kodak-
erv anvwav, don't vou.*^

13
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One Thing at a Time

Standish was a representative
of one of the big magazines. His
job was to persuade advertisers to

buy advertising space in his pub-
lication. He wasn't particularly

successful at first. Advertising
managers were busy men—they
were hard to see and equally hard
to sell. Standish was pretty well

discouraged and then suddenly
he shifted his tactics from the
customary line of attack to an
approach somewhat along this

line:

"Mr. Smith, I know you'r(j a

busy man and I'm just going to

use one minute of your time to

present one fact. Twenty-three
thousand seven hundred and
forty-eight school teachers are reg-

ular subscribers to the Standard
Monthly. I just want to leave

that thought with you— over twen-
ty-three thousand school teachers
care enough about the Standard
Monthly to get it every month."
Then he left.

A few days afterward he appear-
ed again. Perhaps he saw the
advertising manager in his office

or perhaps he encountered him
in the hall. In any event there was
always time to deliver this simple
message:

"There's just one point that I

want to make this morning, Mr.

Smith. Ten thousand two hundred
and fifty-four physicians subscribe
to the Standard Monthly—^over
ten thousand doctors read it every
month. I just want you to turn
that over in your mind. Mr.
Smith."

Perhaps a few days later the
representative told Mr. Smith
about the hundred thousand bus-
iness men or the fifteen hundred
bank officials, but in any event,
he concerned himself about only
one thing at a time. And as a
result, each point, isolated in this

fashion, gained in impressiveness,
The advertising manager remem-
bered about the doctors and the
school teachers and the business
men and the bank officials, and
this campaign of Standish's and
the magazine he represented
produced results.

One thing at a time—that's a

good phrase to keep in mind.
When you're trimming a window,
for example, don't try to make it

talk toilet articles, stationery and
photographic goods unless you
want to reduce its appeal to a
whisper. When you're writing an
ad, don't try to crowd everything
you sell into one piece of copy.
And when you're talking goods
over the counter, the advice still

holds good, "one thing at a time."

"About Lenses" and "Elementary Photographic Chemistry" are

books that will help you to answer your customers'

inquiries. Have you read them?

14
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Why They Use

VEL O X
The Beginner

The beginner uses ^'elox because it'^is so simpJe
that he can get excellent results from the start, and
because it is so convenient that he can make a batch
of bright sparkling prints in an ordinary room by
any artificial light.

The Expert

The expert uses ^>lox because it enables him to

get the best results from ev^ery negative; because it

faithfully reproduces all the delicate gradations
from highest light to deepest shadow, and because it

gives him finished prints in less time than he could
make rough proofs on p.o.p.

The Amateur Finisher

The amateur finisher uses Velox because it is

furnished in a range of contrasts to suit all classes

of negatives—because it is furnished in a variety of
surfaces to suit all subjects, and to satisfy all tastes,

and because with \'elox prints he retains the custo-
mer's good will and future orders.

VELOX PRINTS BUILD BUSINESS

15
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About Manuals

Supposing thai you bought a

typewriter and that after you got

home and were "all set" the book-

let of instructions was missing and
in consequence the ])roper man-
ipulation of the various attach-

ments puzzled you.

What would you think of the

store that sold you the typewriter?

Supposing that the company
who made the typewriter also

issued a bright monthly public-

ation and that in order to receive

it free, you had only to fill in the

blank found in the instruction

book and send it in to the home
office?

The absence of the booklet

would become more irritating still,

wouldn't it? And this would react

unfavorably on the store where
you made your purchase.

Perhaps you can understand
then how your customer feels

when he takes his Kodak out of

the box and looks in vain for the
manual. "What's this for?" "How
do you work this?*" The manual
would tell him and would as well

offer him the free subscription
blank for Kodakery. But the
manual is missing.

The Service Department have
had several letters recently from
purchasers of Kodaks, and other
cameras, asking that we send
instruction books. The cameras
were evidently delivered without
manuals, and the customers did
not g^t a fair shake. When a man
buys a camera he should get the
manual or instruction book that
goes with it. Jt is a very import-

ant part of the outfit. The manual
tells how to open the camera;
how to focus,—if a focusing model,
how to set the shutter, and so on.

Besides this there is plenty of

other information that will help
and encourage the amateur. He
needs it.

A Kodak, Brownie or Premo is

not difficult to understand, and a

purchaser could learn how to

operate it unaided but experience

of this kind is often costly and the

manual, in which each move is

ex])lained and pictured, makes
it all easy from the start.

Don't separate the manuals and
the cartons from the cameras, un-

less it is necessary, as when the

cameras are used for counter or

window display. Then, when the

display is over, be- sure that the

manuals and cartons are put back
with the cameras with which
they belong. If a manual is not

sup|)lied with every Kodak,
Brownie and Premo, you give

your customer less than he pays
for.

And do not just give the pur-

chaser of a camera the manual. Go
over it with him. Let him know
you are interested in his work,

and get him in the way of stopping
in at the store with negatives and
prints for ciiticism and suggestions,

(live him the benefit of your ex-

perience, and if there should be any
problems that you cannot solve,

bring them to the Service Depart-
ment. That is the foundation
of Kodak Service.

If it is'nt an Eastman

—

It is'nt Autographic,

16



Attitude has a lot to do with selling. Once

you decide on a good excuse for your busi-

ness being poor, it will exceed your expec-

tations. Expect it to be good, cultivate

that attitude, and you will be surprised

at the amountyou're able to take in. Start

to cultivate a cheerful outlook today,

-Tick Talk
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Employers employ Salesmen

to employ Salesmanship,



Imaginary Cats

Y()U'\'E heard tho story of the little boy who
came running to his mother and in a burst of

excitement cried: "Our back yard is full of cats."

"I wouldn't think there could be so many,
dearie." said the mother.

"Anyway, there's more than a hundi-cd out

there," announced the boy.
"That's a whole lot. Don't you think you still

have too many cats.^"

"Well I know there's our cat and another one,

anyway." he replied.

The number of cats in the boy's back yard reminds
us of the imaginative troubles some people exploit.

After a particularly hot day in July a saleswoman
was heard to say:

"Oh. I've had such a miserable day. everything
has gone wrong."
When asked just what had gone wrong, she

could mention but two incidents; she had forgot-

ten to note an enclosure on her salescheck and had
undercharged a customer five cents on another sale.

That, absolutely, was all she could recall. Her
mental attitude was such that she accepted the
two errors as imaginative material out of which
she created a "back yard full of cats." Whereas,
the truth was that she had only "our cat and an-
other one."

—The Bullock Way
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Mr. John G. Palmer
Mr. John G. Palmer, President

and General Manager of our Com-
pany, died in his 68th year, at his

home in Toronto in the early

evening of August 4th.

He had been ailing for about a

year, but it was only a short time
before his death that we came to

realize that he might not be with
us much longer. Mr. Palmer had
been at the plant as recently as

June 24th.

Mr. Eastman and other offi-

cers and directors of the East-
man Kodak Co. attended the
funeral on Monday, August 8th.

as did scores of friends and em-
ployees.

When the time came—back in

1899—to establish the Kodak
business in Canada, Mr Palmer
was chosen to manage the new
undertaking and in the spring of

1900 the Company opened up in

small premises on Colborne St.,

Toronto, the total staff number-
ing ten.

He had had ample experience
in all departments of business,

starting to work while a mere lad

and he never was willing to quit.

In the photographic business he
was on familiar ground, for prior

to joining the Eastman Com-
pany, he had been for many years
manufacturing a line of sensi-

tized papers.

Business grew apace for the

young Company and th e Col

borne St. premises becoming un-
equal to the demand, a larger
factory was erected. By 1910
the original factory had been ex-
tended twice, practically quad-
rupling the floor area.

To him it was sheer joy to see
those large buildings quickly prove
insufficient and in 1914 the con-
struction of the present Kodak
Heights plant was begun. In Feb-
ruary 1917 we moved here, but
leaving the original factory was
not unalloyed pleasure to the man
who started it. It is given ta but
a few of us to see our work bear
such fruit, for he had seen his
staff increase within twenty years
from the original ten to over a
thousand.

Deliberate, conservative, yet
ever alert, Mr. Palmer had a nat-
ural mildness of manner that soon
put strangers at ease. He made
firm friends wherever he went and
many of our customers will re-

call his visits in the early days
when he was free to travel around
a good deal.

I nassuming to a degree, yet
firm and keen, he was always
accessible to visitors and employ-
ees and spared himself not at all

in the interests of his customers
and his Company.
No one ever had firmer faith

in the future of Canada and he
omitted no opportunity of fani-
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iliarizing himself with the possi-

bihties of the Dominion.
All who knew him appreciated

the fairness and the unselfishness
cf his nature, as well as his innate
courtesy.

Surviving are his wife, three
daughters, four sisters and two-
brothers. We. his friends and as-

sociates, realize the loss his fam-
ily has sustained, because we ap-
preciate our own.

Pretty Tough on the Gash Register

A dealer said the other day:
"While I always knew that the

people read the ads. this 2C cam-
paign of yours has supplied me
with proof positive if I still had
to be convinced.

"After the advertisement ap-
peared, for example, four people
came in the store with the page ad
torn out of a magazine and each
one handed it to the salesman
with the simple statement "I

want that camera."
"Do they read the adsP I'll

say they do."
Another dealer told us about a

very shabbily dressed foreigner

whom this same 2C advertising

had brought to the store. This
man was thoroughly sold on the
camera. He had read about it,

although he couldn"t remember
the name of the model. All he
could recall was that the price

was -S25 . 00. And his money was
on the counter as soon as he was
near enough to reach it.

And this sort of thing is happen-
ing all over the country. Per-
haps you haven't encountered the
customer who com.es in with the
page ad in his hand, but you can-
not have failed to meet the man
who "Read about it in the paper."
whether he tells you so or not.

And you are going to meet
more of them now that the 2A
Brownie campaign is under way.
There are thousands of people
who want what 825 . 00 will buy in

a hand camera- They want the 2C'.

Kodak Jr. with Kodak Anastig-

mat lens. f. 7. 7. There are tens
of thousands of people to whom
Box Brownie prices and Box
Brownie simplicity will make an
irresistible appeal.

Cameras carrying with them
all the prestige that the phrase
"Manufactured by the Kodak
Company"* lends, making pic-

tures, good pictures, in popular
sizes and costing but a few dol-

lars over the counter, are going to
be big sellers if they are properly
backed by your advertising and
ours.

The drive is on. It opened
with a full page in the Roto-
gravure Section of the Toronto
Star Weekly on August 13th.

You have seen this ad. have you
not.'* If not in the paper, then
the facsimile that was sent for

window posting purposes. It tells

what the 2A Brownies will do
and although the 2A is the spe-

cific model advertised, it is pub-
licity that is going to sell the en-

tire Box Brownie line. Yes, the
entire photographic line, for it

features the simplicity of picture
making.
But the best we can do is ad-

vertise the camera and "AH Ko-
dak Dealers'." You. however,
through your window displays
and newspaper space advertise
both the camera and your store

and no Kodak store can aflFord to
stay out of this campaign. For,
no matter how poor or how good
the neighborhood, no matter how^
big the city or how small the vil-
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What the 2i Brownies do
All of the pictures on this page are repro-

duced in the exact size from negatives made
\\ith Id. Brownies on Kodak Film.

What You Can Do with a Brownie
The pictures really tell, better than words, just what anybody can do

with a Brownie. It is a veo' simple little camera, yet it is fully equipped

for snap-shots out-of-doors, for time exposures indoors or out, for flashlights

and home portraiture. It can, with the aid of a seventy-five cent Kodak

Portrait .Attachment make delightful "close-ups," as the picture of .Mary

Louise in the upper left-hand corner amply proves. And it's all very easy

There are Br<m-niet in several siza, but this is about the 2i Brt>wnie in

particular. It makes pictures 2'> x 4,'i inches, has a meniscus achromatic

lens, a rotary self-setting shutter, has three stops (diaphragms) and two

finders—one for vertical and one for horizontal exposures. It requires no

focusing and loads in daylight with Kodak Film Cartridges of six or twelve

exposures. It is covered with a fine imitarion grain leather u ith metal parts

finished in nickel and black enamel.

You Can Make

Good Pictures

with a Brownie

The No. 2- Brownie
Price $3.50

^fl Kodak Dealers'

^*!iigT r.^ Canadian Kodak Co., Limited . Toronto , Canada.

Reproduction in miniature of one of our ads. in the Bo.\ Brownie

(hi\(' (lt'v( ril)(.(l in th(> article on page 3..»
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lage. everywhere Brownies can be

sold.

Thousands and thousands have
been sold with practically no or-

ganized publicity back of them
and now. within a period of a few

weeks, hundreds of thousands of

advertisements by word and pic-

ture, are telling the story of one

MY DAD SAYS,
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

jNly dad said tonight that lots

of times he felt like putting on a

set of false wiskers and a wig and
going in to his own store to buy
something so that he could see

how" the customers was being
treated.

"It aint necessary to get the
wiskers and the wig," my mother
says. "The way you been act-

ing lately around this house, all

you need for compleat disgise is

a smile. I declare Frank I feel

this heat just as much as you do
but I try not to show it. There's

that fool cat tracking up the front

porch again. If I ever get ahold

of her I'll ring her neck. Frank
for heaven's sake take your feet

off that chair. Do you want to

ruin the only decent peace of furn

ichure we got in the house.

Whew, but it's hot."

My dad said "That's what
I like about you Clara. Hot wea-
ther or cold, your disposishun is

always the same and that aint no
complement either."

There wasn't nothing said for

fifteen minutes and then my moth-
er asked my dad what happened
at the store today dear and I see

that the storm had blew over.

"Nothing speshul happened
sweethart, and by the way that's a

popular model which sells over

the counter for just $3 . 50.

$3 . 50+$3 . 50+$3 . 50+$3 . 504-

Not to speak of the sales of oth-

er models that our advertising

and yours will carry in its wake
and then there's fdm and finish-

ing, film and finishing.

Pretty tough on the cash re-

gister !

very becoming dress you have on
tonight but I was over at Ebbs'
to get a magazeen and I see a neat
sign there 'Of course we have
stamps'. That reminded me that

you always are wanting stamps
and so I asked for five threes and
five twos. Now I realize that

there aint no particular glory for

either the store or the clerk in

selling a two-cent stamp for two
cents but there was the card exten-

ing the curtesey and I needed the

stamps. I got the stamps and at

the same time the impreshun that

about the nerviest thing the young
lady behind the counter had ever

run up against was my request

for stamps.
"The salesgirl acted one thing,

the sign said another.

"And that's what I wonder
about the store—We make quite

a point of our service to ama-
chures for example. Now I won-
der when an amachure wants to

know what was the matter of this

negative oy that one. do we give

him the informashun as if we were
glad to or as if we had to? We
tell them that we want to help in

our ads but do the folks back of

the counter act as if we wanted to

help when people take us at our

printed word? I wonder.
"How would I look with wisk-

ers Clara?"
"It would be the next best

thing to a mask." said my mother
who was beginning to feel the

heat again I guess.
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Originality Counts
Competition is always with us.

Every window on the street is

competing with every other win-
dow for the attention of the pass-
ing crowds. And this is why origin

-

aUty counts. The window that can
tell its story in an original way will

always find plenty of people to talk

to.

"That's one of the most or-

iginal windows I ever saw." was
the comment of one expert to

whom we showed the picture that
is reproduced above. There was
no argument. And we think too
that you'll agree the display is one
tliat holds out excellent possi-

hilities for any store.

Inasmuch as some of the detail

is necessarily lost in halftone
reproduction, we are giving below
the dealer's own description of
just how the display was installed.

'The little filling station is

made of No. 120 N. C. film car-

tons. The porch roof is made of

a piece of glass covered with tissue

paper so that it has the appear-
ance of being opacpie but is really

transparent, permitting the over-

head window lighting to penetrate
and illuminate the Kodak under-
neath. The filling station "pump"
is made by standing two film car-

tons on end. You will note that
the cable release from the Ko-
dak underneath the porch is ex-

tended to the "pump" making an
imitation of rubber tubing used
on the gasoline pump at a filling

station. All of the cameras are

mounted on film spools to give

them the appearance of having
four wheels. The white crushed
rock used for the driveway aided
materially in making the win-
dow realistic.

"

7
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VVHOsWHoKoPAKtoEST'

Come /fiiole fi>

'

A contest that's different.

Read the story below-

Who's Who in Greensburg
From The Eastman Kodak Company's "Kodak Salestnan " for August.

A carefully worked out contest
along original lines has recently
been completed by St. John and
Guthrie, Greensburg. Ind. A
number of familiar characters
about town were photographed
"rear view", their pictures dis-

played in the window and cus-
tomers invited to guess "Who's
Who." And yet, novel as the
idea is, it does not fall under the
"stunt" class. Not only did the
contest stimulate interest in the
store but, inasmuch as each con-
testant was obliged to fdl out a
blank with his name and address,
together with answers to the two
questions—Do you own a camera?
What kind.^—a highly instructive
mailing list was another practical
result.

Walter Ehrhardt of St. John
and Guthrie, who brought the con-
test to our attention, and submit-
ted the two pictures shown on the
opposite page, describes the con-
test in detail as follows:

"The fust step we took in put-
ting on this contest was to get the
rear view pictures of thirty-one
men with whom most people a-

bout town were familiar. Some
of these posed for us while others
did not know we were photograph-
ing them. The latter method
proves most interesting and sat-

isfactory as we thus got them in

action and frequently they could
not recognize their own pictures
in the contest.

8

''We next announced the contest
in the local papers, giving the
duration and other details as

well as announcing the prizes

which were as follows: fust, a No.
2A Folding Brownie, second, a

Brownie and third,

of Kodak work or

No. 2 Box
$1.00 worth
supplies.

"By calling

press to the

fested in our

the attention of the
great interest mani-
affair we received

quite a bit of mention during the
week and a nice front page article

after the winners were announced.
"The pictures we mounted in two

complete sets (one for the show
window and one in the store).

These were numbered correspond-
ingly.

"The window was arranged with
the pictures in the center and sev-

eral signs pushing Kodaks. Brown-
ies, supplies and our finishing de-
partment, as well as giving the
prizes and rules of the contest.

"The rules briefly were as fol-

lows: Contest lasts one week.
Guessers must come inside the
store to obtain a blank and fill in

the answers.
"Each person must hand in but

one set of answers. They must be
folded and deposited in the bal-

lot box without removing them
from the store. Ballot box will

not be opened until the close of

the contest. First prize goes to
the first person handing in a cor-

rect (or nearest correct) set of
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This display was used inside the store in connection with the \N ho's \N ho Con-

test as described on the opposite page. Note how deftly the advertising has

been worked in
—

'"Pictures Taken with 3A Kodak. Prints on Velox."

This display was used in the window. Again note how nicely the adver-

tising cards fit in with the general scheme. On the opposite page this very suc-

cessful contest is described in detail.
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answers. The order in which
they were answered is determined
by the serial numbers on the
blanks. The second prize goes to

the second nearest correct and so

on.

"Immediately after the close of

the guessing we posted cards, one
under each print in the window,
giving the correct name of the
person and also the errors that had
been made on each, as well as a

little advertising for Kodaks etc.

"We had spectators at our win-
dow practically all the time the

display was in; we left it there for

three days after the close. We

are sure it resulted in added sales

in this department.

"Our aim was to get our sub-
jects varied enough that while
perhaps two-thirds of them were
easily guessed the remaining ones
were fairly hard. The easy ones
get the onlooker interested in the
guessing while the harder ones
keep them at it.

• "This year the winner of our
first prize missed two of the an-
swers. We believe this has been
our best advertising scheme for

the Kodak Department and in-

tend to make it an annual affair."

Is Kodakery Coming to Their House

P

The reader's interest in Koda^enj
is always well sustained. The
stories and articles are written in

a bright, clean-cut style and no
publication contains more inter-

esting pictures. Your customers
like it—or would like it if you
gave them the chance to sub-
scribe. Remember that, inter-

esting as it is, Kodakery'.s- real

purpose, both directly and in-

directly, is to help business—di-

rectly in its advertisements, in-

directly through every article and
picture that it prints. Always
the thought behind its editorial

policy is to stimulate enthusiasm
in photography. We publish it,

to be sure, but its readers buy
the goods from you.

Sometimes we wonder if the

salesfolk really appreciate what
the little magazine will do for

them if they give it a fair oppor-

tunity. It was with real pleasure

that we encountered the follow-

ing paragraph in a recent letter

from a dealer

:

"My customers talk Kodakery
and look for this little book regu-

larly. I think it has been one of

the biggest helps we have ever
had in encouraging the making
of pictures.'"

Readers of the opening story
in the September Issue oi Kodakery
"Kodaking on a Motor Tour"
are not only going to assure them-
selves that on their next trip

their Kodak lies beside them on
the seat, but that the Kodak
Film Tank is included in the

equipment as well.Read the article

and see for yourself.

Perhaps you have learned to

look for those fascinating nature
stories by Howard Taylor Mid-
dleton. There is one in the

September Issue "Filming Plume
Tail" and the pictures that il-

lustrate it are unusually strik-

ing. This month "Jimmie Pho-
tographs the Club Room." You
ought to know Jimmie better.

Other articles include

—

"Lightning Flash Silhouettes,"

"Washing Films in Lakes and
Ponds" and "When were the Pic-

tures made?"

10
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The Specialist

"Remind me to stop at the
Specialist's" said Carbon ^ elo.x

to his neighbor, M. Q. Tubes, as

they boarded the Toonerville trol-

ley one morning on their way
down town.

"Specialist!" exclaimed M. Q.
"What's the matter with you now
—hardening of the arteries or

softening of the head.^"
"Nothing the matter with me,

Tubesy me boy. I've got more
pep" in me this morning than a

wild grasshopper. The Special-

ist I mean is down at Jimson's
store, a young man in the Kodak
Department who can give you
more information to the square
inch about amateur photography
than any one else I have struck
in this burg. That is his specialty

and that is why I call him the

Specialist."

"He must be a regular encyclo-
pedia to be able to answer all

3'c«r questions," remarked Tubes
with a smile.

Qh. it isn't quite that bad.
But all joking aside, this chap
knows a lot about photography
and what he doesn't know he finds

out. and hands it to you the next
time you call. He's an obliging

soul."

"Well, well. Carbon. You cer-

tainly are enthusiastic. How did

you discover all this.-*"

"Why. the other day. " con-
tinued Carbon, '! needed some
developing powders and my reg-

ular dealer was out of them, so I

stopped in at Jimson's. A nice

appearing young man waited on
me and he talked so intelligently

about the goods he was selling

that I asked him about several

things that had puzzled me in my
photographic work. Some of the
questions were easy for him. but
in one case he was not quite sure

of his ground and said that he
would write to the Service De-
partment of the Canadian Kodak

Company for the information.
Their reply should be there today
and that is why I want to stop

at the Specialist's."

'"That's fine and dandy, for

you." said Tubes
—

""But I should
think it would mean a lot of study
for a salesman to be able to give

out dope of this kind to all com-
ers."

'Not necessarily," exclaimed
Green. "As I understand it. most
of the information that one needs
is in the several text books publish-

ed by the Kodak Company. A
careful reading of these text books
will accomplish a lot. Besides this,

all Kodak dealers have access to

the Service Department, who,
they tell me, are glad to criticize

their customer's work, offer sug-

gestions and in fact, give them
any help they may need. It is

certainly a fine thing for both the

dealer and the customer."
"But I don't see w^hat the deal-

er gets out of it. You don't pay
anything for the Service, do you.'^"

"Not directly, perhaps," an-

swered Carbon. 'But reason it

out. Do you think for a minute
that I am still buying my sup-

plies from the dealer I originally

patronized, and who, when
it comes to information, was of a-

bout as much use as a mouse trap

in an elephant hunt.^ Not on
your old-fashioned tin-type. The
man who is willing to give me
service with the goods, gets my
money every time. That's bus-

iness, isn't it.^"

"You bet you." laughed Tubes.
"I guess I'll look up this young
man of yours myself. He sounds
pretty good to me. Here we are

at Jimson's already. Maybe I'd

better go in with you now and get

acquainted. Though." he added
slyly, "judging by the size of the

line-up at this counter, you are

not the only Christopher Colum-
bus around here."
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Reaching the Purse Through the Eye

Psychologists classify as "eye-
minded" those people who are

most easily convinced by what
they see. Few of us fall within
that class, but the majority of us

are partly eye-minded—we are

attracted,if not persuaded,through
our sense of sight. The best

way to interest us in a product
is to display it or its picture.

A photograph is mightier than
an oration or editorial. An ex-

hibit of the physical thing is

mightier yet. It is this truth

that gives window and counter
displays their vigor as selling

forces.

The Retail Public Ledger as-

serts that 87% of all purchasers
buy through attraction of sight.

Its conclusions are based on the
results of a large department
store's investigation of the rel-

ative influence exerted on a proo-

pective buyer through each o
his five senses. (This has to do
only with customer attraction;

it is not concerned with sales

—

clinching which is the salesman's

exclusive domain). The high per-

centage awarded to sight means
that the most powerful force in

selling through the senses is dis-

play.

Display should therefore be
planned with a thoroughness wor-
thy of its value as a selling factor.

"Display" means more than
simply to show the goods. They
must be shown in a way that will

impress the public most advan-
tageously. Harmonious window
trims, properly balanced news-
paper advertisements, attractive

show cases—each should be de-

signed to make the public say,

"that looks good to us ."

How Thoughtful of Bob
"How thoughtful of Bob."
"See, Mary, the little card with

the Season's greetings and this

nice calendar with that picture

of you and the children, that Bob
made up at the lake last summer."

"How thoughtful of Bob."
That's what they say when the
gift has a personal touch and
there assuredly is a personal
touch to the gift of an intimate
picture placed in an attractive

mounting.
In the home it has an honored

place, in living room, library or

den, there to be for twelve
months, perhaps longer, an ad-

vertisement for amateur photog-
raphy, a boost for the Kodak
line and a direct trade stimulator.

Aside from the fact that there

is a good profit in handling
Amateur Calendar Mounts for

the Christmas trade, that's one
reason why it is a line that mer-
its your best selling efforts and
your customers too will be de-

lighted to solve a difficult prob-

lem in this personal and inex-

pensive way.

"Parkview" Amateur Calen-

dars for 1922.

They're ready now.

A^acation prints suggest an album; but you suggest it, too.
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Kodaks Fit the Pocket, the Purse

and the Individual

A new dealer iray cccasionaily

ask us a question which many
old dealers have not yet answered
to their own satisfaction.

The question is: "Shall I sell

a man the camera he asks for,

or try to sell him a better oneP"
The answer is another question:

Does the customer want the cam-
era he asks for?

Often he does and many times
he does not.

Every good retail salesman
knows instinctively how to get

the customer into a conversation,
without asking a direct question,
that will reveal why he has a>:ked

for a particular camera—and he
can then proceed to tind out whe-
ther that is the camera the cus-

tomer really wants.
Broadly speaking the kind of

camera a man should have is de-

termined by what the camera is

to be used for and what he is

willing to pay. W e know me-
chanics who will pay more for a

camera than a millionaire. So it

isn't a mans income or general

appearance that determines what
he will spend.

IVIany a man who comes in for

a Brownie goes out with a Kodak,
due to first class salesmanship be-

hind the counter — and ihat

is good business if he is better

served by a Kodak than a Brown-
ie. Your experience with photog-
raphy will lead you to sell a

Special or a Graflexto the sports-

man who wants to catch hunters
going over the bars—even though
he asks originally for a Brownie.

It is well to distinguish be-

tween the customer who knows
what he wants and the customer

who merely thinks he knows. If

a twelve year old boy asks for a

Xo. 1 Autographic Kodak Special
with Kodak Anastigmat /. 6. 3

lens and puts the money on the
counter, by all means sell him
one. He knows what he wants.
But unless he lives in Kingston.
( Kingston papers please copy) he
wont be precocious enough for

that. He usually wants a Box
Brownie. There will be time
enough later to sell him a camera
with more range.

And then there is the man who
simply wants "a Kodak."

You must carefully diagnose his

case and prescribe the particular

Kodak, that will best serve his

needs.

'Kodak simplicity" makes the
satisfactory operation of any Ko-
dak easy for anyone. Even the
Specials, equipped as they are
with every device for the improve-
ment of photographic results, are
practically self-operating, espe-
cially when equipped with the new
Kodamatic shutter and its time
scale showing what speed to use
for each stop under four dif-

ferent light conditions. By this

means, even the high speed lenses

are brought under control of the
newest novice in photography.
And so the man who just says
"Kodak" may mean ''Special.''

There are different kinds of

Kodaks for different kinds of peo-
ple. They not only fit the pocket
and the purse, but the individual.
When you can tactfully deter-
mine the model that the customer
really wants, you are in a position
to serve him best.

14
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Wonder How Much it Costs?

Rogers was standing in front

of Smith's store looking at a dis-

play of cameras in the window.
His gaze was riveted on one par-

ticular model that apparently was
just about what he wanted. For
some minutes he stood there

motionless. "Wonder how much
it costs." he mused to himself

and then sauntered down the

street still wondering. No price

cards. No sale.

Price cards are a big help in

making the window display story

so interesting that the man or

woman on the sidewalk will want
to go inside and hear more.
Many people still have the wrong
idea about photography—that is,

photography the Kodak way. It

is less expensive—often much
less expensive than they think.

Then, too. there is such obvious
value in the Eastman line at the
figures quoted that the price

cards make the window's invita-

tion to come in all the harder to re-

sist. Prices are part of the story

and price cards belong in the win-
dow almost as much as do the
.cameras themselves.

And particularly now. with the

Box Brownie campaign arousing
popular interest, the use of price

cards when these cameras are
displayed is essential. In the case

of the No. O Brownie, for ex-
ample, the camera and the price
card provoke the query "A cam-
era for two dollars. Is it pos-
sible?"" And inside they go to
investigate further. The cam-
era without the card is just a
camera. The punch is lacking.
The customer likes to enter

your store welj-informed on at
least thi^ one point—what's the
price? L nless your window gives
him this information the pulling
power of the display suffers.

During the abnormal conditions
from which we are gradually e-

raerging. prices changed over night
—and then again the next night.

They simply refused to "stay
put".

It was for this reason that we
stopped supplying price cards.

They were worthless even before
they could be shipped. Now,
however, it is different, and al-

though we will not resume our
old practice of sending a price

card with every camera that
leaves the plant, we will shortly

send price cards for all models to

all dealers.

This will take time, perhaps a
month. In the meantime, neat
readable hand-lettered cards will

keep "them" from sauntering
down the street still wondering.

To the Window Display Manager
Just a suggestion.

Put in a lot of Box Brownies—a lot of them.

Use the empty cartons too—they catch the eye and help give the
impression of large stock.

Then feature the price.

Now we don't promise a riot or anticipate the presence of the police
reserves but in calm, dispassionate tones we do say that
right now a window along those general lines will pull.

Just a suggestion.

15



Roll of film—vest pocket," growls the the customer. The weather has

got on his nerves. Note the rain.

"He'll be in no hurry to go out in the drizzle again," mentally argues the

salesman. "Jist the time to sell him a larger camera and a few sundries."

Note the sun.



A small initial sale may
mean a big future customer.

It's the single that makes
the three - bagger count.



If it isn't an Eastman
it isn't a Kodak.
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AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE

There is a feature exclusively

associated with a Kodak, a Graflex,

a Brownie, or a Premo Camera that

is sometimes overlooked in making

the sale.

That feature is "Kodakery."

Every purchaser of an Eastman

Camera is entitled to this monthly

magazine for a year without charge.

All that is necessary is to get the

name anil address on the dotted line

of the application blank that is a

part of the camera manual.

Don't overlook this when the

sale is made. It is a favor that costs

you nothing hut a \'ery little tim.e

and tweh'e times through the year

the customer will he reminded of

\{)ur courtes\'



The Parrot is the only bird

which is noted for the way

it talks rather than for what

tt says, —Penny IVhisile.



To MY mind there are only three fund-

amental principles in advertising: name-
ly, to be honest, be sensible, be per-

sistent. I say be honest because every ad

vertiser should remember that advertising

doesn't create value, it merely tells of it.

The value has to be in the article itself. I

say be sensible because the majority of people

who read copy are endowed with good com-
mon sense. I say be persistent because you

have to keep everlastingly at it. People soon

forget and unless we keep persistently at ad-

vertising we had better not begin at all.

—Hu^h Chalmers.
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Folks Yol'd Never Miss

Mr. Meanwell. who doesn't want to trouble you. He knows just where the
Portrait Attachments are and can get one for himself.
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"Take a Kodak with you," or

"Kodak as you go" these ads sug-

gest, or perhaps the space is used
to point out some of the many
desirable features of a specific

model. Get it "At your dealer's"

we say and that's the very best

that we can do.

But all this advertising will not.

except in isolated cases, place the

customer before your counter with

his money in his hand. Perhaps
he doesn't even know you sell the

Kodak that he's read so much
abckit.

So, without your co-operation,

without your own Ads in the lo-

cal paper, your window displays,

your letters to prospective cus-

tomers in your locality, our ad-

vertising must fall short of accom-
plishing its purpose.
And does not this extra effort

that we've put into our adver-
tising during recent months and
which we will continue to exert

in the future deserve your prac-

tical co-operation.

Never before has the volume
been so great, never has there

been such heavy advertising of

specific models, never has our ad-

vertising presented greater op-
portunities for your store.

What has your store done to
make these millions of advertise-
ments count for you.^ What did
it do during June and July, when
full pages in the big Magazines
and Farm Papers were telling the
2C story and more specifically,

what did you do.^

What are you doing now in the
midst of the Box Brownie drive.*^

And the end is not yet.

There will be more advertising
on the 2C, more on the Vest
Pocket Kodak Special and the Box
Brownie drive has only been
launched. Other popular mod-
els will be heavily advertised and
the general campaign will con-
tinue month in and month out,

without a halt.

What are you going to do.^^

It's a fair question and we don't
ask it in a spirit of challenge.

What are you going to do.-^

After all it's important to you,
to your store and to us, for camera
sales make the foundation upon
which a profitable business in

photographic supplies, film and
finishing is built.

A Little More for the Same Money
Have you noticed the 2 and

2A Folding Brownies that have
been coming from the Kodak
factory these last few weeks.^

They are quite the grown-up
children now, aren't they.^^—no,

not any larger, but they've taken
on all the dignity of their bigger

brothers and sisters and look very
proud of themselves with their

new Cable Shutter Releases.

The addition of the Cable Shut-
ter Release to the smaller Folding

Autographic Brownies is going to

be popular with your customers
for it brings self portraiture with
the Kodak Self Timer within the
scope of these inexpensive little

cameras.
Don't forget to bring this fea-

ture to the customer's notice.

It will assist you in making the
sale of the camera and many a
time the customer will say "And
I think I'll take the Self Timer
too."

Enter the name of each camera purchaser on your mailing list when
you fill out the Kodakery Coupon. Both are important

—

for the customer and for the store.

4 .
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You can make good pictures

with a

No. 2^

Brownie

PRICEI

$3.50

It is a very simple little camera, 3^et is fully

equipped for snap-shots out-of-doors, for time ex-

posures indoors or out, for flashlights and home
portraiture. It can, with the aid of a seventy-five

cent Kodak Portrait Attachment, make delightful

''close ups," head and shoulder portraits that fill the
picture area. And it is all ver}- eas}'.

The 2A Brownie makes pictures 2^2 x 4 i^ inches, has
a meniscus achromatic lens, a rotary self-setting shut-
ter, has three stops (diaphragms) and two finders -

one for vertical and one for horizontal exposures. It

requires no focusing and loads in daylight with Kodak
Film Cartridges of six or twelve exposures. It is cover,
ed with a fine imitation grain leather with metal parts
finished in nickel and black enamel. Made in Canada.

All Kodak Dealers'

CANADIAN KODAK Co. , Limited, TORONTO. CANADA

Here's a miniature reproduction of another advertisement in the 2A Brownie
drive. Your customers will see it in October Numbers of several of the maga-
zines and farm publications mentioned on Page 3.
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While The Iron is Hot

The best part of strategy is

timeliness.

In the case of a selling cam-
paign, timeliness is a matter of

putting extra vigor behind an art-

icle at a moment when its use-

fulness is especially evident.

Kodak, by its very nature, lends

itself well to this scheme of timely
salesmanship. Although its own
use isn't restricted to any par-

ticular time or any particular

place, it fits in with pastimes that

are seasonable. Kodaks, there-

fore, can be sold on a seasonable
appeal. They even can be sold

as allies of strictly seasonable
articles.

Try it now.
The hunting season is open.

Use the hunting molij as a basis

for a timely Kodak window. Get
the hunting atmosphere into the

display—but have enough Kodak
there to make the display talk

Kodak. Show how a Y. P. Ko-
dak fits in the pocket of a sports-

man's jacket. Tuck a few rolls of

V. P. K. film into a shell belt.

Several selected enlargements
of hunting scenes make an excel-

lent background for such a win-
dow. They add to the attractive-

ness of the display and empha-
size the idea that Kodak ought to

go along on the hunting trip.

Such a display will stop the sports-

man. It will suggest that the Ko-
dak is an essential part of every
hunter's outfit. And it will tell

him where to buy the Kodak.
If you fix up a window to sell

sporting goods put a Kodak in

with the shotgun, game bag and
camping outfit. Kodak belongs
there. It's a delightful compan-
ion for the hunter and is logically

part of his equipment. Empha-
size it in the window. It's a

very timely suggestion.

A little study once in a while
will show you how to make your
display windows and newspaper
advertising hook up with the pas-
times and events of your com-
munity. You'll find that such
"timeliness" fortifies your selling

plans and strengthens your sales

attack.

That Little Something Extra

If you can convince a customer
that your store offers a little some-
thing extra as far as service is con-

cerned, you never have to worry
about that customer's business go-

ing elsewhere. There are many
difi'erent methods of impressing

the purchasing public with that

"little something extra " but here

is one plan that is followed by
a dealer who operates two stores

in a western city.

"We operate two real service
stations in two of our down town
stores where we have equipped
complete laboratories for the sole

use of Kodakers and where we try
to help them with their troubles
going the extreme limit on service.

We invite them to bring in a film

and help us develop and print it

and we explain every step by ac-

tual demonstration in the dark
room, if they are interested in do-
ing their own work."
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

There was a coupla girls down
to the store my dad said who was
helping things along by spiking

the macheenery, punchering the

tires, ripping the sails and break-
ing the wings. And there only

troubel was that each one was mad
at the other. I'd say it was their

business if it didn't interfear with
mine. But it did. Every story

has a certin moral and every store

has a certin morale. We've got

one yet but it aint so certin as it

was. It got to a point where the

whole store was getting the fever

and everybody was glaring at

everybody else. I asked one of

the girls what she was mad at and
she said Mabel and then I asked
the other one what she was mad
at and she said Edna.
And so I got them both together

and told them about the time
that Cas Howell and I used to

play in the band. Cas played a

clarenet and I played a flute and
when we first joined the band we
was the best of friends. Then
we had a falling out and I called

Cas something of a complemen-
tary nature and he called me some-
thing that sent the blush of pride

to my cheek and from then on
each of us t ( d to make life sweet
and comfortabil for the other.

Our best chance was the band. I

did my blamedest to queer Cas'

clarenet with my flute and he did

the same for me. All I could see

was that when I played in three

sharps when he was playing in C,

his clarenet must sound like a hard
cold. And he perused the same
line of reasoning. We both had
granit intellecks at that time.

I wasn't queering Cas and he
wasn't queering me. We was
simply queering ourselves—and
incidently the band. Old Doc
Conway was the leader. As a

general thing he led the whole
band but half-way through one
rehersal he just led Cas and me.
He led us outside—by the ears.

Now this is one time I said to

the girls that I won't object to

your making up during business

hours.
And they both smiled and shook

hands and Mabel said it was all

her fait and Edna said it was all

her fait and the storm had blew
over.

Do you remember how jelous

you used to be over Ray South-
wick when he used to take me
riding my mother said.

Let's see said my dad South-

wick never did get married did

he. Wefl, I feel just the same
toward him now.
But my dad was only fooling -

Due soon—the exciting final baseball games, the first football

struggles. Press photographers and commercial

photographers are thinking Graflex.

Are you talking Graflex.^
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Window Salesmanship
This display window almost

talks. It says: that the 2-A
Brownie makes good pictures, is

so easy to use that even a child
can operate it. and is so inexpen-
sive that S3

. 50 will buy it.

A profusion of Brownies in an
orderly display is sure to get at-

tention from the passerby and the
pictures and signs tell him what
it's all about. The cut-out en-
largements show the camera in
use—almost an actual demon-
stration—and emphasize the idea
that Brownies and children are
congenial playmates. The whole

arrangement covers in an easily-

grasped way the three chief char-
acteristics of the Brownie cam-
era—reliability, simplicity and in-

expensiveness. It's all told in

the window.
"The first day this window was

in we sold thirty-six 2-A Brownies
and during the week it was in we
sold one hundred and seventy
five of this popular model." writes
Mr. G. Walter Hopkins of The
SutclifTe Co.. who sent the phot-
ograph. ""The cut-outs were
made from 3A negatives enlarged
to about fortv inches.

Vacation prints suggest an album; but you suggest it, too.
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"I put a lot of faith, Sammy, in

advertisinc: at the crucial mo-
ment," said Mr. Clark.

"Crucial moment.^"' inquired

Sam—and his face registered per-

plexity.

"Well, here's what I do7if

mean," continued Mr. Clark with
a smile. '"One time—years ago,

before a camping trip. I bought
a pressure stove that was rec-

ommended as just the thing. I

kept it in the original package un-
til it came time to use it. I was
then twenty miles from the near-

est town—and glad of it. Inside

the package attached to the stove
itself was a tag in which the prais-

es of a hand pump—manufac-
tured by the people who made the
stove—were sung in several lines

of display type. It developed
that, without this pump, or one
similar" to it, the stoving proper-
ties of the stove—if I may coin

an expression—remained latent.

I am slow to anger Sammy, but
in three minutes after I had re-

ceived the full import of that
tag's message that stove died.

"That wasn't just the moment
Sammy, to suggest one of those
darling little pumps.

"So that's what I don t mean.
"We're getting out a new con-

tainer for prints and negatives
that have gone through our finish-

ing department. You haven't seen
it, have you? Well, on the out-
side cover there is a picture in

which the pleasure of photogra-

TenJ^inutes

with the "Boss
phy is emphasized—it's from
the Kodak Company's cut sheet

—

then our name and address. On
the back cover is our finishing

price list. Inside, over the pock-
et that holds the negatives is a
short, snappy little ad. suggest-

ing the Eastman Film Negative
Album for the amateur's neg-
atives. And over the pocket for

the prints is an album ad. The
amateur looks at his prints at the
counter. The album ads. catch his

eye. The albums are right there

ready.
"The ads. tell him that the

only way to keep negatives and
prints is to put them in an album

—

and he knows that this is true. In-

disputably, the moment is crucial.

"There's the story of the mer-
chant who put a bowl of chewing
gum with a big sign '5c' on it,

right beside the cash register.

Then whenever possible, he put
a five-cent piece in each custom-
er's change. The result was that

many people who ordinarily would
never think of buying chewing
gum found themselves doing that
very thing. It seemed logical.

"An album ad. on the delivery

envelope, a bunch of prints in the

customer's hand, and an album
displayed in front of him ought
to start something.
"And so, Sammy, that is what

I do mean. Call it the strategic

moment, if you like that expres-

sion better. There aren't sixty

of them to the minute but there

are a lot of them just the same.
And when one comes. Sammy,
have some advertising there to

meet it."

9
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"Imagine This Happening at Thompson's'

"There are two kinds of ser-

vice," commented Carson, eye-

ing the tip of his cigar. "Either
two kinds or none at all," he con-
tinued.

"Well, what of it?" we said

briefly. Carson has an irritating

habit of stopping before he really

arrives at a point.

"Two kinds of service,"" he
resumed. "What the store con-
siders service and what the cust-

omer considers service. The
store considers complete stocks,

prompt deliveries, charge accounts
service. The customer accepts all

these as a matter of course. Its
the thing he isnt looking for that
impresses him. When the store

apparently goes out of its way to

do him a favor, for example

—

that's what he calls service. The
first store that delivered goods at

the purchaser's house rendered
a service that the purchaser was
quick to acknowledge. Now that

every big store does it and it is the
expected thing, few customers pay
the slightest attention to it—un-
less it's late.

"There's one store in this town
that always gives me clean, fresh

bills in my change. That's ser-

vice from my point of view as a

purchaser. If every other store

did it, it would still bo a service,

of course, but it would never oc-

cur to me to call it that. Briefly,

as I see it, service is something
for which even the most hardened
customer says 'Thank you'. It

is something that makes him feel

indebted to the store or the man or

woman back of the counter. It's

the entrance of the personal touch
on the otherwise purely business

transaction. It's the
— ""

"Stop giving definitions and
tell me what you mean," we in-

terrupted. It was getting late.

"It's a whole lot easier," con-
tinued Carson, "for the small store

in the small town or the so-called

neighborhood store in a city to

put its personal touch on each
transaction. The small store

comes to know the people that
trade there. The man who is

buying isn't just a purchaser

—

he's Mr. Smith who lives on Ar-
gyle Street, and that youngster in

rompers by the door is his son.

That woman who is looking
through the magazine is Mrs. Eb-
bets of Culver Avenue and she
is the kind that doesn't like to

be interfered with. When she is

quite ready she will buy. The
store is thrown into an intimate
association with the people who
frequent it that the big depart-

ment store can never enjoy. You
can imagine this happening at

Thompson's, can't you.^"

"What happening.^" we asked
as we pointedly fingered our

watch.
"Wait a minute," Carson re-

monstrated. "Let me tell you.
The other day the milkman, in-

stead of leaving two quarts at our

house, left one—and my wife

didn't discover it until just be-

fore the kid's supper. There was
no milk left. She went out to the

drug store nearby—Webster's,

you know that little neighbor-

hood store. They have a soda
water fountain there, and my
wife thought that perhaps they

could spare a quart of milk. Mr.
Webster was very sorry but more
milk shakes had been sold that

day than ever before and the last

quart was exhausted. 'Why
don't you try Barker's.^' he sug-

gested. Barker's by the way,
was a competitor. My wife start-

10
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ed for the door and then suddenly
stopped. In her haste to recoup
the family refrigerator, she had
neglected to bring her purse.

And they didn't know her at Bar-
ker's. For that matter, Mr. Web-
ster didn't know her by name.
We have lived in that part of the

town only a few weeks. Can
you imagine this happening down-
town at Thompson's.^" he again
asked.

"What happening?' we replied

testily. "Won't this story hold
over till next year.^ I'm busy
today."

"Just imagine this happening
at Thompson's," Carson resumed.
"Webster saw her predicament.

reached in his pocket and slipped
a half-dollar in her hand and then
said, "Can't have that little boy
of yours go to bed hungry'."

"Are you through?" we asked.
"Well, Bill, you only had to

hear this story once. I bet that
I've heard my wife tell it fifty

times. That's what she calls ser-

vice. And believe me. that fifty

cents went a long way—up one
street and down another—wher-
ever my wife's friends happened
to live. And that reminds me
Bill. One time out west I

"

'Not today, not today. Ed,"
we said hastily and shoved back
from the table.

Kodak Anastigmat f.7.7 On an Exchange Basis

For many years amateurs have
written in to us, asking that the

Kodak Anastigmat lens / T-'j be
substituted for the one originally

fitted to their camera. And while

none of these requests could be
gratified, the demand still per-

sisted. The trouble has not been
with the demand—but the supply.
All the Kodak Anastigmat /.j.y
lenses that we could manufacture
were needed as equipment on new
cameras.

Careful work is required in the
fashioning of a Kodak Anastig-
mat, and quality can't be rushed.

Some eight years have elapsed
before we have been able to offer

the Kodak Anastigmat lens sep-

arately.

Now. however, those of your
customers who own Kodaks fit-

ted with Kodak Ball Bearing
Shutters can exchange the orig-

inal lens equipment for the new
Kodak Anastigmat lens /.y.j.
The exchange charge is §12.00
on cameras fitted with single

lens, SIO.OO on cameras equipped
with R. R. lens. We retain the
old lens.

Cameras fitted with T. B. I.

shutters will be fitted with the
Kodak Anastigmat lens /.j.y at

an additional charge of S6.00

—

the extra cost being due to the
fact that a Kodak Ball Bearing
shutter must replace the T. B. I.

If fitted with any other shutter
than those mentioned above,
please communicate with us be-

fore forwarding the camera.
Owners of Premos may have

the Kodak Anastigmat Lens /.j. 7.

fitted to their cameras on the same
basis and at the prices specified

above. We cannot, however, fit

a Kodak Anastigmat lens f.^.^ to

the following Premos: Folding
Cartridge Premos, the 5x7 size

of Premos Nos. 8 and 9, Premo
No. 10, Pocket Premo. These
are the exceptions.

All cameras to which a new lens

is to be fitted are to be sent to us

at Toronto, transportation charges

11
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prepaid, and a letter of instruc-

tions, bearing first class postage,
should be attached to the outside
of the parcel post package.

Aside from the immediate reac-

tion of the cash register, it is well

worth while for any salesman to

push this exchange plan. And
the reason is very simple. With
a better lens, your customers will

get better pictures and better pic-

tures make people better cus-

tomers.

The Kodak Anastigmat /.7.7
is the ideal lens for the average
amateur. Not only is it a little

faster than the best R. R. lens

but, as far as flatness of field and
definition go, it is the equal of

any anastigmat regardless of price.

Properly fitted to your customers'
cameras it will result in keener,

crisper negatives, better contact
prints and better enlargements.

Let your customers know about
it.

Kodakery For October

The reader's interest in Kodak-
ery is always well sustained. The
stories and articles are written in

a bright, clean-cut style and no
publication contains more inter-

esting pictures. Your custom-
ers like it—or would like it if you
gave them the chance to subscribe.

Remember that, interesting as

it is, Ko'akery's real purpose,
both directly and indirectly, is

to help business—directly in its

advertisements, indirectly through
every article and picture that it

prints. Always the thought
behind its editorial policy is to

stimulate enthusiasm in photo-
graphy. We publish it, to be
sure, but its readers buy the goods
from you.

Sometimes we wonder if the

salesfolk really appreciate what

the little magazine will do for

them if they give it a fair oppor-
tunity. It was with real plea-

sure that we encountered the
following paragraph in a recent
letter from a dealer:

"ATy custorrers talk Kodakery
and look for this little book regu-

larly. I think it has been one of

the biggest helps we have ever

had in encouraging the making
of pictures."

The following articles and stor-

ies appear in the October issue of

Ko:akery—"Madam Killdeer in-

dulges in Self-Portraiture," "Pic-

turing Waterfalls," "Brand 'Em
While They're Young," "Dry-
Mounting Prints," "A Rornan-
tic Corner of Old France," and
"When Jimmie's Prints Came
Loose."

Ask our advertising department to send you copy for a circular

letter to sell Kcdaks to hunteis. Your game warden will

probably give you the names of license-holders.

12
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Markins: Time»

Once upon a time there was a store, the Propriet-

or and Salesman ot which, when October came, chose

to regard the Kodak season as finished. Thev there-

tore neglected that branch of the business until spring:.

This they called ''Marking Time".

But when spring came, they were astonished

—

even grieved—to notice a serious falling off in the de-

mand tor photographic supplies. It puzzled them.

But there was another store not far otf where thev
were not at all puzzled. They were not even depress-

ed—on the contrary they were extremely happv, for

they had not "Marked Time"—but they had marched
forward. They had kept the Kodak t^ag tlving

throughout the winter, much to their own profit.

By spring all the amateur photographers in the

place knew this to be an enterprising, up-to-date and
reliable store, which always had just what they wanted
whenever they wanted it.

So that is where the business from the first

store went.

And why not ?

Everything comes to the man who
works while he waits.

13
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Know Your Sundries

Photographic sundries are an
integral and essential part of the
Kodak line, and they are ready
sellers.

Every sundry has selling argu-
ments of its own. Many of them
can be effectively described in

newspaper advertising; most of
them can be interestingly dem-
onstrated; all of them can be
profitably displayed.

There are three good reasons
for keeping well up on sundries
and accessories. First of all, Ko-
dak users expect their store to
show them all the devices and
conveniences needed to satisfy any
photographic whim they may
have. Kodak national advertis-
ing frequently mentions certain
accessories. These references
whet the curiosity of your cus-
tomers. Then they read in Ko-
dakery and other amateur photo-
graphic magazines about the use
of these accessories. And the
advertising pages of these publi-
cations feature Eastman photo-
graphic sundries in display ads.
Readers expect you to answer

their inquiries about such goods-
In the second place the pur-

chase of an accessory—any clever

device—stimulates a camerist to
greater activity. His enthusiasm
for picture making revives. He
finds a new way to ride an old
hobby. He buys more film and
brings in more finishing work
than before.

The Kodak Self-Timer, for ex-

ample, makes the camera more
useful to the. man who travels

alone; the Portrait Attachment
opens a new field of usefulness
for the Kodak in the home; the
Kodapod is the equivalent of a

tripod for the hunter or fisher-

man. Each of them adds to the
fun of making pictures and there-

by boosts film sales.

Then in the third place, there's

good profit in sundries in the first

place. Albums, portrait attach-
ments, dry mounting tissue, film-

tanks, self-timers. Kodapods, Op-
tipods, tripods, printing outfits,

print rollers, etc. Keep going on
the full sundry line and get the
full reward.

Are You Selling Kodakery at the Counter

A few copies of this valuable little magazine on the Kodak display

case will attract your customers. Show them how interesting its con-

tents are.

First they'll buy a single copy of Kodakery. Next they'll ask you
to send in their subscriptions. There are worth-while profits in both
of these transactions, but your biggest benefit comes from the fact that

Kodakery stimulates its readers to make more and better pictures.

Order a counter supply of the next issue. It will almost sell itself.

14.
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while the names that appear in
these adventures are altered, each is founded on an
incident that actually happened—not necessarily
at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling Ko-
dak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint
and everv word is true.

"Well I'm crossing that store

off my calling list " said Tom
Johnson to his law partner as they
joined in the office after lunch.

"What store?"

"Oh that big drug store on Main
Street. You know—Blank's,"
Johnson explained.

"What did they do to you

—

suggest that you buy some hair

tonic?" laughed the junior part-

ner.

"No. It wasn't quite as in-

sulting as that. Do you want to

hear about it.^"

"Suppose I'll have to listen

to it, sooner or later. Even-
tually, and so forth."

"Well it was this way. I drop-
ped in there to buy two or three
little things. Went back to the
prescription counter and asked
the young lady for a small bottle

of iodine. She returned in a mo-
ment, and said, 'You don't want
one as small as this, do you.^'

And I answered. 'No give me
the next size larger please." Then
I stood there thinking what a good
saleswoman the girl was. I'm
something of a psychologist, you
know-

—

"

"Amateur psychologist," the
junior partner corrected.

"Anyway, that girl had made
a bigger sale by using the power of

suggestion on me. She'd have
made a great lawyer.

"At least that is what I was
telling myself and I was positively

beaming at having discovered a

woman of such promise. Then
the girl returned and the awful
thing happened."

"You noticed her wedding ring
for the first time.'*"

"Don't be a fool. Let me
finish this. Just then several
people came in and stopped at
some of the counters at the front
of the store. The cashier yelled
from up near the door, 'Service
here.' And the girl who was
waiting on me yelled back across
the entire length of the store,

'How many d'yuh think I can
wait on at once.^ Wait on 'em
yourself.' And the cashier came
back with, "Wasn't talking to
you.'

"You can imagine how embar-
rassing it was for me, and for

every other customer in the store.

It was as bad as having the host
at a dinner party throw the carv-
ing set at his wife. Two or three
of the customers left. The girl

asked me, 'Anything else?" and
I murmured 'No,' although I did
want to get some other things."

"Too bad the argument could-
n't have gone on to assault and
battery. You could have got the
case," suggested Johnson's part-
ner.

"As far as I'm concerned they
might have scratched each other's
eyes out. They couldn't do more
to discount the dignity of the
store. I'm through with that
outfit.

"

"Was the girl blonde or brun-
ette, Tom.^"

"Brunette."

"Huh. You'll be back there
buying more iodine tomorrow."

\o
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Gall Their Attention to the Manuals
"I only wish I knew how many

million copies of my books have
been issued " laughed the man
who writes the manuals that ac-

company Kodak and Brownie
cameras. "I've written about sev-

enty-five of them, and I'm still

writing and revising, writing and
revising. There are always new
models for which manuals must
be turned out. and the old man-
uals have to be kept up-to- date.

So it's quite a job."

And the purpose of the job is

to make it easy for the beginner

to get good results. If he has bad
luck at the start he may never

become an enthusiastic picture-

maker. The manual tells him
just what to do.

Look through a Brownie man-
ual for example. Part I tells

how to load the camera. The
second part explains in detail

how to make the exposure—the

speed to use, the stop to choose,

the proper way of holding the

camera. Flashlight exposures,

home portraits, time exposures

outdoors—it's all in Part II.

Part III deals with removing
the film and finishing the pic-

tures. And the remainder of the

book is devoted to price lists, and

display ads showing accessories
and supplies.

You'll agree that by reading
the manual anyone can make good
pictures. There's no guess work
about it if one follows instruc-

tions. Furthermore the manual
tells about the use of sundries
and supplies and mentions almost
every phase of camera usefulness.

The salesman's responsibility

is to call attention to the manual
and to urge the purchaser to read
it thoroughly when he makes his

first exposures. Then he'll be
well-grounded in picture-making
and his enthusiasm won't be
dampened by discouraging re-

sults.

And while you are calling at-

tention to the manual don't for-

get to tear out page one and in-

sert the customer's name and
address, so that he'll get Konak-
ery. Kodakery will help him
further to get good pictures, stim-

ulate his enthusiasm, and send

him to your Kodak counter for

accessories and supplies.

Above all remember that the

manual has a purpose and that

it satisfies that purpose effect-

ively.

A well-Planned Window Display is the Sign

of Vigorous Kodak Salesmanship.

It connects your store with the Kodak line in the minds of

passersby.

New customers are told by it that you sell Kodaks.

Old customers are reminded that you still sell Kodaks.

For there's real selling energy in your window.

16



Enthusiasm is partly

interest^ partly energy

and wholly successful.



If it isii V an Eastman,
it isn't a Kodak,
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Doing business without

advertising is like winking

at a girl in the dark. You

know what you are doing,

hut nobody else does. -,>„.., iv.nsach



People like to Associate

>vith Smiles.

^T O one senses tlie atmosphere of

^ a store more quickly than the

prospective buyer. If the at-

mosphere is cheerful and pleasant,

buying is easy and the customer makes
few complaints. If the atmos])here of

the store is sullen, then the customers

immediately become hard to suit, cross,

irritable, and their ])ocket-books pucker

tight. There's a lot in the relation of

the state of mind to business. The
men who maintain a cheerful attitude

through all kinds of business weather

usually get what Inisiness there is

stirring.

—Tick Talk.



The man behind the counter is a salesman.

The man behind the eounter is a clerk.
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Not in Confidence
No, Sir—we are not giving you

the information followinoj in con-
fidence or under pledge of silence.

You are at liberty to tell "U'homso-

ever you please and the farther you
spread the story the more onod it

will do you personally.

The Kodak Company is going
to make the Kodak Anastigmat
Lenses almost as po))ular as

Kodaks themselves. AVe have made
a good .start this year on the 2C
Junior and V.P.K. with f.7.7 lens

and we have no intentions of lett-

ing up. It is always advantageous
to a salesman to liave advance
information on the iilans and pur-
poses of the makers of the goods he
sells —you now have that advant-
age, for you know what's on our
mind.

There's a tremendous campaign
starting right away in the U. S. on
the K.A. lenses. That campaign will
flow over into Canada and will be
supplemented in Canadian publica-
tions. Kodakery. too. will carry the
news.

The effect we aim to produce is to
help you sell cameras titted with the
Kodak Anastigmat lens and therebv

increase the size of your average
camera sales.

At the counter suggest Kodak
Anastigmat equipment. Empha-
size the advantages that this lens
gives to the regular Kodaks, and
the Kodaks Junior. And see how
many SPECIALS you can sell. Ex-
plain tliat they constitute the Ko-
dak peerage, that they are superior
instruments equipped with superior
lenses—the Kodak Anastigmats.

In your window displays call at-

tention to the cameras that have the
Kodak Ana.stigmat lens. Show en-
largements from negatives made
with this lens. Prove that it pro-
duces crisp, keen negatives and
sharp pictures.

In your newspaper advertising
tell your community that your
stock includes cameras fitted Avith

the Kodak Anastigmat ; that al-

though this lens is at least the
equal of any anastigmat made any-
where, regardless of cost, it is com-
paratively inexpensive and adds
but little to the price of a camera.
You will find a more receptive

attitude among many of your cam-
era prospects. Tliey'll have learned
about the Kodak Anastigmat lens.

To the Senior Salesman
As the senior salesman in the

store, you owe it to yourself to help
the juniors just as your senior help-

ed you in your junior days. Per-
haps you were more eager for
knowledge than is the average jun-
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ior of today, but none the less

sliould you encourage the young-
sters to acquire that knowledge of

the line without which they can't

possiblj' have confidence in them-
selves and in the goods.

And, today, so many personal
explanations are not re(piired, be-

cause the Kodak Company gladly
supplies booklets that treat the
fundamentals in clear, concise and
easily-understood language.

Take lenses, for example : Until
" About Lenses" was ]Hiblished

you'd look far and wide for a reli-

able source of information on this

important subject. You used to

treasure up the catalogues of
various lens-makers, none of whom
M'as half as interested in posting
you on lenses in general as in mak-
ing out that his lens was the one
and only. You had to read through
a lot of matter before you got to the

real stuff.

"About Lenses", presents the

meat of this questioji of lenses in

clear-cut, simple language. If your
juniors have mastered the booklet,

they will sell more Kodaks and
better Kodaks right along. The

campaign on 2(/ Juniors f.7.7 lens

this year has fixed attention on
lenses more than ever. We are plan-

ning to feature the K.A. lenses on
such a scale that but few—mighty
few—])hotographers will not know
about them. "About Lenses" will

help us all reap the full benefit

fi'om this advertising—it will hel]!

your juniors clinch sales.

Early in your career you learned
by experience that hypo was not the

sole ingredient a fixing bath should
contain. Of course, it's hypo that

does the fixing, but the alum, and
the acid and the preservative all

have their parts to play in produc-
ing firm, clear films, free from
stain. Experience or your senior

was your teacher, but '

' Elementary
Photographic Chemistry" today
makes it ever so much easier to

know the whys and wherefores in

the developing of negatives and
prints.

Free on request-
'

' About Lenses '

'

and "Elementary Photographic
Chemistry"—they build up sales

because they impart selling know-
ledge and confidence. Get a copy of

each for yourself and for the

junior.

For Vagrant Pictures
The host of pictures that have no

permanent resting place is still uu-
immbered, despite the fact that you
did your share last Fall to provide
them with fixed abodes, for this has
been a great year for picture-taking
and picture-making.
The vast majority of these prints

and negatives are vagrants still.

Providing them with fixed abodes
—Albums for prints and for neg-
atives—is a pleasing and profitable
task, because your customers will

appreciate the thoughtful re-

minder.
The picture opposite is a happy

choice in that it emphasizes so neat-

4

ly the usefulness of negative al-

bums and the imagination needs
no stretching to extend the suggest-

ion to cover albums for prints.

IMake the most of it.

Anything that makes picture-

taking and picture-making in the

home simpler and easier, at once

makes it simpler and easier for you
to lengthen your sales slips. Por-

trait Attachments, Flash Sheet

Holders, Oj^tij^ods, etc., suggest

themselves— in a few minutes you
can list up a regular string of them.

Then work your list tactfully, in

the store, to the end of the string.
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.yli Jiome wim flu

RodaK;

For Missionary Work
A new edition of "At Home with

the Kodak" is oft' the press—copies

free on request. This booklet

proves how valuable the Kodak is

for chronicling the little incidents

that give family life its daily

charm.
"At Home witli the Kodak" is

interesting and attractive—]iict-

ures on almost every ]iage. It is

instructive, too—tells how best to

use the Kodak in the home. And
it is a valuable sales help for you,

because anyone who reads it will

l)e convinced of tlie Kodak's use-

fulness.

We are advertising this liooklet

nationally, asking people to go to

their dealers for it. There Avill be

inquiries at your Kodak counter.

How many copies can you use to

advantage?
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Keeping Cool with Goal

Over one hundred and fifty tons

of coal a day are reiiiiired to keep

all the refrigerating rooms at Ko-
dak Park cool. Sounds paradox-
ical, doesn't it? But any refriger-

ating system uses power—and the

plant at Kodak Park ]n'oduces

more refrigeration than any other

single refrigerating system.

Its capacity is 4,200 tons every

twentj'-four hours—the equivalent

amount of ice would supply every
family in a city of one-and-one
half million population. The refrig-

erating plant at Kodak Heights is

on the plan as that of Kodak
Park, having about one seventh

the capacity.

And here's another paradox for

you. The largest part of this

enormous refrigerating capacitj' is

required in order to have warm
dry air. which is essential in cer-

tain rooms where sensitized goods
are in process. The relative hu-
midity of outside atmosphere is too

high, so the excess of water vapor is

removed by cooling. The air is

passed over pipe coils through
which cold brine circulates. Then,
having shed its moisture, it is

heated by steam coils until it

qualifies as warm, dry air. fit to

touch film or paper.

The process is much the same as

that used in smaller cooling plants.

Ammonia gas is compressed and
condensed into liquid form. This
liquid is then released into large,

air-tiglit tanks and the liquui

returns to its gaseous state. Run-
ning through these tanks are pipe
coils through which brine passes.

As the liquid ammonia changes to

ammonia gas it requires heat,

which it takes from the brine. The
brine emerges cold—usuallj^ at

degrees F.—and is piped into re-

frigerating rooms where its cold-

ness is used to dry the air.

Thus the Kodak Refrigerating

plant contributes directly to film

quality and to good ])hotograp]iic

results.

A Clearing-house for Chemicals
The Society of Chemical Indus-

try at its recent international

meeting in Montreal passed a vote

of thanks to the Eastman Kodak
Company for the zeal with which
our chemical laboratory has work-
ed to make synthetic organic

chemicals available in the western
hemisphere.

Tliree years ago was begun the

production of synthetic organic
chemicals in a special department
of the Research Laboratory at

Kodak Park. The object was to

make North America independent
of foreign sources of these mat-
erials. To that end we invited the

co-operation of all chemists; we
made our laboratory a clearing-

house for tlie mutual assistance of

6

the organic chemists of the conti-

nent.

The list of Eastman Organic
Chemicals now comprises over

],200 compounds and the number
is continually increasing. Some of

them we prepare ourselves; others

we obtain from chemical manufac-
turers.

Here's one to remember: TET-
RABROMOPHEXOLSULFONP -

HTHALEIX, which answers also

to Bromophenol Blue. It's ab-

solutely no relation to Di:\IETH-
YLAM.AIOXIUM DLMETHYLD -

ITHITHIOCARBAMATE. Either

of them would have sent Dem-
osthenes back to his iiebble-garg-

line lessons.
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while the names that appear in

these adventures are altered, each is founded on an
incident that actually happened—not necessarily

at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling Ko-
dak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint

and everv word is true.

"You claim to know somethinp;

about merchandise display, don't

you?" asked the man from the next

office as he towered over our desk.

"Which kind of merchandise
display? window? counter? or

what?'' we (jueried.

"Doesn't matter. You'll have
to hear me out, anyway, or else

throw me out."

"Shoot," we urfjed, aiid he

began.
"You know, ever since the time

that a low bridge scraped me off a

canal boat, I have been convinced
tliat five feet and ten inches in

height is a-plenty—until a few
days ago. But I've found out dif-

ferent. The next time I go into that

Center Squarfe flrug; store, I'm
going to wear stilts."

"Taking uj) second story work?"
"No. Listen. Last week-end

I took some pictures but I forgot

to take the films downtown ^londay
morning. So in the evening', on
our way to the theatre, we stopped
at that store. It was convenient,
right near the theatre, and as far as

I know it's the only finishing place
til at 's open evenings.

"Well, I located the Kodak
counter easily enough. There were
cameras galore and a ]n-ofusion of

other ])liot()graphic ajiparatus in

the showcase—there was no mis-

taking the place. So I, in my five

feet and ten inches of dignity.

advanced in that direction. But
no one ai)peared to be interested

in me. There I stood, films in

hand, in front of that counter with

its bulwark of merchandise heaped
on top. Between different piles

of variegated drug store wares I

could get only an occasional

glimpse of the bottle-laden shelves

beyond.
"After a moment of pacing u]i

and down the showcase like a

sentry, I discovered that the sales-

lady was standing right behind the

counter. She had been in the very
next trench all the time, but neith-

er of i^s could see the other because
of that parapet of ])erfumery, pom-
ades and i)owder puffs on top of

the showcase.

"Well, I gave her my films, my
name, my address, and my promise
to come in today to g'et the finished

negatives and prints. But I don't

feel equal to a game of hide-and-

seek every time I have films to

develoi> so I guess I'll find another

fiiiishing establishment somewhere.
"But what I want you to tell

me is this. Do you recommend to

yowv dealers that the proper way
to display merchandise is to build

tall formations of assorted goods on

tables, counters and show-cases, so

their stores remind one of a trip

through a canyon?" We assured

him tliat we certainly did not.

The Tripod is an easy accessory to demonstrate and should be

easy for you to sell. Show every camera purchaser how
necessary the Tripod is in making time exposures.

8
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Motion in the Window
To be effective a window display

nui.st be attractive. It need be
neither elaborate nor complicated,
but it should l)e unified, properly
l>alanced, easy to look at. Such a

window holds the g'aze of the
passerliy and "puts over" the sell-

incp message. But the profits that

come out of any display depend on
the number of people who see it.

The trick is to stop the crowd.
As an attention-getter, motion is

a direct hit.

Even a fiutter of crepe paper
streamers animated by an electric

fa?i will draw ])eople to a window
that would otherwise l)e neglected.

But motion alone doesn't make a
successful display. It must be prop-
erly handled. The moving ele-

ment in a disjilay should draw
attention V)ut it sliould not so

engross attention that the spectator

pays no thought to the selling

elements. If the attention-getter

obscures all else it accomplishes
nothing.

The ideal way is to put motion
into the sales argument, thereby
making the attention factor re-en-

force the selling idea rather than
discount it. As usual, the ideal way
is the difficult way, but notice how
the Kodak department of Shaw &
Borden Co., worked it out.

The lighthouse, which dominates
the display, has a revolving turret.

As the turret turns, the light goes

on and off. There's the attention-

getter.

The windows in the turret and
tower are hand colored transparen-
cies, which, of course, suggest pic-

tures. There's the sales talk.

For the far-a-way friend—a "Parkview Amateur Calendar."

That's a suggession your customers will appreciate.
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Kodak on the Farm
The Kodak campaign in farm

papers, which has persistently em-
phasized the business value of the

camera on the farm, has been con-

siderabl}^ re-enforced by numerous
articles on farm photography that

liave appeared in recent issues of

agricultural publications. Orchard
and Farm, for example, has just

finished a contest in which prizes

were given for the best farm
photographs.

Other magazines have given con-

siderable attention to the varied

uses for the camera in connection

with stock-raising, and farm hus-

bandry in general. These sug-

gestions, coming from the editorial

staffs of such publications, add
force to the ideas that are ex-

pressed in Kodak ads, and make
every farmer an excellent Kodak
prospect.

Provided with a Kodak the farm-

er can keep pictorial pedigrees of

his livestock, pictorial records of

growing crops, pictorial evidences

of the ravages of bugs in his or-

chards, pictorial proof that fertil-

ized land produces the densest

growth. Comparative photographs
taken month by month and year by
year show just what happens as

time passes, and how this year's

crops compare with last's.

Then there is the valuable use

of the photograph as a salesman.

Pictures of full-bred livestock can
be sent to faraway prospects. Pic-

tures can also be reproduced in the

catalogues of fairs and sales. Such
photographs create interest, at-

tract customers, and frequently

make sales by mail.

Farm papers are telling the

farmers about the camera. They
tell how to pose an animal to show
it off to best advantage, the sort of

background to select, and other

points of interest to the farm pho-

tographer. All this makes new
friends for the camera. The word
is being spread month by month,
and month by month more farm-
ers feel the need of photographic
apparatus.
You should find it easy to prove

that the Kodak is the camera for

farm use since it is simple and reli-

able and its autographic feature

permits one to write date, age, title,

oi- similar information on the film

at the time of exposure. The Kodak
picture tells at a glance what
would require pages to describe,

and the record on the negative

furnishes the identification. That's
what the farmer wants—a camera
that is equal to its job and de-

pendable. Show him a Kodak.

A Scrap Book of Window Displays
Dr. Osier once said, in a serio-

comic vein, that he often thought
that after a certain age most men
might as well be chloroformed.
If he had been a merchandising
manager he probaljly would have
said that the eft'ective life of a win-
dow display is one week, and that

the shades might as well be drawn
at the end of that time.

A show window is seldom allow-

ed to outlive its week, in a progres-

sive store. Seven days is a long

enough time for the regular passer-

by to grasp the message without
becoming tired of it. The display

must not lose its freshness.

For the establishment that has

only one window-width of frontage

such a schedule calls for fifty-two

displays a year. For the metro-
politan department store it may

10
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mean over a thousand complete

trims every twelvemonth. And
each exhibit must have in it an
illuminating idea and unified idan

that will sell goods. An under-

taking of this sort, involving a

^'ast amount of study and work,

should not be considered a thing

ephemeral. Chances are there is

something in it worth saving for

future use.

Whether you put in fifty dis-

plays a year or twenty times that

many you will find it profitable to

keej) a photographic record of

them. Get a picture of every single

one. After a trim is taken out you
will have difficulty in remembering
Avhat it looked like, how it Avas laid

out, what it contained. The picture

tells at a glance, but without a

photograph you have nothing to

show for your efi^orts.

A scrapbook of your show win-
dows is just as valuable as a scrap-

book of your newspaper advertise-

ments. Not only does it show
3'ou what has gone before but it

ofl:*ers ideas for future use. You
will find good old notions that can

be tackled from a difl:'erent angle

and used again effectively. And
you will often find some detail that

can be expanded and used as the

central idea of a new display

scheme.
Study the photographs of your

windows. You will see that some
displays were well balanced, logi-

cally grouped, attractive and vigor-

ous, ^lake these your standards.

Learn why they were better than
others, and apply your findings

to the next window you fix up.

I'he pictures of your own windows
are particularly valuable because

they are pictures of your own win-

dows and consequently show ex-

actly how much and how little

material can be used with good
effect, where the optical center

of the space is, how to avoid a

scattered arrangement, and other

points that will help you to make
your window exhibits attractive

and profitable.

Kodakery for November
November's Kodakery will give

you some new ideas about camera
craft, several interesting non-tech-
nical articles and a few good
chuckles.

"Reflections," the leading story,

tells how to make use of water in

composing the picture. "When
and Where" emphasizes autogra-
phic usefulness, "flaking Prints
Keep their Place" will help you

sell albums, and this month "Jim-
mie Hatch draws a Blank."

Then there are articles on the

dirty work done by a dirty lens,

photographing mountains in the

distance, the loose leaf album, care

of filters, relative advantages of

tra,v and tank development, and on
making white margin prints.

To say nothing of an abundance
of excellent pictures.

Kodakery helps everybody, helps your customer, helps you,

helps us. Get the name on the dotted line.

11
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Somebody wants a Graflex!

TJie openiii''- of school athletic

schedules is also the opening of new
opportunities to sell Gratlex cam-
eras. The (xraflex is recognized as

the camera for photographing
sporting events and it should be

easy to sell it to any person who re-

f[uires equijnuent for that purpose.

But in selling tlie Gratiex let's

not em])hasize its high-speed capa-
bilities to the exclusion of its other

uses. With the exception of wide
angle lens work the Graflex will do
ami;hing that any other liand

camera will do— in addition to its

supremacy in speed photography.

One Graflex ad. says: "It is not

merely in the doing of sensation-

al tilings in speed photography
the Gratlex excels. Its efficiency

qualifies it for the sna])-shot in

the shade, for the taking of the

most delightful of all pictures

—

unposed pictures of the children."

Kodak Slogan is

"Picture ahead—Kodak as you
go." This slogan pointed out to

many a motorist tlie way to a de-

lightful vacation.

But is it a mere advertising

phrase designed to crowd the Ko-
dak counters? Oh, no. Its meaning-
is far profounder than that. For its

message is a motto not only for a

happier life but for a holier one as

well.

The pastor of a Sidney, New
York, church recently chose as his

text, "Picture ahead—Kodak as

you go." The theme of his dis-

course was that many of the im-

pressions one receives exert a

lasting influence and that for

these permanent pictures subjects

should be selected that are worthy
of perpetuation.

Eemembei- tlie Graflex focal

plane shutter, which offers speeds

of 1/10 to 1/1000 of a second : the

Graflex reflecting mirror, which
shows the image on the ground
glass, right side up, full picture

size, until the A'cry instant of ex-

posure; the Kodak Anastigmat
lens /.4.5, which gives the Graflex

the advantage of superfine ojitical

eduipment.
"The 3%x5;/' Compact Graflex

is advertised in the December
issue of Kodakery, and in other

amateur photographic magazines.
The distinctive feature of this

camera is, as its name implies,

compactness. It offers in a post-

card size camera the focal plane
shutter, the reflecting mirror prin-

cijile, the optional use of roll film,

film packs, cut film or plates.

There are likely to be enquiries

about this camera—be posted on
the 3'-4 x 554 Compact Graflex.

Text for Preacher
Then comes Dr. F. T. Rouse, of

Worcester, ]Mass., preaching on the

same slogan in the Plymouth Con-
gregational Church in Seattle. Dr.
Rouse said :

"We should always be looking
for a picture ahead. Too many of us
go through life looking for trouble,

or scandal or gossip, or the hor-

riljle. We find that for which we
look. The expectant attitude for

something beautiful will never be

disappointed."

Something in it, isn't there?

Which gives the makers of the

Kodak advertising slogans new
cause for pride. They are putting

vrords of wisdom into the mouths of

ministers.

12
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X'W'f''-..

"Well, liOAV do you likf Viv%.

Prescott.'" asked ]\Ir. Clark Avho

had been standinp,- near Sam's
counter as an interested observer

for some minutes. ^Irs. Prescott

had just left.

"Ask me how I like bichloride of

mercury .' Ask me how I like scar-

let fever? Ask me how I like '^laiii

Street'? Ask me—

"

"Hold on, hold on," remonstrat-

ed Mr. Clark. "You'll have to

meet many ]\Irs. Prescotts in your
business. They are a little annoy-
ing perhaps—but they buv, thev
buv."
"Why honestly. :\Ir. Clark, if

that woman ever came to a decis-

ion, somebody would have to point

it out to her. She wouldn't recop'.

ni;?e it.''

"I know it, Sammy. Mrs. Pres-

cott is the type of customer that

can't make up her mind. And her
name is not only ]Mrs. Prescott but

legion. You didn't sell her, did

you ? '

'

"Well,"' replied Sam. "I almost
sold her a lA Special, 2C Junior
and Vest Pocket Kodak—but T did-

n't. She would follow me just sliort

TenJiiinutes

with the "Boss
of the point of sale and then take

a detour. I think she really wanted
a Kodak, too."

'

' It takes two people to make u])

Mrs. Prescott 's mind," remarked
IMr. Clark. "She can walk through
the field unassisted but when she
comes to the fence, you must hel]i

her over. First she wanted to see

a 2C Junior—and you showed her
that. Then her eye caught a Vest
Pocket Kodak—and you showed
her that. Then she spied a Special
and you showed her that. There
were a couple of other cameras
under discussion, too—but I could-
n't identify them. There they all

were—grouped before her. While
you described one she would be
looking at another. Her attention
was split five wa.ys.

'

'

'

' What could I have done ?
' 'ask-

ed Sam in an aggrieved tone.
" If I 'd been in your place,

'

' said
Mr. Clark. "I should have put that
2C Junior in her hands and
through some pretext,looking at a

certain object through the finder,

for example, got her away from
the varied camera assortment.

'

' Then she wouldn 't be trying to

make up her mind about five

things—but only one—and that's

easier— particularly for a ]Mrs.

Prescott."

"At Home with the Kodak"—the new edition is now ready

a counter supply of this valuable booklet now.
Order

13
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It Gums the Works!

The foreman of the repair divi-

sion of the Service Department
wants some help from Kodak deal-

ers. Here's his difficulty:

]\Iany of the shutters on Kodaks
that are returned to us for repairs

have to be cleaned of oil. The man-
uals state specifically that shutters

must not be oiled, but this varning
is often disreg'arded. And the con-

sequence is that shutters go wrong.

Every sort of lubricant, from the

finest clock oil to axle grease is used

including cold cream and hair oil.

Vaseline is a favorite, and the fore-

man even thinks he has recognized

the odor of oleomargarine.

Oil always stiffens the mechan-
ism of a shutter. To put the shut-

ter in working order again the oil

must be removed. The shutter

must be dis-assembled and each

part cleaned separately with ben-

zine. That takes time ; from thirty

minutes to two hours.

You may wonder why we object

to cleaning shutters. It is usually

true that if the shutter hadn't
been oiled, a minor adjustment
would return it to its usefulness,

and perhaps the owner wouldn 't be

charged a cent. But that's not the

point. We want to keep the number
of disal)led cameras as low as poss-

ible so that every amateur photo-
grapher can have the use of his

equipment whenever he wants it.

We don't like to see the owner of

any Eastman-made instrument put
to troul)le and expense if a few
words of advice, through the

Kodak dealer, will prevent it.

Explain to your customers that
oil has no place in the shutter. It

"gums the works," not figuratively

speaking l)ut literally.

Atmosphere in the Window
"Build the display around one

idea," is almost a proverb among
experienced window decorators.

Everything that goes to make up
the exhibit must have some con-

nection with the main plan; it

must be some variation of the orig-

inal theme.
The result is a single, concen-

trated appeal and a single concen-

trated appeal is most likely to con-

vince the passerl)y.

The difficulty, to be sure, lies

in finding an idea that is big

enough to dominate a show Avind-

ow. But the simple, obvious idea is

often the most effective.

Some time ago one dealer used a

particularly good display in which
the argument was that the Kodak
is an essential part of the outer's

equipment. A miniature camp in

the foreground established the at-

mosphere, and the Kodak seemed
to be a logical part of it. Pictures

in the background suggested the

results of taking a Kodak along.

The window attracted and then it

told.

A suggestion for holiday shoppers—the V. P. K. Special
(Focusing Model). It's new, it's right, and

so is the price.

14
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When in Rome Shoot Roman Candles

Almost every Kodak salesman
has heard strang-e renderings of

photographic terms. "Railroad
lens, " " acrobatic lens, " " automat-

ic film," are among the favorites.

When such articles are asked for

at the counter it is often difficult to

suppress a smile, but that's one

time M'hen a smile might not help

the sale.

Teamwork, a store magazine
published by the Lowman and
Hanford Company, Seattle, ment-
ions several such incidents. The ar-

ticle, which appeared under the

headline used above, follows

:

Trying and oft times ludicrous

situations follow each other con-

stantly in a store such as ours,

where we carry hundreds of arti-

cles that bear trade names and arti-

cles of a technical nature that have
technical names. By exercising tact

we can save our customers from
embarrassment under many con-

ditions.

We had a call for Bull Durharu
Razors. The salesman didn't la'igh

or give any indication of amuse-
ment. He immediately showed the

makes we carry and cleared up tiie

situation by saying that new razors

were appearing daily, although as

yet we didn't carry the Bull Dur-
ham.
"I want a stick for a pen nib."
'

' Alright, sir ; right down here
we have a whole case full," said

one salesman, and the customer was
happy.
"1 want a stick for a pen nib."

"A stick, you mean a penholder
don't you?" and the customer felt

cheap.

"I want a fountain pencil."

"Alright, sir; step right here, we
have a complete assortment," and
the customer is happy.
"I want a fountain pencil."

"Fountain pencil? We have
fountain pens, but this is the first

time I have ever heard of a foun-

tain pencil." And the customer
was humiliated.

"I want a speedometer, I am go-

ing on a hike and wish to measure
the distance."

'

' Yes, ^Nladam ; we carry a very
reliable make. The price is $5.00,"

and the customer was not embar-
rassed.

"A speedometer? You must
mean a pedometer. Speedometers
are for giving rate of speed of

motor cars and recording distance

traveled," and the customer is em-
barrassed.

"Have you Giloot Pens?"
'

' Have you vanilla envelopes ? '

'

"Do you devil up pictures?" and
the list might be continued indefi-

nitely.

Every day we get calls for mer-
chandise not carried, ranging from
wall paper to ladies' hosiery. In all

of the cases the inquiry should be

answered with sympathetic under-
standing. We should not uncon-
scioush' say by our attitude, "This
is a stationery store not a paint

shop."
We should direct the inquirer

promptly to the nearest store where
their wants can be filled.

We should adapt our language
and our moods to our customers..

In other words, when in Rome
shoot Roman candles.

If it isn't an Eastman— It isn't Autographic.
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

My dad got to talking tonight

and ]ie said thai some fellas think

the first silabil of oonrtesy is

"curt." He says tliat these fellas

have devoted considcrabil time to

learning a short, snappy selling

talk that consists of two words
"yes" and "no.'' Sometimes they

get mixed nj) a bit and says "yes"
when they mean "no" and versa

vice but as a general thing if a

customer asks them if this camera
is a 2C Jr. and they read the lal)el

and find that it is, tliey say "yes"
as cute as anything.

"Now these fellas aint liurting

Mr. Webster's feelings by only ac-

cepting two of his words, ])ut they

aint doing right by tlie store

—

that's certin.

"I'm beginning to think more
and more that the attitude of the

sales folk can make or break a

store. I often go to Hibbs—

"

"Why I don't like Hibbs at all"

my mother said.

"I don't either," my dad said.

"I go there just to glote—my store

is so much better.

"They've got several 'yes' and
'no' fellas down there but it's the

attitude of the whole store that T

like to shiver in—and then go back
to my own place and get warm.
You get the impreshun at once that

you've stumbled in some place

where you weren't invited. You
have to force yourself on the atten-

tion of the clerks and fairly l)eg to

be waited upon.
"A customer likes to be handled

with glo^•es—but not boxing gloves.
'

' Sales people should strive to

please not freeze.

Autographic feature aids Police

Identification as to date in pic-

tures of children and as to place in

travel scenes is an everyday task

for the Kodak autographic feature.

But the use of the same means to

identify persons "wanted by the

police" is not <|uite so common.
In Canton, Ohio, Deputy Sher-

rifit* Gibson had a sheaf of warrants
to serve on members of the "Rich-
ard Roe and John Doe" families

who had refused to accept service

of previous warrants. This peace
officer is an ingenious man of firm

purpose, so he armed himself with

the John Doe warrants, found a

friend who had a 2C Autographic
Kodak Jr. and returned to the

troublous scene.

As ^Ir. Gibson placed a summons
in each person's pocket the man
with the Kodak snapped the shut-

ter, then "wrote it on the film at

the time."
Later, on failure to keep the

peace, one of the ]iersons thus sum-
moned, was arrested. The .iudge ex-

amined the dated photograph and
on the strength of it fined the de-

fendant and sentenced him to 10

days confinement in jail for con-

tempt of court.

A local daily, in telling of the in-

cident, said: "The camera man
snapped each service and wrote on

the film the name of the party thus

served."
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Columbus had a theory and

was called an idiot. He

proved his theory and he-

came a hero. In salesman-

ship, as in astronomy, the

best idea is worthless until

it is put to work.



If it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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Salesmanship is the art of

getting people to buy what

they want, even if they donH

know they want it.



EA^EX paper and type and ink are

susceptible to the holiday spirit.

They want to shake you by the

hand and slap you on the back, and
tell you, tace to face, what a great old

world this is after all. That's impos-
sible, of course, but at least you can
accept "Merry Christmas" and
" Happy New Year " as a personal
greeting from "The Kodak Salesman,"
and though the spirits may have gone,
the spirit hasn't. " Here's how."
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Let your Kodak

Keep the Christmas Story

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada

This is a miniature reproduction of the Kodak Christmas Advertisement

which will have a circulation of nearly a million in

Canadian Magazines and Farm Publications.
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The Christmas Story

A visit, much too early, to the

gift laden tree and the excitement

of the day have been too much for

]\rary Josephine, aged six.

Grand-daddy's lap is as conven-

ient and comfortable a place as

any for a nap, so there we find

Mary surrounded by her toys.

"Isn't Grand-daddy proud of

his little burden" you can almost

hear ^Mother say as she stands with

Dad in the door way, Kodak in

hand ready to make the picture

record that will keep this part of

the Christmas story for the years

to come.

It's a Picture of Home, one

that is renewed each year on
Christmas Day in thousands and
thousands of Canadian homes.

Therein lies the strength of the

Kodak Christmas Ad, which is re-

produced in miniature on the op-

posite page. It will attract atten-

tion. It will be read. And, of the

millions wlio read it, thousands are

going to think of some one wlio

would like to keep the Christmas

story —yes, and the story of every

good time througliout the year

—

in the Kodak way.

"Let your Kodak keep the

Christmas Story." That's the apt

slogan for December Kodak Ad-

vertising.

"Kodaks for Christmas" is the

suggestion that holiday shoppers
will get whenever and wherever
Chri.stmas gifts are thought of.

]MacLean's ^Magazine of Decem-
ber 15th and the December Num-
bers of Everywoman's World and
La Canadienne will carry the Ad
on back covers in four colors.

Cover positions calling for colors

will also be used in seven of the

leading farm pul)lications and in

the Christmas Number of Le Sam-
edi which goes out on December
Kith. Dominating space on inside

pages of the Canadian Home
Journal, Western Home ^lonthly,

P^amily Herald and Weekly Star,

Saturday Night and the Farmer's
Weekly La Presse will also carry

the Kodak Christmas message.

The force of this publicity alone
will help to sell Kodaks, but the

advertising can be made doubly
effective if you will tell your corn-
er of tlie world that your store

sells Kodaks, that you have a com-
plete assortment in stock and that
they may be had in a variety of

models to satisfy every taste and
at prices that will suit any purse.

Use your display window. The
display card, for which the same
picture that appears in our Ads
was used, will identify your store

with our Christmas campaign.

Use the Kodak Winter Book-
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lets on your mailing list. The same
picture is on the Cover of these

booklets and they will let people

know that you are a Kodak Deal-

er and that you have the goods.

Use your local paper and the

same picture that appears

over our name in the magazines

and farm papers. The cuts are

gratis and for correct iinnihers

when ordering refer to your copy
of "Christmas Advertisements for

the Kodak Dealer" recently re-

ceived.

The Kodak is a logical gift and
now that Christmas time is here,

extra effort both in salesmanship

and in advertising is well worth

while.

You Tell Them What

Did you ever notice the puzzled

expressions that come over people 's

faces when they finally settle down
to the task of making out their

Christmas lists ? They usually start

with a string of names—names of

friends, relatives and people wiio

are neither friends nor relatives but

who must be remembered. That

part is easy. The difficulty is in

thinking of suitable articles to be

jotted down opposite the names.

You can be of real help to

people who are staggering under

a load of gift list problems. INIany

of them can be answered easily at

your Kodak counter. The Kodak
line offers such a variety of cam-

eras at sucli a wide range of prices

that almost anyone can select from

it gifts that exactly suit his needs.

Personal suggestions, offered by

word of mouth, are the most influ-

ential, of course, but you can de-

pend on the counter card to help

also. It might mention:

For the Person Who Has No Camera—
Vest Pocket Kodak Special, .$16.50

No. ^ Box Brownie, $-^50.

Xo. -'C Kodak Jr., $:2,5.00.

Xo. ^A Folding Brownie, $10.00.

Xo. IA Kodak Special, $T0.00—and
many other models at other prices.

For the Person Who Max a Camera—
Kodak Metal Tripods, $5.00 to $7.25
The Optipod, $1.50, the Kodapod, ^3.25
Kodak Self Timer, $1.50.

Albums for amateur prints, 15c to

.$6.75.

Kodak Enlarging Outfits, .$23.00—and
many other suitable gifts.

A glance at such a card and any
sliopper can see the solution to

many of his gift list problems.

He'll buy at your counter and go

away happy.

Thirteen Gifts in One

Call the attention of shoppers to

the fact that a year's subscription

to Kodakery goes free with every

Eastman hand camera. A sample

of Kodakery, displayed on yoiir

counter with a neatly lettered si^n

to explain the free subscriptid^i^

feature, should help. Let it ht

known that he who gives a Kodak

really gives thirteen times.

Kodakery itself is a fine little re-

ni^nbrance, suitable for Christmas

fiving. For sixty cents it will be

sent to anyone in Canada—a copy

every month during the year 1922.

4
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You'll Want How Many?

All abridged catalogue of the

Kodak line. Just think of the uses

you would put it to in selling

Kodaks.
You'd send one, accompanied by

a sales letter, to each of your
Kodak prospects.

You'd have a few at tlie cash

register, to be picked u]i by any-

one who seemed interested and to

be handed to anyone else who
ouglit to be interested.

You'd say in your ads, "A new
Kodak catalogue, pocket size, for

vou at our Kodak counter."

You'd mark a certain page for
the notice of the person who had
almost selected a model but had
decided to wait a while.

"The Kodak Winter Booklet,"
out now, is just such an abridged
catalogue of the Kodak line.

Every model of folding Kodak is

described. There is salesmanship
in the coj^v, too. And the cover is

a beautiful reproduction of the
Christmas advertising picture.

In your pre-holiday campaign
to sell Kodaks this booklet should
be an important factor.

Christmas Ads for Kodak Dealers
Timely copy, copy that ties up

with our national advertising, copy
that fits the spirit of the season

—that's exactly what the Kodak
dealer wants. And that's exactly

what our advertising department
had in mind when it planned

"Christmas Advertisements for

the Kodak Dealer."

A proof book has already been

sent you. It contains twelve inser-

tions, each specially prepared for

your use in local newspapers. Six

of the ads are illustrated with

drawings that show how appro-

priate the Kodaks and Brownies
are for holiday gifts. And the

copy helps establish the same idea.

The other six ads describe specific

models.

Throughout all twelve of these

advertisements the suggestion is,

"Give a Kodak"—a suggestion

that cannot help but greatly stim-

ulate sales at vour Kodak counter.

It Fits an Envelope
The Kodak Winter Booklet, an-

nounced at the top of this page,

just fits a business size envelope.

You'll want to distribute it judi-

ciously over a mailing list. It is a

beautiful little booklet and it will

be read.

To be sure that you get the

maximum benefit out of the copies

that you mail, send a selling letter

along. Your influence with your

customers is a factor not to be

neglected in your advertising. A
letter from you will reinforce the

salesmanshi]) that is in the book-

let—not bv summarizing its con-

tents but by relating the general
Kodak appeal to the specific class

of people addressed.

Suppose you have a rural route
list. The Kodak booklet is about
Kodaks in general. A suitable

letter would tell about Kodak on
the farm.

Suppose you have also the names
of parents of liabies. The letter

sells the idea of keeping a Kodak
story of the children. The booklet

sells the Kodak.
Try it out. Any printer or typ-

ing bureau will turn out circular

letters at a moderate price.
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Christmas in the Window
The month Ijefore Christmas is

a period of frenzied slio]>pino'.

Folks are out stalkino' merchan-
dise. Streets and stores are jamm-
ed with people wantin»>' to l)uy and
wondering- what. Newspaper ads

are read more carefully. Show cas-

es are inspected more closely, win-

dow displayes are scanned more
tliorou<ihly than at any other time.

Evea-y effective advertising

medium becomes extraordinarily

profitable when people are seek-

ing gift ideas, because every ad-

vertising device is certain to get

attention. Ordinarily a window
display must attract liefore it can

sell, but at holiday time it is sui-e

of attention. This fact permits

you to use before the holidays a

style of displays that could not be

so effective at another season.

6

Tlie window shown on this page

may well be called "Stocky." It

does not aim to concentrate atten-

tion on any one article. Its pur-

pose is to carry out the idea of a

Kodak Christmas, to indicate the

breadth of amateur photography

as a pastime by showing accessor-

ies and supplies, to suggest gifts

for people who already possess

cameras as well as those who do

not, to convince folks who see it

that when tliey step inside tlie

store they will find a comi)lete

stock of Eastman goods.

In short, this window recom-

mends Kodaks and Kodak access-

ories as Christmas gifts and re-

commends your store as the best

l)lace to buy Kodaks and Kodak
accessories.
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The window shown above is

similar but simpler. It directly

emphasizes the appropriateness of

the Kodak as a Christmas ^ift. Be-

side the camera on each pedestal

is a Christmas package, neatly

wrapped, tied with Christmas rib-

bon, tagged witli a Christmas
card. Kodak is the loo:ieal gift

:

this window says so.

In both of these displays green
and red decorations ac'aiiist a

background of snow estal)lish the

holiday atmosphere. The colors

are particularly effective at night

when the window is well lighted.

Kodak and Christmas are assoc-

iated by the cameras within the

wreaths. And the display card,

identical with our Kodak Christ-

mas advei'tisement. invigorates

the whole window with its mess-

age :

'

' Let your Kodak keej) the

Christmas storv.

"

Get the Xame Right
From now until Christmas time

many of the cameras you sell will

be given by the purchasers to

other people. Be sure in every case

to get the name of the person who
is going to use the camera, so that

your mailing list will be correct.

Soon after Christmas send him
a circular letter, saving that his

camera was purchased at your

store, that you are interested in hi^-

photographic experiences, that

you will l)e glad to lielp hiui at any
time. You'll mak'^ a ucay friend for

your counter and gain a regular

film customer.

AVe will send you copy for such

a letter if vou will ask us.
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Get your Share

l\0(ltli

H e sure t o

have a copy of

"At Home
\\itli the Ko-

dak" for ^Irs.

John Smith, of

BroAvn Street,

when she comes
in for it.

If you liave
'~~ "~ ~" none in stock

she'll be disappointed in your
store. She'll say that she read in

a magazine that Kodak dealers

were distril)uting that booklet

free, and that she wants one.

Don't let your store lose friends

wlien it is so easy to keep them.

Be prepared. Order a counter

supply of "At Home with the

Kodak" at once. Then when you
give a copy to Mrs. John Smith,

of Brown Street, you'll not only

1)e satisfying her recjuest but

you'll be placing in her hands an

interesting, attractive and effect-

ive advertising booklet—some-
thing that will help you sell

Kodaks and supplies.
'

' At Home with the Kodak
'

'

contains 32 pages, generously il-

lustrated. Its text aims to con-

vince the reader that every home
deserves a Kodak. People who do
not now possess cameras will get

a new idea of Kodak usefulness.

People Avho already have cameras
will learn how to get the best re-

sults when making portraits, both
by daylight and by flashlight, in-

door story-telling pictures, self-

portraits, interiors by daylight

and by flashlight, and other pic-

tures in and around the home.
Supplying Kodak dealers with

sucli a booklet for free distribut-

ion is a consideral)le undertaking.

But its advertising value justifies

it. A new edition has just come
fi-om the presses. Be sure to get

vour share

!

This Month's Kodakery

You'll agree that tlie December
Kodalerij is one of the best num-
bers pul)lished this year. It begins

with "The Christmas Tree,"

which tells how to handle a sub-

ject that sometimes proves a diffi-

cult one for the Amateur's cam-

era.

Another article considers the

use of magnesium ribbon for illu-

minating dark subjects and for

printing Velox.

"How many feet in a foot-

step ? '

' tells why one must cali-

brate his pace before he can be

sure that he sets his focusing scale

accurately.

The center spread and two ad-

ditional pages are devoted to the

8

Panoram Kodak. Tlie article is il-

lustrated by several interesting

panorama pictures made from the

air l)y 'Sir. Howard Coffin, of De-

troit."

Jimmie Hatch and his dad de-

cide on the proper way to photo-

graph moving objects with a

Brownie.
Then there are discussions on

how to fix negatives; how to avoid

fogging between developing and
fixing; why film should be order-

ed by number.
AVhen a person l)uys two cam-

eras in one year he is entitled to

one two-year subscription to Kod-
al-frij. The procedure is explained

in the December issue.
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept bg his son

"We ouglita have a buiieh of

misseltoe for the Christmas de-

coi-ations, Frank," my mother
said. "Whose g"oin«>' to l)e liere be-

side you and tlie boy?" my Dad
said. "Why mother and Aunt
Minnie and Cousin Theda and
Mrs. Hollenbeek."
"Under those circumstances

you don't want a bunch of missel-

toe," my dad said. "What you re-

quire is a bunch of blind men."
He was just fooling but my

mother give him a look that he
coulda done just as well without.

Later my dad got to talking

about how good business was at

the store and how for the first

time they was making a point of

selling a few rolls of film with

the camera, so that the fella that

got it Christmas could get some
pictures right away if he wanted
to. ]My dad said that the customers

was (juick to see the sense of the

thing. He said that a Kodak with-

out film was about as useful as

snowshoes without snow. "And
that reminds me of the Christmas

present that Uncle Ben sent me
the year I was out in California"

he said. "East and west and north

and south was all the same to

L'ncle Ben. Climate and temper-

chure didn't l^other him none.

T^nele Ben didn't amount to much
anyway. In fact supposing the

po]nilati(iii of Canada at tliat

time to have been 7,0U(),U00,

Ben was the next to the last ciph-

er reading from right to left. The
last was his wife, but that's an-

otlier story. Uncle Ben used to

send me pretty good presents

though at that and I was counting

on him this particuler Christmas

for a shot gun. He sent me a pair

of skates. Now if he'd sent a

couple of months of zero weather

along with the skates I would liave

been all right but
—

"

"You always Avas an easy soul

to satisfy," my mother interrupt-

ed witli a sarcastick smile. "You
used them skates next year when
you came back north didn't you.'"

'

' Sure,
'

' said my dad,
'

' 1 had

'em on that day at Parker's Rink.

Remember how jelous you were?

I fell head over heels in love as

soon as I set my eyes on Kate's."

"You mean you fell head over

heels in tears as soon as you set

your skates on ice," laughed my
mother.

New Display Cards

A new series of display cards is

ready—six of them, printed in

color on heavy In-istol board.

You'll find them useful and ef-

fective in your show windows and
counter displays.

Each is good-looking and will

attract attention and each carries

a message tliat will help sell cam-

eras and supplies.

These cards are l)eing sent to

all dealers free. If yours haven't

reached you yet, you may expect

them soon. And when you get

them, use tliem according to a de-

finite plan, some for the windows,

some for the counter. In any case

put them in positions where they

will be seen by the greatest num-
ber of customers. Remember that

the Christmas crowds welcome

tiift suu'O'estions.

9
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while the names that appear in

these adventures are altered, each is founded on an
incident that actually happened—not necessarily
at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling Ko-
dak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint
and every word is true.

"I'm g'oiiig' to o'ive ui) my after-

noon milk shake," said Harper as

he tossed his fedora toward the

hat tree in his office.

"Afraid of delirinm tremens?"
we asked.

"No. I haven't that nnieh faith

in milk shakes. But 1 "m yoing- to

give them up, although it's a

mighty refreshing drink in the

middle of the afternoon—halfway
between an earlj^ lunch and a late

dinner.
'

'

"Isn't the milk fresh?"
"The shaker is altogether too

fresh. He's usually talking to

those two girls at the far end of

the store. And when I come in he

has to give up the role of Romeo
and become a soda fountain en-

gineer once more."
"New man?"
"Been there about two weeks."

"Perhaps he'll learn. Anyway,
you may be too sensitive. You ex-

pect too much from these young-

sters. You mustn't be too severe."

"I'm not severe. And I'm not

prejudiced just Ijecause they are

young, either. In fact, almost the

best sales person I know is a girl

not more than eighteen years old."

"The one who sells neckties at

Griffith's?"

"No."
"The one at the cigar counter at

the Bleakmore?"
"No. The one who sells Bibles

at Finch's.

"Who told you about her?

"I'm telling you about her. ]\Iy

boy wanted to locate a certain

verse in the Bible so we went there

to look at a Bible with a concord-

ance. I may say, just for you, that

a concordance is a sort of index.

"Well, the verse we found was-

n't exactly it and the girl explain-

ed that we were looking at an Am-
erican version Bible, which is sligh-

tly different from the King James
version. I didn't know there was
such a thing as an American ver-

sion Bible and I was (piite surpris-

ed that this slip of a girl knew all

al)out it.— That's one instance.

"About two months later I went
there again to buy a prayer book

and hynuial for my aunt's birth-

day. Well the dear old creature

was delighted with the gift but the

first time she took it to church she

discovered that some of the hymns
weren't numbered the same as in

the books that the others were us-

ing.

"So 1 took the book back to the

little girl at Finch's and told her

what the difficulty was. She asked

the name of the church and when I

told her she said that every church

in the county except that one had

adopted this new edition.

"The girl explained that all the

changes in numbering were noted

on the last page of the new edition

aud suggested that we keep that

version because it would soon be

universally adopted.

"That girl knows lier business

aud she knows how to treat custom-

ers, too. If I were manager of the

store I 'd put her at a busier count-

er where her influence would be

felt by a greater number of people.

As it is I am tempted to take up

devotional literature, now that I

have sworn off on milk shakes."

10
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The Cat is Out of the Bag

]Make it simpler.

From the very inception the

Kodak idea has been to make
photojiraphy so simple that any-

body can make good pictures.

New cameras, new features for

the older models, have followed

each other with almost startling

rapidity and the standard that

lias measured each step has in-

variably been simplicity. The aim
has been to do the practical thing,

to adopt only that which is of real

advantage and to cast aside those

things which are nothing more
than talking points and which

complicate rather than simplify.

Sometimes the new thing.s ar-

rive in a blaze of glory, heralded
by full page announcements in all

the leading magazines of the

country, but more frequently they
come without ostentation. They
make their appearance first in a

new Kodak Catalogue and little

or nothing more is heard of them
for some time.

The Xo. 2C Autographic Kodak
Jr. had such a beginning. After
its first public appearance in the

Kodak Catalogue of 1916, this new
camera, making pictures of a new
size that eminently suited ama-
teur re<iuirements, secured but

little pul)licity. At the time it

would have been fatal to advertise

the new Kodak to an^-thing like

the extent that its excellence mer-
ited. The demand would inevit-

ably have far exceeded the out-

]iut had this been done.

New machinery and new tools

were necessary to make the new
cameras and sufficient for an (Hit-

put to meet tlic (Icinaiul tlial

would follow a heavy advertising

camj^aign could not be installed

in a week or a month or a vear.

So the praises of the 2C size re-

mained unsung until improved
manufacturing facilities following

the close of the wai- released its

story.

The Vest Pocket Kodak Special,

focusing model, and the Kodama-
tic Shutter were among the new
goods introduced several months
ago with the publication of the

Kodak Catalogue for 1921.

Both incorporate new and im-

portant features which are bound
to be popular with tlie photo-

graphic public. Yet, aside from the

bare announcement of their com-
ing, they have received but little

])ul)liciTy not becau.se of any lack

of enthusiasm for the new goods

on our part. We are enthusiastic

about them, have been ever since

the first models came from our

factory, and for nearly six months
we have wanted to tell you all

about them, where and how they

were made, how good they really

are and how the new features are

going to be an aid to the man be-

hind the counter.

But every time we talked i)ul)-

licity, our manufacturing dejiart-

ment applied the brakes. "Better

keep the secret for a little while,"

they said. "Give us a chance to

get on our feet."

AVe've kept their secret until

factory deliveries have become
sufficiently large to complete the

orders on hand and build up a

surplus. For the first time we can

get behind the new goods with

our advertising. We can tell you

abdut the new features and how
tluy will help you to make sales.

The Cat is Out of the Bag.

Head and shoulder iiortraits or

close-up views of any ol).iect, with-

11
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controls the diaphragm openings.
On the left side of this slide are
divisions indicating four different

out the aid of a Portrait Attach-
ment or any other auxiliary equip-
ment—that 's the accomplishment
of the new Vest Pocket Kodak,
focusing model, and it's all done
without the moving backward and
forward of the entire front.

Instead, the lens is first drawn
out to its full extent, .iust as is

done with the fixed focus models,

then to adjust the focus for any
distance from 8

feet to infinity',

the lens flange

is merely turn-

ed in its socket

(see illustrat-

ion). All the

variations in

focus for the

indicated dis-

tances- 3, 3!/2

4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15,

25 and 100 feet,

are accomplish-
ed in less than one complete revo-

lution of the lens flange, a focus-

ing range that is even greater than
that of other hand cameras which
are focused by racking the l)ellows

back and forth.

The small size of the Vest Pock-

et Kodaks and the ease with which
they are carried in a man's vest

pocket or a lady's hand bag, ex-

cellence of workmanship and de-

sign, attractive appearance and
clear, sharp pictures, these are

features that have already made
Vest Pocket Kodaks popular. The
new Special (focusing model) re-

tains them all and adds a focusing

device that is thoroughly prac-

tical and which possesses that

simplicity common to all Kodak

mechanical features. What is the

answer ?

"You're right, Fred, on the
very first guess." Hundreds, yes
thousands, of new members for

tlie Kodak fold and incidentally

new business for your store.

* * *

The Kodamatic Shutter is not
just a camera shutter made to be

used with any photographic lens

and with any camera to which it

can be fittecl.

Xo ! It is a i)roduct of the Kodak
factory, made for one specific line

of Kodak cameras—the Kodaks
Special, Xos. lA, 3 and 3A. Furth-
ermore, it has been designed and
constructed for use with the few
high grade Anastigmat lenses that

have been selected by photograph-
ic experts as the very best ob-

tainable for the particular cam-
eras witli wliicli they are to be

used.

The result is complete co-ord-

ination between lens and shutter

and between lens and shutter

equipment and the camera.

Accuracy is another feature of

the Kodamatic Shutter. Prior to

the perfecting of new speed meas-

uring devices in the Kodak Ke-

search Laboratory, the degree of

accuracy that has been attained in

the manufacture of this shutter

would have been impossible. And
the co]istruction is such as to is-

sue a maintenance of this precis-

ion.

But the feature that will appeal

most to your customers and which

will help you most in increasing

your sales of Special Kodaks, is a

device of the utmost value in gett-

ing accurate exposures.

OA'er the lower scale of tliis

shutter (see diagram) will be

found a movable slide "B," which

12
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degrees of lig'ht iiitt'iisity—brill-

iant, clear, gray and dull. The
usual diaphragm scale, marked
f.6.3, f.8 and so on. is underneath
this movable slide, but in addition

to the aperture markings, the

scale includes exposure figures.

The lever " B " is set at the pro-

per point, f.6.3, 8, 11, 16 or 22

and so on, as called for by the

nature of the subject and inten-

"Jes' 'fore
Christmas is the time when

good little boys and girls receive

their rewards for being good little

boys and girls. And it's the time
when good salesmen get the re-

wards of good salesmanship.

During the year your Kodak
counter has made friends galore.

They are going to do their Christ-

mas shopping soon.

Tell them about Kodaks and Ko-
dak accessories.

You have window cards—a new
series went out just recently.

You have catalogues—the Ko-
dak winter booklet is intended for

direct mail and eounter distrii)u-

tion.

You have ne\vsi)aper ads

—

sity of the light. The figures that
are seen through the oblong open-
ing in the movable slide give the
approximately correct exposures
for the four degrees of light in-

tensity and lever "A" is set ac-

cordingly.

It's all very simple, is it not?

—

and practical too. The chance of

error is greatly reduced. Your
customers will appreciate that be-

cause it means better pictures and
the boss will appreciate it too be-

cause better pictures mean greater
enthusiasm for photography and
more business for the store.

Yes, sir, these are new things
that are going to be a]i])reciated

all round. You will appreciate
them for the same reasons that the
boss does and because they will

aid your sales arguments. They
are talking points, good talking

points too, but remember they're

something more. They are new
and practical mechanical featur-

es that represent progress toward
the simplification of photoaraphy.

Christmas
"

choose what you want from
Christmas Advertisements for

the Kodak Dealer." The proof
l)Ook reached xow in November.
You have booklets

—
''At Home

with the Kodak"" has been an-

nounced nationally.

And you have man.y other sell-

ing helps to assist you. All this

material is free for your use. Just
how much l)enefit you get from it

depends on how much use you
make of it.

Get the display cards out in

sight; keep your newsj^aper ad-

vertisements alive by frequent
changes of copy and euts; give

the booklets a good circulation.

Then make space for the crowd
in front of your Kodak counter.

13
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Adventures with a Camera

The lovely island of

Pii-too is one of the

tliree most famous sites

of Chinese Buddhism.
Two thousand or more
monks live there. At
first they resented be-

in^ photog'raphed but

after looking through
1 lie camera themselves

tiiey were delighted to

])ose for the camera
man.

From National Geographic Mag-
azine, Washington, D.C. Copy-
right J921. By special permis-

sion. Photograph by Maynard
0. IViHiam s.

"No hunter can boast so satis-

factory a bag as falls to him who
hunts with the clairvoyant eye of

the camera. The focusing knob of

a Graflex is a more thrilling bit of

mechanism than the trigger of a

rifle."

Thus writes ^laynard Owen
Williams in "xVdventures with a

Camera in Many Lands," which

appeared in the July National

Geographic. In Mr. William's

wanderings he sometimes found

native folk who objected to being

]»hotographed, but after liandling

the camera themselves they usual-

ly consented to pose.

The illustration shows a priest

of Pu-too seeing how the Graflex
works. It was his first lesson in

photography. If there had been a

second lesson ]\Ir. Williams would
undoubtedly have explained to his

]Hipil that the camera must be held

level to j)revent distortion. But
^Ir. Williams was intent on mak-
ing friends, not photographers, of

the monks of Pu-too.

The Graflex isn't exclusively a speed camera. Its speed capacity is there

when wanted. But the reflecting mirror and Kodak An-
astigmat lens ./.4.5 are equally valuable when

making less sensational pictures.
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Inexpensive, Handsome and Personal

Along- toward Christmas time

many of your customers will prob-

ably seek you out to help solve

their gift problems.

''Say, I want to send a little

trifle to about fifteen larawa.y

friends of mine. Something- bet-

ter than a Christmas card, but not

expensive. What's the answer?"

"The answer," you will say,

"is the Parkview Amateur Cal-

endar. You have dozens of nega-

tives. Pick out a good one of your-

self or of the children, ^lake some

prints from it. Put each print in

one of these calendars and the

problem is solved.

The calendars cost Imt twenty or

twenty-five cents apiece and they

are handsome, interesting, per-

sonal gifts."

Then, as a good salesman, you'll

show both the vertical and hori-

zontal styles in both sizes and
explain that each calendar is pro-

vided with a special grey envelope
for mailing.

One twenty-cent sale is worth
making, but the i)ers()n who buys
one calendar usually buys several.

]\Iultii)li<'d, tlie jn-ofit mounts up.

And the customer will probably
want your finishing department
to make the prints, too.

Properly handled the Amateur
Calendar is a worth-while money-
maker for you. And it is a

friendmaker, too, because every

customer of your Kodak counter

will be glad to have you suggest so

suitable and inexpensive a Christ-

mas remembrance.

OXE of the most persistant advertisers in the

history of success was Robinson Crusoe. He
knew what he wanted—a ship—so he put up

an ad for one. He flung a shirt on a pole, at the

top of his island; that, in the lanouage of the

sea, was plain to every seafaring man. The cir-

culation was small—there was no other medium

—

but Crusoe kept at it. despite the fact that he got

no inquiries for a long time. He changed his copy
—as one garment after another was frayed out

—

and in the end got what he wanted. Suppose
Crusoe had taken down that signal after a time

and declared, "Advertising doesn't pay." Where
woidd he and his story be now?"

—From Co-operation, Detroit.
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"Superlatives," said Mr. Clark
as his eyes strayed from the open
newspaper in his lap to Sam's
face "can very easily be over-

done—particularly in an ad. Look
at this one here, for example.
'Best,' 'most wonderful,' 'most
tremendous,' 'absolutely the very
latest'—and so forth. To me
these words weaken the force of

the ad. I immediately suspect

that the merchant is exaggerating
and I read over the milder parts

of the text with considerable skep-

ticism.

"And yet sometimes, Sammy,
superlatives can Ije made to ]n-o-

duee results. It's all in the way
you use them.

"A friend of mine in the ther-

mometer business told me a

little story the other day that is

quite in point.

"A special order from an old

man in a small town came in to

the factorj' one day. The foreman
who was to handle the job came to

his superior in perplexity. He
Avanted to be sure that the order

vras right. It called for a thermom-
eter with readings so rcA'ised that

Is Your Finishing

Is your amateur finishing de-

partment standing around on one

leg waiting for Spring? Or is it

firmly footed and hard to work"?

Advertise your enlarging fac-

ilities, tell how enlargements can

16

TenMinutes

with the "Boss
the temperature registered would
be ten degrees lower than the ac-

tual temperature. If it happened
to be five degrees below zero, this
special trick thermometer would
read fifteen degrees below. The
foreman had no imagination but
the superintendent had. He recog-
nized the appeal of the superla-
tive. And this special thermome-
ter went out.

"Can't you imagine that old
man, Sammy, puffing down the
street on a sharp winter's morning
to tell the world that his ther-

mometer showed ten degrees be-

low zero, with the secure know-
ledge that that temperature would
be the lowest in town. That's a
true yarn, Sammy. The lowest

temperature, the biggest fish,

the latest fashion, the fastest

horse—

.

"And that reminds me, Sammy,
of what I really was getting at.

The Graflex is much more than a

speed camera, of course, but there

are people who would be impress-

ed by the fact that if they owned
a Graflex they'd own a camera
with just about the fastest lens

and shutter in town.

"Sometimes say it witli super-

latives, Sammy—but only some-
times—and softlv.

"

Department Busy?
be made more attractive than con-
tact prints, fix a counter display
of selected enlargements and talk

enlargement to every custom-
er who brings you films. The
result will be enlarged profits.



To make your stock pay

bigger dividends put more

interest into it.



// it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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The best business man isn't

always the one who is quick-

est to see through a pro-

position; it's the one who is

quickest to see a proposition

through.



THE NON-BUYING CUSTOMER

HE CA^IE into my place and did not buy.

He did not find the thing for which his e^'e

Had been in search when he had entered there,

Although I hunted for it everywhere.

I did not scold him, though, or bite his ear,

Or say, "I have an article right here

That's just as good or better. Why insist

On being so specific with your list?"

Xo. I just helped him hunt the thing lie wanted,

The thing with which his consciousness was haunted.

I grieved with him because he could not find

The very thing that occupied his mind.

He went away to seek it otherwhere

:

But went full knowing that I had a share

In his anxiety to find precisely

The thing that he had asked for so concisely.

He went away and did not l)uy from me,

Yet not a trace of peeving did he see.

He went away regarding me his friend

Who wished to help him bring about the end

He sought so earnestly. And so some day

He will return. I will have made it pay
To use the rule you've tried as well as I:

Be courteous to him who does not huy.

—Retail Public Ledger.



Professor Parola, the eminent etymologist, asks Mr. Newby Sellers the

derivation of the word "optipod."
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Better Enlargements and Bigger Profits

One of our dealers recently sold

an amateur photographer two
Kodak Projection Printers—a $450
sale.

Tlie customer was a woman. She
saw a Kodak Projection Printer

at work—a self-focusing, automa-
tic masking, printing machine, es-

pecially designed for making large

pictures from amateur negatives.

She saw the image shrink and ex-

pand always in perfect focus, as

the camera was moved up or down
with a touch of the hand. She was
fascinated by the ease with which
fine enlargements are made by the

Kodak Projection Printer. She
bought one to use at her summer
place and one to use at her winter

home. This customer had consider-

ably more than $450 worth of

enthusiasm for amateur photog-

raphy.

The Kodak Projection Printer

was designed for use in amateur
finishing plants. But its capabili-

ties and superiorities are so evid-

ent that there is sometimes a

market for it among amateurs.

With it you can make enlarge-

ments almost as rapidly as contact

prints. And each is just as keen

and clear as the negative. The cam
that does the focusing is absolut-

ely automatic— it keeps the focus

hair-sharp as the distance between

negative-holder and paper-holder
is varied. You simply compose
the picture as you please by rais-

ing or lowering the camera, slip

the paper into the paper-holder,
press the foot switch for the ex-

posure, take out the paper and
develop the print. It's so efficient

that you can't help but admire it

as an epoch-making departure in

photographic apparatus.

The enlarging business offers

big possibilities to every dealer-
finisher who has the proper equip-
ment to handle it. Cameras are in-

creasingly popular and every per-
son who takes pictures would be
glad to have superior enlarge-

ments from his best negatives.

The quality of negatives is im-
proved, too. We advertise, and
you sell, the Kodak Anastigmat
lens. This lens makes sharp, well-

defined negatives from which
superfine enlargements are easily

made. When you sell a camera,
sell your enlarging service, too. It

is a profitable part of your busi-

ness if you have the equipment to

do it economically and well. The
Kodak Projection Printer makes
enlargements twice as fast as any
other type of enlarging apparatus.

And this winter, with the rush in

your fiuisliing department easing
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up, you can keep busy by making
large prints from small negatives

exposed during the outdoor

months.
If you have a small finishing

department you need a Kodak
Projection Printer to make it

larger, and if you have a large

finishing department you need

one or two of these printers to

make it more efficient. And al-

ways there is the possibility of

finding an amateur who has

enough enthusiasm to buy one of
these machines if lie has seen it

demonstrated.

Drop us a card for the booklet,

"Printing with the Kodak Pro-
jection Printer," so that you will

know how it works and just what
it will do and just how much you
need it to boost your finishing

business through the winter
months—the ideal time of year for
the sale of enlargements from
vacation negatives.

Kodaks and the Home Folks
Wherever children are, there

Kodak opportunities are always

lurking—ready to make business

for you.

Winter and summer, seashore

and mountains, fishing, hunting,

golfing, motoring, skating, tobog-

ganing—all of these mean Kodak
pictures, but as real business

builders the youngsters have all

counter attractions beaten at the

start. If people only knew how
easy it is to make pictures in and

about the home and how much
those pictures Mali be to them just

a little later—if they only knew.

We've been telling them—and

telling them. AVe are telling them

again in the January magazines.

Get the Kodak into the home!

That's the aim of all this public-

ity.

And right now this style of ad-

vertising is timely. Cold weather

drives people indoors. The home
becomes the centre of interest, so

advertising Kodaks now by using

the home appeal is bound to boost

sales if we all fall in with this

plan.

The advertisement that is re-

produced on the opposite page

will appear in January Issues of

all the leading Canadian magaz-

ines.

The display, you will notice, is

illustrated with a picture made in

the home with a Kodak. It will at-

tract attention and the thousands
of people who read the advertise-

ment are going to recall similar

picture opportunities that occur
in their own homes.

You can profit by that if the

home appeal is emphasized in your
own advertising and by the judic-

ious distribution of the new book-

lets "At Home with the Kodak."

Get your supply of these book-

lets if you have not already done
so. Offer free copies in j'our local

advertising. Display a few on the

counter and in your windows.

Then talk Kodak to everyone who
talks free booklet.

In this way you can make the

January campaign count for your

store and make the advertising

triple-effective. The publicity

force alone of our advertising and

yours will help sell Kodaks and

because it shows the possibilities

in household photography the

booklet will help sell Kodaks.

Furthermore, by sending people

to the Kodak counter for free cop-

ies of the booklet, the plan will

help the salesman to sell Kodaks.



From a Kodak Xmati:;

Keep the story of the children with

an Autographic KODAK
"When Avas it made?" That's the inevitable question

that a picture of a child provokes. You know the an-

swer now, perhaps, but later —

Throuph the Autographic feature, an integral part of

the Kodak, each negative may be dated and titled at

the time of exposure.

Antoijraphic Kodaks ^'.) up, at i/our dealer's.

CANADIAN KODAK CO. LIMITED, Toronto

The Kodak advertisement for January magazines.
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A Corner of the Box Department at Kodak Heights.

Even the Cartons are Kodak-made

Just as a man's reputation de-

pends somewhat on the clothes

that he wears, the reputation of a

product depends somewhat on the

way it is dressed up. An important

factor in the salability of many an
article is the carton. To put up a

high quality product in a poor con-

tainer would be to neglect this im-

portant merchandising axiom.

We want cartons of the right

kind at the right time, so we make
them ourselves at Toronto. We
make boxes of wood for packing
cases; folding cartons, such as

containers for Brownie Cameras;
and box cartons or cartons that

have separate lids. The folding

factured in a complete plant, com-
cartons and box cartons are manu-
monly called the Kodak Box de-

partment.
The manufacture of cartons as

practised at Kodak Heights is no
hit-or-miss proposition. It is not

enough that a box be of correct

size and strength—it must fulfil

certain other definite require-

ments.

A good carton must be shaped
to economize space in packing, it

must give the maximum protect-

ion to whatever it contains, its

label must present all the informa-

tion necessary to identify its con-

tents. And, what is more important
from the selling standpoint, a good
carton must be distinctive, so that

salesmen and customers will as-

sociate the product with the pack-

age ; and it must be neat and at-

tractive, so that it will look good
when displayed. To that end each

new carton is studiously planned,

the Box department advising with

the Advertising department.
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while the names that appear in
these adventures are altered, each is founded on an
incident that actually happened—not necessarily
at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling Ko-
dak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint
and every word is true.

"I've just been looking over

Spencer's ad," remarked Parker
as he laid aside the morning i)ap-

er, "and I notice that they give

considerable prominence to the

slogan, 'Service with a smile.'

Strikes me as rather amusing."
'

' AYhat 's the matter with it ?

It's a good slogan, isn't it?" in-

quired his partner.

"Oh, it's a good slogan all right,

but listen to this. Just yesterday I

went into Spencer's to buy a roll

of film. I was in a terrible hurry
and when I got to the Kodak
counter' I considered myself es-

pecially fortunate in finding two
of the girls unoccupied—that

counter is usually a pretty busy

place you know. I was quickly con-

vinced, liowever, that I wasn't so

fortunate after all. I had misjudg-

ed the situation. The girls were-

n't unoccupied—on the contrary

they were very busily engaged

—

discussing some kind of a party

they had attended the evening be-

fore. It must have been a wonder-

ful affair ; anyway it seemed to

require a lot of talking over. From
their conversation I gathered that

Harry was a peach of a toddler,

but that Jim drove the nicest car,

also that he was a perfect dear. Of
course it was interesting and I

learned a lot that I didn't know
before, but it didn't help me get

the roll of film.

"I stood first on one foot, then

on the other, and fussed and fum-

ed and fidgeted, but still the girls

went on with the post mortem of

that party. I had just about de-

cided that I didn't want any film

anyway when one of the girls

turned to me and, smiling very
charmingly, inquired if I had been
waited on.

"Xot exactly,' I replied. 'I

have waited on, and on, and on,

for at least fifteen minutes, but I

haven't been waited on, and you
might let me have a roll of Number
lib' film, if it doesn't interfere

with any of your social engage-

ments. '

'

' She gave me a weird sort of

look then and lost no time getting

me what I wanted. But—"Service

with a smile '. Shucks !

'

'

'

' AYhat are you kicking about ?

You got the smilc' didn't you?"
teased Parker's pai'tner.

"Oh, I got the smile all right,

but it was such a belated smile

that it was a total loss as far as I

was concerned. When a store ad-

vertises 'Service with a smile' I

don't believe they mean 'Service

with a smile after the customer's

patiencd has been exhausted.' I

believe they mean 'Prompt service

witli a smile.'

"To my mind, service is not ser-

\'ice unless it is prompt. And any-

way, what is the use of smiling

wlien the customer is so thorough-

ly mad and disgusted tliat he

won 't smile back ?
*

'

Remember that to the enthusiastic amateur the ideal

camera is a Graflex.
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Keeping the Customer Sold

Wherever there are tea-tables,

telephones or back yard fences to

talk over, people will talk.

The best g'ood-will advertising"

comes from the tongues of satisfied

owners and users. It is important
to get the benefit of this word-of-

mouth publicity. Keep your cus-

tomer sold.

Show some interest in him long

after the echo of the cash register

has died away. Inquire about his

picture-making experiences ; offer

to help him along. Individual at-

tention— intensified service—
that's a big part of the sclieme to

keep the customer sold.

Selling Through Plate Glass

"The modern conception of win-

dow display, is to fill the window
with an idea, a selling idea, using
only such materials and proper-

ties as are necessary to give the

idea a suitable setting and to get

if through the plate glass/' writes

Robert R. Updegraff in the Sep-
tember issue of Business.

"This is window selling, not

merely window dressing, and it is

this kind of plate glass salesman-

ship that solves the problem of

high store rents and makes stocks

turn fast.

"The first step in talking

through plate glass. ... is to

know what one wishes to say. It is

generally the idea back of the dis-

play, and not the display itself,

that is responsible for sales, for

nearly all selling results from
ideas.

"But it is not enough to have
an idea in one 's own mind ; one

must get that idea through the

plate glass and into eyes and
minds of the passers-by. It is right

there that so many window dis-

plays fail. They may be based on

an idea, but the idea is either so

overdressed, or so under-develop-

ed that it does not reach through

the glass and grab the attention of

the people on the sidewalk.
' 'We are all familiar Avith tlie

over-dressed Avindow. It contains
so many colors and pictures and
units that it merely confuses the

senses. It may be ugly or it may
be beautiful but. no idea, no
thought, no message sings out to

the man or woman on the sidewalk.

The display fills the window all

right, but it does not fill the cash

drawer.

"On the other hand, tlie undei'-

developed idea makes a whisper-

ing window that is equally inef-

fective.

"The important question that

the advertiser must keep in mind
constantly when planning a win-

dow display is not, 'How will this

look?' but 'Will this display sell?'

"It is far easier to make a selling

window attractive than it is to

make an attractive window sell.

"It is not right saying that

beauty is often best expressed in

terms of utility. Pretty pictures

are less potent tlian practical

poses.

"It is not enough that peo]ile

shall stop and remark. 'What an

attractive window!' Tli-^ jol) of a

window display is to make people

say, ' I must have one of those
!

' or

'I must step in here and buy.'

"When a window dispiiiv does

that it is really selling throiigji

tile plate glass."

8
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A Window Tie-Up
Good Brownie windows of many

styles proved effective during our

national campaign of Brownie ads.

Any Brownie window w^as timely.

But here's one that has still other

advertising merits, and it puts the

Brownie idea over in effective

fashion.

It is a direct tie-up with an ad-

vertisement that had a circulation

of over nine million. It makes use

of the interest that the maga>une
and rotogravure ads created in

that community and appropriates

it to the profit of this particu^ir

store. It adds impetus to an im-

pulse already begun. It's a tie-up

in ever}' sense.

It is a "reason why" window,

to use an advertising designation.

The card ie\\& in l)rief phrases

Avhat vou can do with a Brownie.

And the prints &]xoiv in the most
effective way wliat you can do
with a Brownie.

A well-planned, properly uni-

fied window, its force is absolutely

direct. There is nothing in it to

distract the attention or detract

from the main idea. It's all Brow-

nie, foreground, background,

and center. The Brownie element

is never lost sight of.

This display has no really new

idea back of it. It simply repres-

ents sound merchandising and ad-

vertising principles applied to a

show window. A timely article

tied up directly with national ad-

vertising, hammered home by

"reason Avliy" methods—it could-

n't help l)ut work.

A Tripod for time exposures—and for flashlight pictures, Eastman

Flash Sheets and the Kodak Flash Sheet Holder—these are

accessories that it is timely for you to display.

9
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MY DAI) SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

"If ever a word suffered from
miss use," my dad said when we
was sitting at dinner, "that word
is service. Why I bet sometime
that if you got up in the middle of

the night and crep up on a dick-

shunarj^ and put your ear down
near the pages you would hear that

poor littel word crying as if its

heart would break. It's been kick-

ed and slapped and pelted and
generly abused for years."

"Please pass the salt, Frank,"
my mother said.

"It's been stepped on and
crushed and trampeled till pract-

iely all the sense has been shook

out of it. I run across another ex-

preshun the other day that really

means more—individuel atten-

shun. That's it. Individuel atten-

shun plus curtesy."

"Please pass the salt" my moth-
er said. "Land sakes, Frank, are

vou deef?"

"I read the other day about a

fella that used to always buy his

cigars at a certain cigar store and
lie always did a certain amount of

kicking. The color wasn't right

—

they was too dry—they was all

pawed over. Always kicking.

"Well Fred James owned this

store and Fred is a pretty slick

artieel. 'I tell you' ]\Ir. Smith' he
says one day when old man Smitli

was particuler testy. 'Here's a

new box of your kind. Color right ?

Fine. Now that's your box Mr.
Smith. Nobody can buy cigars out

of that box but you. We'll keep it

right here in the bottom of the

ease. Now you will always know
your cigars are right.'

'

' Old Smith grumbled and went
out but it tickled him just the

same. He bought a lot more cigars

than he used to and got to bring-

ing in friends to try a cigar from
his own personal box.

"Individuel attenshun —any
customer likes it. Give 'em that

and curtesy and say
—

"

"SALT," yelled my mother

so loud that I jumped. "Pass it,

will vou?"

Nine Fine Photographs
'

' This No. lA Special makes pic-

tures 2H X 4:% inches," says the
salesman.

"A little bigger than the end of

a brick* " suggests the bricklayer.

"Or the cross-section of a 2 by
4," thinks the carpenter.

"About as high and tAvice as

broad as a column is wide," mur-
murs the newspaper reporter.

Each has an idea of the size of

the lA picture. But it's in terms
of bricks or boards or type—not

in terms of photographs.

Show your customer a sample

print. It will give him a definite

notion of the proportions of the

picture. Further, a good photo-

10

graph is a sales argument.

You probably have at your

counter a folder to which you can

refer for such purposes.

"Velox Prints from Kodak Neg-

atives" is printed on its cover.

Nine handsome prints are mount-

ed on the inside pages.

This folder shows the sizes of

the pictures made by the differ-

ent Kodaks. It shows also the res-

pective printing qualities of three

kinds of Velox paper.

It's a valuable folder
—"Velox

Prints from Kodak Negatives"

—

a real aid to real salesmen. It be-

longs right on your Kodak count-

er, ready for instant reference.
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Equip your old Kodak with a

Kodak Anastigmat lens/^y.y

on an exchange basis

MANY amateurs have expressed a wish to better their

equipment by the substitution of the Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens /.7,7 for the lens originally fitted to the Kodak,
But quality can't be rushed. It has taken eight years

for the Kodak Lens Plant to reach a position where it

could offer the Kodak Anastigmat lens /.7.7 other than
as an integral part of a new instrument.
Now, however, on any Kodak or Premo equipped with

the Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter they are prepared to ex-

change the Kodak Anastigmat lens /.7.7 for the original

lens. Bring your camera to us, and we will send the in-

strument on to Toronto where the actual work must
be done. Your old single or double lens remains at the

factory your new lens, the sharp-cutting, high

quality Kodak Anastigmat /.7.7 comes back properly fitted

to your camera—ready for better pictures.

The cost for this exchange is $12.00 for Kodaks or

Premos now equipped with single lens and Kodak
Ball Bearing Shutter; $10.00 for Kodaks and Premos
now equipped with R.R. lens, Kodak Ball Bearing
Shutter.

Cameras fitted with T. B. I. shutters will be fitted

with the Kodak Anastigmat lens /.7.7 at an addition-

al charge of $6.00—the extra cost being due to the

fact that a Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter must replace

the T. B. I

.

RICHARD ROE & CO,

101 Tripod Avenue

An Envelope Stuffer for your use

Urge your customers to have the Kodak Anastigmat fitted to their old cameras.

Ask us for a supply of stuffers like the above, imprinted with your name.

11
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Favorite

Inquiry is evidence of interest.

Even if people ask questions only
out of curiosity, their curiosity

proves that they have something
in mind.

It is conceivable that a small boy
could come to any Kodak counter
and ask some questions that neith-

er the salesman, the boss, nor the

service department at Toronto
could fathom Avithout investiga-

tion. But every salesman ought to

be able to answer any ordinary in-

(|uiry about the Kodak line.

At a recent industrial exposition

the custodians of the Kodak ex-

hibit were smothered with quer-

ies. The questions asked indicated

that man}^ who already owned
cameras were interested in better

ones and that the curiosity of

many others had been aroused by
advertising. Here are some typ-

ical questions.

"Why does a portrait attach-

ment make an image larger?"

"What is a sky filter for?"
"How does a self-timer work?"
"Why is the Kodak Anastig-

mat lens better than a single lens

Slot Machines
"A slot machine is a machine

that you put a coin into and get

an article out of. There are a lot

of human slot machines."
Thus writes A. Rothschild in

Tiips and Topics.

The slot machine is a device of

fixed habits. It always does the

obvious thing and no more. It

never makes a suggestion nor of-

fers criticism. Nobody expects

more of it, because it is only a slot

machine.

The man at the Kodak counter

says "thirty cents" as he hands

the lady a roll of film and the deal

is closed. He has temporarily fal-

len into slot machine habits.

12

Queries
or better than a Rapid Rectilinear
lens ? '

'

"How do you make time expos-
ures with a Box Brownie?"
"Can the Junior Kodaks be fitt-

ed with a better lens than the

meniscus achromatic ? '

'

INIany people asked for demon-
strations of the Kodamatic shutter

and of various accessories.

There were frequent requests to

see the $25.00 Kodak.
Tliere were complaints, too. One

lady said she always got fuzzy pic-

tures when she made time expos-

ures. On being questioned she said

she had lield the camera in her

hand instead of using a tripod.

Other complaints, too, indicated

that the manual had not been read.

If the purchaser of a camera gets

poor results he loses enthusiasm,

stops buying film and never thinks

of accessories and supplies.

Such a calamity is easily avoid-

ed if the salesman emphasizes to

each purchaser the necessity of

reading the manual and sends in

the coupon immediately for a free

subscription to Kodakery.

and Salesmen
Listen to him some day Avhen

he's going good:
"The film is thirty cents. If

you can spare a moment I'd like

to have j''ou see this loose leaf al-

bum.
"Its advantage is that you can

take a page out and lay it down
flat when you're doing the mount-
ing. You'll find that it's excellent

protection for prints—keeps them
from getting cracked and soiled

and keeps them grouped the way
you want them."
A slot machine is satisfied with

whatever is forced down its throat.

A salesman has an appetite for

business.
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Service Plus Good Business
What should I use to develop

my prints?

How do you get that glossy

finish ?

What are abrasion marks?

When should I use Special and
when Regular or Contrast Velox?

How do you make Sepia tone

prints ?

These and hundreds of similar

questions are frequently met at

the Kodak counter. They are all

easily answered if there is a copy
of the Velox Book handy.

And this is only one reason why
it is good business for you to keep
a supply of the Velox Booklets.

Every customer who does his

own printing should have one. The
complete instructions that he gets

from the booklet assure success
and on his success depends the
amount of supplies used and
accessories purchased.
Then too, the Velox Booklet has

real selling value. The last eight

of its forty-eight pages are devot-

ed to advertising the Kodak ]\Ietal

Tripod, Kodak Dry Mounting Tis-

sue, Velox Transparent Water
Color Stamps and to a price list

that includes many other supplies

and accessories that are useful in

printing, on which there is a good
margin of profit for you.

The booklets are free in reason-

able quantities, with your usual
imprint of course, so that the cus-

tomer will recall the store which
rendered him a service when he
asked for information.

Here's another Kodakery issue

that will make you forget your
lunch hour. After reading it you'll

understand why this little publi-

cation is such a favorite with the

folks who get it. Listen to this

:

"A Brownie Stunt" tells how a

small boy photographed the path
of the moon across the sky and the

trail of a lantern around the yard.
" Self-Character Studies by

Flashlight" show Cartoonist Brad-

ford in impersonations of quaint

characters. Then he tells how he

did it.

Kodakery for January
"Speed Cars and Speed Cam-

eras" insists that the Graflex is

useful for ordinary as well as ex-

traordinary photographic tasks.

The next article tells how to use

a Graflex for every day pictures.

Jimmie Hatch proves that it does

make a difference which stop you

use.

And the pictures—there's a

centre spread full of juveniles, and

many other interesting illustrat-

ions crowd the other pages.

The Show Window
The show window of to-day is

really a creation of great artistic

beauty and charm. In the store that

is strictly smart and modern no
bulbs are permitted to show. They
are concealed from the passerby

and illumination aiijiears to come

from an invisihh- source. A well-

known window-dresser says :
" 1 do

not want people to think about the

lighting of the Avindow; I want
them to be entirely unconscious of

it. Tlien they will concentrate on
the goods."

—

Business.

13
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Kodak on the Jol

Not long ago we dropped in at a

branch office of a highway com-

mission and met the resident en-

gineer.

"Do you find pliotograplis use-

ful in highway work?" we asked.

We knew the answer but wanted

to hear his version.

For reply the engineer reached

into a bookcase and drew out two

huge albums, filled with Kodak
prints. We looked through them to-

gether, and saw new proof of how
valuable the Kodak is on the con-

struction job.

As soon as a new road is pro-

jected, photographs are made
along the proposed route. After

the negatives are developed the

engineer draws on each a rough

centre-line, to show where the

work will encounter stone fences,

railway tracks, high embankments,

gardens, buildings, etc. Such

photographs show what construc-

tion difficulties are to be expected

and what must be done to get a

right-of-way. The autographic rec-

ord locates each view.

Then work begins and the en-

gineer keeps a series of progress

pictures, taken at successive stag-

es. Such pictures, duly dated and

titled, tell where the job stood at

different times, how it looked, and

what equipment was used.

And finally the finished road

—

pictures of the smooth pavement,

just as it lay when accepted by

the province, are useful for fut-

ure reference and for maintenance

records, along with pictures made
after the first fall frost and the

first spring thaAv.

Thus from the time the location

party goes over the route, Kodak

keeps a lifelong history of the high-

wav.

These are instances of the value
of the Kodak to the supervisors of
construction. It is equally valuable
to the contractor who actually does
the work. In liis contract he cov-

enants to satisfy the reciuirements
laid down in the standard specifi-

cations for highway construction

—these usually fill a fair-sized

volume. In it are injunctions about
the methods to be followed, equip-

ment to be used, barricades to be
erected, detours to be opened, and
so forth.

Photographs that can be identi-

fied by location and date, writ-

ten on the film at the time, show
at a glance how these specificat-

ions have been lived up to. These
might properly be called ''proof

pictures.
'

'

Progress pictures, too, are valu-

able to the contractor just as they

are necessary to the engineer. For
Ms own records and for guidance
on future jobs such pictures have
a real dollars and cents Avorth

that any contractor will recognize.

It's not only on highway con-

struction that the Kodak has en-

gineering value. Throughout the

building trades there are uses ga-

lore for Kodak on the job. Litiga-

tion and dispute may be avoided

by having pictorial evidence, show-

ing just what happened, where,

and when. The autographic fea-

ture specially qualifies the Kodak
for such use. Date and title, writ-

ten on the film at the time, give

the pictures their authenticity.

Fall or Avinter. right now, is one

of the best times to sell Kodaks to

engineers and contractors because

special building specifications

must be enforced during cold

AA-eather. For example, when con-

crete is poured in cold weather the

14
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sand, gravel and water should be
heated before mixing, and after

the mix is poured it must be pro-

tected from freezing. Pictures,

made on the job, prove whether or

not the proper processes were
followed.

Recommend the 3A Autograp-
hic Kodak, with Kodak Anastig-
mat lens f.7.7. for engineering use.

Its size, optical equipment, and

the autographic feathre fit this

camera particularly well for this

purpose. When you suggest it to

your prospect you'll probably
find that he has given the proposi-

tion some thought because for

several months Building Age and
Engineering Xeivs have carried

full page advertisements about
"Kodak on the Job."

We Made them for your Use
Somewhere on your counter, or

tucked away in the drawer of a

desk, there is a copy of the Kodak
Cut Sheet, which you recened
some little time ago. If it cannot
be found, ask for another. We still

have some.

This sheet offers a complete line

of cuts to illustrate your Ads in

the local newspapers. The draw-
ings were made and cuts prepar-

ed with that particular purpose in

mind, and the electros are free for

the asking.

Our policy is to provide Kodak
Stores with suitable material with

which to connect their firm nam-
es with our trade name in the

minds of their customers, and with

which to reinforce the selling ar-

guments that are contained in our

national advertising. We know
that liberal use of this material

increases the sales volume of the

stores that use it. We are con^^nc-

ed that the Kodak counter that

isn't regularly and persistently

advertised isn't going to get its

maximum share of business.

An article in a recent issue of

Teamwork says it thus:

"Suppose instead of being in

the retail business you were a

farmer and a neighbor of yours

came to you and said, 'Bill, down
there in the bottoms I have a quar-

ter-section of wheat ready to be

harvested. It is a field I have fer-

tilized and plowed and cultivated

until the crop that stands on it is

the finest you have ever seen. Over
in my farm is the most modern
reaper and binder in the state. I

wantto make a deal with you, Bill,

to take that reaper and binder and
go down and gather in that wheat,

and Ave '11 share the profits.'

"Would you accept such a pro-

position? Why, you would .iump at

the chance

!

"Well, the manufacturer who
comes to you with free selling

helps is offering you an oppor-

tunity almost identical with this

farming proposition. With that

great modern sales-cultivator call-

ed National Advertising he has
plowed and fertilized your field

and sowed plentifully therein the

seed of desire for his product. lie

has raised a crop of bountiful pro-

portions all ready for you to reach

out and gather it in.

"But he has gone even one step

further. He has prepared for you
the finest possible tools—the most
modern reaper and binder that

man can desire—to help you gath-

er in this crop of sales. These sal-

es-harvesting implements that are

offered you free of charge are

newspaper electros, movie slides,

window displays, etc. Will you
use them—and profit thereby?"

15
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"What's the purpose of a win-

dow trim, anyway?" asked Mr.
Clark rather abruptly.

'

' AVelL
'

' replied Sammy—'

' well
—-" Then suddenly an apt phrase

shot through his mind. "The pur-

]iose of a window displaj^ is to

stop the feet and start the mind."
'' 'To stop the feet and start the

mind'— yes, that's a good defini-

tion—^but why limit it to 'feet.'

And that brings up a point that I

think Ave might give a little

thought to."

Sammy pulled over a eliair and
sat down.
"Your first aim in a window,"

began Mr. Clark, "is to sell the

sidew^alk. That's logical and ob-

vious. But how about the street?

How about the passengers in the

endless line of machines that

streams by here every day? How
about the people in the trolleys?

They're too important to be dis-

regarded and much too numerous.

"iNIotor traffic in front of the

store is congested enough so that

frequently the cars barely move
as they pass. The chap at the wheel

has his mind on the job of driving.

He's looking straight ahead and

he's busy. But with the other oc-

cupants of the car, it 's a different

story. They have nothing to do but

look—not straight ahead but to-

ward the side walk—toward our

store. I say 'toward our store'

16

Ten^Minutes

with the "Boss
Sammy, I'd like to have them
look at it. And the right kind
of a window trim will help.

'

' The other day I got my wife to

drive me down i\rain Street to see

what trims might reasonably be

expected to draw the eyes of motor
passengers. It wasn't a fair test

because I regard Mrs. Clark as the

worst automobile driver in this or

any other world, and as a natural

result my eyes frequently strayed

to the front. But I was impressed,

Sammy- with the fact that most
stores don't think of the autoist

when they put in their windows.
"You can only flash a message

at best—but a card or enlarge-

ment, as part of the display, big

enough to carry and high enough
to top the sidewalk crowds is

worth while.

"^lotor passengers aren't going

to jump out of the car then and
there but you've told them some-

thing that may bring them back."

A member of a firm that deals

in building materials tells in The
TJniversal Dealer how photographs

are used in their business.

"When a job for which we
supply the materials is completed

or well under way, we have a

photograph made. About six times

a year a prominent window in the

business section of town is rented

and these photographs are exhibit-

ed. A sign with our name and

slogan explains our connection

with the jobs pictured, ^lany per-

sons are attracted."



PUSH Standard Goods—In the effort to

reduce prices retailers are constantly

tempted to take on unbranded and unknown
lines. We urgently caution retail clients

against this mistake. Our advice is to push

well established trade-marked, nationally

advertised goods. When prices are estab-

lished on such goods the public has confi-

dence in the fact. On unknown, untried and
generally uncertain goods the claim of price

readjustment means practically nothing.

—Roger W. Bahsou
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When salesmanship looks like

a tough job, think of the lawyer.

He has to persuade twelve men

at once but you can tackle them

one at a time.



The only way to find success

quickly without working for it

is to look it up in the dictionary,
—Business L anguage.



NOTHING BUT THE BEST

He: On this Kodak you can have the focus fixed if you like.

She: Well, do you think I'd buy one that wasn't in perfect order ?
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Kodak and Graflex Prices Gut
AVe have reduced the prices of

Kodaks and Graflex cameras. The
cut was effective after December
31, 1921.

Revision of prices at this moment
is evidence of our belief that the

new year is going to be a happy
one in the affairs of all of us. We
are a wiser race. ^len every^vhere

are coming- to a clearer under-

standing- of the elements of which
happiness and prosperity are

made. We are entering* better times.

Business is improving. Follow-

ing the feverish years of war came
a chill—an extreme reaction—with
many conflicting sjonptoms. Some
of the symptoms were only local;

others were systemic, affecting

the entire business structure.

As usually happens in the case

of economic ills, the ailment be-

came its own remedy. And now,
rid of many of its unproductive
metliods and wasteful processes,

business is building up within itself

a stronger, sounder organization.

Our cameras advanced in price

but little when general prices were
on the up-curve. Then there was
a marked reduction in Januarj^
1021. Now there is anotlier, on
Kodaks and Graflex cameras.

There is a big cut in every case,

in many instances down to pre-war
levels. The present reduction is

greater than would be justified by
any lowering of manufacturing
costs that has occurred thus far.

The new prices anticipate further

shrinkage in the cost of production
during the year. They anticipate

also a greater volume of business
and a decrease in unit selling costs.

The new prices are based partly
on our belief that you will sell

more cameras during 1922. TJie

purchasing power of the ])ultlic is

increasing as business conditions

improve. There will be more buy-
ing in all lines. And there's still

another excellent reason why yon
should sell more cameras. You
now have better merchandising ex-

perience to draw from than you
ever had before. During dull times
there was a demand for improved
selling methods. Almost every con-
ceivable system and policy were
tested out. Some of them failed.

Many of them lasted through and
proved their worth.
Any selling plan that worked

during dull times will work better
during good times. ^Merchants know
this—it will be reflected in the sell-

ing policies of their stores. And if

you will recognize tliis new order of
invigorated salesmanship and apply
it, the year 1922 is sure to be happy
and prosperous at j'our Kodak
counter.

8
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Bigger than Ever

TVe are determined to buy more
advertising circulation in 1922

than ever before. There will be a

greater number of individual

Kodak advertisements.

This means tliat you have an
opportunity to make your Kodak
advertising more effective than
ever because you have more of our

national advertising to link up
with.

The Kodak Trade Circular and
the Kodak Salesman announce our
advertising plans month by month.
Synchronise vours with ours.

Use the dealer ads that are of-

fered in the Trade Circular—^thej''

are always timely and are prepar-

ed with our own advertising

schemes in mind.

Get some new Kodak cuts. AVrite

up some copy tliat aims directly at

your customers. Or ask us to give

you special copy service.

The inside back cover of this is-

sue of the Kodak Salesman quotes

Roger AV. Babson, famous as a

business counsellor. He says
'

' Push standard goods
! '

' Adver-
tise Kodak as vou go through 1922.

Thousands of 'em

There are thousands of new
cameras in use now—cameras that

were Christmas gifts. Here's a new
market for accessories and supplies,

a market that shouldn't be over-

looked.

You have kept the names of peo-

]de for whom gift cameras were
bought at your store. In a circular

letter you can introduce to them
such articles as the Portrait

Attachment, the Self-Timer, the

Optipod and Kodapod, the Ivodak

Film Tank, enlarging apparatus,

tripods, carrying cases—and many
other accessories that will occur

to you.

Reach those new cameras through

your newspaper advertising, too.

Tell about these devices that

broaden the field of amateur
photography and add so much to

its interest.

February Ads
In the advertisement that is re-

])roduced on the opposite page the

illustration speaks just as loud as

the slogan
—"Winter days invite

your Kodak." Snow-shoeing, skat-

ing, tobogganing, hiking—every
pursuit that takes people outdoors
during the cold months becomes
more enjoyable if there is a Kodak
in the party.

Tliis advertisement appears in

February issues of MacLean's,
Everywoman's "World, Canadian
Home Journal, Western Home
^Monthly, Saturday Night. La
Canadienne: and in nine of the
leading Canadian farm papers.

It will make many of your cust-

omers think of Kodak in connect-

ion with winter sports.

The prices are right. The goods are right. Let's do business.
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JVinter days invite your KODAK

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada.

The ad that is going to appear in February issues of six maga-

zines and nine of the leading farm papers. See opposite page.
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New Prices in it, New Cover on it
We're rushing- tliroiigh a new

edition of the Kodak AViuter Book-
let. It contains the new prices on
Kodaks.
The cover illustration is new,

too, and as it's the only catalogue,
with up to date prices, that you will

have until the regular Kodak cata-

logue conies along sometime in ]\Iay

every store handling Kodak goods

will want some.

So we 're going to make a general

and not a request distribution.

Look for your supply in a few-

da vs.

Winter Nights
This is stay-at-home season for

most folks. The weather keeps the
children in and the children keep
the grown-ups in.

Let's get the Kodak into these
family evenings. Your mailing list

shows you who in your community
own Kodaks. Tell them all about
picture-making by flashlight.

There's a booklet "By Flash-
light" that explains portrait-mak-

ing, photographing interiors, and
other phases of flashlight photo-

graphy.

Order as many copies of "By
Flashlight" as you think you can

use advantageously. And do you

want us to write you a letter to

mail with the booklet? \11 you

liave to do is ask our advertising

department.

The Strategic Value of the Complete Stock
The store that by maintaining

a complete stock is able to sell its

customers the things they want,
has a distinct advantage.

Printer's Ink of October 6 de-
votes considerable space to the im-
portance of being in a position to
supply any ordinary diMuand.
Kodak stores are mentioned as

places where complete .'^tocks are
usually to be found.
The article says, in part:

"'We are Ready to Fill Your
Order the Same Day It Is Re-
ceived,' is a sentence one sees

with surprising frequency in busi-

ness-paper advertising. Nothing
particularly startling about it on
the surface. Nevertheless, it really

is quite significant. It indicates a
realization on the part of manufac-
turers that the way to do business
is to be prepared to supply prompt-
ly, the demands of their trade,

6

"A number of the department
stores show an appreciation of this

business fundamental. They are

not allowing their stocks to degen-

erate to a miscellaneous lot of odds
and ends. True, the selections may
not be so plentiful as previously.

But tliey are prepared to meet or-

dinary demands. It is these stores

that are selling more units of mer-

chandise than ever before. Could

tliey roll up such a record if their

shelves were as bare as a Scotch-

man's knee? Walk into a store

handling Kodak supplies and you
will find the dealer carrying a

complete assortment.

"All of which is quite elemen-

tary, but it is generally recogniz-

ed that lack of observance of this

fundamental plays no small part

in tlie present blockade of distribu-

tive channels."
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while the names that appear in
these adventures are altered, each is founded on an
incident that actually happened—not necessarily
at the Kodak counter, but in a store handling Ko-
dak goods. It gives you the customer's viewpoint
and every word is true.

"If there's such a thing as peace
on earth it w^asn't evident down-
town today," grumbled Ed
Holmes as he slumped into our
seat on the suburban ear. It was a
few evenings before Christmas.
"Been shopping?"
"Yes, but don't tell me that I

should have done it earlier. As a

matter of fact I did my Christmas
buying early in December."
"I remember you looked like a

delivery truck every night that

week," we remarked. "But let's

hear about today's grievance. I'd

much rather listen to it than have
you save it up for your family."

"Well, I went into Thompson's
this noon," began Ed. "I wanted
to buy a fountain pen for my part-

ner because he l^orrows mine so

much he's beginning to think it is

included in our partnership. There
weren't many people around the

pen counter or I could partly ex-

cuse the clerk's attitude perhaps.

I told him I wanted a pen. He
asked what kind I wanted. I

said, 'An Appleton.' That's the

kind I use myself and it seems to

satisfy my partner. Then the

young man showed how dis-

appointed he was in me. 'An Ap-
pleton, why we wouldn't have one
in the store,' he said, and his voice

and manner were so loud tliat I'm
sure half the population of that

store was convinced he had dis-

covered an idiot.

"]\Iy attitude was meek enough
then. I almost whispered when I

asked him what kind of a fountain
pen he sold. 'The Xeverleak,' he
said, as if that settled the matter.
But as a safeguard he added. 'It's

ten times better than the Apple-
ton.' I asked him the price and
his answer was, 'How much do
you want to pay?' I told him that
tlie Appleton pen was advertised
at two-fifty and that I'd had that
in mind. Then he said he had a
Xeverleak at that price and yawn-
ed expressively as he shoved a
tray in front of me.
"I looked them over and learn-

ed that clips cost a quarter extra,
and I was intent on getting a pen
with a clip because I wanted to be
sure that my partner wouldn't be
borrowing mine again in a week.
^ly next question was, 'Do Xever-
leaks come with fine, medium and
coarse points?' He answered,
'There aren't any two pen points
exactly alike—can I do an\'thing
for you mister ? '—this last

'

to a
man at my elbow. In the same
breath he repeated, 'We wouldn't
have an Appleton pen in the store.'

That made me mad. I told that
smart young fellow that I could go
around the corner and get an
Appleton pen with a medium point
and a safety clip all for $2.50 and
that I was on my way. Then the
man who was Avaiting at my elbow
said he carried an Appleton, too,
and that he'd go around the corn-
er with me because if Thompson's
wouldn't have an Appleton pen
111 their store they probablv
wouldn't have any Sharp-point
l)encils either. So we both went
out," concluded Ed.
"He was probably onlv a tem-

porary salesman," I said."

"Salesman!" Ed answered,
"He wasn't a salesman at all. He
was scarcely a clerk."
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This machine develops the equivalent of 675 horsep jwer.

The Motor Generator at Kodak Heights
"One, one hundred "—say it

slowly and it takes you about a

second. In a second the motor oen-

erator at Kodak Heights makes
twelve and a half revolutions—in

a minute 750. It revolves without

a vibration too—at least you cau-

not feel a vibration when you
touch the brush holder of the ex-

citer, and this is a stationary part

fastened in the frame of the gen-

erator about two inches from the

end of the spinning shaft.

This generator supplies all the

direct current electricity that

Kodak Heights requires during
the summer load period from
March until October. It is during
this eight month period that the

stores, factories and households of

Toronto make their lightest de-

mand on the output of the Hydro
Commission.

So. in 1920. this i-apable machine
was installed at Kodak Heights to

take advantage of this surplus of

l^iwrr during these low demand
periods.

Althougii the motor generator

complete weights 15 tons, it only

occupies 133 square feet of floor

space and develops 500 kilowatts,

the equivalent of 675 horse power,

which is about the electric light

and ])ow('r requirements of a town
of fourteen hundred people.

Noise ? Yes. lots of it but not

from the smoothly running finely

adjusted mechanism itself. It is

the rushing whir of air through the

crenerator tliat makes in its vie-
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inity the Niagara-like roar wliich

drowns any conversation that is

not shouted.

The power developed by the gen-

erator is recorded automatically by

an electric device called the grap-

hic wattmeter. The pen of this in-

strument draws a line on a moving

chart representing the amount of

power developed at any time dur-

ing the day. Another wattmeter,

similar to those used in the home,

records the total amount of energy

developed.

In the event of lightning strik-

ing the incoming feed lines, the

generator and switchboard would

be protected, as the generator

equipment includes an €lectrolji:ic

lightning arrester with a maxi-

mum capacity of 5050 volts.

At Kodak Heights we take no

chances of running short of any-

thing, from eggs for the employees'

cafeteria to power for the plant.

Interest in the Customer

That man who just bought a roll

of film—will you know him if he

comes in again tomorrow or a week
from tomorrow? Have you done

anything toward making him a

regular customer?

The average person likes atten-

tion—not effusiveness nor servility

but genuine interest. And interest

reflects interest. If, when you sell

a roll of film to a stranger, you ask

him about his picture-making you
may be getting a new friend for

your counter. There's a commun-
ity-of-interest among enthusiastic

amateur photographers that mak-
es such a move easy.

Suggest to the customer that he

bring in some negatives and prints

next time he calls—the phrase

"next time'' won't be lost on him.

Then when he takes you at your
word and does come, show that you
meant what you said. Offer friend-

ly criticism and praise, tactfully

mixed. Prove that you are interest-

ed in your customers' ])hotograp-

hic welfare. Make each understand

that your experience is at the ser-

vice of them all.

Once you have a customer ask-

ing your advice you have a photo-

graphic friend. But your advice

must be well-founded. You should

be able to solve any ordinary

photographic problem without

hesitancy. Then if he staggers you
with something unusual you can

further impress liim by saying that

you don't know the answer, but

that you will find out ^or Jiim

specially by asking the Service De-

partment at Toronto. That's what
the Service Department is for.

The average person will react

favorably to this sort of treatment.

He'll go a few blocks out of his

way to buy film from the salesman

who is sincerely interested in ama-

teur photography. And the result

will be greater enthusiasm on the

part of the customer and a greater

sales volume for the salesman.

First of all, get a good working

knowledge of picture-making. Then
make use of your knowledge in

your business.

And when in doi'bt remember
the Service Department stands

ready to co-operate always.

9
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Kodakery for February

In keeping with the winter sea-

son the February issue of

Kodakery is devoted principally

to seasonable topics. Here are some

of the contents

:

"Foreground Tones in Snow
Scenes" tells how to record shad-

OAvs and traceries in snow pictur-

es. In "The Swirl of the Snow-

flakes" Cartoonist Bradford re-

counts his own experiences in

photographing a blizzard. His il-

lustrations show people in front of

the City Hall, fighting the storm.

"Pictures That Tell the Story of

Winter" suggests several interest-

ing pictures of winter sports.

Then there are other articles,

not so wintry.

"How Distance Affects tiie

Strength of Light '

' tells how to cal-

culate the time needed to make
good prints at varying distances

from the light source. "Saving
Bobby's Face" explains Jimmie

Hatch's achievements with and
without the Portrait Attachment.

"Picturing the Sun Maid" tells

liow a Chicago amateur and his

Graflex made the prize photo-

graph that is featured in
'

' Sun
^laid" raisin advertisements.

Then there's an article about

making brilliant enlargements from
flat negatives and there are other

suggestions that are bound to help

the amateur. And the issue is il-

lustrated by a variety of interest-

ing pictures.

Use Kodakery to help sell

Kodaks. It shows how many diff-

erent phases there are to amateur
l)hotography and how fascinating

each of them is.

And after you have sold a

camera, Kodakery continues to

work for you by keeping up the

purchaser's enthusiasm and teach-

ing him liow to get the best pic-

tures.

For Your Local Advertising

The picture that appears in the

February ads in the ^Magazines

is a winner.

It says a lot about Kodak and
winter sports. It carries a live sell-

ing appeal.

We're having a pen and ink

drawing made just like the pic-

ture. From it we'll make electroty-

ped ads, similar to the one that's

shown on page 5 except that the

illustration will ])e from a line

drawing so that it will reproduce

well on news print paper.

By using this electro j^ou can

appropriate our ^Magazine Adver-

tising to your own use. Ask us for

the electro. Better do it now" so that

it will reach you in time to get into

your paper this month, just about

the time that your customers re-

ceive their favourite magazine or

farm paper.

"At Home with the Kodak" is an effective medium for

developing Kodak prospects by mail.

10
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This window brought business to one store

It Sold them by the Hour
Any hour of the day, any moiitli

of the year—that 's Kodak time ac-

cording: to a shoAv window used re-

cently hy a dealiu- who forwarded
the picture from which our il-

lustration was made. It is a unique
display and it has in it an effect-

ive selling: argument as well as

a sure-fire attraction factor.

The contrast of the white against

the black adds effectively to the

vigor of the display, making- the

principal elements stand out more
prominently.

This window is suitable for any
time of year, but it is especially

good for winter use because dur-
ing that season your windows are

lighted for a greater number of

hours every day than in summer.
And a lilack and white display, or

any in whicli there is sharp con-

trast in colors, is most brilliant

wh.en it is l^est lighted.

Now is a good time to em]:)ha-

size the idea that the Kodak is

useful throughout the year. Let

people know that it fits in with

winter si^orts as well as summer
s])orts—that at all seasons there

are interesting uses for the Kodak.

Adrcrtisc your finishing de-

p<nt)n(nt—get the business that

was created hy the Christmas

cameras.

11
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MY DAD SAYS,
The bosses diary

as kept by his son

"Frank," my mother said while

we was sitting down by the fire,

"you never was a great lover of

poetry was you?"
"Oh I aint so sure. I never fail

to get a thrill over 'Thirty days

hath September'" my dad said.

"Well," my mother said, "I al-

w^ays like this here pome of Ten-

nison's, 'Ring out the old, ring in

the new, ring out wild bells across

the—"'
"Snew" suggested my dad and

then he see my mother was getting

mad so he hurried on. "There is

a lot of sense to that rime at that,

Clara. The Swiss Bell Ringers if

still alive can follow the advice

literally and any fella can profit

by it.

'

"Just like all the big days of the

year though, the significants of

New Years is buried under as

many years as you are old. The
first time tliev told you about New-
Years resolushuns and the clean

slate and the new book, the sug-

gestion had the quality of fresh-

ness and perhaps you acted on it.

Next year when they begin talking

about those same resolushuns and
the same clean slate and the same
new book, you lissened, to be sure,

but one eye was cocked on a coap-
la boys throwing snow balls. Next
year Ihe clean slate didn't get any
further than the lobe of vour ear

and after that you filed clean

slates, fresh books and new-resolu-

shuns, with Little Red Ridding

Hood and the Three Bears.

"The same old thing, the same
old thing. And people lose inter-

est. So here's what I told the folks

at the store, Clara. I dressed up
the old, old story a little bit

—

"

"Frank let's go to the movies,"

said my mother jmnping out of her

chair suddenly.

"Not very much but a little. I

told them to pay no attenshun to

the New Year. I suggested that

tliey leave the new born babe to

the doctor and the nurses, and
focus their attenshun on the feebel

old gentleman that had just toter-

ed to his grave, 1921. I told them
to give a little thought to what
they did and what they didn't do
tlirough the year whose death

warrant the calendar manufact-
urers had just signed. Forget the

future but peruse the past. I told

'em that if they spent a coupla
hours doing that and nothing else

they wouldn't have to worry about
no New Year resolushuns. The only

reason that common sense aint

common is that people don't give

it a chance to work. Two hours de-

voted to peering at the past will

develop a fella's common sense to

the point where it cant help but
figure in the future. Experience
is a great teacher but you've got

to appear before her desk once in a

while if she's going to have a

cliance to tell you anytliing.

"Aint that true, Clara?" my
dad said. "Mother's asleep," I

wispered.

You sell the most goods to the enthusiastic amateur. Kodakery keeps
them that way. Get the name on the dotted line.

12
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An Eve to Business

"I want to get a monocle for my
lA Kodak'' said a dapper young;

man, approaching the Kodak
counter in a downtown store.

"Yes sir" replied the salesman,

as he reached for a No. 3 Portrait

Attachment, "they're Toe, and
you'll find full instructions in-

side the box."

A monocle for a Kodak, that's

a new one.

The incident calls to mind that

not all amateur photographers

know about the Kodak Portrait

Attachment and how this inexpen-

sive little accessory will open up a

new field of photography—that of

intimate home photography.
And how many more do not

know the fascination of flash-light

work and how the use of Eastman
Flash Sheets and the Kodak Flash
Sheet Holder makes success sure

from the start.

AVhy not tell them about it. A
letter offering free of charge cop-

ies of the booklets "By Flash-

light" and "At Home with the

Kodak" will be just the thing.

You have your mailing list of

amateur photographers. You have
too a supply of the books, or can
easily get some, for they are fur-

nished gratis in reasonable quantit-

ies. As for the letter, any printer

will furnish a few hundred copies

for very little, and our advertising

department will help by furnish-

ing copy for such a letter if you
ask for their assistance.

A little publicity of this kind

now will liring into use many
Kodaks that otherwise may lie

idle during the winter months,

increasing your film sales, as well

as the sales of the accessories them-
selves.

^

Kodak Finishing

Our prints are made on Velox

—

it gives us the best prints we

can ^et.

Materials that are Eastman-made and methods that are Eastman-
improved, plus the experience of our experts, are guaranties of
finest quality finishing.

MAIL YOUR FILMS OR BRIXG THEM IN

Richard Roe & Company 1201 Tripod Avenue

This envelope stuffer. imprinted with your name and address, supplied in quantities
on request. Ask the advertising department.

13
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With
baseball

occasion

A Graflex Model Automobile
The hurry-up car of

the Atlantic Foto Ser-

vice, Atlantic City news
photographers, has a

boch' that looks like a

Graflex camera. And
what symbolizes good
news pictures better

than the Graflex?

This equipment isn't

exclusively ornamental
either. By climbing a

step-ladder to the part

of the body that repre-

sents the Graflex hood
the photographer gets a

viewpoint of vantage,

above the heads of the

crowd. After an expo-

sure is made he can

develop the film with-

out leaving the car. The
interior is a complete

darkroom.
this outfit the Atlantic Foto Service can catch a picture of a
player sliding into first base, and show him a negative of the
almost l)efore he gets through arguing witli the umpire.

Keep Your Own Score
Among your new plans for 1922

.you're probably including a

simple, convenient system of keep-

ing stock records. A card file is

best. Have a card for each model
of camera and each accessory.

Show the quantities on hand at the

beginning of a period, then for

each shipment enter the date and
quantity.

Suppose you begin such a ])lan

January 1. February 1 you wond-
er how many No. 2 Brownies you
sold during the month. The card
on which the No. 2 Brownie record
is kept shows that you bad •^ev.'n

on hand at the beginniiig of the
month and that thirty iiad been re-

14

eeived. Let's say there arc nine

left in stock. You've sold twenty-

eight.

By regular reference to such a

record you can easily see ^\dlich

cameras sell best. You'll discover

that some move slower than others

and you'll decide to study their

selling points carefully and push

tilem too.

Rig up such a scheme now. It's

a business-like way of knowing
wbat's going on at your counter.

And it's a good way to measure

your progress as a salesman—

a

good way to keep your selling

score.
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Q. S. & P.

Quality, Service and Price—to

every salesman that combination is

as familiar as Faith, Hope and

Charity. Quality, service and price

are the three things that people

want to know about when they con-

sider the purchase of almost any

article.

The best articles are sold on

their quality; it is their most im-

portant attribute, the one that dis-

criminating customers are most in-

terested in. Salesmen emphasize it,

and explain how quality is attain-

ed in the manufacture.

Kodak and Graflex quality is

never compromised. On the con-

trar3% it is steadily imjiroving.

Every suggestion, every idea con-

cerned with the manufacture of

these cameras is thoroughly inves-

tigated. If a proposed change

Avould reall}'^ be an improvement,

the change is made and the \\vo-

duct bettered.

Our manufacturing processes

have advanced steadily. During

last year our factories caught up
Avith orders. The organization got

its breath, looked itself over, and

made some alterations. Processes

were improved, products were im-

proved.

Talk Kodak quality.

And don't wait for peoph" to ask

you about service. Let it be known
that Kodak service begins at your

counter and extends clear back to

a service department at Toronto.

Explain to all your customers that

you are interested in their picture-

making ; that you will forward

to us any problems that you can't

solve ; that every purchaser of an

p]astman-made hand camera gets

Kodakcry free for a year to help

him along in amateur photo-

graphy.

Questions answered at the Kodak
counter, expert advice and quick

repair facilities at Toronto, instruc-

tion and entertainment through
Kodakery—they are all included
in Kodak service.

Where there are quality and ser-

vice of the right kind, price is of

minor importance as a selling ar-

gnment. We do not suggest that

Kodak and Graflex cameras be sold

on the price basis. But now, on the

occasion of such a drastic reduct-

ion, something should be said.

This gives you a chance to talk

dollars and cents in your advertis-

ing and at your counter. You can
probably name offliand several

people who have thought of buying
cameras. Perhaps the reduced cost

will be just enougli of an indnce-
ment to convince them that now is

Mie time. You know soaie amateurs,
now using other cameras, who have
sliown an interest in the Graflex.
The cut amounts to a considerable
sum on the price of a Graflex. Call
their attention to the new figure,

and you'll probably make some
sales.

But use your price talk jud-
iciously, always remembering that
quality and service come first and
are the major premises of the
Kodak and Graflex selling argu-
ment.

A Western store found a good
display idea. In the window was a
single Kodak surrounded hy en-

larged pictures of the principal
points of interest in town. Then
there was a sign, "Around :

—
:

with a Kodak," which unified the
dis]day and epitomized the idea
back of it. Try it in your town.

15
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"Here's a chap soliciting me for

insurance," said Mr. Clark as he

handed over a letter for Sam's in-

spection, "who doesn't even know
my name. ]My initials are J. B.

—

not J. N.—and that letter loses

some of its force in consequence.

It's the first thing I notice—and
usually the last thing. Toss it in

the basket, Sammy.
"By the way, Mrs. Carpenter

stopped me on the street this

morning and said that she didn't

like to open some one else's mail.

There was no one at her house by
the name of Carpeter—but she

confessed that she had enjoyed the

Kodak AVinter Booklet all the

same.
'

' Now is a good time to check up
our mailing lists, Sammy, which
reminds me that Arthur Strain
died last June. I see he's still on
the list. You can only hope to reach
Arthur through tlie dead letter of-

fice.

"I knew a fellow once, Sammy,
by the name of Rentabolsk. Here,
I'll write it out for you. I've never
forgotten it." :\Ir. Clark jotted the
name on a slip of paper.

"I met him one day at a lunch-
eon and that afternoon I sent him
one of our advertising calendars.
The following morning he came in

the store. "I never thought this

could happen" he said. Then he
pulled out the calendar envelope.

16

Ten J[iinutes

with the "Boss
" 'What's the matter?' I asked.
" 'Why my name actually is

Rentabolsk. jNIy initials actually

are V.R. This address is absolutely

correct. Do you know,' he said,

'that this is the first correctly ad-

dressed business communication I

have received in years?'

"He was really quite stirred up
about it,

" 'Well, Mr. Rentabolsk,' I ex-

plained. 'One of our vanities is

the name we own. If it's a little

out of the ordinary we are all the

more jealous of it. A man becomes
increasingly sensitive with each

succeeding syllable. As a business

man I know this—and our store

makes a practice of getting names
right.

'

"I thiiik, Sammy, that I threw
my chest out a little at this point

—

and quite naturally, too.

"Mv friend grasped mv hand.
" 'Mr. Clerk,' he said.'

" 'Clark,' I corrected sharply.

"'Mr. Cork," he resumed, 'I so

much ap]n-eeiate your thoughtful-

ness that I should like to keep your
little calendar before me during
the year to come.'

" 'Go ahead,' I agreed, 'that's

what it's for.'

" 'But,' he objected sadly, 'that

calendar is two years old.'

"It was a fact, Sammy. We had
ordered more calendars than we
could use two years before and in

some way I'd got hold of one of

these left-overs for ]Mr. Rentabolsk.

"But just the same, Sammy,
check up those mailing lists of

ours. We want them right."



PUSH Standard Goods—In the effort to

reduce prices retailers are constantly

teni]jted to take on unbranded and unknown
lines. We urgently caution retail clients

against this mistake. Our advice is to push
well established trade-marked, nationally

advertised goods. When prices are estab-

lished on such goods the public has confi-

dence in the fact. On unknown, untried and
generally uncertain goods the claim of price

readjustment means practically notbing.

—Roger IV. Babson.



// it isn 7 an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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"Put and take'' isn't always

a gamble. It's sometimes a

sure thing. When you put

more effort into your bus-

iness you'll take more profit

out of it.



Prestige

THE desire to associate one's name ^Wth

famous events, famous people and
famous works is universal among

ambitious men.

To gain prestige, Christy, the minstrel

paid $400 for the privilege of having his

name as author and composer on the first

edition of Stephen Foster's famous song
"Swanee River." and Genin, the hatter,

paid $22.5 at auction for the first ticket to

Jenny Lind's debut concert.

The Uve store gains prestige by pushing
products that have prestige, standard goods
whose names mean sometliing to the pubhc.

And because they are proud to possess

tilings to which prestige attaches, most
people prefer to buy what is nationally ad-

vertised and nationallv known.



THE ONE TRACK MIND

Eddie, the salesman, thinks Joe might have waited until Mrs. Churchlove

had bought that camera before spilling the sad news that Old

Gunboat was the fifth horse to finish.
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your Kodak Department. It will

too, if you will dovetail your plans
with ours, if your Kodak Ads in

the local paper echo the call of the
open and if your display, when the
first sprino' days come, introduces
the atmosphere of the forest and
the stream.

And yes—if you have the goods,
for the sportsman is not one to

wait for what he wants until he is

ready to use it. He is rather one
who likes to know ahead of time
that his e(jn.inment is comnlete and
that everything is in working ord-
er, be it rod or gun or Kodak.

How it's Done in One Store

There's a department store in a
western city that is famous
throughout the country for its

attractive window and show case
displays. At holiday time its Kodak
window and Kodak counter show-
ed that the fundamentals of ef-

fective display had been practised.

And something else was evident,

too. There were no mysteries in the

displays—no one needed to guess
what a carton contained or what
an accessorv was to be used for.

The Kodak' ]\retal Tripod, for ex-

ample, was shown with the legs ex-

tended to different lengths. The

Optipod was shown in use.

On the Kodak counter stood a
camera under a glass dome. A
neatly lettered card explained that
it M'as a No. lA Kodak Special,

with Kodamatic shutter and Kodak
Anastigmat lens /.4.5. This ar-

rangement featured the camera in

such a way that it could be seen by
every person who went near that
counter, without subjecting the
instrument to promiscuous handl-
ing. When someone asked to ex-

amine the camera the salesman
took another of the same model
from the show case.

They're Experienced Amateurs Now
The folks who entered the cam-

era owning class at Christmas time

have now had several weeks of ex-

perience. They have learned how
to get good results easily. Each of

them probably has at least one prize

negative from which he'd like to

have enlargements made.
Announce in your newspaper ad-

vertising that your finishing de-

partment is equipped to turn out
excellent large prints from amateur
negatives. Say also that you will be
glad to suggest ways of trimming
and mounting big pictures to show
them off to best advantage.

You can advertise your finishing

department through your window
displays, too. Show several of the

best enlargements you have made.
Show the corresponding contact

prints or negatives, too.

Remember, also, that there are

now thousands of Kodak Anastig-
mat lenses in use, that they make
superior negatives, and that good
negatives make good enlargements.

The amount of potential enlarging

business is steadily increasing and
it's worth going after if you have
the facilities with which to do the

M'ork.

To make your stock pay bigger dividends, put more interest into it.
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Let your Kodak

catch the picture

Autographic KODAKS $6.50 up

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited
Toronto, Canada

This Advertisement, designed to help you make the early spring days profitable

for your Kodak Department, will appear in March numbers of five Canadian
magazines and eight farm publications. See page 3 of this issue.

5
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Comfortable surroundings where customers may rest while they buy.

Kodak in Australia

"Sell to seated customers." This

idea, indicated in the above picture,

is seldom used to sell Kodaks in

Canada, but it works Avonderfully

in the Sydney, Australia, brancli

of the Kodak organization.

This sitting room is a chummy
corner where one may rest in com-
fort and have exclusive attention

while the salesman helps him select

his Kodak. The room is also used
by patrons of the finishing depart-

ment. Here they have a quiet place

where they can inspect the prints

just delivered to them and select

negatives for enlarging.

The picture on the opposite page

shows another sales method prac-

tised on the other side of the world
—a unique scheme of display. A
series of calunets, each with a glass

door, is built against the wall, and
each displays one model of Kodak.
In the second case from the right,

for example, the Vest Pocket Kodak
is shown with its accessories. At-

tractive placards call attention to

its tiny l)n]k. to its an'm^ranhic

feature and to the size of the film

it uses. Sample prints prove its

capability for making good pic-

tures, and show the picture size.

And the price is there, too, in i,

shillings and pence, of course.
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Prints and negatives, ready tor delivery, are filed in lockers below these display cases.

On the opposite wall are more
display cases, in which are exhibit-

ed the Kodak Film Tank and other

amatenr apparatns. Thus the entire

line, Kodaks, Brownies and eciiiip-

ment, comes in for publicity. The
treatment of just one subject in

each case is emphatically effective.

But the pride of the plant at

Sydney is the finishing department,

Three months were spent in design-

ing, building and equipping it.

Here an average of from 1,200 to

1,400 rolls of film is received on
every Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday —a few less each day come
in during the latter half of the

week. Prompt production of first

quality prints from sucli large

quantities of film requires com-

plete equipment and experienced
personnel. And the Kodak organiza-

tion has them, even in far away
Australia. Work that is right and
right on time is the ideal striven

for.

Finished work is placed ac-

cording to its order number in

lockers below the display cases so

the salesmen can quickly find it by
reference to the key numbers
shown in the illustration above.

The plant at Sydney is the lead-

ing retail and wholesale de])ot of

llii^ fourteen bi-aiiclics (if Kodak
Australasia, Ltd., a manufactur-
ing and distributing organization,

with headquarters at ^Melbourne,

Australia which represents Kodak
in tlie far South East.
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

"Clara," my dad said, "the
power of suggestshun is a wonder-
ful thing."

"I aint so shure," my mother
said, "I've been suggesting for

eight years tliat you put your pip-

es back in the drawer when you're
through using them and you aint

done it yet."
"The other day," my dad said,

'

' I read about a fella that wanted a
packidge of gum. Tliere was a box
of them lying on tlie counter and so

he picked one up and give the sales-

man a dime. Instead of making
change the salesman said, 'You've
got another packidge coming for

this.' And the fella picked up a
second packidge almost without
thinking and went on his way. Just
the power of suggestshun.

"

"I supose the salesman went out
and bought himself a store witli

that extra nickel,'' my mother said.

'

' That 's all right,
'

' said my dad.

"If tliat salesman follows right

along those lines for a while, he
will buy a store. It was only a small

sale but he dubbled it. That's sales-

manship.
"Great chance down at the store

for this power of suggestshun run-

ning full current. There's so many
tilings to suggest to the Kodak-
amateur. When he calls for prints,

for example, why there's the al-

bum or paste. If his negatives are

spechully good there's the chance
for enlargements. There aint no
end to it.

"The customer just gives the

salesman the cue for an extra sale,

and then the play starts until the

bell on the cash register rings down
the curtin.

"When a customer asks for and
buys a Kodak Self Timer, that's a

transactshun.

"When the Kodak Self timer is

suggested, demonstrated and
bought, that, Clara, is a sale."

'

' Wliat 's that ? '

' said my mother,

looking up from her sewing.
'

' Was
you talking to me, Frank?"

In the March Kodakery

See what 's in the March issue of

Kodakery.
"Camera Rambles in Brittany"

—an interesting story that des-

cribes a group of pictures taken by
the author in that picturesque part
of France.

In "Still Life Photography as

an Outlet for your Artistry," Car-
toonist Bradford offers some ex-

cellent ideas on staging still sub-

jects.

Jimmie Hatch tells how he used
the sky as a background when he

and his Brownie made pictures of

winter sports.

An article on printing for the
correct length of time is illustrated

with six different prints made from
the same negative.

And something is said about
making pleasing enlargements
from extremely contrasty nega-

tives.

The centre spread is filled with
Kodak, Graflex, Premo and Brow-
nie pictures, grouped under the

title, "Around About the Home."
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Try this on your Projection Printer

Here's au idea for live-wire

finishers who want to expand their

enlarging business.

John Smith brings in a roll of

film to be developed. The finishing

department discovers that one of

the negatives is especially good.

Over it is slipped a transparent en-

velope, on wiiich is printed:

A Good Negative

The enclosed negative will make
an excellent enlargement. Bring it

in and let ns show you how it will

look in various sizes, from say post
card size up to 14 x 17. There will

be no charge and no obligation, and
you -will be interested in liow quickly
the Kodak Projection Printer will
show yoa what is really in your
negative.

If the films and prints are de-

livered to John Smith's home, he
is tempted to hop on a trolley car

and do jrst what the envelope sug-

gests—take that particular nega-
tive back to the store and see how
it will look enlarged.

He watches the salesman slip the

negative into the Projection Print-

er. Then on the paper liolder he

sees the hair-sharp imag'e expand
and shrink as the camera is raised

and lowered.

'That's great,'' John Smitli ex-

claims I

"We can make it still larger,"

explains the salesman, as he gives

the camera a slight pi^sh upward
"AYhat size do you like best?"
"The large one, absolutely,''

and he orders two 14 x 17 enlarge-

ments.

Tlie suggestion on the negative

envelope has worked and John
Smith has ordered two enlarge-

ments.

The process is much simpler when
the customer calls at the counter for

his finishing work—he usually takes

a look at it ris'ht there, before he

leaves the store. The salesman gets

a chance to add his suggestion to the

one that's printed on the envelope

that contains the good negative. He
says ''Let's see how it will look,"

slips the negative into the Projec-

tion printer and takes the order for

the enlargements.

Everyone knows that a customer
likes to see what he is buying. The
Projection Printer shows him the

projected image, clear, sharp and in

many different sizes. It shows him
also how a part of the image can be

isolated from the rest.

Customers of your finishing de-

partment aren't the onlypeople who
should see the Projection Printer

demonstrated. Anyone who comes
to your Kodak counter will be in-

terested in this remarkable device.

Not many folks carry negatives

around with them, to be sure, and
that gives you a chance to work an-

other novel scheme. Provide an
attractive positive film, instead of a

negative, to show how the Pro-

jection printer operates. Then the

image on the pa]ier liolder will be

positive, and it will show exactly

how the enlargement will look in

different sizes.

This plan of selling enlargements

not only increases the number of

large prints ordered, but also in-

creases their average size, ^lore

people want enlargements when
they see what enlargements look

like, and they order by size, not by
price, when they see how much
more attractive the larger sizes are.

Thus the Projection Printer

develops a demand for more and
bigger enlargements—and winter

is a fine time for your finishing de-

partment to get that extra, profit-

able business.
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''Let your Kodak Catch the Picture

The streiio'tli of the window trim

pictured above lies in its absolute

simplicity. The idea is simply this

—Take a Kodak with you when you
go fishing. And there is nothing

in the window that does not carry

out this thought.

An enlargement and several

prints from your own or some

customer's best fishing pictures,

two or three fisliiuQ' rods, a creel

and a Kodak are all that you will

need for a window trim that will

tell a coherent, effective story that
pulls.

Such a window will l)e particul-

arly timely during the early days
of spring, when sportsmen every-
wliere feel the first call of the out-

of-doors and begin to plan for the
open season that is close at hand.

Your window display is the connecting link between our national

advertising and the purchaser. Our March advertising says "Let your

Kodak Catch the Picture." Will your window display repeat this

message ? Will it add "Here is the Kodak that you want—buy it now ?"

TO
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Achievement

The first of a series of Kodak
Auastiomat Lens advertisements

appearing in amateur photographic

publications, including "Kodak-
ery," is entitled "Achievement."
This Ad, which appears on the back

cover of the January Number of

Kodakery, reads :

—

"The production of the Kodak
Anastigmat Lens is a distinct

achievement, not merely in the

fact that it is at least the equal

of the finest Anastigmats made
anywhere in the whole world,

but in the further fact that

through the use of the scien-

tific specialized machinery of

the utmost accuracy, it is made
and sold at a price which is

bringing the Anastigmat advan-
tages to hundreds of thousands
of amateurs who have not hith-

erto felt that they could afford
a lens of the finest quality. '

'

Yes, the production of the Kodak
Anastigmat is an achievement, not

only from the standpoint of qual-

ity and price, but from the stand-

point of better business.

This does not mean the increas-

ed volume of profit that obtains on
the sale of a Kodak with the Anas-
tigmat equipment, but the better

lens means better pictures—clean-

er, sharper negatives, and there-

fore greater entluisiasm on tlie part

of amateur photographers.
And the enthusiastic amateur is

the one who buys the most film,

the greatest number of photo-

graphic accessories and who is youi-

best customer for finishing.

That is why it will pay you to

get behind the Kodak Anastigmat
lens in your advertising and with
your sales talk.

There's a Kodak Booklet that

you will find a great help in pro-

moting the use of better lenses.

"About Lenses" is the title of this

l)Ooklet, which explains in simple
language the different kinds of

lenses and their qualities. There
are chapters devoted to:

—

(1) How a lens forms an image.

(2) Focal length.

(3) "Why cameras have differ-

ent kinds of lenses.

(4) Depth of focus.

(5) The lens to choose.

What better piece of literature

could we offer to assist you in pro-

moting the popularity of Kodak
Anastigmat "?

Heretofore only small editions

of this booklet have been printed.

The distriliution has been confined

to individual copies sent to Kodak
dealers and their clerks and in re-

ply to inquiries received from the

advertising that appears in photo-

graphic publications. But now we
are getting out a larger edition, one
that will enable us to furnish reas-

onal)le quantities of the booklets

for you to distribute through the

mails and over the counter.

This wall enable you to reach
new prospects in your community.
And what about those customers
who already own Kodaks, bought
perhaps before the Kodak Anastig-

mat l)rought the advantage of a

high grade lens at a moderate
price ? Do they know that the Kodak
Anastigmat is now available on an
exchange basis?

A copy of this booklet, accomp-
anied by a letter explaining the ex-

change arrangement, should bring

many a ten or twelve dollar sale

and increase the volume of your
film and finishing business by add-
ing to the nuinl)ers of AiutstiL'iiuit

enthusiasts.

The new booklets will come from
our printers about April 1st. How
many shall we send ? Free of charge
of course, and with your usual

imprint.

11
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"Le Domaine du Kodak*

To be sure you have a copy of

"At Home with the Kodak" for

Mrs. John Smith, of Brown St.,

when she asks for it, but how
about Madame Josephine Paquette,

of Rue St. Jacques %

Madame Paquette has seen the

beautiful pictures that illustrate

Kodak advertising. In her favorite

magazine she has read, in her own
language, about the simplicity of

the Kodak and its usefulness for

making pictures of the children and
other story telling pictures in

and around the home. She would
like to make pictures of her own
children, of her own home. Per-

haps ^Monsieur La Chapelle, who
is the Kodak dealer, will have a

book in French that will tell her
all about it.

So jNIadame Paquette calls at the

store for her copy of "At Home
with the Kodak."*

Is she going to be disappointed?

She is not.

A French Edition of "At Home
M'ith the Kodak "is now in the pro-

cess of printing. Copies will come
from the presses before the end of

the month. Kodak dealers in the

Province of Quebec and in other

parts of the Dominion, where there

are French speaking communities,
will want a supply of these book-

lets, so as not to disappoint Mad-
ame Paquette when she calls for her

copy.

"Le Domaine du Kodak" is the

title of the booklet, reasonable

quantities of which will be supplied

free of charge, with your usual im-

print.

Do your Windows Pay their own RentF
"I pay no rent," says a clothier's

sign. It is assumed that he owns his

building and that he calls the total

of upkeep, depreciation, taxes, in-

surance and interest on his build-

ing investment by some name other
than "rent."
No matter who owns the premis-

es in which a store is housed there
is rent, in the economic sense, to be
charged against every square foot

of space in it. And since nronertv
values are usually measured in

terms of frontage the front part of

the store bears tlie highest rent.

Your show windows should earn
more than anv other area of corre-

sponding size in your store. In or-

der to pay their own rent they must
contribute directly to the store's

profit. Tliey must sell goods.

It is an easy matter to select from
the shelves a helter-skelter assort-

ment of goods, pile it aimlessly

in the window, add a few festoons

of crepe paper and say, "That
doesn't look bad." But it isn't

much harder to give half an hour's

advance thought to the job so that

when it's finished you can say,

"There's a window that will sell."

Dis]:)lays should be designed, not

to fill the window with goods but

to fill the store with customers.

If some photographic problem puzzles you, write the Service

Department— our staff of experts is always at your service.

12
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What kind of Envelopes do you StuffP

When you sell a Kodak album
you're not satisfied until you've

suggested that the customer take

also a package of dry mounting tis-

sue and a trimming board. "When
you sell a self-timer you demon-
strate the Kodapod, don't you?
Throughout the Kodak line, one

article suggests a group of related

articles because a person who buys
one thing is a logical prospect for

goods that he can use therewith.

The envelope stuffer is an adap-
tation of this method of selling.

"We do not recommend that an
envelope stuffer be enclosed with

monthly statements or general cor-

respondence. As an advertising

medium the stuffer is most effective

when it arrives with something to

which it is related. The stuffers

that we supply advertise articles

that are of interest primarily to

camera owners, as distinct from the

general public, and are therefore

particularly suitable for enclosure

in amateur delivery envelopes and

packages of photographic goods.

Used in this way they are sure to

get the attention of people who are

logical prospects for the products

advertised.

The envelope stuffer shown be-

low is the third one offered in the

Kodak Salesman during recent

months. The first two featured the

Kodak Anastigmat lens /.7.7 and

finishing. Here's one that should

help you sell film.

Kodak Film
the dependable film

in the yellow box

Dependable

nity. The S5

es identical r(

Dependable

e variation in

^odak Film.

Dependable

Ilompany

Richard Roe & Company

because of its uniformity. The same exposure under
like conditions produces identical results on Kodak Film.

because a considerable variation in exposure is permitted
by the "latitude" of Kodak Film.

because the Kodak Company makes Kodak Film—and
because we sell it.

101 Tripod Avenue

This envelope stuffer, imprinted with your name and address, suppHed in quantities

on request. Ask the advertising department.

13
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When You Write Your Own
During the year we offer for use

in your newspapers about fifty

complete advertisements in elec-

trotype form. There is a special

series for holiday time, another

special series for spring and sum-

mer, and each month the Kodak
Trade Circular offers electros of

timely ads.

In addition to our regular elec-

trotype service we "vvill gladly sup-

X)ly you wdth special copy to go with

illustrations selected from "Kodak
and Premo Cuts."
Many stores, however, prefer to

write their own advertising at cer-

tain seasons. Hundreds of such ads

come to our attention every month.
AVhile most of them are well done,

there are certain frequent faults

that might be avoided easily if a

"layout'' were made of each new
ad before it went to the printer.

"Layout" is the professional ad-

vertising man 's name for the crude
sketch that he makes to show him
hoM' an ad will appear on the print-

ed page. The layout is the same size

as the space that is to be filled,

and by using rough drawings or

cut-out proofs to indicate illustra-

tions he can get a good notion of

what the display will look like in

tvpe. Thus it is easy to correct de-

fects and select a satisfactory ar-

rangement before the jol) goes to

the printer.

The layouts on the opposite page
are more finished than is neces-

sary for ordinary purposes. The
cameras are cut-out proofs, clipped

from "Kodak and Premo Cuts"
and pasted in place. These two
sketches are reduced in size but
they illustrate the right and wrong
way to handle this particular ad.

Three common errors are illus-

trated in the upper layout.

]4

The first fault is the lack of a

vacant spot, or white space, to dis-

tinguish this advertisement from

those that will surround it and to

attract the eye of the reader when
he first glances at the page.

Secondh' the space is too crowd-

ed. The "squeezed" appearance is

unattractive, the text (represented

l)y pencil lines) looks hard to read,

and there isn't a proper proportion

of white space left.

The third fault, a favorite one. is

that the camera points away from
the copy and directs the eye to

some other store's ad in the next

column to the right. This is dis-

tracting to the reader and spoils the

unity of the display.

Notice in the lower layout how
these errors have been avoided. By
bulking the white space at the top

and around the signature the

whole ad is brightened up and set

off from whatever news or adver-

tisements surround it. The vacant

area attracts the eye of the reader.

You will note also that the copy
isn't too long for the space, that

the text looks readable and that the

general effect is encouraging.

And the illustration directs the

eye to the display lines, focusing

attention on the price and name of

the camera.

Advertising copy, no matter how
good it is, must be read to be effec-

tive. It is important, therefore that

an ad attract attention, look read-

able, and be read. All this is doubly
important if it must compete for

attention with our other displays

on the same page. After an ad is

printed it is easy to see whether it

is good or bad, but it is too late to

improve it then. It is equally easy

to tell from a lavout—in advance.
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"Never heard of anyone being
quarantined for enthusiasm, did

you, Sammy?" inquired ]\Ir. Clark.

"No," said Sam, smiling.

"Never heard of the Board of

Health putting a placard on the

house, did you?"
"No," repeated Sam.
"And yet enthusiasm is very

contagious, Sammy. And that's the
fine thing about it. It's contagious
and at the same time it's a healthy
thing to catch. Pretty ideal con-

dition, eh?"
Sam nodded in assent.
'

' That 's what makes our business

—enthusiasm of people over pic-

tures, and the fact that it's con-

tagious means that the more ama-
teurs there are, the more there will

be. Business increases as enthusi-

asm spreads—and the amateurs do
their full part toward making
Kodak converts. They show their

friends the pictures they've made.

Ten^inutes

with the "Boss
they wax eloquent over tht' simpli-

city of the Kodak system. They ex-

claim, I hope, OA^er the service our
store renders. And the first thing
you know, there's another amateur
added to the list. The more ama-
teurs there are, the more there Avill

be. It's worth rememl)ering,

Sammy.
"And here's what I've been

thinking about. Are we careful

enough in seeing to it that each
purchaser of a Kodak, Bro-wnie,

Graflex or Premo gets his free

year's subscription to Kodakeryf
This morning ]\Iiss Conway sold a
box Brownie to Eddie Wilson and
the KodaJiery subscription blank
wasn't even mentioned. "Wliat if

Eddie is a mere kid. He'll like the

pictures and he'll be so proud over
getting a magazine of his own that
he'll never forget it. Consider, too,

]\rr. and Mrs. Wilson. There's noth-
ing that I would like better than
having Kodal'cry going to their
house.

"Where enthusiasm is in its in-

fancy, Sam, Kodal-ery will nurse
it."

An Autographic Argument
It is fair to estimate that every

Kodak sold will at some time or
other be called upon for pictures
of the youno'sters. Notice films

that come through for developing
and you will find a considerable
portion of them "Kid" pictures.

Almost invariably a snapshot of

a youngster provokes this question.

"When was it made?" "How old

was Billy then ? '

'

The date written on the film at

the time is half the interest.

For pictures of the children

—

a date and title. That is but one

argument for the autographic fea-

ture. Use it in your sales talk.

16



Not— ' 'A nything else to-day
'

'

—but— "Here is something

I think will interest you,
"



If it isn 7 an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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The biggest simpleton of

all is the fellow who does

nothing on April 1 but

keep people from playing

jokes on him.



It isn't good policy to let a clock rim down
before ^nnding it iij). Same way with bus-

iness—and tlie key is advertising.

—Ad-points
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IT RESTS IN PIECES

Jerry, the plumber's appreiitiee, mI.o is •' awfully handy with tools"
has beeii trying- to clean bis shutter of tlie oil that he shouldn't have putm ]t. Aow It s a job for the Service De]iartment at Toronto
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Kodak Advertising and the Almanac
Official Spring begins late in

]\Iareh. The Kodak Rotooravure
campaign begins early in April.

It is no mere coincidence that

the almanac and our advertising

schedule so nearly agree. The expl-

anation is that Spring yanks people

out-of-doors and sets them down in

the midst of picture-making oppor-

tunities.

So to cash in on the enthusiasm

aroused by the first fresh air weeks,

Kodak Advertising is going to

spread itself. To begin with, larger

space will be used in all the mag-
azines and farm jiapers that carried

Kodak Ads during the winter

months. That alone means quite a

tidy campaign.
But it's not all. Supplementing

this mass of publicity we are going

to use the pictorial sections of three

newspapers which print roto-

gravure supplements.

When the weekly paper comes,

the picture section is the first one
turned to. It draws more atten-

tion than any other part of the

issue. The whole family sees it.

Everyone who gets the paper is

certain to read a full page adver-

tisement in the rotogravure sec-

tion.

The first of a series of full page
Kodak Ads in rotogravure will

appear in the April 8th issues of

the Toronto Star "Weekly, ^lont-

real Standard and Halifax Leader.

For that date the Ad that is re-

produced in small size on page 5

is scheduled. Notice that the illus-

tration shows an outdoor group
and that a youngster is using the

Kodak. Now read the copy. See
how it carries the idea of Kodak
usefulness to everybody's doorstep.

See how it sends people to your
counter by saying that copies of

"At Home with the Kodak "are
obtainable at Kodak Dealers'.

The al)ility of children to operate

the Kodak, the usefulness of the

Kodak in every household, the free

distribution of "At Home with the

Kodak" will all be told anew in

this advertisement.

In addition to the rotogravure
sections, which will give the ad-

vertisement a circulation of nearly
a quarter of a million, this same
Ad in black and white, will be in

April issues of the seA'enteen Can-
adian magazines and farm papers
used for Kodak advertising. Its

total circulation Avill lie well over

a million copies.

The interest that this advertising

creates is yours to profit by, if you
go after it. Put new pep into your
window displays 1)y showing pict-

3
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ures of children using the Kodak,
outdoor scenes, enlargements of

local landscapes and similar sub-

jects that will demonstrate the

value of picture making to your

own customers. Have a supply of

"At Home with the Kodak" ready

so you can satisfy requests for this

booklet. And use in your local

newspaper the advertising electro

that is offered in the March Trade
Circular. It is an application of

the Ad that is shown on page 5,

and with it you can connect your
counter with our current Kodak
advertising.

Ask the Advertising Department
If you've used your sample

prints to show your customers

actual proof of the work done by

dift'erent Kodaks, you probably

need a new assortment now. Ask

the advertising department.

To complete your window and
showcase displays you'll want some

price cards, giving the new figures

on cameras that you received

before the revised cards were ready.

Ask the advertising department.
"At Home with the Kodak" is

still available. You'll need a new
sui)ply with which to connect up
with the current national ads that

mention this booklet. Ask the

advertising department.
If there's something you need

that isn't mentioned here, special

advertising copy for example, we
may lie able to supply it anyway—
ask the advertising department.

In Kodakery the Ads Fit the Stories
A few months ago a well kno^\'n

magazine contained an interesting

article on travel adventures with
a camera. Reference was made to

the Graflex and one illustration

showed a native of an Asiatic

country looking into the focusing
hood. Among the back pages of the

same number of this magazine was
a iGraflex advertisement. Adver-
tising men who noticed it said

it looked like a put-up job, but, of

course, it was only a coincidence.

There is no question but that the

enthusiasm created by a magazine 's

stories carry through to its adver-

tising pages. "Editorial influence"

it is called.

This idea is carried out to its

nth degree in Kodakery. There,

since we know in advance, what the

editorial matter is to be, advertising

copy is prepared to feature the

accessories and supplies that are

commented on in the text. Thus,
a reader becomes interested in the

description of a developer that is

equally suitable for plates, paper
and film. He sees the economy of

using such a preparation. And in

the advertising pages he learns

the name of the developer, the sizes

in which it is available, what the

carton looks like, and the price.

Notice this tie-up from month to

month as you read Kodakery.

You'll be convinced that it has its

eft'ect in stimulating trade in ac-

cessories and supplies and that it

is the kind of advertising that will

pay you if you get it into the hands

of your customers.

The little coupon will do it.
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Keep the story with a KODAK
Today it's a picture of Gnindmother readiiitr to the children. Tiunorrow

it may be Bobbie playiner traffic policeman or Aunt Edna at the -wheel of her

new car or Brother Bill back fmm college for the week-end or—
There's always another story waiting for your Kodak.

Free at your dealer's or from us—"At Home with the Kodak." a well

illustrated little book that will help in picture-making at your house.

Autographic Kodaks $6.50 up

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada

This advertisement opens the Kodak roto<i'ravure campaign on April
8th. It also appears in blaek-and-white in seventeen of the principal
maofazines and farm papers. In all, its circulation will be upwards of a
million.
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In this furnace the cubes are heated until plastic

light is bent in passino- throiiuli the

glass—a very interesting opei'ation.

After satisfying all requirements

of the testing department, the slabs

are ready to be sawed into cubes.

Now tlie cubes are heated to a

high temperature in gas furnaces

until they become plastic. One of

these furnaces is shown in operat-

ion above. The workman is protect-

ed from the fierce heat by the chain

guard sliown, and by a current of

cool air which blows constantly

against Iiis face and body from a

ventilator opposite I lis waist.

Each plastic cube is next placed

in a mould, and an air pressure

stamp, at riglit of the furnace,

presses it into a blank. aiii)roxi-

mately the sha])e of a finislied lens.

After this the discs are put in an

electric annealing oven whose tem-

perature, regulated by an automat-

ic heat control, may be set to rise to

a predetermined degree. At this de-

gree of lieat. whatever strain may
be present in the discs will be

gradually relaxed. Then, for about

two days, the same automatic heat

control slowly cools the oven to

])revent introduction of new strains

in the discs.

The perfect, annealed discs are

again tested and forwarded to the

rougliing department. There they

start on a long program of grinding

and jiolishing, interspersed by ex-

acting optical tests, until they

finally emerge as elements of the

Kodak Anastigmat.
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P
Demonstrate these five

articles together this way,
and you can

Sell them together this way:

Vest Pocket
Kodak
Special,

/; 7.7 lens. . $12.00

V. P. K.
Tripod
Adapter .50

Kodapod . 2.25

Cable
Release
Attachment. .50

Kodak Self

Timer .... 1.50

$16.75
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It's Bad Form in England
Our kinsmen across the Atlantic

are usually more formal in their

business affairs than we are, and
they are often thought to be less

grateful for unsought advice.

Yet one of them, in telling of his

experiences at the finishing count-

ers of several photographic stores

daring his vacation, says that he

was always disappointed when the

salesman handed him his prints

and negatives with no comment be-

yond, "two and four pence, sir."

It is bad business and bad form,

says this gentleman, to overlook

such an opportunity to be of real

service to the customer.

Make it a Ceremony
You've often seen an Automatic

Vendor. It's a mechanical contri-

vance, usually stationed in front of

the store. By dropping a penny into

the slot and a couple on the pave-

ment, you can get a stick of gum
or a stamp.
To this mechanical vendor every

customer looks alike. It makes no
record of names, it cannot remem-
ber faces. If you should take your
patronage elsewhere this lever-and-

spring salesman would make no
effort to get you back to its corner.

In short, it establishes no relations

with its customers.

"At Home with the Kodak"
could be assured of a magnificent

free circulation if a few copies were
placed in mechanical vendors on
street corners. But its magnificent

circulation wouldn't make the

booklet achieve one-fourth of its

juirpose. For, its purpose is to es-

tablish a firm relationship between
prospective purchasers of photo-

graphic goods and Kodak salesmen.

A mechanical vendor won't ans-

wer.

Every national advertisement in

which "At Home with the Kodak"
is mentioned states that the l)ooklet

is obtainable at Kodak dealers'.

That's the key to the scheme

—

io

send prospects to you.

When a person comes to your

counter and asks for a copy, your

opportunity has arrived. To some

inquirers you may be aide to sell

a Kodak, right then and there.

Your experience as a salesman will

tell you how far you can safely

carry the argument, in each part-

icular case. But make the opportun-

itv as much of an occasion as poss-

ilile.

Suppose, when someone asks

for "At Home with the Kodak,"
you show him the frontispiece. Say

"that the illustration there is the

exact size of the 3A picture. Then
show him the 3A Kodak. Explain

how easy it is to use and how the

oblong proportions make vertical

and horizontal images fit the film

equally well, without wasting space.

Perhaps the inquirer has a cam-

era. Then you'll want to show him

how the portrait attachment slips

over the lens, how the self-timer

works, and how other apparatus is

used.

And in every case get the name

and address of the prospective cus-

tomer, so you can work toward

making him an actual customer by

sending him catalogues and sales

letters from time to time. Convince

him that you'll be glad to help him

start his career as an amateur

]ihotographer, and there'll be little

(l()ul)T about where he'll go to buy

his outfit.
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A glimpse of Kodak Heights which shows the ideal factory environment.

Buildings That Breathe

A Refinement of Man

The freshest of the fresli air we
breathe is not pure enough nor

clean enough for use in the great

plant at Kodak Heights where
Eastman Film is manufactured.
The location of Kodak Heights

itself is a precaution. It is away
from the smoke and dust of the

city, while the smoke from the

great power plant is carried away
by an enormous chimney 200 feet

high.

The plant is also a model of

cleanliness—but all of these pre-

cautions, M-hile quite essential, are

not in themselves enough. The real

refinement of precautionary meas-

ures in the production of film is the

conditioning of the air the buihl-

ings breathe.

ufacturing Precautions.

In this conditioning process the

air is filtered and washed, heated or

cooled, moistened or dried as the

case demands, before it is allowed

to enter the rooms where emulsions

are made, or where film is coated

or dried or packed. But always the

air is cleaned.

The air is drawn into the Iniild-

ings,—breathed, we might say,

—

through great batteries of filter

hags tliat look like small dirigible

balloons, open at one end. This

filtering process removes the great-

er part of the dirt.

AVhere emulsions are made or

Miiere film is coated this filtered air

is further purified. After filtering

it passes through an air washer

10
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wliieh consists of a series of banks
of sprat's extended across the air

tnnnel or air passage. Each bank
of sprays spreads out a curtain of

dense, finel}' divided water through
which the air must pass.

This is the washing process. The
air that passes through this spray
chamber is thoroughly cleansed,

the last vestige of dirt being re-

moved when the air impinges on
water-covered batfle-plates between
wliicli it passes as it leaves the air

washer.

The air may then be lieated or

cooled as is required, lint its con-

ditioning so far as moisture content

is concerned is usually brought
about in the spray chamber when
it is washed.

The air that is used in drying
freshly coated film must contain

a small l)ut a very definite and
uniform amount of moisture.

If it is a humid summer day the

air will usually contain so much
moisture that aconsiderable amount
of it must be removed before the

air can be used.

It may sound paradoxical but it

is a fact that the moisture can be

removed when the air is washed.

A spray of cold water will remove
moisture from warm air as it

washes it, while a spray of warm
water will put moisture into the

air.

While the greatest precautions

are taken in the manufacture of

film, every l)uilding at Kodak
Heights tliat produces or helps to

produce sensitized materials breath-

es air that is filtered and washed

—

air such as we ordinary humans
seldom ever breathe except in those

periods directly after a refreshing

rain storm when one is likely to say

:

"My, doesn't the air smell fresh

and clean ? '

'

Dust and dirt have no i)art in

the manufacture of sensitive mat-
erials so we eliminate them. Uni-

formity of product depends upon
uniform manufacturing conditions,

so we maintain such conditions by
refrigeration, by heat, by air con-

ditioning, twenty-four hours of

everv dav throuahout the vear.

Want Some Order Blanks?

With his first shipment of Kodak
goods, every dealer receives a pad
of order blanks for his use when
sending for more goods. These
blanks are supplied for convenience
in ordering at your end and for

swiftness in handling the order at

our end.

They are printed on a light

weight bond paper so that the

order may be written in ink, copy-

ing ink if you wish to make a

letter-press copy, or so that if tAvo

sheets are used with carbon pa])er

Ijetween, a carbon copy is obtained

for your files.

If you are out of these blanks and
would like some, include a recjuest

for a i)ad in your next order. It will

come with the g-oods.

11
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New Price Cards
Even if price isn't the most

talked-of attribute of the o'oocls

you sell it is somethino- that people
want to know. And now that lower
prices are in effect it is doubly
important that the cameras you
show in your windows and cases

should tell how mucli thev cost.

Xew price cards have been pre-

pared for all models of Kodaks

and Brownies. They are beinsr dis-

trilnited as rapidly as possible and

if you have not as yet received a

complete set of cards at your store,

thev will bo alono" in a few davs.

A Projection Printer for Amateurs
The self-focusing principle, the

basic idea of the Kodak Projection

Printer, has been adapted into a

smaller, lower-priced machine for

amateur use—the Kodak Auto-
Focus Enlarger.

Focusing is automatic—a verti-

cal cam controls the distance be-

tween the lens and the negative as

the distance between the camei-a

and the copy board is chai'ged.

This eliminates the l)othprsome pro-

cess of focusing, and makes enlarg-

ing much easier and swifter. The
February Trade Circular describes

the apparatus fully and the ^lay
Kodal'ery will explain its use.

If your shipment of Kodak Auto-
Focus Enlargers has arrived you
have probably discovered how stur-

dily they are built and how easy

thev are to use.

Easy to sell, too, the Kodak
Auto-Focus Enlarger, because it is

so simple to demonstrate it effec-

tively. Clamj) it on a table top near
your Kodak counter and show it

off at every opportunity. Explain
that the mechanism is not delicate,

but that it is designed to withstand
all ordinary usage in the hands
of the amateur. Explain that the

lens is a Kodak Anastigmat f.1.1

and that the lamphouse is the same
size as the one on the Kodak En-
larging Outfit. Then explain that

12

by making focusing an auto-

matic operation the Kodak Auto-

Focus Enlarger will turn out prints

twice as rapidly as any other

amateur enlarging apparatus.

But that's only the half of your

demonstration scenario. Show how
convenient it is to have the bromide

pai)er laid fiat on the table top, at

waist height held there by a quickly

adjusted ]^aper holder. Show how
the paper holder frames the image,

making it easy to block out the

margins.

Every amateur ]ihotographer will

appreciate the facility with which

composition is controlled. As the

camera is raised and lowered the

image expands and shrinks, always

in perfect focus. How easy it is

to determine the size that will

show the scene most effectively.

And both hands are free for mask-

ing and dodging, to improve the

high lights and shadows liy local

control.

Remember that after you take the

profit from selling the apparatus

you'll take more profits from the

sale of Bromide paper and card

mounts. Demonstrate to all your

customers who own cameras.

They'll be interested in so swift and
simple a method of making large

prints from small negatives.
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Just received, the new

^ ( Kodak

^ Auto-Focus

Enlar^er

By eUui'niatuig focusing this

amateur apparatus makes eii-

larging almost as easy as co}i-

tact printing.

The Kodak Auto-Focus Enlarger clamps to any table

top and operates vertically. It makes prints on Bromide
paper from l}4 to 3% times the dimensions of any size

negative up to 4 x 6 inches.

As you slide the camera up or down on its standard,

the image shrinks or grows to the size desired. The
mechanically accurate, auto-tocus device automatically
adjusts the focus of the camera lens and constantly keeps
the image critically sharp.

Complete with electric cord and plug, negative holder, set of flex-
ible masks in six sizes and Kodak Anastigmat lens, but without the
tiO-Watt Mazda Lamp required for illumination. Kodak Auto-Focus
Enlarger ?:i5.00. Diffusion Disk for soft focus prints Sl.dO.

Let us sJioiv you hoiv simple and satisfactory it is.

Richard Roe & Co., 101 Tripod Avenue

This envelope staffer, imprinted with your name and address, supplied in quantities

on request. Ask the advertising department.

13
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Get them to

'

' I have felt lost for the last week

or two," said Carbon Velox to his

friend M. Q. Tubes as they rode

down town on the Monday Morning
Toonerville Express.

"Family away?" asked Tubes.
'

' Xo, not my family, Init my
friend, the Specialist, that young-

fellow at the photographic counter

down at Jimson's store. He has

gone to Rochester for a couple of

weeks, and I'll bet that I have

wanted to ask him a dozen quest-

ions."

"What's he doing in Rochester

—

on a vacation?"
"Evidently it's sort of vacation

and business com])ined," replied

Carbon. "You know the Eastman
people have a school for amateur

finishers open to their dealers and

their dealers 'employees. Theyteach
developing, printing, enlarging,

and lantern slide making and so

forth. It ought to ])e a corking good

proposition for any one who hand-

les photographic goods and is

anxious to learn his business thor-

oughly. I understand that it is reg-

ular Eastman service—costs noth-

ing.
'

'

"Well, that's a great opportun-

ity for a fellow like the Specialist.

He already has a good footing in

photography. Reads all the text-

books issued by theKodak company,
and keeps in close touch with the

service department at Toronto.

Ouglit to know something al:)Out

picture-making. '

'

"You bet he does, and he not

only knows his game but knows how
to tell other people," said Green.
'

' That boy has developed the art of

imparting knov.ledge. It's a pleas-

ure to ask him for information."
'

' You 're right there, ' 'said Tubes.

"He got me the first time I went

into the store, simplv In- showing

14

Asking You
that he was interested in my work.

Perhaps he did jolly me along a

little, but anyway, before I knew it

he had me coming in to see him reg-

ularly for advice. And now he's

getting my money."
"W^ell, you don't mind paying

for it, do you? You get the inform-

ation you want; it is willingly

given. In return you willingly give

the Specialist your business, and
I'll bet that you have used more
supplies than ever before."

"There's no argument about

that," said Tubes. "I certainh'

have been spending most of my
allowance with him. But how did

Jimson get hold of a fellow who
knows the photographic l;>asiness

so well?"
"Why, Jimson tells me that the

Specialist was nothing extraordin-

ary when he started out. He was
ada])tal)le and anxious to learn. So
like Topsy, his photographic know-
ledge just grew and the job grew
along with him. In any event, Jim-
son claims that he is the best ad-

vertisement the Kodak department
has."
"And that means more bus-

iness," added Tul)es.

yotc—The course of training that

Carl)on's friend, the Specialist, is

taking at Rochester, usually oc-

cupies two weeks. The course is free

and there is no charge for the

photographic films, papers, chem-

icals, etc., that are used. Transport-

ation and board are expenses l)orne

by the student..

Although conducted at Roches-

ter l)y the Eastman Kodak Co., this

course is open to Canadian Kodak
Dealers and their accredited rep-

resentatives.

Write to Toronto for application

blank.
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A Window Poster

Homelike—that's the word to

describe the picture of Grand-
mother and the children, which
appears in the April Kodak Ads.

Such a picture could l)e made in

almost any home. Therein lies the

strength of the Ad.
It has sales energy and every l)it

of sales energy that the Ad contains

can be utilized to your advantage

if your window displays and local

Ads feature the same picture.

The full page rotogravure Ads
make excellent window posters.

They are large—18 x 22 inches.

Mounted on a card or placed in a

frame or .just stuck on the display

window, they furnish the link to

connect your store with our adver-

tising.

]Mrs. Jones reads the Ad in

the pictorial section of the Week-
ly paper. AVhen she goes down toAvn

she sees the same picture in your
store window. That connects Mr.
John Doe with Kodaks in her mind.

If she is going to buy a Kodak
she thinks of John Doe's store. If

she has a Kodak she wants film and
otlier supplies. Again she thinks of

John Doe.

We are going to send a in-oof of

the April Rotogravure Ad to you
by mail. You will get it on or about

April 8th, when the Issues wliich

carry this copy appear.

When it comes put it up in the

window or display it prominently
in your store. Use it to make your
public think of you when they think

of Kodak.

In the April Kodakery

Looking through the April

Kodahery you will find an interest-

ing assortment of information and
suggestions about amateur jJiotog-

rapliy. And after looking it through
you'll decide to read it through, to

l)e posted on the latest ways of

getting the best pictures.

"By the Light of the Winter's
Aloon" is the romantic title of an
article describing a moonlight pict-

ure made witli a box-type Brownie.
"Selecting the Paper to Fit the

Negative" tells about the difference

between prints made on special Ye-
lox, Regular Yelox. and Contrast
Yelox and shows three prints, all

made from the same negative on
different papers.

'

' The Perspective of the Picture '

'

explodes the mistaken notion that

perspective is determined l)y tlu^

focal length of the lens used.

"The Reg'ular Editor is out of

Town " is the easily-believed title

of another story.

"From the Clouds with a Kod-
ak'' gives some pointers on making
exposures from an aeroplane and
tliere's an entertaining bit of biog-

rapliy about tlie author.

Tlien there 's another story about
Jimmie Hatch and his Browiiie,

and interesting pictures a-plenty.

Just off the press—a new addition of the booklet "About
Lenses". Reasonable quantities free, on request.

15
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i-yii">.

"They say that curiosity killed

the cat. Well, it's my opinion that

that's the reason a cat has nine

lives. She comes back again and
ag'ain

—
'til finally she finds ont.

The cat's a very sagacious animal.

Sammy. And on one of her earthly

visits she gets the information she's

after.

"And now, I suppose you'll be

Avondering why this makes me tliink

of Ed Hunter, but it does.

"Ed, you know, took my job at

the Bolter Works when I came here.

My job included my desk—an im-

posing monument of mahogany
that had also served the man before

me—Harry Smith. The work that

went over that desk demanded the

use of a number of rubljer stam]:)s

and Harry had had a row of hold-

ers specially constructed for their

accomodation. The metal glint

caught your eye as soon as you
opened the desk.

"The other day I dropped in on

Ed. I found him in the middle of

a beautiful Imrst of profanity.

"Where was that stamp ? Xo, not

that one. Oh, here it was. Yes, there

TenMinutes

with the "Boss
it was underneath a mass of corres-

pondence. I glanced at the holders.

They were empty.
" 'Why don't you put those

stamps in the holders, Ed? I used
to find them a real convenience.' "

" 'Is that what those dinguses
are for?' growled Ed.
"Ed had been facing those hold-

ers six days a week for five years
without enough curiosity or initia-

tive or pep to endeavor to solve

their identity.

"People used to stay at that desk
two years at the outside and then
move up. I can see another five

aliead of Ed.
"And here's the point, Sammy.

Be sure that all the people in the

store really know the cameras

—

know ilit'iii nieclianically I mean.
"The customer is going to ask

them what this is and what that's

for and so on, and they must know.
"The reason I've talked so

long, Sammy, is to quiet my nerves.

I just saw ]^Iiss Ellery trying to

demonstrate a rising front and it

was so painfully apparent that she

didn't know what it was for in the

first place, and didn't know to work
it in the second place, that I

sought refuge in this oration. I feel

better now."

16



The rest cure is the worst

possible remedy for spring

fever.



If it isn't an Eastmaii

it isn't a Kodak.
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For one good idea that is

the product of genius, ten

are the products of work.



Goodwill

GOODWILL in business is a recognized asset.

In many instances the goodwill of a business

has been valued at more than the combined

worth of stock, factory and equipment, and it is

right that it should be so, for the material assets

can be quickly replaced, but goodwill is a mat-

ter of slow orowth.
to'

But what is aoodwill? How is it gained?
f-i

According to a manufacturer whose goodwill rates

high among his assets, it is gained in this way:

1. By letting people know you have something.

2. By convincing them that they need it.

3. By putting it where they can get it more
quickly, easily and economically than anything else

of its kind they might get.

4. By making and keeping them so glad they

have got it that they ])refer it to anything of a

similar natiu-e that there is to be had.

That is just as true of a man who sells his services

as of a man who sells something he makes. It is

a fundamental policy for every laborer, foreman,

clerk, storekeeper, farmer, lawyer, mechanic, manu-
facturer, wholesaler and captain of industry.

—The Herd



Eddie and his book on salesmanship agree that "many a good sales
talk is spoiled by the wrong kind of a wind-up."
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First Impressions

It is the nature of us humans
to form an opinion of a person

at the first meeting. "^leet so-

and-so" says someone. "Glad to

make your acquaintance" we say,

and as "we shake hands our first

impression of that person is

formed.

AYe all know that this is cliarae-

teristic. We realize the impor-

tance of first impressions and the

way in which they influence us for

or anrainst people. But do we ap-

preciate that it is also human
nature to be influenced equally

strongly by first impressions of

things—clothes, books, jewelry,

boots. Kodaks, everything? These
we usually meet for the first time
in the display window or at the

store counter and our first im-

pressions are formed by their ap-

pearance or display or by the way
they are handled at the counter.

After all, selling is very largely
the art of creating a favorable
first impression—the impression
of quality and value—for the
goods we have to sell. Therefore,
your success as a Kodak Salesman
depends a great deal on the way
in which the Kodak is first pre-
sented to a possible purchaser.

As an aid in obtaining a favor-

able first impression for Kodak
goods and for your store, the dis-

play window is your best friend.

He stands out on the street and
introduces your store and your
goods to all who pass by. If you
dress him properly and neatly,

he says to all who meet him '"'Here

is an active, progressive store",

and "These are quality goods and
value for your money."
On the contrary, if he is not

dressed properly, if he is uncared
for, and the goods are laid out in

bad taste, he reflects loose busi-

ness methods, cheap and out-of-

date goods.

Of equal importance in making
a favorable impression on a pos-

sible purchaser is the Avay in

which the Kodak is first sIioaati to

the prospect at the Kodak counter.

It should not be slapped down on
the counter as if it were merely
one of a thousand others and of no
particular importance. Whether
the camera in question is a Xo. O
BroAvnie or a 3A Special Kodak,
the salesman who has really stud-

ied his job will handle it in such

a way as to show tliat it is of value
for its own sake. Thus, at the be-
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ginning, the customer is made to

respect the camera.
The "atm()s]ilu're" thus created

will be intensitied by the presence

of a leather or velvet pad on which
the Kodak can be placed when it

is first set out on the counter, and
in this manner the customer is led

by sug-o'estion to form a proper
opinion as to the quality and value
of the Kodak that is placed before
liim.

The next step, and one that

should never be forgotten, is the

placing of the Kodak in the cus-

tomer's liands. In the case of

a Kodak there need be no fear

that the closer and more critical

examination which follows will

not confirm the first impression of

quality and value that have been
created in the customer's mind.
The salesman who has successfully

conducted the customer to this

point can usually leave the rest of

the selling to the Kodak itself.

The Beach Girl
And now, Mr. Kodak Salesman,

we would like to present to vou
the Kodak Beach G-irl. She is

just op]iosite, waving her hand
land looking aeross this way.

This young lad.y is a newcomer
to these parts, not very well

known as yet, but destined shortly

to become exceedingly well known
and popular, for her picture and
the story that she has to tell will

be published far and wide through-
out the whole of our Dominion.

To begin with, her picture—tlie

same one that is reproduced in

miniature on the opposite page

—

will appear on the 13th of this

month in the pictorial section of

the Toronto Star Weekly, Mon-
treal Standard and Halifax Lead-
er. The picture and short adver-
tising slogan that appears under-
neath it will occupy a full page.

This same picture, in all the glory
of full colors, will be on the back
cover of ]May Issues of such well
known magazines as ]MacLean's,
and Western Home ^Monthly.

The pages of five other well

known magazines and of nine of

the leading papers of the farm
list will feature the Kodak Beach
Girl prominently.

There is scarcely a hamlet or

rural route thoughout the whole
of Canada that is not reached by
one or more of the nineteen pub-
lications that are on the Kodak ad-

vertising list. To one out of every

four of our population, the Kodak
Beach Girl will wave a cheery

greeting and extend a hearty in-

vitation to join the ranks of Kod-
akers and enjoy the picture mak-
ing opportunities of the out-of-

doors days.

This young lady is going to do
all that she can to interest thou-

sands of people in the Kodak—to

help you sell Kodaks—to bring

an ever increasing number of

Kodak customers to your counter
for photograpliic supplies and
finishing.

Don't you think that you can

appropriate some of her effort for

yourself and for your store ? You
can, if you identify your store

with the Kodak Beach Girl's ad-

vertising campaign.
Put a Kodak display in the win-

dow and use the Beach Girl's pic-

ture as a centrepiece for the dis-

play.

A Rotogravure Poster will be
supplied to you for this purpose.
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All out-doors invites your

KODAK
Autographic Kodaks $6.50 up

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada

The JMay 13 full page rotogravure ad. Appears also iu the May
issues of MacLeans% Canadian Home Journal, Western Home Monthly
and La Canadienne, and in three other magazines and nine publications
of the farm paper group.
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Tearemout.

This title does not represent a

Turkish triumvirate—and of all

things don't let it remind you of

cigarettes or of cigar store coupons.

Kodakery coupons aren 'tlike cigar

store coupons. The salesman who
salves the most is the last to de-

serve a prize.

When you tear the Kodakcry cou-

pon from the manual, and fill in the

camera purchaser's name and tell

him that he '11 receive the magazine

every month, you gain considerable

goodwill for your store and for you.

"Fine fellow," says the customer.

''That's a good place to trade."

Perhaps you've secured him as a

permanent film purchaser. It de-

pends somewhat on how long he has

to wait for his first issue of Kodak-
If you send in the coupon at

It Never Rests
ery.

Fillemin and Mailem
once you are living up to your bar-

gain- But if you hang on to it until

you've accumulated several you do

yourself an injustice.

The customer wearies of looking

forward to the first appearance of

the magazine you promised him
and he loses faith in you. He writes

us for an explanation of the delay.

We sometimes carry a subscriber on

the lost list for weeks before the

salesman sends in the coupon.

JMeantime the customer is annoy-

ed, we are required to write eva-

sive letters, and there is dissatis-

faction all around.

The proper program for handling

Kodakery coupons is totear 'em out,

fill 'em in and mail 'em. so that

the customer gets his first issue as

soon as possible.

When the letter that is quoted

below reached the office, the mail

clerk who opened it didn't get the

humor of it—she thought that the

Projection Printer had gone wrong
—and sent the communication to

the Service Department. So you
are advised to read it clear through

if you wish to hear how one Kodak
dealer enlarged his enlarging busi-

ness.

"Last August we ordered a $525.00

Projection Printer, as our old arc light

enlarger took too much time to operate,

thinking the new camera would give us

a lot of extra time in this particular

branch. We were mistaken, as it takes

every spare minute we can get and at

the present writing we have over 200
enlargements waiting to be printed.

One day we got out 70 and the next 50
and think nothing of a dozen or so. I

speak of this to verify your article in

the March Kodak Salesman.

"I have also found that a gift of a

3A Amateur Folder containing an en-

largement of a good V. P. negative in-

cluded in a good customer's finished

work has produced some amazing re-

sults. They are particularly enthusias-

tic in showing off something they got
for nothing and occasionally it results

that their friends bring you their finish-

ing. Tt only takes us a few minutes in

the Projection Printer to run off a dozen
prints from some of the best negatives.
Therefore the fault I find with the new
Projection Printer is that instead of
saving me time it takes nearly all of it.

Here is hoping your other users of this

wonderful printer are having the same
fault to find."

The moral here is: don't buy a

Projection Printer unlessyouwant
to get the profits from an increas-

ed enlarging business. You can
prove it for yourself with a Kodak
Projection Printer, which retails

for $225, handles negatives up to

4x5^ inches and is especially

designed for use in amateur finish-

ing plants.
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Adventures in Buyology
Bear in mind that while the names that appear in these

adventures are altered, each is founded on an incident that

actually happened—not necessarily at the Kodak counter,

but in a store handling Kodak goods. It gives you the
customer's viewi^oint and every word is true.

Again Ed Holmes was airing his

shopping grievances as we settled

into seats on the suburban trolley.

'Thought you were all through
shoi:)ping at Thompson's after the

fountain pen episode at Christmas
time," we commented, opening the

evening paper.

"Thought I M-as, too. and I'm
sure I am now. AYhy. listen to

what that simple, stupid—-"

"Start with the Doxology, Ed,
and save the blessing until the

end," we advised, turning to the

sporting page.

"Well, a couple of weeks ago
Thompson's advertised card tables

at a reduction. ]\Irs Holmes want-
ed an extra one for a party so I

overcame my prejudice against

Thompson's and got one there

—

a good one with legs that open and
fasten with a new device that

makes them quite rigid."

And of course they delivered it

too late for the party," said we.
unsuccessfully attempting a bit of

research into the Leafs' Southern
training trip.

"Xo. it came—

"

"Wonderful." we cried. "The
Leafs—."
"Listen to me," demanded Ed

and we obeyed. "A table came all

right, they have motor delivery

out our way three times a week,
but it was the wrong one and
didn't have the patented leg

fastening arrangement."
"Well?" Ave interrogated, fold-

ing up the paper with a sigli of

surrender.

"Mrs. Holmes phoned three

times to the very idiot who waited

on me, to have them come and get

it, but they didn't. Finally I car-

ried the thing back to Thompson's
myself, one morninsr. in one of

these confoundedly crowded ears.

I took it to the fellow behind the

counter—^the same one

—

"Same counter?" we inquired.

"Yes and same imbecile behind
it. And I ordered the right one,

and it was delivered."

We took up the paper again

hopefully—fruitlessly. "All's well

that ends well, Ed."
"Yes, but alldidn 'tend well. Got

home last night and found a bill for

l)oih tables. Xow I'll have to take

a day off and straighten the thing

out with Thompson's bookkeeper."
"Don't get rumpled, old party,

we tried to calm him doAATi. "^lis-

takes wiJl happen, and 'to err is

liuman, to for
— '."

"Shut up," snapped Ed. "I can
forgive mistakes but not stupidity.

As I started to say before, think of

what that simple, stupid pencil

rack behind Thompson's counter
did to me.
"He sent me the wrong table.

He failed to give the delivery de-

partment an order to call for it

and after I brought it back and got

the right one, he sent through to

the bookkeeper a second sales slip

instead of an exchange memo.
"Why call him a pencil rack?''

"That's all he uses his head for

—he parks a pencil back of each

ear.
'

'
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The window says "May time, blossom time is Kodak time.

To Show for One Week in May
May this windoM* paper for the background, andEarly in

should show itself to people who
pass your store on their way
to work or to school. It typifies

a May Day custom and suggests
the season as abounding in picture

opportunities.

The foreground may be made
to suggest a plot of lawn on which
the Maypole has been erected.

A few branches of blossoms are

suggestive of the season, and the

neat hand lettered sign explains
that "Every day in May has pic-

tures for the Kodak."
Moss for the lawn, the branches

of blossoms and buntmg or crepe

]Maypoles, are easy to obtain.

Pictures for spring time scenes,

preferably showing youngsters or

parents photographing children,

you may have, or if not, can make
from your own or from some of

your customers ' negatives.

Besides the Kodaks themselves,
the price cards and pedestals for

the Kodaks to stand on, this is all

that you will require to install a

timely and striking display that

will attract the attention of every-

one, and which will have a partic-

ularly strong appeal for parents
and voungsters.

8
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Isn't it the Truth?
Everyone connected with the

photographic business knows that

the public does not always get

good pictures. The large majority

do, but the minority must also, if

sales are to be maintained at the

highest point.

These errors are partly our

fault, partly your fault, partly the

public's fault and partly just plain

human nature.

If a person forgets to turn the

key after making an exposure and
gets two pictures on one negative

or if he forgets whether the key
has been turned or not and turns

it to be safe and gets no picture

on one section of film, that's just

plain human nature.

But there are other ways of do-

ing wrong, for many of which the

public blames somebody other

than himself.

If the film is fogged because

the release was pressed only once

instead of twice in making a time

exposure, or if the subject or

• This Month
Tricking birds and animals into

posing for his Graflex is a hobby
with Howard Taylor ]\[iddleton,

a regular contributor to Kodakcry.

In ]May he tells how he caught
'Reddy Chickaree in Action."
"The Proof of the Pudding"

has to do with the biography of

a BroAvnie that was bought eigh-

teen years ago and is still going
strong. Opposite the story is a

photograph recently made Avith

this veteran camera.

"The Path of Sunbeams" tells

how bands of sunlight can be util-

ized for adding pictorial interest

to a scene.

camera moved during exposure, no
great harm is done, providing the
public knows the reason, but usu-
ally the beginner or indifferent

photographer thinks the camera
is at fault, or the finishing of the
negatives badly done.
We can print the instructions in

our manuals, but unless you urge
the customers to read the manual
and to keep it for reference, many
will never benefit by the in-

structions.

Every time you sell a Kodak or
a Brownie or a Premo, remember
the manual and emphasize its im-
portance. And while you are at

the manual don't forget Kodakery
and the Kodakery subscription
blank.

Kodakery helps your customer
to avoid mi-stakes not just once or
once in a while, but once a month
for twelve months, and longer if

the subscription is renewed, and
and a good many of them are. Get
the name on the dotted line.

in Kodakery
How to use the Kodak Auto-

Focus Enlarger is told \\\ detail

in "Automatic Focusing in En-
larging." This story and the ad
for the outfit are certain to

create interest in this new device.

"Close up Pictures with the Ko-
dak" is the title of an illustrated

article that explains how the use

of the Kodak Portrait Attachment
broadens the field of Amateur
Photography.

The centre-spread is filled with

Kodak and Premo pictures from

here, there and everywhere.
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The use of an electric furnace in the preparation of Diphenyl.

Organic Chemicals
Before the war the chemists ot

Canada and the United States in

university and industrial labora-

tories depended almost entirely

on foreign sources for the chem-
icals they used in their research

work. With this supply stopped
it was necessary for each labora-

tory to prepare for itself the re-

quired chemicals before any special

piece of work could be started

This wascostly and time-consuming.

When the shortage of these chem-
icals became felt so severely in the

country, the American Chemical
Society asked that some manu-
facturer take up their preparation.

Because the Eastman Kodak
Company manufactured photo-

graphic developing agents at

Rochester they already had a first-

class staff of organic chemists and
decided to make svnthetic organic

and Photography
chemicals at the Kodak Research
Laboratory.

Organic chemistry is concerned
Avith the production of complex
compounds, among which are dyes,

medicinals, and photographic de-

veloping agents, derived from al-

cohol or from coal tar.

The manufacture of these chem-
icals is not simple ; in most cases

there are a greatmany complicated
steps. The accompanying illus-

tration shows the maze of appara-
tus M'hich is needed in the prep-

aration of one chemical and the

preparation of nearly every
compound necessitates a different

set up and arrangement of appar-
atus. Since most of the work is

carried out in small glass vessels

because it is only in this way that

we can be sure the resulting chem-
icals will be of the highest possible

10
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purity, tJie niaiiiifactiire of these

compounds is frequently expen-

sive. The price of them ranges

from a few cents a pound to as high

as thirty-five hundred dollars a

pound.
At the present time the price list

of EastmanOrganic Chemicals con-

tains the names of nearly 1,300

chemicals, most of -which they pre-

pare.

We are proud to know that it is

largely due to Kodak success that

this country has an independent
supply of materials which are of

basic importance for the further-

ance of scientific research.

At the same time, we have

benefited in that we are assured ot

having the best possible chemical

knowledge at our disposal for our

photographic work, and we can

thus feel certain that we have

available for the manufacture of

our sensitized products and our de-

veloping agents—including the

films, paper and chemicals that

Kodak dealers stock—the best pos-

sible scientific information.

End of the Line

The Panorani Kodaks are the last

Kodaks described in the catalogue.

But just because their position

is at the end of the line doesn't

mean that your customers ought
never get that far-

With the approach of the tour-

ing season you will find many
motorists interested inthiscamera.
They will be attracted by tlie panel-

like prints that it makes and the

ease with which it is used.

The best way to demonstrate the

Kodak as

Real estate dealers now choose to

be called "realtors." to mark the
distinction between the old time
land agent and the modern trained
broker. The realtor, as defined
must knoAv considerable about many
subjects, including law. engineer-
ing, agriculture, drainage, archi-

tecture, insurance, plumbing,
finance. He should know also the
value of photography in his busi-

ness.

Here is the way one realtor uses

it:

As soon as a home is listed for

sale or for rent it is photographed
with a 3A Kodak. The^ photo-

Panoram is to show pictures made
from Panoram negatives. If you
haven't a sample print made with

a Panoram Kodak ask us, andwe '11

send a specimen of its work.neatlv

mounted for display use.

a Realtor
graph is then displayed in a show-

room for homeseekers to examine.

When a house is sold the photo-

graph goes into the "morgue," to

be consulted further if the pro-

perty is againplacedonthemarket.

Perhaps the realtors of your com-

numity aren't making the greatest

possible use of jihotographs. You
may be able to sell them more cam-

eras and supplies and get orders

for enlargements to be used for

display purposes. April is a big

month in their business and they

might help make it a bigger month

in vours.

n
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary

2is kept by his son

Vl^ dad said that he knew a

fella once that no matter what

it was, he was against it. It might

be the counter or the shelf or a

pillar—it didn't make any differ-

ence, he'd be against it. Lucky

thing too because otherwise the

probabilities were he would have

toppled over backwards and smash-

ed his scull. My dad said that that

fella had all the life and sparkle

of a blue print drawing of a proposed

adition to a portable garage. He
said that the other fellas some times

give you the idea that they was

half asleep but this burd was the

only fella he ever saw who was

19/17 asleep all the time. He never

woke up because he had nothing

to wake up from. He had his uses

thougli. my dad said as a horrable

exampul.
My dad said that a fella is his

own best advertising medium. If

he looks sleepy and acts sleepy

and gives the customers the idea

that they broke in on his rest, he's

^advertising himself as not up to

his job.

If his appearance is slovenly

—

again he advertises himself as un-

fit. If he fails to know the line

his talk will show it and still he's

advertising.

If you are lazy and don't care

how you look or what you say,

my dad said, it isn't just the right

type of publicity to give the

fevorish public. Keep the secrit

yourself. Tell Big Ben if you like

that you hate to get up but don't

let on to the customer.

Because you're advertising your-

self all the time—and there are

some kinds of publicity that don't

pay-

Dodge to Get a New Camera
From r/(i" Photograpliic Dealer (LondoiO

A recent police-court case at

Liverpool provided some details of

an ingenious scheme to procure a

new camera.

It transpired that a lady called

at the local dealer's shop to have a

fresh film put into hercamera,and,

stating that she had not sufficient

money to pay for the spool, left the

camera until she called again later

that day. A few hourslater, a gen-

tleman entered the shop and asked,

"Have you a camera for Miss

Blank? I believe there is some-

thing to pay for a spool ? " He de-

scribed the camera, and in good

faith it was handed to him. The

next morning, Miss Blank appeared

to collect her camera, and, when
told that a gentleman had already
called for it, declared that she had
not authorized any one to do so.

The lady's scheme to obtain a

irew camera did not succeed ; but
we give the details to emphasize
how very careful dealers must be.

Any slackness on their part opens
up a way for such people to exer-

cise their ingenuity to the disad-

vantage of the dealer.

Awkward situations, such as the

one described here, can be avoided

b}^ the use of vouchers which should

be handed in exchange for all goods

left, and collected when the goods

are handed back to the owner.

12
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Stage t

Advertising journals commented
recently on a window display used
by a certain savings bank. Beside

a hundred dollar bill was shown
two two dollar bills. Beneath it

was the statement, "TVe pay 4%."
There's nothing basically new in

that notion. It is simply another
adaptation of "'reason why "meth-
ods to the show window. The two
bills are the result of the pro-

cess that is being advertised. A
hundred dollars deposited in that

bank pays four dollars interest

every year—this window was al-

most a demonstration.
"Wliieh is only another proof of the

fact that you can show people better
than vou can ifll them-

he Story
Suppose you put a card in your

window: ''Bro\\Tiie Cameras make
good pictures." It doesn't prove

anything, does it? But put a

Brownie camera and a few Brownie
prints in the window and a card

that says. '"A Bro^vnie like this

makes pictures like these, "and you
not only say somethingbut prove it.

There's a lot to be said about

Kodaks and about amateur photo-

graphy. TeU your story in a con-

vincing way through your news-
paper copy. Then show the why,
the wherefore and the wherewith
in your window displays.

That's real "reason why" ad-

vertising and it's easily applied to

the Kodak line.

The Eldon

Amateur Folder
serves as a mount for Kodak

prints and protects the picture so

you can mail it safely, carry it

compactly, or stand it on your

desk.

Made of heavy durable eover stoek. Xo paste required.

Price, per dozen, 75c to 90c depending on size.

Richard Roe & Co., 101 Tripod Avenue

This envelope stiiffer, imprinted with your name and address, supplied in quan-

tities on reciuest. Ask the advertising department.

13
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Sav it With Pictures

Is there a factory in ynur town?
Perhaps it will pay you to pay it

a visit—it may need photographic

eqnipmeiit.

Almost every indust ry o tt'ers good
uses for the camera. A survey of

the purposes to which jjietures are

put would show that many different

phases of picture-making are in-

volved in factory photography.
Sucli Avork requires a camera of

wide versatility. Premos Nos. 9

and 10 and EastmanViewCameras
Xos. 1 and 2 are especially well

suited for industrial purposes. But
unless long bellows extension or a

wide-angle lens is required, theXo.

3A Kodak with Kodak Anastigmat
lens /.7.7 should be satisfactory.

And the value of the autographic
feature is obvious Avlien making in-

dustrial pictures.

In a recent issue of Business,

^Ir. E. W. Davidson tells readers
about the camera's place in the
industrial Avorld. He calls attention
to some of the principal uses to

which photography has been put
in manufacturing establishments,

and says: "For visualizing ideas
and recording data, industry finds

the photograph an ideal teacher
and a faithful recorder."

Mr. Davidson describes the use
of the photograph in personnel rec-

ords, to indentify employees. It

makes certain that the man Avho

takes the examination is the man
who reports forwork. and through-
out personnel management it elim-

inates error bj' instantly associat-

ing names and faces.

The author tells how photo-
graphs are used in plants where
the product is set up by a system
of progressive assembly. AVhere a

variety of articles is made, much
time is lost in teaching theAvorkmen

hoAv to put parts together. ^len

Avho cannot readily visualize a sys-

tem often hold up the Avhole pro-

cedure. In many plants hoAvever.

this problem has been solved by
pasting a photograph of the piece-

in-process in front of each man's
station in the assembly line. A
glance shoAvs him the proper place

for the part he is handling.

Mr. Davidson tells also about one

ijulustry that directed all its facto-

ries to install a certain mechanical

system. Voluminous correspon-

dence, blue-print details in abun-

dance, and diagrams galore failed

to explain just Avhat Avas Avanted.

The engineers couldn't agree on

an interi^retation. Finally the

traditional style of instructions

Avas supplemented by photographs,

and ''these pictures made the dia-

grams and descriptions almost use-

less because thcA' promoted speed

and accuracy in installing and
operating the system in each

plant. '

'

Photographs are valuable not

only in standardizing operations

and systems but in standardizing

ju-oducts as AA'ell. One concern
foniid its line expanding so rapidly

that A'ariations from the general

characteristic appearance of its

lU'oduct Avere continually occurr-

ing. An expensive system of

supervision Avas finally superseded
by folders containing four photo-

graphs of the product. These
folders, distributed among men in

charae of production achicA'ed the

desired standardization of pattern

at 2% of the cost of the original

supervision plan.

14
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Still another comiianv circulates,

amoiicr its administrative officers,

photographs of all new products

and of old products that have been
changed. The purpose of this plan

is to keep the executive staff in

constant touch witli the output.

Another populartise of the photo-

graph is to standardize boxing and
crating. In handling fragile ma-
terials there is u.sually one method
that is safer than all others. After

determining the best way to pack
goods, photographs made at all

stages of the packing process are

Helping the

Put the average man behind a

counter, and he immediately adopts
what he considers to be a selling

manner. He may not do it con-

sciously, but he does it, and some-
liow he contrives to make the

counter or showcase that stands

between—an effective barrier.

The mo.st successful salesmen
forget the existence of a showcase
or a counter, forget that they are

selling and the customer buying,

and make the customer forget that

he is buying. Then the two work
together to choose the most satis-

factory article for the purchaser.

The salesman acts as an expert

and lends his knowledae and ad-

vice. He wins the confidence of liis

customer by his sincere effort to

help him choose to the best advan-

tage. "When you come right down
to it, that's the basis of real sales-

manship—helping the customer to

buy-

You've run across the salesman
Avho scorned your ignorance, who
answered your questions abrn]itly.

as though wondering where you'd

been for the last generation.

sent to all shipping rooms and
branch warehouses.

The use of photographs in teach-

ing safety lessons is no longer an
innovation. Such photographs

have appeared on the bulletin

boards of industry ever since or-

ganized safety campaigns began.

Photographs are also used in

nationlizatiou work because pic-

tures speak a universal language.

And everywhere, all along the in-

dustrial line, the camera is light-

ening tasks and making men more
efficient.

Customer Buy
You've run across the sales"man

Avho was too busy to give you more
than a word oi" two, avIio plainly

did not wish to be annoyed. You've
seen the salesman who talked

down to you, who answered your
questions patiently, but volunteer-

ed no additional information.

Then you've seen the salesman,

the real salesman, who acted as

though he loved the thing he had
for sale. Tf it were a farm light-

ing plant, he could liardly wait to

tell you its good points, and before

you knew it you were fioruring out

ways and means to adopt it to

your usage, and he was enthusias-

tical'y agreeing with you that it

would do all that you mentioned
and more, and everytime he agreed
he probably tacked on an ad-

ditional selling point or two, with

a thought that would make the

machine that much more useful to

you ; and within a short time you
two Avere going over the specifi-

cations and making out an order
as enthusiastically as though you
were plannino: a vacation trip.

You left tliat salesman pleased
with vourself for havingmadesuch

15
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a wise purchase, and gTateful to

him for his assistance.

You assumed full responsibility

for buying the machine—you did

not feel that he had sold it to vou.

lie was a master salesman. He had

heli)ed you buy, and in doing so he

liad made a friend for himself and

liis firm.

—

Tick Talk

XWf^'

"It's often helpful, Sammy," be-

gan Mr. Clark, "to boil a proposi-

tion down to its essentials and to

look at it stripped."

"I don't see what the advantage
would be in looking at it that

way," remonstrated Sam. to whom
the opportunity was too good to

be missed, "except perhaps a re-

lief from the heat."
^Ir. Clark grinned. "The propo-

sition stripped—not you," he ex-

plained.

"I heard an interesting speech
the other day made by a represent-
ative of one of the biggest paper
miUs in the country. This partic-

ular company has been trying to

standardize its product as to size,

weight, surface etc., and with this

in mind analyzed 1,000 supposedly
different kinds of rag content
paper. The result was startling.

From these 1,000 grades, the paper
experts after analysis discovered
that there were actually only seven
distinguishable brands—one thou-

Ten JKinutes

with the "Boss
sand boiled down made seven—and
what had been a problem practic-

ally solved itself.

"Yes, analysis of this kind is

often very helpful, Sammy.
"Take salesmanship, for ex-

ample. Stripped to its essentials,

it's just making people want some-
thing you sell, badly enough to

buy it. All the books on selling,.

all the speeches, and there are thou-

sands of them, boil down to just

that—salesmanship is making
lieople want something you sell,

liadly enough to buy it.

"And under this general propo-
sition come three distinguishable
ti-aits that make good salesman-
shi]). It boils down to three.

1. Courtesy
2. Interest

8. Knowledge
"Courtesy to the cu.stomer, in-

terest in your work and your store

wliieli will reflect itself at once in

hel{)ful interest in the customer;
and knowledge of the goods you
sell—these three, and the greatest
of these is courtesy."

"Sounds like the Bible," re-

niarked Sam.
It's just as true." was the rei)ly.
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The man who always puts

his best foot forward isn't

likely to step on anyone

else's toes.



// it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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A Profit is not to be scoffed

at in any country.



WHKX a prosperous merchant or niaiiii-

factiirer thinks that he or Iiis product

is too well known to need further advertising

he should consider the chiu'ches. Kven a

well-known church still rings its hell every

Sunday. The Christian religion has heen in

existence now for nearly 2000 years, but

there are still millions of people in the world

who have never heard of it. And so churches

are still advertising,

—

Printers' Ink MontJil//



Mrs. Sewandsew spies in the showcase a carton labelled " ^lagnesium

Ribbon" and wonders if it might not go well on her new gown. But Ben
gets a chance to explain it all when she asks the price per yard.
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Pictures Sell Kodaks
Sunday morning is an interesting

time in the average household. It

is crowded with perplexities, such
as the hole in ^Mamie's l^est stock-

ings and Johnnie's claim to the

extra wheat biscuit.

But all these proljlems are

dwarfed by the overwhelming ques-

tion of who's going to get first chance
at the picture section of the news-
paper. Everybody, from grand-
mother to baby, is involved in

the fray because everybody is

attracted by pictures. And the

rotogravure section is tilled with
striking scenes and interesting per-

sons—pictures that tell stories, the

kind of pictures that everyone likes

best because they show people
doing things. For a reporter to say
as much as one such picture tells

would require considerable writing,

and the picture is more vivid,

convincing and easier to grasp.

As the reader goes through the

rotogravure section he is certain

to be impressed by the camera's
capacity as a story-teller- "With
this idea foremost in liis mind he
turns the page, and bang ! he finds
it devoted entirely to the Kodak,
showing an interesting illustration

of the Kodak in use, and a few lines

of convincing, easily read copy.

From start to finish the roto-

gravure section demonstrates what
the camera can do and the ad makes
that demonstration count for Kodak.
Could there be a more effective

tie-up than this dove-tailing of

people's interest in pictures with

their interest in the camera that

makes pictures best and easiest?

The third of the 1922 Kodak
ads in rotogravure comes out June
10. This is the one reproduced in

miniature on page 5. Then on July
8 another page appears. The slogan

"Take a Kodak with you," coming
at a season Avlien people are plan-

ning vacations and taking week-end
trips regularly, is certain to make
more Kodak sales.

You, of course, want your share

of this increased business and you
can get it by going after it. Your
show windows and newspaper ad-

vertising should feature the Kodak
and amateur photography. The
May Trade Circular offers an elec-

tro to match the June 10 roto-

gravure ad so you can connect your
store directly with Kodak. Then,
when folks read "Take a Kodak
with you" they'll know that your
store is the place to get it.

3
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In the Magazines
The advertisement shown on the

opposite page isn't for rotograv-

nre use exclusively. It appears also

as colored covers on June Issues

of ]\IacLean's, Western Home
Monthly, Canadian Home Journal
and La Canadienne.

In black and white it will strike

the eyes of readers of June Every-
woman's World and Revue Mod-
erne. This is a pretty representa-
tive showing for Canadian maga-
zines, but what of tliat large list

of magazines published in the

Ignited States and circulated in

Canada—Saturday Evening Post,

Ladies' Home Journal, Woman's
Home Companion, Good House-
keeping Scribner's, Century.
Harper's—it appears in them all

and at least a dozen more.
That just about covers the maga-

zine field, which means there will

be greater profits to harvest for

the store that cultivates Kodak
trade.

Another Gift Season
Considerable evidence has been

introduced to prove that Christmas
comes but once a year. The gift

trade, however, persists in Kodak
stores month after month.

This is an especially good season
to emphasize the Kodak's suit-

ability as a gift because hundreds of

people are looking for commence-

ment and wedding presents. There
are the usual number of birthdays
to ])e recognized, too.

Whoever gives a Kodak gives

sometliing that the recipient will

neither tire of nor outgrow. And
the Kodak has a certain smartness
about it that makes it handsome
as well as useful.

Readv for Use
*

' Spring and Summer Advertise-

ments for Kodak Dealers,
'

' a book-
let containing proofs of electrotyp-

ed ads, has been sent you. In it are

reproductions of fourteen displays.

Imagine the name of your store

in the space indicated at the bottom
of the proof and you can see just

how each ad would look in your
local newspaper.

Designed to appeal directly to

the greatest number of people in

the average community, these ads
are certain to draw attention to

amateur photography and to your
store. Six of them are illustrated

with special drawings, each show-
ing a camera in use. Two others
feature Brownies, another announ-
ces the new Xo. 1 Antoyraphic

Kodak Special. The No. 2C Kodak
Junior and the Vest Pocket Kodak
Special each has an ad, as has the

Kodak Auto-Focus Enlarger and
Kodak Film. Then to stir up your
finishing business there is an ex-

hortation to
'

' bring us your films.
'

'

All these ads are incomplete elec-

trotyped form, single or double col-

umn, or you may have cuts of illus-

trations only, either single or

double column.
Go through '

' Spring and Summer
Advertisements for Kodak Dealers '

'

now and select those that you wish
to use during the next few weeks.

Any of these ads, published in your
local newspaper, will be seen and
read, and will help insure your hold
on tlie Kodak trade in vour town.
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Take a Kodak with you

It's all so easy the Kodak way, and the pictures, precious at

the time, will be priceless to you later. You can spend your va-

cation and have it, too— in pictures.

Autographic Kodaks $6.^0 up

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada

This advertisement runs in the rotogravure sections of the Toronto
Star Weekly, the ^lontreal Standard and the Halifax Leader on June
10, and in colors or black and white in a long list of popular magazines.

See opposite page.
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Out Again!

The 1922 Kodak catalogue is just

out. You have probably received

your advance copy and before the

middle of June your reg:ular allot-

ment, imprinted with the name and
address ofyour store, should arrive.

Call the customer's attention to

the new cataloorue as soon as you
have one to offer him. It is the last

word on cameras and supplies for

amateur photographers' use. In it

is included the new model No. 1

Autographic Kodak Special. Then
tliere are the Kodak Auto-Foeus

Enlarger, Kodak Cut Film, a new
assortment of albums, etc.

Study this catalogue. Itwillteach

you the distinctive features of each
camera, give you an idea of wliat

it may be expected to do, and show
you what its selling points are.

Moving Vans, Agates and Sassafras Tea
Of all the celebrated ironies of

fate, the most poignant is that mov-

ing day comes in the spring time,

wiien folks would rather do any-

thing else than move. The grown-

ups are in the throes of spring

fever, the youngsters' chief inter-

est is marbles or hoop-rolling.

But despite the inauspiciousness

of the season, people will move in

the spring. They'll move into a

place that has the same numV)er of

rooms, the same color of shingles,

the same kind of clothesline in the

back yard, the same sort of weep-

ing willow out in front.

But they always change their ad-

dress. That's the significant thing

for your store.

The first job is to revise your

mailing list. Check up each name.

Verify the address and the spell-

ing. Find out where the Smith

familv has moved and who lias

moved into the Browns' old house.

It's the only way to be sure that

mail matter and deliveries will

reach j'our customers promptly.
When you get your mailing list

up to date you'll wish to use it.

How about "At Home with the

Kodak '

' for a trial spin ? It will

carry proof of Kodak's usefulness

in the home to everyone you
address it to—if the address is

correct. It describes every phase of

household photography and is cer-

tain to make new friends for the

Kodak and for your Kodak counter.

Give this interesting little book-

let a ride over your revised mailing

list. If you need more copies, im-

printed with the name and address

of your store, ask the advertising-

department for more. We 're having

more printed and will send some
"ladlv.
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All about the Graflex

There's a new Gratiex catalogue

out—you probably have an advance
copy now.

Perhaps you've noticed that this

catalogue emphasizes the general

utility of the Gratiex for ordinary
subjects as well as for difficult

tasks. Even the cover is proof of

the fact that slow snapshots made
with the Gratiex are as superior as

fast ones are.

The frontispiece explains how
the reflecting mirror throws the

image of the subject upward to the

ground glass at the base of the fo-

cusing hood. The introduction

summarizes the special features of

Graflex construction. Then each

camera is described in detail and
its special capabilities pointed out.

Among the accessories and sup-

plies that have been added are

Kodak Cut Film, the Graflex Cut
Film Holder and the Graflex Cut
Film ^Magazine. These items are
certain to find ready sale among
Graflex users.

This new catalnuut' sliduhl u'et

the attention of all your Graflex

prospects- Make a list of the people

who should possess cameras of

such wide capabilities. Remember
that for photographing vivacious

children, nature studies, animals
and swift action scenes the Graflex
is unexcelled.

When the Doctor Calls

Do you remember in "^lain
Street" how Doc Kennicott took a

few pictures of Gopher Prairie with
him when he went to the city to see

the girl he wished to marry .'

Not all doctors appropriate ama-
teur photography to such sentimen-
tal u.ses, but the medical profession

is always a good market for photo-
graphic materials. Doctors know
the health value of having outside

interests to take their minds ofi^

their profession. They choose hunt-
ing, motoring and similar pursuits

and they consider picture-making

a part of the game in each case.

One reason why medical men are

so keen about photography is that

they respect it as a science and, with
their knowledge of chemistry and
physics, see in it considerably more
than easy, pleasant pastime. For
the same reason they enjoy devel-

oping and printing. They get good
results, too, and show their pictures

to their friends.

Doctors buy expensive cameras
and use up great quantities of sup-

plies. Talk photography to the

next one that enters vour store.
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The Ko
Each white disc on this map of the world represents one of the

fifty-nine manufacturing or distributing- branches of the Kodak organ-
ization. In the territory served l)y each of these branches are hundreds
of dealei-s, so that wherever the globe-trotter may go he is certain to find
Kodak supplies available.
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World

There are seven branches in the United States and Canada twoin South America, six m Great Britain and Irehmd and twentv-three elsewhere in Europe, five in Africa, two in India, one in China.' thirteen TnAustralia and the Far South East.
Can you find tliem all?
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You can install this window display in fifteen minutes.

Let Your Window Sell Film
An increased number of custom-

ers means an increased volume of

sales. By advertising Kodak film

you can expand your film trade,

and when you expand your film

business you'll see things move
faster from every shelf and show
ease in your photographic depart-

ment.
It is essential that your customers

use the very l)est fihn, because good
pictures can't be made on inferior

film, and good pictures are necessary

to maintain the average amateur's

interest in photography. As long

as he gets good pictures he contin-

ues to use up film, and patronize

your finishing department. He
buys an accessory now and then,

too, and some day he'll be interested

in a more expensive camera. If

you want all his business, keep him
coming to you for film, and the way

to keep him coming is to advertise.

Fortify the film trade that you
already have by reminding your
camera customers that you sell

Kodak film. Attract new custom-
ers—people who bought their cam-
eras elsewhere—by announcing
that you sell Kodak film.

You'll find it easy to advertise

Kodak film. Either of the two
window displays illustrated here

can be installed in your store in a

quarter of an hour. They both
emphasize the yellow box—they
make people recognize the con-

tainer and associate it with its

contents—the dependable film. The
big yellow cartons are enlarged
fac-similes of the box in which
Kodak film is handed over the

counter. Their size makes them
sure-fire attention-getters. People
will remember the big vellow film

10
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And you can add a couple of cameras in a couple of minutes.

cartons they saw in your window,
and they'll remember that the

big- yellow cartons advertised the

dependable film-

The heaviest picture malvin^'

months are here. You will want to

get your film advertising started at

once. A card, addressed to the Ad-
vertising department, requesting a

Kodak Film window display will

bring ten of the new [Mammoth
Film Cartons and a suitable dis-

play card to use Avith them, as

quickly as they can reach you by
parcel post. Except for a handful
of the regulation film cartons and
a couple of Kodaks, this is all that

you will need to duplicate the ex-

cellent showing that is pictured

above.

The yellow box is what people

rt-member because it strikes their

eyes. And soon they remember
that the yellow box houses the de-

pendable film. What you want to

do is to make them remember the

store Avhere they saw that display.

"When you get them coming to

you for film you can talk sundries,

supplies, finishing, and maybe, in

the course of time, a new camera.

Dost Thou Dust?

Dust is an enemy of rapid turn-

over. Goods that are on sale as new
should look new. Cameras are well

constructed, metal parts are nick-

eled or enameled, leather coverings

are luxuriously dressed. But dust
will make a camera look old while
it is yet new. Keep your stock clean.

n
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MYDAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

''I don't knew why it is," my
dad said to-niolit when we was
throuo'h dinner while I was stalling

along with an arithnietiek and if T

ever find the fella that writes the

arithmetieks it's going hard with

him and so I slid the arithnietiek

under the tabel and give mydadmy
undevided attensliun.

'

' I don 't know why it is,
"

' my dad
said, "that the hotel men seem to

have exehisive rights to the word
'eiirtesy' and all that goes with it.

It aint any more the l)usiness of a

hotel to be courteous than it is

for a store and the customer aint

any more right in the finest host-

lery in the world than he is in

Kreb's Meat Market.

"What I mean is that while the

hotel people have the riglit attitued.

they aint the only people on earth

who stumbled on the idea. You
haven't got to pack a suitcase, take

a train and write your name on the

hotel register before you'i-e entitled

to a kind word and a ])leasant

smile.

"It is true though," my dad said,

"that some folks behind the counter

don't see the thing right yet and
they're the very people who would
gnash their teeth in rage at the

slightest indication of disscurtesy

from anyone else. Some day they'll

learn of course. But the lesson is

expensive for everybody concerned.
'

' I read an articel by a hotel man
the other day and he said that the

basick })rincipal of running a hotel

was best put in a sentence by a

liead porter. The porter said that

all that was necessary was to re-

member what our mothers had
taught us about showing hospi-

tality when a preacher or some other

visitor rang the front door bell—

-

then do the same thing.

"That's right for a hotel—it's
right for a store.

"Your customer is your guest

and to the salesman or saleswoman

who remem])ers that fact, curtesy

comes without effort."

"Why don't you write a book?"
my mother said.

"Why Clara?'" I could see my
dad was quite pleased with the

idea.

"It's quieter," was my mother's

reply.

Those Window Posters

AVhether the Toronto Star Week-
ly, ^Montreal Standard and Halifax

Leader, the weekly papers that are

carrying full page Kodak adver-

tisements in their rotogravure sec-

tions, are distributed in your local-

ity or not, these full page ads afford

an opportunity to tie-up directly

with our national advertising. The

same ads that are used for roto-

gravure also appear in a list of

sixteen of the leading Canadian

magazines and farm papers.

See that these Rotogravure pos-

ters, one of which you receive in the

mail each month, have a prominent

place in your display window.

12
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Kodakery for June

Kodakery, in this month's issue,

contains any amount of informa-
tion for amateur photographers. It

is useful information for salesmen,

also, because amateurs will expect

salesmen to supply the wants that

Kodakery "s new ideas create.

Jimmie Hatch, after mastering
his Brownie, seeks greater worlds
to conquer and wishes a Kodak.
"A Feathered Film Star" tells

how ]Mr. Middleton repeatedly
photographed a Killdeer at her

nest.

"Picturing the Youngsters" des-

cribes, M'ith the help of diagrams.
easy methods of making photo-

graphs of the children indoors.

An article devoted to the length

of time a Velox print should be

developed is illustrated with four

prints made from the same nega-

tive.

"The Negatives from which we
have no Prints" advises amateurs
never to discard any but badly
under-exposed negatives because,
as the science of photography pro-
gresses, new metliods are found for
getting satisfactory prints after un-
satisfactory exposures.

"Subduing Obtrusive Detail in

Enlarging" tells how to diffuse en-

larged prints and shows how easy
the process is with the Kodak Auto-
Focus Enlarger.

The advertising pages feature

the Gratlex reflecting principle, lA
Autographic Kodak Special, Premo
No. 9, Velox Paper, Auto-Focus
Enlarger, YeloxTransparent Water
Color Stamps, Kodak Metal

Tripod. Kodak Portrait Attach-

ment. Kodak Self Timer and the

Optipod.

National Ads for Graflex

One June number of Saturday
Night and the June issue of Every-

M-oman's World will carry Graflex

advertisements. The illustration is

the same one used on the cover of

the 1922 catalogue, to afford a tie-

up between the June ads and the

catalogue.

In these and in succeeding in-

sertions the intent is to increase

interest in the Graflex among ama-
teurs who appreciate the conven-

iences that this camera offers. The
focal plane shutter passes about

one-third more light than does any
other type of shutter; and high

speed lenses, such as the Kodak

Anastigmat /.4.5, also pass an
extraordinary amount of light. This

assurance of proper illumination re-

duces the danger of under-exposure.

Then the Gratlex reflecting mir-

ror makes sharp focusing and good

composition easier because the im-

age is visible on the ground glass

at the base of the focusing hood.

These advantages are as im-

portant at 1/10 of a second as at

1/1000 and that idea is emphasized
throughout current Graflex adver-

tising. You can give it further

emphasis at your counter by adding
to it the weight of your opinion

when vou talk Gratlex.

13
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Something Special!

A New Camera !

No. 1 Autographic

Kodak Special

The new No. 1 Autographic
Kodak Special is now ready. Be-
cause its predecessor was not en-

tirely satisfactory we determined
that this model should be the final

word in small camera construction,

and it is.

You may recommend it with all

the enthusiasm you can muster.

Every square millimeter of it is

right-

Here are the foremost features of

the new No. 1 Special. It is so

small that it slips into a coat pocket

easily ; made of aluminum so that

its weight is but 18 ounces; has a

rising front, a counter-sunk auto-

graphic slot, and its focus is ad-

justed by a clever worm screw.

The shutter is the Kodamaticand
tlie lens the Kodak Anastigmat
fAJ.'S—both Kodak-made and there-

fore co-ordinated to the require-

ments of this Special.

This perfected No. 1 Autographic
Kodak Special gives you something
new to talk about. Don't miss the

chance

!

14
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The Kodak in Camp?

"Camp with a Kodak"" is tiie

slogan that goes with tliis illustra-

tion on back covers of ]\Iay issues

of Boys' Life and Youth's Compan-
ion, and June issues of American
Boy, Forest and Stream, Field and
Stream and Outers' Recreation.

These publications reach the very

people who are most interested in
outdoor life, and it is to them that
the advice to "Camp with a
Kodak'' is aimed.

It is easy for you to prove that
the Kodak belongs in the equip-
ment of every camper. It adds to

the da^-time fun, and developing
and printing are among the few
pur.suits that can be carried on in

the evening at camp. The whole
Kodak scheme of amateur photo-
graphy—simplicity, compactness
and inexpensiveness—fits in fine

with the camping idea.

You can get the names of people
who are planning to spend a few
days in the hills or at the lake.

If you wish copy for a sales

letter to send them, ask our adver-
tising department-

Put the colors yourleye saxiPjuto

the pictures your Kodak made—
it's easy icith the

feg^S^^
I

Velox Transparent Water Color Stamp Outfit

For coloring prints and enlargements. The colors blend pertect-

ly and yield permanent brilliance without obscuring detail.

The outfit complete, as shown, with twelv^e sheets of colors,

comes conveniently packed and ready to use—^^iustadd water.

Let us show you what pleasing results it yields. Price $1 .20.

RICHARD ROE & CO. 101 TRIPOD AVE.

This envelope stuffer, imprinted with your name and address, supplied in quantities

on request. Ask the advertising department.

15
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"Just got a new calendar, Sam-
my, "said Mr. Clark as Sam entered
the office.

"AVhat! this time of year?"
asked Sam with a note of surprise

in his voice.
'

' Sure why not ?
'

' replied'the 1k)SS.

"The date is just as important ^Nlay

first as it was January one. Pretty
clever idea, I think. Remember
how we were swamped with calen-

dars the first of the year—calen-

dars with pretty girls on them and
calendars without, pink calen-

dars, blue ones, green ones—why
this office was fairly littered. Most
of them I threw away. I hated to

do it, too—particularly the pretty

girl ones.

"Supply too great for the de-

mand, Sammy, and yet year after

year they fire calendars at you just

because everybody's doing it, as far

as I can see. Here's a chap though
who likes to be a little different.

His calendar comes at a time when
it doesn't have to enter into com-

Ten Jilinutes

with the "Boss
])etition with a couple of dozen

other calendars. It comes at a time,

too, when the calendars that were
saved from the January deluge
begin to show signs of wear and tear.

Then the very fact that it starts

with ]May first makes it distinctively

different and gives it individ-

uality. It's a calendaryou are going

to save, sent by a firm you won't
forget.

"The lieaten track is all right,

Sammy, provided it 's travelling in

the right direction. Little side trips

from time to time aid in getting the

true perspective. Sometimes, Sam-
my, it isn't so much the track

that's beaten as it is the people.

Only they don't know it.

"Our advertising ought to be

different enough from the other

fellow's so that it will have its own
distinct individuality. And that's

true of our windows. Whatever we
can do, without being freakish or

resorting to stunts, that will make
tliis store stand out from the street

is good business.
'

' Plenty of people who follow the

crowd haven't the slightest idea

where they're going."

Put your photographic

problems up to the

Service Department.

16



// business isn 't coming your

way, why not change your

way?
-Herbert Flansbtirsh



// it istiH an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak,
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Many a hanker has taught

his caddy how to figure

discount.



BEFORE the day of the cyanide process

milhons in gold remained in the quartz

that went to the ore dump, because no one
knew a profitable way to extract all the

metal.

Ever}" day the waste baskets of the country

receive thousands of ideas, valuable to the

people who dump them there. This waste

is deliberate, avoidable.

jNIagazines, booklets, window cards—manu-
facturers spend millions on this material to

help their dealers sell their goods and it

ought never reach the waste basket until

every ounce of usefulness has been extracted

from it.



Salesman, to young man who wants a Self Timer: "Your camera
has a cable release, hasn't it?"

Young man: "Oh I haven't any camera; I just wondered if I

couldn't fix one of these things up to stop the alarm clock in the
mornino-. '

'
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Now is the Time
The picture-making season is now

in full swing.

"Woods and fields are green, the

chill has left the swimming hole

and nature is grander than ever.

Schools have closed, vacations

are under way, folks have moved
or are moving to the country.

Youngsters' camps are starting and
the summer resorts are open for the

season.

Summer brings some fresh in-

terest to almost everyone and a new
interest means new opportunities

for pictures.

There is a call for the Kodak.
That call is being amplified by

Kodak advertising nationally and
with Kodak dealer helps you can

echo it locally.

This month's principal Kodak
Ad, showing three vacationists, two
young ladies with their escort, on

the deck of a steamer (see page 6)

is on the fourth cover of July Is-

sues of ^MacLean's ^Magazine, Sat-

urday Evening Post and La Cana-

dienne. It appears also in Saturday
Night.

Then on July 8th tliere will be

the rotogravure display, shown on

page 5.

These advertisements will come
to the attention of every wide-

awake person in your community
and the wide-awake person is quick

to see that photography will add
to his summer 's pleasure. There are

more pictures to be made, more
time to make pictures and more
advertisements to call attention to

these opportunities to use a Kodak.
Therefore more Kodaks can be

sold.

With every summer's day, the

number of people who use a Kodak
increases. They are interested in

pictures and they have the desire

to keep pictures of their summer
experiences.

You can give them the final im-

petus to make them buy.

Join up with the national adver-

tising and convince the people of

your town that they are surrounded

by picture opportunities and that

your store is the place to buy
Kodaks. All you need do is use the

material we offer you.

For newspaper ads you can have

free the complete electros or il-

lustrations only, shown in "Spring
and Summer Advertisements for

Kodak Dealers." For cuts to use

3
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witli your own copy you may
choose from this same book or from
the Kodak Cut Sheet "whicli offers

a generous assortment.

The new display cards, eight of

them, and a new framed enlarge-

ment, have been sent to you.

You have a supply of the 1922
Catalogues and you'll soon have
the Summer Books, mailing size.

See "Here's Your Summer Assist-

ant'"'—Page 7.

Simple window display ideas are

offered in THE KODAK SALES-
MAX each month and for special

occasions we'll give you special

suggestions.

Thus, with a minimum amount
of exertion, you can run a vigorous

Kodak campaign in your newspa-
per, in your show windows, at your
counter and by mail—a campaign
that will capitalize the current in-

terest in the Kodak and make your
cash register jingle all summer.

To Brighten Up Your Display
Eight new window cards have

been sent to you. By using them to

direct attention to Kodaks and
Kodak supplies, they are certain to

help you sell.

Any of these cards will serve as

the unifying element of a complete
window or counter display. Each
combines color, pictorial interest

and salesmanship, so that it will at-

tract attention and be read.

There are cards advertising

—

the Vest Pocket Autogi^aphic

Kodak, Kodak Portrait Attach-

ment, Kodak Self Timer, Anastig-

mat Lenses, the new Kodak Auto-
Focus Enlarger and Kodak Al-

bums. Two others feature the

Kodak in camp or as a companion
of enjoyable days at the seashore.

You will wish to keep several

cards in prominent view of every-
one who enters your store. The re-

mainder you can save in the con-

tainer in which you receive them.

Every Aveek or two you'll prol)ably

put up some new cards, take down
the others and allow them to rest

until their turn arrives again.

In sending a six months' supply
of cards at one time, we assume
that they will be preserved and
their use repeated at intervals.

Thus, your displays may be kept

fresh and appropriate cards used

at all seasons.

More Than a Fable
Ever hear the revised version of

the Fable of the Goose and the

Golden Eggs? According to this

new version it appears that the

famous goose did not meet with a

sudden and violent death. Instead

it passed out slowly for the want
of natural sustenance.

Perhaps tliere is an analogy here
with the store which handles photo-

graphic supplies—your store. Your
film sales are golden eggs and the

cameras that you sell represent the

goose that lays not one but many
golden eggs in the nest—the cash

register on your Kodak counter.

Be careful le.st your goose die for

want of natural sustenance. Energy
and publicity are necessary to

maintain and increase the number
of Kodaks in use.

Camera sales—that's the nour-

ishment that your Kodak business

demands. It is the only sustenance

that will insure a bountiful harvest

of golden eggs.
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^ our dealer will show you

how easy it is to make

pictures like these ^^ ith a

KODAK
.•4 u/o<?rap/iic Kodaks 56.50 up ^ ,. ir,,^ ...,^ /^ ,

Brownies 52.00 up
<^anadian Kodak Co., Limited, loronto, Canada

This ad will appear in the rotoo'ravure sections Jnly 8. Its sugges-

tion will be followed by many of its readers. Let the folks of your com-

munity know that yoxi are their dealer, so that, acting on this sugges-

tion, they will come to j'ou.

We're going to help by sending you an extra proof for display pur-

poses. You'll receive it a few days before publication date and it's re-

leased for display use July 10.
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In the July Magazines

GRAFLEX
Gntlcx advantages, csstniial li.r ^^^.^t aiti.iii photograpiiv, an-

laluablc also for los >i.:.sati<>nal tofcs.

Sharp focus aiul pk-asiiii; pictorial arrangement arc alwav^ ficii-

itatcd by the big rellected image, seen right side up in the focusing

hood. And whether the speed is ', ,. or ',-,„ of a second, the Grallc^

focal plane shutter paN.es so much light that proper exposure is e^sv.

especially with the cooperation of a upcrlinc K ns i. b .,s the

kodal: Anasligniat /I4.5.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronti

The first of a series of adver-

tisements directing- the attention

of the discriminating pnlilic to

the many advantages and con-

veniences of G-ratiex jihoto-

graphy appeared in June Issues

of Everywoman 's World and
Saturday Night.

Tliis is the second advertise-

ment of the series. It is in July
Xumbj^rs of Everywoman's
World, Canadian Home Journal,

Western Home ^Monthly and
Saturdav Xight.

Whether his ]ilans call for a

voyage to Europe or just a little

trip around the corner, the

fellow who sees this travel ad

will he convinced that the way to

make the most of a vacation is to

"Take a Kodak with you." \s

full pages it appears in a long

list of magazines, including the

back covers of the Saturday

Eveninxi Post and MacLean's.
Notice what it says about

Kodak Film?It's a touch that

will remind eamerists that good

results depend on good film and

that the best film is available m
the vellow^ box everywhere.

Wi
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At Home with the Kodak

This is a particularly effective

booklet for distribution among
people who have children. Inter-

esting and attractive—it's a valu-

able sales ally.

For a few weeks we have been

unable to comply with requests for

"At Home with the Kodak" Book-

lier in tJie year was quickly sub-
scribed. In the interval the engrav-
ings were in use for printing a
French Edition, but this edition is

now off the press, and a re-print of
the English Booklet has been
ordered.

Supplies will ])e available shortly.

You'll want some, of course. How
manv ?lets. The large edition printed ear

Here's Your Summer Assistant
The Kodak Summer Booklet is

on the way—an abridged catalogue
of the Kodak line. It tits the pock-
et, it fits an ordinary envelope.

And, while it is small, it is inclus-

ive, describing every Kodak and
Brownie and important accessories.

Be sure that every person who
ought to have a Kodak gets one of

these booklets. A stack of them on
vour counter and another stack of

themselves away to interested

people.

By mail you can send one to each
prospect on your mailing list.

Better enclose a sales letter also.

Our advertising department will

gladly give you copy.

Figure up how many Kodak
Summer Booklets you need, im-
printed with your name and ad-

dress. You want them now— order
todav.them at the cash register will give

Kodak Cut Film—It's New
When Portrait Film entered the

market professional photographers

everywhere saw its advantages over

plates.

Because film weighs but a frac-

tion as much as plates, is unbreak-

able, non-halation, easier to handle

and produces superior negatives, it

soon became the standard sensitized

material for studio work.

The superiority of film over

plates was appreciated by amateurs

also. ]\Iany bought portrait film and
cut it to amateur sizes. The de-

mand became so great that we de-

cided to make cut film for hand
cameras.

Kodak Cut Film comes in the

following sizes : 214 x 314, 314 x 414,

31/4 X 51 2, 4x5 and 5 x 7. It can be

used in any cut film holder, the

iMagazine, or,

in any plate

can be used in

Grafiex Cut Film
Avith film sheaths,

holder. Therefore n
any Kodak that has a combination
back.

Two kinds of Kodak Cut Film
are supplied. The regular Kodak
Cut Film is equal in speed to the

best portrait plates. Kodak Cut
Film Super Speed has an extra fast

emulsion, yet sacrifices nothing in

latitude or fineness of grain.

Kodak Cut Film is fully describ-

ed in the Kodak and Graflex

catalogues, as are also the Kodak
Cut Film Sheath, which adapts a

plate holder to the use of cut film,

and the Kodak Developing Box No.
1, a tank for developing twelve cut
films, each suspended on a Kodak
Cut Film Developing Hanger.
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Let's Go Gunning
"We can't sell ain* more Kodaks,

everybody round here has one."
Ever hear this argument advanced
when camera sales were discussed?
But are the possibilities of your
locality, from the standpoint of

Kodak sales, exhausted—really and
truly exhausted ?

"What about the boj^s and girls

who pass your store every day on
their wa\' to school? Already they
are interested in photography.
Some of the older ones are the
proud owners of Brownie Cameras.
The others are prospects.

Then there are the tim' tots,

whose sticky wee fingers today
leave their mark on your window
in front of the Kodak display.
Even they are interested in pictur-

es. Tomorrow, if their interest in

photography is cultivated, they will

be Kodak prospects.

The Brownie user of today is a

Kodak prospect for tomorrow.
Every bov or girl or man or woman

who now possesses a Kodak is a

prospect for a Special or a Gratlex.

And your Kodak customers.

Even if they possess Specials or

Grafiex Cameras, do they cease to

become prospects ?

They cannot ahvays tote the 2C
or 3A or the Gratlex along. Conse-
quently many favorable picture op-

portunities are passed. Here then
is a broad market for Vest Pocket
Kodaks. The little V. P. K. is slip-

ped into the pocket and forgotten

until a picture opportunity occurs.

It is then but the work of a moment
to transcribe the picture to film.

Every amateur photographer

should possess not one but two cam-

eras, the V. P. K. and one other.

Prospects—why ereryone is a

l)rospect, as far as your Kodak de-

partment is concerned. T};e woods
are full of them and it's open
season all the year around.

Let's go gunning.

Third Class Mail but First Class Reading
Kodal-ery's circulation depart-

ment wants your help.

A large number of copies were
returned last month, unclaimed at

the addresses given.

^"ot only must W(^ i)ay the return
l)ostage and check the addresses as

erroneous, but we must also send
special copies and write explanatory
letters to every subscriber who
complains because his KorJal-ery

failed to reach him.

]Much of this difficulty is trace-

able, to moving day. People change
their addresses and forget to notify

us. Unless they notify us they
aren't likely to receive Kodakery

at their new homes because third
class mail matter is deliverable only
at the street number given on the
envelope. The post office does
not forward third class matter.
Among your film customers are

many Kodakery subscribers who
have moved recently. Why not call

each of them up and ask if he has
notified us to change his Kodakery
address? Your thoughtfulness will

please him and he'll be sure to get
this little magazine, which does so

much to keep your customers inter-

ested in thethingsyour counter sells.

Kodakery is first class reading
even if it is third class mail matter.

8
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Can You Show
Sooner or later the enthusiastic

amateur is a:nibitious to own a

Graflex, not only because it is the

camera that does the difficult

things so well but also because it

does ordinary tasks so easily.

These Gratlex features appeal to

any caraerist

:

1. The reflecting mirror shows a
brilliant image, full picture size,

right side up, so there is no ques-

tion about the composition or what
is included in the view.

2- Almost any moving object

may be "stopped" by the focal

plauf^ shutter. Its swiftest speed,

1/1000 of a second, is seldom.used,
to be sure, but when the occasion

requires it, it's there.

3. Whereas shutter speed is valu-

able only for swift action pictures,

shutter efficie^icy is valuable al-

ways. The Graflex focal plane
shutter passes about one third more
light than does any other type of

shutter, so proper illumination is

easier to attain during any exposure.

4. The fast lenses, listed for

Graflex cameras, also pass an ex-

traordinary amount of light. Thus
lens speed and shutt;?r efficiency

Them a Graflex ?
make it possible to obtain fully-
timed snapshots in dull light, even
indoors when conditions are just
right. And in every case the lenses
recommended, especially the Kodak
Anastigmat /.4.5, give negatives of
superior definition.

5. In any Graflex (except the lA
Autographic and 3A Autographic)
cut film, film packs, roll film and
plates may be used interchangeably
in the proper attachments. This
choice of sensitized material ap-
peals to a considerable number of
advanced amateurs and this appeal
will become more forceful now that
Kodak Cut Film is available.

Elimination of guess work in

picture-making with a Graflex is

immediately apparent to anyone
who gets one in his hands. As he
looks into the hood he appreciates
at once the ease with which the \ie\r

is composed and the assurance that
the focus will be sharp.
The Graflex almost demonstrates

itself when you hand it over the
counter to a customer. And it is

readily salable to people whose in-

terest in photography deserves the
very best hand camera.

"Kodak When You Come"
If 3'our town is near a summer

resort you can get from hotel mana-
gers the names and addresses of

people who have reserved accommo-
dations in advance.

To each person on that list send

a letter (our advertising depart

-

men\ will supply copy) reminding
him to bring along a Kodak with

which to keep a photographic

diary of the good time he's going

to have. Tell him also that you

carry Kodak film, that your finish-

ing department does excellent work
promptly, and that your stock of

Kodak accessories is complete.

Then, for safety, write him again
when he arrives.

Sucli letters will clinch the idea

that a vacation is no vacation with-

out a Kodak. And whoever re-

ceives them will be so pleased at

your interest that he'll know exact-

ly the place where he's going to buy
liis films and have them finished.
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The uniqueness of this display assures interest.

A Window Worth Looking At
Blank's jewelry store often has a

good window display. But in it is

always a hand-lettered card that

says :

'

' Thank you for stopping,
'

'

and so forth.

That sign almost ruins the dis-

play, although it does indicate an
entirely i:>i"oper attitude of courtesy.

It has two harmful effects; it dis-

tracts attention from the mer-

chandise, and, what is equally l)ad,

it apologizes for the display

!

Through his show window the

merchant recommends to the public

the goods that he considers espec-

ially suitable for the season. A good
display renders real service to the

public, and folks don't count the

moment wasted that is spent in

front of it.

Naturally enough, most people

look longest at a display that is

striking. An orderly arrangement
of merchandise may interest them
during their frenzied holiday shop-

ping but at other seasons it's the

timely, interesting display that gets

the most attention.

Each month The Kodak Sales-

man provides at least one sugges-

tion for an effective window dis-

play, built around a timely, inter-

esting idea.

The spider web window illustrat-

ed on this page is bound to create

considerable discussion. Its unique-

10
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An appropriate display for tiie No. 1 Autographic Kodak Special

ness o-uarantees that it will draw article that is for sale but also the

attention from every one who comes product of that article: i)ictures.

Avithin eye range of the window, The entire scheme is unified l)y the

and it has a forceful sales appeal, idea expressed on the card—"The
This display shows not only the camera that catches the pictures."

A Special Setting

Class—that's the word that fits

the new No. 1 Autographic Kodak
Special. And class is reflected iu

the above display. Looks elaborate

but it's easy to install.

The Kodak, on a white bench

draped with a fold of red velvet,

holds the centre of the display,

against a background of light

orange crepe paper. The tall wick-

er stand, or vase, filled with blos-

soms, adds a touch of style. The
drooping branch isn't accidental;

it is studied, to direct the eye to

the camera. The floor is grass, the

curtain drapes are purple crepe

paper.

No one can pass that color com-
bination without looking. All day
this display is a sure eye-catcher,

and at night, with a bright spot

focused on the Kodak—wowie

!

11
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It's on the No. 1 Special

Eveiy No. 1 Autographic Kodak
Special (new model) has on it the

Kodamatie shutter.

This shutter has seven speeds

from 1/2 to 1/200 of a second and

its speeds are accurate ; so accurate

that it is unequalled for precision

by any other between-lens shutter.

Nor is accuracy of speed the

Kodamatie 's only

distinction. Ease of

operation is another.

It has an exposure

scale tliat automat-

ically sets the dia-

phragm at the ])ro-

per opening and
shows at a glance

the relative exposure

values of each speed w^»^

at each opening. "^
Suppose you wish

to make an action

picture on a clear

day. You decide that 1/100 of a

second is necessary to .stop the

action. You slide the .scale over

until 1/100 is opposite "clear." Bv
sliding the scale you automatically

fix the aperture at /.6.3, the pro-

per opening for an exposure of

1 /lOO of a second on a clear dav.

This arrangement is thoroughly
practical and it makes proper ex-

posure easy because the user need
not worry about /.6.3, /Ml, /.32,

or am-thing of the sort. He need
only understand the meanings of

"dull," "gray," "clear," and
"brilliant," the words that ap-

pear on the scale.

Kodamatie shutter
is but one of the re-

tiiiements found on
the new No. 1 Spec-
ial. There is a rising

front, there's an
easily worked worm
Screw to adjust the

focus, and the auto-

Liraphic slot is coun-

ter-sunk so that the

hand rests comfort-
al)ly as it writes the

autographic inscrip-

tion—date and title

—on the film.

Incorporating all these advan-

tages in a camera so .small and
light and handsome is an achieve-

ment that we're all proud of. And
we know that its completeness,

compactness, and convenience wiU
ap])eal strongly to everyone who
sees it.

Sliow it

!

July in Kodakery

The leading article in July
Kodakery defines the Story Telling

picture and explains its popularity.

^\y. ]Middleton gives account of

his experience in getting "Black
Jim Crow" to photograph himself.

There's a story on how to hold
the Box camera properly to avoid

vibration and to keep a finger from

getting in front of the lens.

Another article tells how to get

Xight Pictures from Daylight

Negatives.

"Printing Factors for Enlarging
to Various Diameters" and "Ten-
tative Development" explain valu-

able methods for getting better

pictures.

12
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POST CA
PLACE

STAMP

HERE

CORRESPONDENCE HERE NAME AND ADDRESS HERE

This New Kodak
Post Card

'01 ^A^<-lLt-rC CU-L..,.^.,^

is for you to mail prospective

camera customers. The pic-

ture is certain to draw at-

tention to the message, which,

in turn, is certain to help sell

Kodaks. The price of these

cards (to cover cost of an
etching-) with your name im-

printed in script to match the rest of tlie writing, is $10.00 per thousand.

Fractional lots above 1,000 (such as 1,250, 2,300, etc.) will be figured at

the thousand price. Lots of less than a thousand will be figured at the

thousand price plus $1.00. The smallest order accepted is for 400 cards

($5.00).

A reu-i'Uey.

J-^Uy C-^c^-Ci^.yu^-*-iy

13
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About Ourselves

Our business relations with the

great majority of Kodak dealers

throughout the Dominion are of

long standing. These dealers and
perhaps many in their employ will

know all about us and our eom-
}icnratively new Plant located at

Kodak Heights, Toronto.

However, the natural growtli of

the business during the past two or

three years has been such as to

necessitate the addition of many
new dealers. For them and their

salesmen the following article,

which is reprinted from June Issue

of Kodak Salesman, published by
the Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester.

X. Y.. may hold something of inter-

est.

'"Across our northern border

Kodak dealers are supplied with

Ea.stman goods by the Canadian
Kodak Co.. Limited. Kodak
Heights. Toronto.

''Fromthe small distributing of-

fice established with a staff of ten
in the city of Toronto in 1900, the

Canadian plant has grown to the

present day factory at Kodak
Heights which has a floor space of

1014 acres and employs nearly a

thousand people.

"TMien the Canadian eompany
was organized no manufacturing
Mas attempted. Film'and paper, sent

from Rochester, were cut and pack-

ed in departments with two employ-
ees ineach. Except for fittinglenses

and shutters, focusing, setting

the scale and the final testing, all

Kodaks and Brownies were ready
for sale when received from Roch-
ester. Chemical solutions and powd-
ers requisite for photograpliii- ]iur-

poses were purchased in bulk an.!

compounded. But today for the

Canadian trade, Kodaks, Brownies,
film, paper, albums, photo-ehem-
icaLs—virtually everything the
Kodak dealer stocks against the de-

mands of his customers—are "Made
in Canada" at Kodak Heights.

'The demand for Kodaks and
l^hotographic supplies gi-ew so rapid-

ly that new quarters were necessary
within the short period oftwo years
after the company Avas started in

Toronto. Soon the new building,

with nearly four times the floor

space of the first Canadian home of

the Kodak, proved inadequate. An-
other factory was built next door,

doubling the plant's capacity, and
this was followed by a third building:

inthe rearof the two alreadyinuse.

This addition to the plant occupied

tlie balance of the available ad.ja-

cent land, and when still more space
was required construction was be-

gun at Kodak Heights, three-quart-

ers of a mile ouside the city limits of

Toronto. This was in 1914 and by
February, 1917, all departments
were installed at the new plant.

'

' The six main buildings at Kodak
Heights, as seen in the accompany-
ing reproduction made from an

aerial photograph, have the same
steel and concrete construction that

predominates at Kodak Park, .Roch-

ester. They are on a tract of 25

acres on the main line of the Cana-

dian Pacific, and two switches enter

the property. The company main-

tains its own power and water

.system, machine shop, electrical

department, tin shop, blacksmith

shop, printing department, paper
l'(*x, envelope and carton factory.

and Silver 5s'itrate plant, and there

i^ a refrigeration plant, similar to

tlie one at Kodak Park, witli a eool-

15
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ing; capacity equivalent to the dealers have a source of their own
nieltinof of 500 tons of ice a day. for a complete and up-to-date
"AVith a complete and up-to-date stock, just as dealers here have in

liiantlike this to draw on, Canadian Kodak Park."

"That's too much," said ]\Ir.

Clark as he lowered the magazine
he had been reading-. "Don't you
agree with me ? "

'

Sam nodded his head. "So far,'"

he said, "but perhaps that's be-

cause you haven't told me what it's

all about."
3Ir. Clark pointed to the following

paragraph in the department store

publication he had been reading.
"Out of every one hundred pa-

trons that enter a store, fifty-five

leave without buying."
"Think of that, Sammy.'' said

Mr. Clark. "Of course out of these
fifty-five you can figure tliat

twenty-five were just visitors or

friends of shoppers but even then
that leaves thirty people who have
only wasted their time—thirty
people who came in to l)uy and for
some reason or other thought better
of it. That's too many, Sammy."
"You're talking about a big de-

partment store," reminded Sam.
"I know I am but the proportion

of people leaving any store without
liaving made the purchasetbattliey
intended is amazingly large. Sup-
posing you invited ten people to

dinner and three of them left with-

16

TenJUinutes

with the "Boss
out eating. Well, what's the dif-

ference? Through the newspaper
we invited ten people to come to

our store to buy, and then three of

tliem leave witliout buying.

"And here are some of the rea-

sons, Sammy." Mr. Clark read
aloud from the article

:

" 'Indifferent reception on enter-

ing store, poor approach, misdirec-

tion, sales person lacks knowledge
of merchandise, poorly arranged
displays, out of merchandise, dis-

courtesy, unsatisfactory adjust-

ments, slow service, indifferent at-

titude.
'

"Quite an indictment, Sammy."
"Indeed it is," agreed Sam and

looked serious for a minute—then
smiled.

"I'm going to think of customers
in terms of three after this," he
said. "When I see two customers
I'm going to say to myself, 'You
can't fool me. The third chap has

left already, I suppose, but I'm in

time for you. You're going to get

such service that you'll remember
it the rest of your life.' When I

wait on a single customer I 'm going

to figure that he belongs to the

terrible three and I'm going to be

just so nuicli more courteous and so

much more helpful in consequence.

And when I see three of them
standing together, oh boy!"



Watering the lawn once wont

keep it green the rest of the

year. Advertising once won't

make any noticeable difference

in the annual profits.
-Teamwork



Ij it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.

1
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Even the pancake cook's

turnover speeds up when he

displays his wares in the

window.



THE salesman of the older generation

sometimes scoffs at scientific selling.

But he should be the loudest in its praise

because scientific selling is mainly a study
of successful practices employed by him and
his colleagues. Their methods are analyzed
and classified, so that they may be readily

apphed, thus mobilizing for the younger
salesman the combined experience of his

elders.



Two miuds with but a single thought,

And six with vet another.

Customers will wait just so long, and then—"So long!"
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Get them Started Now
The typical camera prospect

—

let's call him Dave Brown. He
reads magazines regularly, sees

Kodak advertisements, and says

:

"Ought to have a Kodak myself."

He repeats that assertion often

—

every time he sees a Kodak ad. But
there isn't a Kodak counter in Dave
Brown's room or on his porch. So

he forgets—until one day down town
he sees a Kodak window display.

He enters your store and ap-

proaches your counter. You sell

him a camera, show him how to use

it, fill out his coupon for Kodak erij,

note his name for your mailing list,

compute the profit mentally and go

on to the next customer.

Then Dave Brown begins his

career as an amateur photographer.

Every few days he drops in for more
film and leaves a couple of rolls to

be finished. Dave is profitable.

Now if Dave buys his camera in

July he'll keep right on making
several exposures weekly until snow
flies. But if you let him wait until

November before you sell him his

camera he'll use only about half as

much film during his first few
months.

You will agree that the time to

get Dave started is now.

^Iultii)ly Dave Brown by the to-

tal number of camera prospects

that can be reached by your win-

dow displays and newspaper ads.

Then you'll realize the extent of

your Kodak market. You'll realize

also the importance of making a

vigorous midsummer campaign for

i-amera customers.

The way for you to sell cameras

is to finish what our national ads

start. Kodak advertising teaches

people the charm of amateur photo-

graphy and the ease of using a Ko-
dak. It shows them the value of

vacation pictures, of farm pictures,

of travel .scenes, of home portraits,

of pictures of the children. It stirs

people up to the point of buying.

All you need do to bring them in

is keep a Kodak ad in your paper

and kee]) a Kodak window in your

store. They will give the prospects

of your community the final im-

petus to come to your counter and
enlist in the Kodak army.

You've got a great chance now
with the No. 1 Special campaign.
Read about it over the page.
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We're Backing the No. 1 Special to the Limit

To speak in superlatives is often

to fail in carrying' conviction.

And, after all, it isn't necessary

to add "e" ''s" ''t" to a lot of ad-

jectives in order to show our en-

thusiasm over the new No. 1 Special.

In the first place, the instrument

speaks for itself.

In the second place, the fact that

we're going to launch a big adver-

tising campaign back of this model

proves pretty well the confidence

we place in it.

Never before has a Kodak in the

Special class received the publicity

that will be massed behind the No. 1

Special. And the reason is that

never before have we had the No. 1

Special.

It's the kind of a camera that

warrants a campaign, the kind we
both like to sell.

And now for the figures.

The campaign really opened in

June, when four class magazines

and all the well known amateur
photographic publications were
used.

In July the amateur photogra-

phic magazines were again employ-

ed to broadcast the announcement
of the new model Kodak, and a full

page Ad appeared in the July 1st

Issue of the Saturday Evening

Post.

The good work will continue

through August and later. In

August the amateur photographic

magazines and Kodakery will be

used and there \vill be full page No.

1 Special Kodak Ads in the Roto-

gravure sections of the Toronto

Star "Weekly. ^Montreal Standard

and Halifax Leader, in Issues of

August 12th.

The circulation figures for the

entire campaign will run into mil-

lions. Such a tremendous volume

of publicity is going to accomplish

its purpose. AYe're going to sell

No. 1 Specials—but how about

you? Your cue is a very obvious

one. It calls for window displays,

newspaper advertising and sales-

mansliip. Display the No. 1

Special in your windows, print it

in your paper and show it at your

counter. You never had a better

chance to use your selling ability

than this fifty dollar camera de

luxe provides.

We're back of the No. 1 Special

to the limit—even the millions of

advertisements as outlined above

don't mark "Finis" in the cam-

paign. There will be more to come.

Yes, we're going to sell No. 1

Specials.

Are vou ?

Read "Talk on all Points"—page 6. It gives you some of

the high spots in a No. 1 Special sales talk.
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No. 1 Autographic Kodak Special

New Model Kodak

Equipment:

Kodak Anastigmat Lensy.6.3

and Kodamatic Shutter

Price S50

t;
^HH No. I Special won't fit the vest

pocket—it will fit any other. And yet

its complete appointments and high-grade

lens and shutter give it a practical photo-

graphic scope hitherto associated with larger cameras, only.

The lens is the famous Kodak Anastigmat /.6.3—Mastman-made to make good pictures.

The resulting 2,'<^X3'4' negatives are clean-cut, brilliant. -iat^mmmmmmm

The scientifically accurate Eastman-made Kodamatic shutter

which splendidly supports this high-grade, high-speed lens, has

seven adjustable speeds from '/l> second to 'Ato second as well as time

and bulb action. This range includes \irtually every picture in

the hand camera field.

Its convenient size and smart appearance make the No. 1

Special zn ideal Kodak to take with you; its equipment gives you

pictures you will be proud to bring back.

See this Spectal iit your ilealer s

Made with No. I special Kodak, Actual Si^

hxposure 1/200 of a second

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto

Millions of full page advertisements are telling about the new model No. 1 Special.

See opposite page.
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Ride the Other Fellow's Hobby
No Kodak counter will prosper

overmueli if its only customers are

persons who make a hobby of pho-

tography. The big market is among
}ieople who have other hobbies, of

which picture-making becomes an

auxiliary.

Everyone likes to talk about his

favorite pastime, and to illustrate

his talk with pictures. The poultry-

fancier, the cattle-breeder, the hun-

ter, the motorist, the gardiner, the

fisherman, the mountain climber

—

each requires a camera if he is to

get the most enjoyment from his

favorite form of recreation.

Salesmanshi]) is easy when you
can hook the thing you are s?lling

onto the thing in which your custo-

mer is especially interested.

Think of someone who raises

dogs. Get hold of some dog pictures

and show them to him next time he
comes into your store. Ask his

opinion of the dogs, have him show
you their fine points or their defi-

ciencies. He'll talk dogs, dogs, dogs
—then you can talk cameras. In
many cases your prospect will sell

himself a camera and a good one.

]\[ake the other fellow's hobby do
the selling for von.

Talk on All Points

People listen gladly where there

is something to be said.

In your campaign talks to get peo-

ple to select the No. 1 Autographic

Kodak Special you may safely go on

secondly, thirdly and fourthly, be-

cause you can indicate specifically

your reasons for calling it the most

compact and complete camera made.
Sell its size. Slip it into a coat

pocket and room remains for a

couple of rolls of film.

Sell its equipment. Includes

Kodamatic shutter with self-adjust-

ing diai)hragm, Kodak Anastigmat
lens /.6.3, rising front, a unique
worm screw focusing arrangement,
the autographic device.

Sell its weight. Balances at

eighteen ounces.

Sell its style. Artistically de-

signed, and handsomely done in

sealskin, enamel and polished nickel.

Sell its capabilities. Shutter and
lens equipment is such that speed
subjects hold no terrors. For every
exposure, sharp definition is assur-

ed so that if a print larger than
2^4 ^ 3^/4 is desired, excellent en-

largements are obtainable.

These are the attributes which
the customer considers when he
buys a camera. Sell them all and
the price of $50 will seem low, just

as it is. for so highly refined a

photographic instrument.
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You Never Can Tell

I had liuieli today with my old

fi-iend, Tom Morton. Tom is a

splendid fellow, big and good

riatured and blessed with a vast

fund of humor. He is the owner of

a large dairy farm some distance

out, and his visits to tow^n are so

infrequent as to be something of

an event for both of ns.

"Had an amusing experience the

other day," he remarked, as he

leaned back from the table and
leisurely started a cigar.

"All" right, let's have it."

"To tell you the truth, though,

I wasn't particularly amused at the

time. But it w^as a good joke on

me—no question about that."

"Yes, go on," I urged.

"Well," he began, "we have a

truck load of milk to deliver to the

distribution station every day— it's

very important that the load gets

there at the regular time. On this

particular day, however, the man
who usually drives the milk truck

was sick so I decided to make the

trip myself instead of taking another

man otf his regular work. It was
a cold, drizzly day and I was in a

hurry anyway, so I grabbed an old

overcoat and started out. Guess I

didn't look like much.
"On the way in I remembered

that I needed some new shirts, so

after I'd got rid of the milk I

dropped in at Lee's. When I got

to the shirt counter I saw that the

salesman who usually attended to

my wants wasn't around. There
was another fellow in his place—one
of those nifty dressers, toothbrush
moustache, fancy vest, and so forth.

I coughed a couple of times with-

out any luck, then I ventured to

ask if he would please show me
some shirts.

'

' Well he gave me a look that al-

most carriedme out into the street

—

a glance that took in my rusty coat,

rain-drenched hat and muddy boots.

Then he winked at the cash girl!

I was pretty mad but I recovered

enough to repeat what I w^anted.
'

' He threw a couple of shirts out

on the counter, remarked that the

price was ninety-eight cents, and
went on wdth his nail polishing.

Ninety-eight cent shirts didn't hap-

pen to be just what I had set my
heart on, so I told him I Avas sorry

to disturb him, that I realized the

importance of the w^ork he was en-

gaged in at the moment, but I need-

ed shirts—good ones—and it would
be a great favor to me if he would let

me see something of a better quality.

"It was contrary to his sense of

the fitness of things to show me the

kind of shirts I asked for—that w^as

evident.—but, after awhile I got a

look at what I wanted.
'

' After it was all over I asked him
why he didn't show me some good
shirts in the beginning. I said, ' See

here young man. I'm willing to

admit that I don't look as pretty

as I should perhaps, but I'm a

busy man—not a lady's maid. And
you can't tell how much money a

man has in his pocket by the amount
of mud on his shoes.' Then I grab-

bed my parcel and walked out."

"And that ended it?" I queried.

"Well, no," he replied musingly,

"I wouldn't exactly say that it

ended right then. You see, I had
a long drive home, and nothing
to do but think, and the more I

til ought, the madder I got. and by
the time I reached home I knew
that I'd never feel comfortable in

any of those shirts. So I sent them
back the next dav."
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A New Cut-out and Two Display Suggestions

No star of the Hollywood firma-

ment ever scintillated more bright-

ly in the eye of the public than
does the Kodak girl—she of the

blue and white striped frock.

Her picture lias appeared in

countless Kodak advertisements in

magazines and farm papers, and in

the rotogravure supplements of

weekly newspapers.
From show" cards in dealers' win-

dows, from street car signs and
posters, and from the covers of Ko-
dak Catalogues and booklets, the

Kodak girl has radiated her cheery

smile and waved a greeting to mil-

lions, inviting them to .join the

ranks of Kodakers and add to the

enjoyment of their out-of-doors

days.

Publicity has made this figure a

svmbol of Kodak.

A new sign, featuring- the Kodak
girl, is now available for your dis-

play purposes. It is in the form of

a Cut-out, 2 ft. 5 in. wide and 3 ft.

3 in. high—just what you've been
wanting- as a centrepiece for that

Kodak window.
In the display window it will at

once identify your store with Ko-
dak and help j'ou to increase sales

by appropriating to the store a

share of our extensive advertising.

The picture above can furnish

but a vague idea of the attractive

appearance of the new Cut-out. It

is painted in ten colors by a new
process which assures great dura-
bility. Slits in the Cut-out and a

pocket provide for slinging a No.

1 or No. lA Kodak Jr. Carrying
Case in a natural manner over the

shoulder of the figure.
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Make the coming eirc-us bring vou more Kodak business.

Beside the Cut-out itself, all

that is necessary to make a striking-

window display is five or six Ko-
daks, attractively arranged, and a

couple of the display cards which
you received a short time ago.

Such a window can be installed

in a few minutes.

Perhaps the boss has already told

you about the new Kodak Cut-out.

^layl)e he has ordered one for you,

but if he hasn't said an^i:hiug

about it, mention it to him. Tell

him that you'd like to have one and
that you want it at once so that

you can get it into the window and
working for him at the height of

the holiday season.

They're free of charge and the

distribution Avill be \^ij request only.

For Circus Season
When the advance crew papers

your town for one of the many
'greatest shows on earth" be sure

to get a few gay posters to use as a

background for the window display
shown above.

Cover the bottom of the window

with straw and sawdust for atmos-

phere. Let Kodaks and Brownies
be the enthralled spectators, watch-
ing the animals and clowns, lately

of the toy department, perform in

the barrel hoop ring.

That will draw the crowd.
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Kodak brings your vacation back

All the fun you've had—all the friends you've made

—

your vacation story told in split seconds, with a Kodak.

Autographic Kodaks $6._^o up

At your dealer s

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED, TORONTO

Que of our August advertisenieuts.

10
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To Get Attention

Colors attract attention. We do

not knoAv that tins is the reason for

the many bright colors that dec-

orate our friends of the so-called

weaker sex, but we do know that

it is the reason why so great a per-

centage of Kodak advertisements

in magazines are printed in colors.

The attractive pictures, printed

in natural colors, which illustrate

these advertisements, get attention.

They assure a reading for the mes-

sages tliat tell the pleasures of ama-
teur photography and the simpli-

city of photography the Kodak
way.
In August the advertisement that

is reproduced in miniature on the

opposite page will appear in colors

on the fourth covers of ]\IacLean's

^Magazine, Everywoman's World,
the Canadian Home Journal and
Western Home ]\Iontldv. and the

same copy witli text in French will

l)e on the back cover of August La
Canadienne.
The picture will be seen and the

advertisement will be read by
many in your community who still

have their vacation to look forward
to. A goodly number of these peo-

l)le will feel too that they ouiiht to

have a Kodak along.

Perhaps thej' will come to you
for it. IMake sure that they do.

Let them know that you are their

dealer. The advertisement itself,

attractively mounted on a card or

set up in a frame and placed in

your Avindow, will furnish a direct

tie-up with this advertising.

Get one of the magazines as soon

as it is out and let our August ad-

vertising work for you in your dis-

I)lay window.

Customers Sometimes Know
A well known politician, regular,

and faithful to his party, had just

told the new president of his coun-

try that he wished to become a dip-

lomat. The president agreed that

his friend deserved some reward
but regretted that all the diploma-

tic posts had been tentatively tilled

except that of minister to China.

"I'll take it," answered the am-
bitious applicant.

"The only difficulty," the presi-

dent demurred, "is that I prefer

for the ministership to China a

man who knows the language.

Can you speak Chinese?"
"Well you ask me a question

in Chinese and see if I can't answer
it!"

If the president had been in the

laundry business sometime this

story might have a moral, but the

applicant got away with the bluff.

Ill salesmanship, however, it is

folly to assume that the customer
knows nothing about the subject

that is under discussion.

Take the case of photographic

accessories and supplies. Our var-

ious manuals and the advertising

l)ages of KodaJi'ery have told the

]uiblic about all the little devices

that are offered for the convenience

of camera users. They know what
they want and they know what
they want it for. And they expect

the salesman to know, too.

Because the consumer is familiar

with the line the salesman must be

still more familiar with it.

11
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Automatic machines griuil and
;

i:ik Aiiastisrmat.

Putting the Polish on Kodak Anastiffmats

Tlie Kodak Lens Plant, where
the Kodak Anastigmats are made,
has for its customers the Eastman
camera factories, and for its aim
the production of lenses fit for

cameras Eastman-made.
At this plant the various grind-

ings and polishings the Kodak Ana-
stigmat undergoes before it can be
pronounced "the lens for better

pictures" are the work of machines
of scientific construction and
mathematical accuracy.

"Roughing" is the first of these

operations, and when they leave

the roughing department the lenses

are all the same thickness to within

1/100 millimeter, less than tlie

thickness of a hair.

Before roughing and each sub-

sequent similar operation, the lens

discs are blocked on metal tools

covered with pitch into which they
are pressed while it is hot. The
tools are then mounted on the

grinding or polishing machines.
Roughing completed, a small

button of pitch is applied to each
individual lens. It is by means of

these piteli Inittons tliat the lenses

are held in place and that the uni-

form thickness already established

is maintained during the grinding
operations that follow.

Then comes the test for accuracy
of curvature, a very exacting and a
very delicate operation. If neces-

sary the final polishing is contin-

ued with the machine and polish-

ing cap properly adjusted, until

tests prove the curvature perfect.

After this, the lenses are mount-

ed, assembled, and put through

rigid tests before they are fitted to

the cameras you stock so your cus-

tomers can secure anastigmat ad-

vantages. These final operations

will be described more in detail in

a subsequent article.

12
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Sounds Funny, But Don't Laugh
"Draw two." used to be a per-

fectly good order in certain em-
poriums, but a lady recently asked

the salesman at one Kodak coun-

ter to draw twelve.

She presented a Kodak print and
ordered a dozen "drawn from this

sample." The salesman explained

that he would need the negative,

so she returned with it the next day
and repeated her order for "a doz-

en drawn from it.'* She soon receiv-

ed the prints and. as far as is

known, still gives the salesman
credit for being the artist.

A Kodak salesman in England
tells of a ladv who wished to do

some developing and printing. He
asked her. "What sort of lights

have you in your home?" and her
answer was, "They are sixteen

horse power."
The salesman knew, of course,

that a horse and a candle differ

somewhat but he made no attempt
to correct his customer.

AYliile it is sometimes difficult to

restrain a smile it pays to avoid

emliarrassing a customer. The
"drawings" that were made on
Velox were excellent and the

Englishwoman found that her six-

teen "horse power lamp" was
quite all right to print by.

Prints are easily soiled and lost in envelopes and bureau

drawers; you keep them and heep them clean in a handsome

f^^ ffl i^^ KODAK
ALBUM

Mount your prints in this album. It is the popular loose-leaf style

—50 leaves furnished—and has an attractive, genuine leather cover.

Kodak Albums, at ?4.00 and ?6.00. Other Albums, fO.35 up. Kodak

Dry Mounting Tissue, $0.15 per package.

A complete stock of albums is just one of the

items in our big stock of Eastman goods.

RICHARD ROE & CO. 101 Tripod Ave.

This envelope stuffer, imprinted with your name and address, supplied in quantities

on request. .\sk the advertising department.

13
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It's in the Catalogue

Ordinarily a catalooue's business

is to advertise things that are for

sale. In the 1922 Kodak catalogue

a full page is given to something
that is gratis: Kodakery. The last

page—conspicuous space—is devot-

ed to an announcement of the free

subscription offer. It's sure to be

seen liy almost everyone who exam-
ines the catalogue.

Nothing would please us better

than to have every user of an

Eastman-made camera get Kodakery
regularly during his first year as an
amateur photographer. So we are

calling his attention to it in the

catalogue as well as in the manual.
It's you who should fill in the

coupons and mail them to us,

because it's your counter that will

l)rofit by the increased enthusiasm
for i)icture-making that will result

from a bigger monthly circulation

lor Kodakery in your community.

The Amateur is Your Assistant

Did you every see a fellow pull a

handful of grass out of his pocket

and. say, "Just look at this. I cut

it with my lawn mower. What do

you think of it?"

Has any friend of yours ever

stopped you on the street to show
you a stick with a nail in it and said.
'

' See what I did with my hammer ? '

'

But you've probably seen many a

man take a bunch of prints from his

M'allet, show them to everyone and
l)oast that he made them himself.

That 's one of the nice things about

selling Kodaks and supplies— each

amateur photographer is a sales-

man 's assistant. Every time he shows
a picture to a friend he advertises

picture-making. And, when the

friend decides to go in for photogra-

phy he asks where to l)uy his camera.

You will find it profitable to

stimulate the enthusiasm of your

customers at every opportunity.

Their enthusiasm spreads to their

fi'iends, and the sum of your com-

munity "s enthusiasm in picture-mak-

ing will be reflected in vour sales.

August in Kodakery

From the picture on the front

to the advertisement on the 1)ack,

the August Kodakery is stuft'ed

\\'itli interest.

An article tells how to count sec-

onds in making short time exposures.

"Distant Landscapes" classifies

landscapes into three groups and
explains how to get good pictures

of each.

Night photographs are described

in a story illustrated by night pic-

tures of a steel mill and sum-

mer hotel.

There's an article on marine and
beach scenes—to catch the vaca-

tionists and beach-goers.

"The Flower of the Family" is

a holiday incident; "Photograph-
ing the Depths from the Heights"

fits a picture of three whales, and

there is another ^liddleton article

—this time about the great-crested

flycatcher.

14
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The Graflex Demonstrates Itself

Once a man looks into

the hood of a Gratlex

he sees not only the

image of the subject

—

he sees also how valu-

able the retiecting mir-

ror feature really is

for getting just what

lie wishes in the pic-

ture and for assuring

sliarp focus.

By showing your cus-

tomer the sectional

view on the frontis-

piece of the 1922 Gra-

Hex catalogue you can

easily explain how the

tilted mirror throws

the image upward to

the ground glass. He
Avill be surprised at the

simplicity of the Gra-

flex.

15
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To Window or to Basement

You receive one day 1)y parcel

post a flat packagre which you open
with considerable curiosity. In it

are several display cards and an
enlarg-ement.

Examining the cards you find

them attractively illustrated,

printed in color, invigorated by a

few words of easily read copy. And
the enlargement is an interesting

picture, artistically mounted.
Those cards and enlargements

are the result of several months'
study and energy. Each subject,

each picture, each color combination
is the product of money and work
and the reason it is worth while is

that it acfiKiUi) helps sales))ien selJ.

These sales helps are now in your
hands. The question is, "Where do
they go frcjn here?"

If they are put to use in your win-

dows and on your cases they con-

ti'il)ute to the prosperity of your
Kodak counter. But if they are rel-

egated to the basement all the

effort involved in them is wasted.-

You probably won't wish to use

them all at once. Each of them will

stand a return engagement, too.

80 those that are on reserve may be
safely stored in the strawboard
container in which they arrived.

In addition to theirsellingability,

display cards and enlargements are

useful for brightening up your win-

dow and counter trims. You can

easily prove their value as adver-

tising devices by putting them in

tlieir jilaces. They do better work
ill the sunlight of a window than
ill the darkness of the basement.

He Makes His Own Rainbows

"Jimson's Kodak salesman, 'the

Specialist' I call him, certainly had
a fine idea saved up for rainy
days." said Carbon Velox to ]\[. Q.
Tubes as they picked their slippery

way homeward from work.

"He's covered half his counter
with pictures that were made after

rainstorms—there are some dandies
that -show the water dripping from
the trees on Elm Avenue and some
night scenes showing reflections of

the lights on the wet pavements."
"Proves that it isn't necessary

for the sun to be shining brightly

to make good pictures," comment-
ed Tubes.

'

' Proves more than that,
'

' asserted

Green. "It proves that the Special-

ist sees the importance of suggesting

subjects for liis customers' cameras
to photograpli. I'd never have

tliought of making some exposures
to-night if I hadn't seen the rainy

day prints on his counter. To-mor-
row I '11 have a coupleof films for him.

"He won't stop there, either.

"When I return for the negatives he '11

go over them with me and show me
where I've done especially well and
where I could have done better."

"Doesn't he ever get stumped?"
'

' Sure he does," answered Green,
"but he doesn't stay stumped. He
asks the Kodak Company's Service

Department at Toronto. They tell

him wluit's what and he tells me.
He makes the most of every chance
to talk picture-making. He's a

regular opportunist. I believe if

he'd been present at the flood he'd
have showed Noah some animal
studies and water scenes and sold

him a No. 1 Kodak Spfcial.''

16



Changed conditions often

prove the gate to opportunity

for the fit, the "gate'' for the

unfit.
— B. C. Forbes



// it isnH an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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The best salesman is the man

who not only makes sales but

makes salesmen of his cus-

tomers.



AST(;)REKEEPP:R is as different from a uiw-
eh (I lit as a wliittler is from a Avoodcarver.

Their tools are tlie same but tlieir purposes are
not.

To the storekeeper his place of lius'ness is a

hnil(liii<: that must be opened as a penalty for

breakfast and closed as a prereqnisite for supper.

Spreading fly poison, sweeping-out, counting
eggs and waiting on customers are as one to him.

Selling goods is a pcrfuuctMry duty, at wliii-li he

thrills not.

The merchant is a dift'erent sort. He doesn't

wait for business to come—he goes after it. Be-
tween trips to the cash register he is concocting

ideas to sell goods. His windoAvs display no
gopher poison in winter nor skates in summer. He
is up tf) tile minute.

His counters, shelves, Avindows, ncAA'spaper ad-

vertisements, and the eagerness Avith Avhich he
Avelcomes business all help move the goods. And
moving the goods is the hobby he rides to and
from his store, morning and night.

Competition is the storekeeper's challenge. It

makes him either a merchant or a l)aiikru])t.
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Note o\ salesmanship:

"The successful salesman learns how to use the articles he sells."
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Harvesters Wanted
Forty tliousand men have left

Ontario and the Eastern Provin-

ces to assist during liarvesting

operations in the West. Every
man of this vast army will be re-

(juired to garner the splendid crop
tliat now awaits the reaper in our
Western Provinces.

Once again. Mother Nature has
distributed her gifts with a lavish

hand. Not only in the West, but
in Ontario and the East, a bum-
per harvest is the prospect. Com-
petent authorities in close touch

with actual conditions anticipate

that if the crops, as they promised
early in August, come to a proper
harvest, this year's yield in many
sections will be greater tlian that

of 1915.

With good prices for farm pro-

duets prevailing and a bumper
crop harvested, the Canadian
farmer will enjoy a period of pros-

perity and unqualitied optimism
prevails in business circles over

this prospect, for it is recognized
that prosperity for the farmer
spells prosperity for the country
as a whole.
Kodak dealers who are alive to

business opportunities will not be
slow to appreciate the prospects
of the farm field at the present

time, and an unprecedented vol-

ume of Kodak farm advertising
will help live wire dealers in cul-

tivating this field.

During the coming Fall mouths,
Kodak advertising in farm pub-
lications will be more than double
that of the same period in any
previous year. The advertisement
which is reproduced in miniature
on page five is to appear in Sep-

tember issues of Canadian Country-
man, Farm and Dairy, Farm and
Ranch Review, Farmer's Advo-
cate, Grain GroAvers' Guide and
Nor" West Farmer. Other farm ad-

vertising is planned for September
issues of the Family Herald and
Weekly Star and Farmer's Week-
ly La Presse. The combined cir-

culation of these publications is

upwards of half a million—500,000

Kodak Ads in Canadian farm
homes in September. The storj'

of Kodak farm pulilicity in Oc-

tober and November will be the

same.
This advertising tells of the

pleasure and practical value of

the Kodak on the farm. It will

create an interest in Kodak photo-
graphy and a desire in farm homes
for a Kodak. It sows the seed.

But what of the harvest?
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AVitluiut tlie support of your ad-

vertising locally and your very
best selling- efforts, all the ad-

vertising that we can do will ob-
tain but a meagre return. "At
your dealer's'' we say in our copy.
It remains for ]io}( to advertise in

your locality the fat-t that [jou

are a Kodak dealer. The local

paper whicli goes into the farm
homes of your district 's the logi-

cal medium to use and the back
cover of this month's Trade Cir-
cular will furnish a co])y sugges-
tion. Your display window should
back up this advertising. A few
farm pictures and enlargements
will interest your rural customers
when they come to town and in-
vite inquiries. Once inside the
store you can talk Kodak and use
Kodak literature to (piicken the
int?rest that the advertising and
your display window has aroused.
The farm home, like the city or

town home, abounds in picture op-

Early tliis month wliole droves
of young people will be leaving
their home towns for school.

Each should have a camera.
No matter where they go they '11

run into all sorts of incidents to be
pbotograplied—campus life is

portunities. "At Home with the
Kodak" is a booklet that will

interest farmer prospects. The
Kodak Summer Booklets are min-
iature catalogues that fully des-

cribe the various models and tell

the story of price. Reasonable
quantities of both of these book-
lets are available if your supply
has run out. Distributed by mail
to farmers of the surrounding
district, the booklets should bring
many inquiries, es]iecially if ac-

companied by a letter calling at-

tention to the many opportunities
for pictures found in and around
the average farm home. Copy of

such a letter will be furnished if

you Avish. .Ask the Advertising
department.
The farm field offers a splendid

opportunity for new business now.
It is a fertile held. Sown gener-
ously with seeds of publicity, cul-

tivated with energy and enthu-
siasm, it is sure to yield a bounti-
ful harvest.

Rah ! Rah !

crowded with interest and only a
camera can keep it straight.

Find out who are entering col-

lege from your town and sell them
cameras before they go. They'll
buy fi'om somebody—why not at

vour counter?

Kodakery this Month
Kodakenj for September is tilled

with timely stories.

"Vacation Records" suggests
the subjects that best constitute a
vacation diary and tells the proper
exposure for each.

"Fantasies in Fire" is for the
evening of Fair Day.
"A survival of the Middle

Ages" is a lesson in the composi-
tion of story-telling pictures.

A Gratiex that went through the

Roma disaster is illustrated and
described. There's an article on
harbor scenes and some entertain-

ing "Reminiscences of a Brownie."
The advertisements cover the

Xo. 1 Kodak Special, R. B. Gratiex

Jr., Velox, Pocket Premo, Kodak
Auto-Focus Enlarger, Kodak Cut
Film, Kodak Film Tank, Kodak
Portrait Attachment.
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On the farm there are pictures for

pleasure, and practical pictures

which help in the business of farm-

ing

—

and they are all easy for your

KODAK
By the autographic feature, exclusively Eastman, date

and title may be written on the film at the time—

a

permanent record forever valuable.

Autographic Kodaks $6.50 up at your dealer's.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited. TORONTO

This September Kodak Advertisement will be read in

500,000 Canadian farm homes. See page 3.
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In the Comlni^ Magazines

-liW
GRAFLEX
Gniilex advantages are i^luabic ciiTV

wturc of the subject.

Vou iM«r when the focus is sharp, you

tt uhaC the view includes because a big

mage of the subject, Hght side up, is

.'ifiblc in the focusing hood until the

c>-
(lanadian Kodak C

Limited

This Gratiex advertisement
takes the story of Graflex ver-
satility to readers of Saturday
Xig-ht. It is to a]ipear in a

September issue.

Still another Gratiex Ad fol-

loM's in the October ]\IacLean's
and in an October issue of Sat-
urdav Xio^ht.

Hunting-, motoring and boy
life—all three appeals are aim-
ed at by this advertisement
which is coming in September
Issues of several Outing maga-
zines and in the October Num-
bers of Everywoman's World,
Canadian Home Journal and
Western Home ^Monthly.

Kodak as you go
The lens sees with you— the autographic record remembers for

you—and the story is complete for all time. Kodak brings back

the trip to vour librar\- table.

Canadian Kodak Co.. I.imitf.l, Toronto.
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Warn Beginners
Beginiirrs make exposures g'alore

and they find so much fun in it that

they sometimes lose sight of the

permanent value of the pictures.

The likelihood is that they put
their negatives and prints away in

envelopes, thinking that they are

perfectly safe. But experienced
amateurs know that the only easy
way to protect negatives from
scratches and to keep prints from

getting torn is to use albums.
Among your customers are be-

ginners who Avill be glad to have
your advice on how to preserve
their prints and negatives. And
the natural result is that you will

sell negative albums, print albums,
dry mounting tissue and trimming
boards.

Is it wortli wliile .' Try it and
be convinced.

Can You Sav "I Use this Kind"?
"Been liuying tickets to the l)all

game?'' asked Ed Clifford of Uan
^Mallet, who had just swung out of

Watson's sporting goods store.

''Been buying nothing," answer-
ed Dan. "I almost bought a tennis

racket but I couldn't quite make
it. The salesman spoiled the sale."

"Insisted on the regular price,

did he?" insinuated Ed Clift'ord

with a grin.

"He did nothing of the sort. He
showed me a fine assortment of

tennis rackets, commented on the

special feature of each of them,
recommended fourteen ounces asthe

proper -weight for me and said I

ought to have a five-inch grip. He
sounded like an expert on tennis

rackets and I supposed he knew
what he was talking about. But,

out of curiosity I asked liini the

kind of a racket he used, and
what do you suppose he said?"
"Probably named the cheapest

of the lot," Ed replied.

"Wor.se yet. He said he never

played tennis. It struck me then
that his advice might not be wortli

so much after all, that perhaps he

was just a clever salesman who
got all his ideas from catalogues

and none from actual experience.

So I'm goincr to Fitch's instead."

"Well that's (inly a block from
my ])lace. Let's go this way," sug-
gested Ed Clift'ord.

"Xo thanks, I'm not going to

Fitch's to-day. I'm getting back
tomy store to do some investigating.

I'm going to ask the young man at

my Kodak counter how many pic-

tures he took last week-end, how
many he 's going to take next week-
end and whether he's carrying a
film tank along on his vacation.

"I'm going to explain that the
success of his counter depends on
his ability to talk convincingly to

his customers and that a good way
for a fellow to talk convincingly
is to quote from his oAvn experi-

ence. I Avant to be sure that he
really makes use of the things he's

trying to sell."

Ed Clift'ord laughed and said,

"One of the biggest prolilems we
have is to keep our employees from
getting too much practical ex-

perience in the use of our goods."
"I suppose that's really true in

the candy business," agreed Dan.
"It wasn't so easy to demonstrate
the product on the first selling job
I had, thougli. And it was a hot
summer, too."

" WJial did yo'jsell ?" queried Ed.
"Post ausers."'
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MY DAD SAYS.
The bosses diary
as kept by his son

]\ry dad and me was sitting- on tin-

porch and Jim Brinkalod went by
and my dad says there 's a fella that

reminds me of a fish—not any fish

but acertainlittlepeculyar fish that

swells all up at a minit's notice. A
hungry big fish comes along- and
swims toward this certain little pe-

culyar fish I'm telling you about
and this little fella justsw^ellsallup

so that he's twice his natural size

and too big to swallow. So the big

fish goes on his way—still hungry.

Now that's Brinkalod. As soon

as he sees anyl)ody coming near

him he swells all up so that not

only his manner but his conversa-

shun get too big to swallow^ People

leave him on page 1 and go away
with the first person singular still

ringing in their ears.

Brinkalod may get confused at

times as to whether he's Premier

of Canada or whether the Premier

of Canada is him but always he's

Idissfully aware of the fact that

he's the greatest man in the uni-

verse and that nobody can tell

him anything that he hasn't lec-

tured on himself.

My son, my dad says to me, be-

Pictures

A southern lumber company lias

a unique method of convincing its

customers that all orders for car

lots are filled promptly.

Each loaded car is photograph-

ed just before the doors are closed.

The film is developed the same day

and by the time the shipment is on

its w^aV a postcard picture, show^ing

the loaded car, its number plainly

wair of being a Briidvalod. Xo
really big man talks big and no
really big man's got the noshun
that every good idea in the world
filters through his forehead rather
than anybody else's. Somehow big

men get the noshun that they'd
better read the booklets and cata-

logues and so on that deal wdth
the produckt they're interested in

so that they'll know what's what
and if a fella representing the

company comes around with a tip

or two on hoAv to push sales they
set their ears at /.4.5 so that all the

light can come in.

I don't suppose you read the ob-

ituary notices, my boy, but they
always print nice things about the
poor fella that fades out. They
praise him and say what a fine

fella he was and how the}' '11 miss
him and all that. But that's after

he's gone and the editor writes

it—not the fella himself.

Now this here Brinkalod talks

now like his obituary notice might
read years later—only it's present

tense. And when a fella does that,

my boy, he aint so far from the

hearse as you might think.

Only a poor fish swells up my son

—and then its only this certain little

peculyarfishi was telling you about.

Some salesmen are so busy sell-

ing themselves that they aint got

time for the goods.

are Proof
visible, has started to the customer.
Customer's order number and
shipper's order number are noted
on the picture side of the postcard.

If there is in your town a mill or

factory that ships in car lots, this

positive means of proving ship-

ping dates may interest them. Sug-

gest a 3A Ai(fo(jraj)1uc Kodak wuth
Kodak Anastigmat lens /.7.7.
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The "A" in the Kodak sign weighs half a ton.

New Kodak Plant at Vacz
Vacz? That's easy—"Watts" is

the way to pronounce it in English.

At Vacz, a Hungarian town on
the historic Danube River about
twenty miles from Budapest, and
on the Orient Express Railway
which runs from Paris to Constan-
tinople, is located the new factory

of Kodak Limited, the British bro-

ther of the Kodak company at

Toronto.
In 191-1 when war put a stop to

civilian activities, plans to estab-

lish a Kodak photo-paper manu-
facturing plant in Hungary were
well under way. Particular care

was given to selecting a location

where there would be a sufficient

supply of pure air and water, both
of them essential for ideal work-
ing and manufacturing conditions.

The plans continued to progress.

but the project was indefinitely

postponed when the call to arms
came, and not until early in 1922
was the first batch of Velox paper
made in Hungarv.

The Regent of Hungary, Admiral
Horthy, togetlier with other high
state officers, paid the plant a visit

on April 28 la.st, and, although the
factory had been in operation since
March 14, this was the official

opening. Admiral Horthy evinced
great interest in the plant which
in arrangement, convenience and
working conditions has a place of its

own among factories in Hungary-,
if not in all continental Europe.
The Kodak buildings at Vacz are

situated on a \K) acre plot adjacent
to the railroad and have a private
siding. They are made of yellow
brick on the outside, while rein-

forced concrete construction, like

that at Kodak Heights, Toronto,
{)revails throughout the interiors.

From the 165 foot chimne}' which
carries away chemical gases, down
to the very basement, the knowledge
gleaned by modern engineering
science has been lavishly spent in

perfecting the plant, ])oth from the

viewpoint of worker and of work.

9
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This window will make people stop, look and inquire.

For Your Dis
Slimmer must not get liy before

a Kodak window display is hiino:

onto the baseball appeal. The
above illustration shows how to do
it easily and effectively.

A few weather beaten boards be-

come the ball park fence, with a

knot hole for an urchin doll to

peek through. White lines foi-m

the batter's box, a piece of card-

board is the plate, and the contes-

ting Kodaks and Brownies sit on

wooden l)enclies. A few pop l)ot-

tles, peanut shells and some play-

er's equipment complete the set-

ting and enlargements of local

baseball scenes show what a Ko-
dak will do. The sign is important

:

"Baseball to-day. ^lake pictures

of the home team Avitli a Kodak."
Be sure to put ])rice tags on tlie

]0

play Windows
cameras so folks will know how
inexpensive amateur photography
is.

For a Gratlex Display

Tliis is a good time for a Gratlex
window to attract people who
want a camera that makes hard
jobs easy and ordinary jobs easier.

Page 11 suggests a striking dis-

play—one that is sure of getting

attention, and that says "here is

something unique."
On a pedestal in the centre of the

window stands a Graflex, flanked

by a Graflex enlargement and a

Graflex display card. The spot-

light circle is grey crepe paper tack-

ed against a purple l)ackground.

The letters of the word Graflex

are cut from Avhite cardl)oard.
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An extraordinary display, to advertise an extraordinary camera.

Judge tliis display for attention A few eatalojiues in the fore-

and interest. Notice also that the g-round will l)ring- people in to get
pictures offer proof of what the more information ahout this re-

Graflex Avill do. markable camera.

Everybody's Camera
The Vest Pocket Kodak is every-

body's camera, according to a re-

cent issue of the Trade Circular

published by Kodak Limited. Lon-
don. It is of wide usefulness to the

person who has no other camera
and it is the every-day companion
of the person who also has larger

equipment.
This is increasingly true since

there is a considerable choice among
the various models of the Vest
Pocket Kodak. There is now a

focnsinii' model as well a> one with

fixed focus, and there are four
different lens equipments, two dif-

ferent finishes, five different prices.

Since the Vest Pocket Kodak is

everybody's camera, everybody is

a prospective purchaser of one.

Tlie amateur who has a larger out-

fit needs tlie X . P. K. to complete
his erjuipment, the Brownie user
ought to graduate to the V. P. K.,

and the person who has no camera
will at once become enthusiastic

over V. P. K. simplicity and tini-

ness.

11
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Open Season

.^^
Lew Gilson 's wife
tlioiight he was
"a cruel thin^"
when he said the

prettiest picture
in the world was
a bird dog caught
on a point. But

Mrs. Lew doesn 't understand sports-

man 's talk nor does she appreciate
the appeal that hunting episodes
hold for men who like dogs and guns.

To the most enthusiastic hunter,

picture-making is lialf the fun. He
wants negatives of liis decoy fleet,

of the blind he rigged up, of the

camp, and of many other subjects.

Some hunters, however, have yet

to be sold, and they're legitimate

targets for you. They'll buy when
you show them just what the camera
adds to the pleasure of a trip afield.

Perhaps a sales letter will do it.

Get the names of men who held

licenses last year and of otliers who
have a Implied already for this season.

Then ask us for copy for a circular

letter. Better tell us what's hunted
in your country so we can give the

letter local color. We want to see

every hunter in your neighborhood
Kodak-e(iuipped from your store.

In Your Own Home Town
When somebody from out of

town comes to \dsit the Browns, the

Browns don 't let him get away with
out showing him everything that is

to be seen. He has a good look at

the suspension bridge, at the new-

church, at the paper mill, at the

Indian mounds, the waterfall, and
what not. And each of these places
is interesting—it amounts to some-
thing and is worth while.

But not everyone whom the
Browns know and write to in other
parts of the world can come to their

home town and see these noteworthy
spots. The logical thing for the
Browns to do is to enclose Kodak
pictures in letters—a common prac-

tice. It would be more common,
however, were it not for the fact

that an interesting place is often
without honor in its own country
—it 's old stuff to home folks.

Such a situation gives the ener-

getic salesman a chance to increase

his film sales. If you '11 show people
more targets for their cameras
they'll shoot np more film.

12

You can use window displays to

good advantage in pointing out

local picture-making opportunities.

Exhibit a group of enlargements
showing the mills and industries of

your community, another sliowing

the historic places, another showing
the spots of scenic beauty, another

showing engineeringprojects, anoth-
er showing fine homes.

Remind your customers that these

subjects make good i)ictures—pic-

tures that are of genuine interest to

friends who live in other regions.

In some towns the idea has been

carried still further and is embodied
in a city-wide plan to advertise the

community. One Chamber of

Commerce urges people to enclose

local snapshots in their correspon-

dence, business as well as personal.

Such a system is not only a well-

founded scheme for civic advertising

but one whose furtherance is worth
the attention of every Kodak sales-

man in the interest of his counter.

Try to get more pictures made in

vour town.
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The Tanks are on the Move
A salesman employed by a Kodak

dealer in England tells how he dis-

covered a way to sell more tanks.

The big idea arrived just after

he had sold a Kodak. '

' I w^as load-

ing the camera for him when IT
came,'" he writes.
" 'When yon have exposed this

tilm,' I said casually, 'I'll show you
how to develop it, if you like. You
might like to see how it 's done !

'

"That was at about 11 o'clock.

"When I got back from lunch he was
waiting for me with his first six ex-

posures made and I very soon had
the film in the solution cup. I could

see from the start that my man was
impressed by the simplicity cf tank
development—especially the fact

that it was carried through frcmi

start to finish in daylight—and by
the absence of mess. While the

film was developing 1 held forth, in

a conversational way, on the satis-

faction of doing one's own work
and so forth and long before the

negatives were fixed I felt that I

had sold a tank.

"And I had!
"I tried this plan on every pur-

chaser of a Kodalv or Brownie and
succeeded with just under sixty

per cent of them ! It may have been
followed by many salesmen already

I)ut it was new to me and it was my
own. Alone I did it and it work-
ed—and if to evolve a sclieme and
to find that it is successful isn't

sport then 1, for one. don't know
wliat sport is

!"'

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Kodak Accessories that add

to the fun of photography

Optipod—clamps to almost any edge

and does tripod duty. :?1.50

Kodak Self Timer—attaches to the

cable release and takes the picture

for you. fl.50

Let us show you Iiot easily

they work.

1201 Tripod Ave.

This envelope stuTer, imprinted with your name and address, supplied in quantities

on request. Ask the advertising department.

13
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Wherever this display car goes it advertises Phiihps' Kodak counter.

Ask Anyone in Elyria

The Kodak car shown aljove is

carryin<i' ('. AY. Phillips, dealer in

Elyria, Oliio, swiftly over the road
to prosperity.

Altliouji'h tliis particular Kodak
Avon't tit "the pocket of your top-

coat" it is otherwise an excellent

dujilieate of the Xo. 1 Junior. The
lenses, in shutter and finder, are

plate glass, the cable release is a

rubber hose and the body of the

camera is made entirely of inetal.

Even when the car is parked in

the street it isn't idle because it

cannot fail to draw attention to the

Phillips store and to Kodak. But it

does its best work when ]Mr. Phil-

lips mounts to tlie cabin and heads

for the country. He spends two
days of each week visiting farmers,
advertising his store to them and
inviting them to his Kodak coun-
ter, lie asks camera owners about
tlieir pictures and he suggests suit-

al)le instruments for people who do
not yet possess cameras.
"This affords me an outing each

week as well as an opportunity to

let them know who I am, where
located and what we have to sell,"

writes ]Mr. Phillii)s.

It's a safe bet tliat if >()U ask

anyone in Elyria for the name of a

Kodak dealer he'll remember who
owns the Kodak car. And that's

the answer.

We can still supply "At Home with the Kodak".

14
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It's the C: m
The idea of a self-foeusing en-

larging apparatus sounds compli-
cated, but, as embodied in the

Kodak Auto-Focus Enlarger. it s

really quite simple.

As the camera is raised or lo^vered

on its standard to make the image
larger or smaller, you will notice

that tlie distance between lens and
negative is regulated by a vertical

cam. a flat piece of metal with shap-

ed edges, and the image stays sharp.

Xo adjustment is necessary—it is

as nearly automatic as possible.

AYhen you talk Kodak Auto-
Focus Enlarger don't neglect em-

l)hatic mentiftn of the lens—it is a

Kodak Anastigmat. to insure the

best possible definition in the print.

The First Year

This title is stolen from a popu-
lar play, dealing with newly-weds,
proving that the first year is a cri-

tical period.

Its moral, equally applical)le to

amateur photograpliy. is: after the

novelty wears otf. enthusiasm
waxes or wanes, depending on cir-

cumstances.

Each new camera customer snaps
everything he sees and isn "t too par-

ticular al)Out the kind of pictures

he gets. Let him go his own way
and his ardor may cool. Instead of

returning to your counter regular-

ly for film, accessories, supplies,

etc., he may lose interest and cease

to figure in your sales book.

For the average amateur, pic-

ture-making becomes either a per-

manent pursuit, followed through-

out a life-time, or only a passing

hobby, depending on circumstances

during the first year. And you can

control the circumstances.

Advice. help, suggestion are ynms
to ofl'Vr frmu tiiiif To time, to aiii

your new customer in making the

most and best use of his camera
and thereby maintain his interest.

Then there is Kodakery—of tre-

mendous importance in this con-

nection. Its very purpose is to pro-

mote permanent enthusiasm for

pictures and to prove that the

camera olfers fascinating diversion

year after year. It explains new
phases of photography and shows
how the field is ever widening. It

describes new accessories and de-

vices, bound to keep up the camer-
ist's interest. And. above all, it

tells how to get good pictures.

You can't afford to have a cus-

tomer neglect his camera and avoid

your counter after a few months.
Therefore you can't afford to have
him miss Kodaki ri/. Fill out the

coui)on when he buys his camera,

mail it to us the same day. Then
there'll be little danger of indiffer-

ence on his part because the free

subscription to Kodakerif will see

liini safelv throukdi the first vear.

15
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"Just the other day, Sammy, 1

read in Printers' Ink a pretty

striking proof of the value of hand-
ling advertised goods. This partic-

ular article concerned itself with a

salesman on the road rather than
one back of the counter but the

facts hold good for l)oth.

"A certain advertising manager
woke up to the fact one day that liis

company wasn 't advertising enough
to say so and that it was up to him
to justify his job. He didn't do it

with pen and ink but hat and coat.

Ill otlier words he went out in the

territory to investigate. But first

he went into a jewelry store and
bought a small stop Avatch that

could easily be concealed in the

palm of his hand. Then in company
Avith the firm's star salesman he

visited six prospects and the watdi
told him the following story.

"By actual timing the salesman
was forced to spend twenty minutes
of the first interview, nineteen of the

second, twenty-eight of the third,

thirty-four of the fourth, sixteen

of the fifth and thirty-seven of the

sixth simply and solely in trying to

explain what company he repre-

sented and v.hy the prospect should

Ten Jliinutes

with the "Boss
do business with it. That means
that out of, roughly, five hours in

the presence of possible customers
tlie salesman spent three hours in

exi)lanati()nand.tlierefore. liad only
two liours in which to attempt sales.

"Then the advertising manager
went home and so did the message
that he brought with him. He's a

real advertising manager now.
"The advertised product is just

so much easier to sell, Sammy, be-

cause tlie customer knows consider-

able about it before he comes into

the store. It was this same adver-
tising, of course, that helped to

bi-ing him there. He knows about
the company that manufactures the

line and realizes that the endorse-

ment of an advertising campaign
means the conviction of the manu-
facturer that his product is right.

The salesman, therefore, doesn't

have to devote valuable minutes to

hindering explanations but can
start right in and sell.

"Precious minutes lost in telling

]\Irs. Brady who the Solkum Com-
pany are anyway, and what their

l)roduct is means precious dollars

lost in sales.

"Sammy." concluded ^Ir. Clark.

"I always did like action and what
always interested me most about
well advertised goods is the fact

that thev move."

The 1922 Kodak Summer Book, a small catalogue for mail and counter

distribution, is still available. Do you need more copies,

imprinted with your name ?
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The only good reason for stop-

ping advertising is to save

wear and tear on the cash

register.



// it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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"Men are not what they

think they are, hut, what

they think, they are. " -selected



By the Author of Robinson Crusoe

THE first thing a youth in the latter

part of his time is to do, is to endeavor
to gain a good judgment in the wares of all

kinds that he is like to deal in. The first

years of his time he, of course, learns to

weigh and measure either liquids or solids,

to pack up and make hales, trusses, packs,

etc., and to do the coarser and laborious

parts of business; but all that gives him
little knowledge in the species of the goods,

much less a nice judgment in their value

and sorts, which, however, is one of the

principal things that belongs to trade."

—

Daniel Defoe, in The Com pleat Tradesman,
written in 172G.



Youth Wilt. Be Served

But when, is what little Lester Avishes to know,
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Keep Your Mid-season Form

The out-of-door season isn't over

yet. There are still several weeks
of good Aveather ahead. ]\Iany peo-

ple claim they are the best weeks
of all. Because you have had oc-

casion to don the top coat once or

twice is no reason for abandoning
the selling arguments of the out-

of-door season. No, not yet.

Any selling appeal that worked
earlier in the season will work
equally well in Octol^er. Out-door
sports are at their height. Vaca-
tion and camping still interest

thousands of j^eople. ^Motoring is

more popular than in the hotter

months. The echoes of all these

good old sales talks will be heard
in Kodak counter cash drawers
during October.

Then there are some fresh leads

to work on. Hunters are just get-

ting ready and each outfit should
include a Kodak. Farmers who
Avouldn't buy earlier will buy now,
because they know how their crops
have turned out. And never was
the appeal of child pictures more
opportune. After the youngsters
have started ofif to school, parents
realize how fast the children grow.
Think of the wide variety of pic-

tures that are taken in October and

you'll see liow big the opportunity
for selling Kodaks is.

Furthermore, you are in a better

position to cash in on such oppor-
tunities than you were earlier.

You've learned how to turn a

greater number of the prospects in-

to customers and how to demon-
strate cameras in a way that sells.

You are in mid-season form. Make
your mid-season form carry on
through October and the month
will total high in camera sales.

We are back of this assertion

that October is an exceptionally

profitable month in which to push
the Kodak line. Witness this list

of October magazines in which our
advertisements appear—which
proves our faith in the sales oppor-
tunity that this month offers :

—

^NlacLean's Magazine, Canadian
Home Journal, Western Home
^lonthly, Saturday Night, La Ca-
nadienne. La Eevue ]Moderne,

Canadian Countryman, Family
Herald and Weekly Star, Farm
and Dairy, Farm and Ranch Re-
view, Farmers' Advocate, Grain
Growers' Guide, Nor' West Farm-
er, Farmer's Weekly La Presse

and Le Samedi.
Your own advertisements and

3
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window displays ought to work con-

tinually toward camera sales by
attracting every camera prospect
in your community to your store.

Get him up to your counter, then

sell. Just do your best to get more
prospects and sell more prospects.

Your best will be plenty good
enough to make October a banner
month for Kodaks sold.

Parents of the Primer Class
Ijast month many a child answer-

ed the school bell for the first time
and began a new experience.

It was a new experience for

mother, too, to have the youngster
away from home most of the day.
She realizes now that he's growing
up, faster than ever she'd suspected.
The idea of keeping Kodak pic-

tures of the children will appeal to

the parents of this year's primary
class. They will appreciate the val-

ue of a Kodak allnim, filled with
successive pictures of their growing

youngsters.

Get the names and addresses of

the parents from the primary teach-

ers. Then send a copy of "At
Home with the Kodak", with an
appropriate letter along to empha-
size the pleasure that amateur pho-
tography provides when the chil-

dren start to school.

Ask the advertising department
for copy for the letter and for the

required number of "At Home
with the Kodak", imprinted with
vour name.

The Farmer's Spending Season
If yours is an

y^ agricultural com-
munity perhaps
you have analyzed

tlie farmer's pur-

chasing habits.

He is a cautious buyer because he

operates on borrowed money dur-
ing a considerable part of the year,

especially if he is a grain-grower.

At one season, however, he knows
just where he stands . His crops are
safely through the summer, he pays
up at the bank and feels prosper-
ous. That season is y\ou\

Intensify your efforts to sell Ko-
daks to farmers. Use every means
you have—newspaper space, win-
dow display, circular letter and
counter salesmanship—to teach
them that the Kodak not only makes
more fmi on the farm but that it

also has a definite business value.
Show how useful the autographic
feature is for keeping records of

crops, new buildings, live stock,

etc. Aim directly at the farmer's
interests.

Set aside a week to concentrate
on the farmer. Write up an ad es-

pecially for him. telling him what
the Kodak will do for him and how
little it will cost him. Fill your
windoAv with enlargements from
farm negatives, and show a few
cameras, each bearing a price tag.

Then send out a circular letter,

suggesting specific uses for the
Kodak on the farm, emphasizing
simplicity and inexpensiveness.

If you wish us to. we'll be glad
to write copy for your farm ad and
for your circular letter. Ask the
advertising department.
Kodak on the farm isn't a new

idea, of course. It is talked about
every month in the eight Cana-
dian farm papers that carry Ko-
dak ads. This is the time to make
this particular advertising of ours
count for that counter of vours.
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For the pictures you ziaut

No. 3- Autographic

Kodak

Bumper crops, the late tall threshing,

the Hallowe'en pumpkins—on the

farm in the fall there is a wealth of

pictures and this Kodak makes you

ready for them all.

MADE IN CANADA

EQJLIPI-'EU so tiie beginner can be sure of results, yet so completely fitted that

the exacting demands of the advanced amateur are fully met, the 3A Kodak has

a distinction all its own. Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter with speeds of 1 2j, i 50 and

i/ioo second as well as time and "bulb" actions

is thoroughly dependable, and the lens is care-

fully tested. Capabilitv considered, the 3A is a

prize tor the price

—

$22.550

The large pci>t card size pictures (^1^ x 51^
incties) include a wide view% vet the camera

folds compactly, and can be carried without

inconvenience.

At your dealer I

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited

Toronto
1 3A Kodak Actual Size

This advertisement, which appears in full page size in October

issues of the leading Canadian Farm papers, will be read in near-

ly half a million farm homes.
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The Sportsman's Model

No. 1 Autographic

Kodak Junior

Price

$12.00

Its compactness

and simplicity

appeal to the

sportsman.

Place a No. 1 Autographic Ko-
dak Junior in the hands of a pros-

pect and he is at once impressed
with its small size and compactness.

Let him look into the finder and
see how the picture is composed,
explain to him the simple focusing

arrangement and show him how
the reliable Kodak Ball Bearing
Shutter works and he marvels at

the ease and simjilicity with which
the pictures are made.

These are features in a camera
that appeal strongly to sportsmen
and what sportsman is going to

hesitate over the investment of

$12.00 for equipment that will en-

able him to bring back pictures

G

made during the two or three weeks
in the hunting camp—weeks that

are crammed full of interest for

him.

The number of No. 1 Autogra-
phic Kodak Jrs. that you sell to

sportsmen during the next few
weeks will depend on the number
of sportsmen that you are able to

line up in front of your Kodak
counter. Once the Kodak is in their

hands it will sell itself.

Right now your window displays

should appeal to sportsmen, should
invite them inside and up to your
Kodak counter. Tliis applies, too,

for your current advertising in the

local paper.
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Kodakery this Month

Bob's and Bill's adventures

while helping- the circus unload are

the theme of October Kodakeri/'s

leading article.

"Doc Finds a Timber Doodle"
is another of Mr. ^liddleton's

nature studies.
'

' To Convince Noah '

' recounts an
autographic incident and "Don't
Emulate the Juggler" gives good
advice about how to hold the

camera.

"The Woods and Parks in Au-
tumn" suggests excellent subjects
for the camera in October.
The instructive articles are es-

pecially valuable. Every amateur
should read about how to estimate
the proper exposure, how to make
outdoor flashlights, and an emer-
gency method of developing vaca-
tion films on the spot.

Don't overlook this issue. Look
it over.

Are You a Fan?
Are you a football fan ? Here is

the test. Do you, in spite of j'our

Puritan ancestry, leave home every

Saturday in the fall, sit in the

centre of a frenzied crowd of howl-

ing maniacs, smoke too many cigars,

shout till your throat is raw, win
a dollar perhaps and lose your dig-

nity certainly, just to see a game?
If we are anything alike you prob-

ably do such things and are a foot-

ball fan.

But suppose the grandstands
were empty and you were alone in

the bleachers. Would you enjoy the

game ? Indeed you wouldn 't

!

Enthusiasm is co-operative—it is

created by the crowd. Enthusiasm
is contagious—it spreads quickly.

Enthusiasm is competitive—nobody
wishes to be outdone. But no one
individual can get warmed up over

anything all by himself. He must
get ideas from others, see the re-

sults of their efforts, exchange
opinions with them.

The prosperity of your Kodak
counter depends on the enthusiasm
your customers have for amateur
photography. Johnnie Jones buys
a Brownie. He shows it to Willie

Smith, telejJiones about it to Bobby
Brown, writes a letter concerning it

to Cousin Tom. Then they all want
Brownies and boys Johnnie doesn't
know see him carrying his Brownie
and each of them wants one, too.

After these youngsters all get
Brownies they compare pictures
and try to outdo each other. Week
after week each of them goes to his

Kodak dealer for more film. And
they become prospects for develop-
ing and printing apparatus, enlarg-
ing orders, albums, tripods, nega-
tive albums and a host of other
accessories and supplies.

The purpose of Kodakery is to

create enthusiasm for amateur pho-
tography. It is your best medium
for keeping camera owners inter-

ested in picture-making. It tells

them how to improve their work.
It is a clearing house for their

ideas. It shows what other ama-
teurs have accomplished.

Remember that enthusiasm is a

tune that can't be sung by a solo-

ist. It requires a whole choir. The
man at the Kodak counter is the

logical director and the book to

sing from is Kodakery. The first

thing for you to do is to see that

everybody has a book and the next

thing is to get them to tune up.
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Get the farm into your window—get farmers into your store.

Two Windows for Fall

This is the season to sell Kodaks

to farmers. Put a farm display

into your window—an easy one is

shown above.

Corn, or whatever your chief

crop is, gets attention, and, coupled

with the yellow film cartons, carries

out the autumn colors. Notice how
the tassels lead the eye to the centre

of the window, for balance.

The upper card says, "For busi-

ness as well as pleasure use a

Kodak on the farm," and the en-

laro-ements selected cover l)oth

fields of farm photoo-raphy.

In the foreground, ribbons lead

from the autographic slots of a

Kodak and a Folding Brownie to

8

a sign which says. "Keep an auto-

grapliic-photograpliic record of

your Crops, Live Stock, and farm
improvements." The background
is blue to give the outdoor atmos-

phere. You'll find this timely dis-

play quickly built and full of
'

' sell
'

'.

October brings another appeal

that should be capitalized by every

Kodak store. This is the last and
best month for picnics.

The window shown opposite de-

]iends on tree Ijranches and a rough
board fence for its atmosphere.

The background is green tree tops

against a blue sky—both made of

crepe paper. A picnic l)asket com-

pletes the setting.
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October is a good month for hikes, picnics—and Kodaks.

Perch a few Kodaks on the fence

and brandies, to demonstrate the

Kodapod. Have a Self Timer in

position on one camera.

The sign at the left, surrounded
by Self Timer cartons, says, "The
SelfTimer getsyou in the picture."

And on the right, among the Koda-

pod cartons, a card tells how "The
Kodapod converts a tree or a fence

rail into a tripod."

These displays are merely sug-

gestions for you to vary to suit

your community. But in any case

work along these lines and drag the

fall trade in through the plate glass.

For Hard Wear?
A gentleman who still remember-

ed that his boyliood knickerbockers

had two thicknesses of elotli at the

knee recently bought a Folding-

Autographic Brownie of the D. H.
Hogg Company, Limited, ^lontreal.

AVhen the salesman suggested

that he choose one eipiipped witli

a double lens instead of sinu'le the

customer answered that lu^ guessed

a single lens would lie good enough
if lie didn't take too many pictures

with it.

Tlie rei)ort doesn't say so, but
let 's assume that the salesman ex-

l)lained the dilference so convinc-

ingly that he sold the Rapid
Kectilinear equipment after all.
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Dope tanks, in whieh is stored the liquid from which film base is made.

A Kodak Park Process

That Kodak Film is the choice of

amateurs everywhere is traceable

neither to advertising alone nor to

the photographic prestige derived

from the phrase "]\Iade b}^ the

Kodak Company." These factors

count, of course, but the outstand-

ing reason for their preference goes

back to the soundest basis for any
claim : knoz\.'n quality. Year after

year Kodak Film has been building

a reputation for absolute depend-

ability and consistent uniformity

that every amateur is quick to

acknowledge. Through long ex-

perience the public knows that it

takes no chances when it uses the

dependable film in the yellow

box.

Film quality concerns many fac-

tors: selection and treatment of

raw materials, accuracy of machines,

facilities for testing the product at

every stage. Three series of pro-

10

cesses are involved : making the

base, making the emulsion, com-

l)ining the base and the emulsion.

The emulsion is the sensitive

coating which records the image
and its nature determines the speed

and latitude of the film in use. But
no matter how superior the emul-

sion of Kodak Film is, it could not

make uniformly clear negatives nor

could the negatives produce uni-

formly satisfactory prints were not

a correspondingly high quality

found in the support, or film base.

The base must be transparent, and
of uniform firmness and thickness.

Film base is a product of cotton,

but before any cotton can qualify

for admission to Kodak Park it

must be cleansed, at the mill, liy

chemical means prescribed by us to

free it of gum, wax and other sub-

stances that aren't cotton. Purged
of such matter the cotton becomes
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Coating machines, -which convert the dope into film base.

absorbent, and thus it enters the

Kodak Park plant.

There it is put through a dryer

which rids it of all traces of mois-

ture. Damp fibres do not respond

to nitration, the next process, and
uniform nitration is essential, ac-

cording to Kodak Park standards.

Tlie purpose of the nitration is

to make the cellulose (cotton) sol-

uble. "We watch the cotton, war
back in the mill, to be sure of its

purity, and we make the acids our-

selves to be sure of their purity.

Thus we can always get even nitra-

tion, which in turn is a guaranty
of even solubility.

After the cotton is nitrated it is

washed thoroughly for days and
days to remove all traces of uncom-
bined acid. Then follows a drying

process after which it is ready to

be dissolved.

Wood alcohol, made by the Ten-

nessee Eastman Corporation, is the

chief ingredient of the solvents.

AVith these solvents the nitrated

cotton is mixed until the result is a

viscous liquid of the consistency

of honey—in Kodak Park parlance,
'

' dope.
"

' From the mixers the dope

is pumped into huge storage tanks,

to await call to tlie coating ma-
chines.

The coating machine transforms

the dope into a beautiful ribbon

314 feet wide: thence it goes over

dryers which evaporate the solvent,

leaving a firm, transparent base

—

a worthy support for Kodak Film.

This precious ribbon is removed
from the delivery end of the ma-
chine in rolls of 2000 feet. And
throughout the roll the thickness

varies no more than 1 8000 of an

inch, so accurately is the mechan-
ism ad.justed.

Each roll goes at once into a

storage can, for protection from
atmospheric dust, and is removed
to a storage building: thence it

moves onward to an emulsion coat-

11
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iii^' macliine where it receives the

sensitive coating that really makes
it Kodak Film. But that 's another
and later story.

Kodak Park operates on a grand
scale and in manufacturing film

base is therefore able to design and
manufacture many of the machines
it uses, to have its own supply of

acids and alcohol, and to have

p(»sitive lal)oratory control watch-
ing each stage of each process.

Thus, the very magnitude of its

resources and facilities enables the
Kodak organization to turn out
products of rigid quality, uniform
from spool to spool, uniform in

results obtained.

Such a product is "the depend-
al)le film in the vellow l)ox."

An A, Number One, Feature
the camera is held in normal po-

sition the thumb falls naturally on
that sleeve. A slight motion moves
the lens standard backward or for-

ward. The action is smooth and
easy. Try it.

This focusing feature is only one

of the things you have to talk about

when you demonstrate the No. 1

Autographic Kodak Special. There
are also the seven speed Kodamatic
shutter, the Kodak Anastigmat lens

/.6.3, the rising front. All those

features are cleverly assembled in a

pocket camera that weighs but 18

ounces and slips into a coat pocket

with space to spare.

It's on the No. 1 Autographic
Kodak Special—this distinctive fo-

cusing device indicated by the

arrow.

It is simply a knurled sleeve,

threaded to a Avorm screw. When

Ask for Advice,
Every normal person likes to

have his advice sought.

A certain Politician, according
to Printers' Ink, used this trait to

swing into line several farmers who
were hostile to his campaign.
He visited each of them. As he

drove into the dooryards he pur-
posely changed the carburetor mix-
ture so that his motor sputtered
and died. Then he asked the farm-
er if he knew anything al)out Ford
engines.

The farmer usually answered
"yes," fixed the carl)uretor, found
out who his distinguished acquaint-

-ance was and later voted for him.

Nothing is said of what might

You get Business
have happened had the farmers
got together at a picnic and all

begun to boast at once of their ex-

perience in repairing the Politi-

cian's car. But the story illustrates
' the fact that if you can ask some-
one's advice you can usually make
a friend by it.

If your town has in it a photo-

graphic fan who isn't your custo-

mer, perhaps you can convert him
l)y telephoning him to drop in and
see you. Then ask him his opinion
of some negatives or inquire his

experience with certain apparatus.
Chances are that he'll respond to

one such treatment and come your
way thereafter.

12
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Glimpsers

Perhaps you've wondered why,

Avhen a book or a play is converted

into a movie, the name is frequent-

ly altered.

"Well, here's one answer.

"When the movie magnate eon-

trolling the film version of Barrie 's

play "The Admirable Criehton"

first wrote to his exhi])itors an-

nouncing the coming production,

he used the stage title, "The Ad-
mirable Criehton." And ninety

percent of these same exhibitors

wrote in reply that they were all

fed up with sea stories.

People are inclined to glance, not

look—exactly as these motion pic-

ture exhibitors did.

It's well to remember this fact

in preparing advertising and in in-

stalling window trims. Make it

just as easy as you can for the chap
whose eye is too busy to linger to

sense your message correctly at a

glance.

Artemus Ward discovered that

people were "glimpsers" years ago
and capitalized on it. You may
have seen a reproduction of the
announcement that he used with
such success to advertise his lec-

tures. In large type that dominated
the page appeared this

—"Artemus
Ward Has Lectured Before All

The Crowned Heads of Europe."
And then in small type, "were
aware of the fact.''

Let Kodak Sell

Your Livestock

Kodak pictures tell best the

strong points—the selHng argu-

ments— ot your cattle, horses,

sheep, hogs.
-'She filled them all in 30 days a selhng photograph

Let us show you how to make good selling pictures,

and pictures for fun, with a Kodak

RICHARD ROE & CO., 120] Tripod Ave.

The stuffers offered regularly on this page are aimed at camera owners and are
intended for enclosure in amateur delivery envelopes. This one, hov^fever. will sell

cameras to farmers. When you mail your October statements, separate those that
go to rural routes and enc'ose this stuffer. Tell us early how many you'll require,
imprinted with your name and address.

13
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Kodak
I'ilm I'anks

$3 n>^

Kodak
Auto-Fociis

En larger

$40

These Price Cards Sent on Request

Price cards are important l)eeanse they tell something that the pro-

spective customer wishes to know. And those illustrated ahove go still

further—they show the article in use.

Wlien a eamerist knows what accessories look like in use and how
much the^' sell for, liis interest is likely to increase. Then he'll ask you

for more information. That's your chance—these price cards are design-

ed not to supplant salesmanship but to support it.

To make your window and show case displays more expressive get

some of these new cards. The supply is limited, so mail your request early.

14
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Pictures for the News
Here is a typical day's work for

a press photographer

:

Bailway station reception for distin-

guished visitor,

Wedding party arriving at church,
Scene of an automobile wreck,
Interior of store that was rifled.

Policemen's field dav and horse show,
Popular actor in his dressing room.

Note the variety of subjects rep-

resented. One may call for a shutter

speed of 1/10 of a second, another
may require 1/1000, another may
need a time exposure. Perhaps one
subject is in a crowd, the next in

an open space, one indoors, another
on a sunnj' baseball field.

In every case the newspaper
camera man is expected to produce
a good illustration for the paper.

He cannot return to-morrow to cor-

rect errors of focus, composition or

exposure because history doesn't

repeat itself on order, even for the

newspapers. The first negative has

to be right.

Small wonder then that the men
to whom fall the hardest photo-

graphic jobs should choose "the
camera that does the difficult

tilings in photography and does

them well."

The Grafiex is the press photo-

grapher's favorite because by re-

ducing guess work it increases the

number of successful exposures,

and its capabilities cover every sub-

ject that an editor might ask a

reporter to cover. If he is to get

good pictures he requires the Gra-

fiex advantages: the high shutter

speeds for certain subjects: the re-

flecting inirri)r and fast lens for

all subjects.

These same features are valuable

to every Graflex user, even if he is

but a beginner, liecause every camer-

ist would like to be sure of sharp

focus and know in advance that the

pictorial arrangement is right.

The Graflex owner starts with an
advantage every time he makes an
exposure. He watches the image on
the ground glass at the base of the

hood. As he approaches or recedes

from the subject to shrink or ex-

pand the image, he adjusts the

focus, keeping it absolutely sharp.

Then when he sees on the ground
glass just the picture he wants he

presses the shutter release and the

scene is his.

Thus, whether he is an amateur
or a press photographer, the Graflex

user l)eneflts from these advantages

:

Fast shutter speeds—up to 1/1000
of a second for swift action scenes.

Slow shutter speeds—down to

1 10 or even 1/5 of a second for

portraits or snapshots in the shade.

Uniform illumination—the shut-

ter works at full efficiency through-

out the exposure, thus admitting

an extraordinary amount of light.

Certain focus—the image shows

the sharpness of the focus ; guess-

ing the distance is unnecessary.

Pleasing composition—the image

is full picture size so that it is easy

to see how the component elements

of the sul)ject balance.

Fast lens—passes an abundance

of light and makes it possible to

utilize high shutter speeds.

These are the features that the

news photographer requires, and

that every other Graflex user flnds

valuable. They are found on every

Grafiex. The Press Graflex is made
especially for newspaper work ; the

other models are intended to meet

every photographic challenge that

occurs to the amateur, from the be-

uinner to the most advanced.
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Sid Durgin is paintiii"' his barn
red.

"Rescue Hose Company liad a

festival and dance last Tuesday
evening at the Town Hall. All re-

ported an enjoyable time.

"Nick Harper was in the ritv

Thursday."
]Mi'. Clark slid tlie ])ai)er iii iiis

lap with a smile.

"Pretty live stufl', eh Sammy.'
Those items are from this week's is-

sue of the Xashtown Banner and I

wouldn't miss it^for twenty Evening
Telegrams. T'sed to live in Xash-
town, you know. People are just

human enough so that no outsider

—

no l)ig pai)er in a neighboring city,

for example—can ever quite elbow
out of existence the home town
sheet. Folks want the big dailies of

course, but they want the intimate,

local news, too. There's a lesson

there for us, Sammy.
"I was just noticing tlie i)ictures

you've got on display. They're
crackerjacks all riglit but how
about some local stuff .' IIow
about making a ])icture or two in

Queen's Park, for example. The
marble fountain would be a good
subject. How about another one
of Little Falls .' And perhaps two

Ten J[iinutes

with the "Boss
or three of selected spots along the
River Road.

"There's double value in such
enlargements, Sammy. In the first

])lace, it puts a i)icture possibility in

the mind of the customer. 'Guess
I "11 try a few exposures at Queen's
Park,' he says to him.self, 'and I

never thought of the pictorial possi-

l)ilities along tlie River Road. Be-
lieve I'll go out there Sunday.'
Saunny, that's one thing such pic-

turesaccomplishand here's another.
'

' ^Ye 're practising what we preach.
AVlien we tell folks tliat any Kodak
is easy to work and suggest that

Little Falls presents wonderful
pictorial possibilities, we're mere-
ly making a statement. When we
go out with the camera slung over
our shoulder and actually make a
batch of pictures of tlie falls and
then show one of the best of them in

the window, we are converting a

mere statement into a positive fact.
'

' There 's a third point too, Sammy.
"^Irs. Smith is struck by tluit

s]ilendid i)icture that we're show-
ing ill the window. She must know
who made it. Blushing becomingly,
you admit that the credit belongs
to you. From that moment on,

you're stamped as an expert as far

as Mrs. Smith is concerned, and she
prefers lo do business with you.

"Local color, Sammy, is a dom-
inant lir.f in the sales siiectrum."

The Kodak Trade Circular each nioiitli offers at least one
timely newspaper electro, mortised for the name of your store.
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Ordinary service has no

commercial value today. It

is that individual, rare

service, rich in personal

interest and human appeal

that attracts and holds cus-

tomers, — The Bullock Way



// it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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One reason for pushing ad-

vertised lines is that a store

is known by the companies

whose goods it keeps.



THE fellow who claims he has no time to

read the literature of his hiisiness misfht

as well say he has no time to eat. For if he

is to keep alive mentally and sustain vigor-

ous habits of salesmanship he must consume
large helpings of ideas. He can get them in

concentrated, pre-digested form by reading.
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KODAK A

Cheeky Little Urchin :
" Hi, Missus ! Where's your

Kodak ?
"

The abovo cartoon is fi-om Loxdoii Opinion. I'ci-sistciit a(lv('rtisiii<z' by

Kodak, Limited, lias made the Kodak <i-irl in lier stri})ed dress a liouseJiold

eliaraeter. In Britisli shops sueli material is cominoidy called Kodak cloth.
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The Film that Saves the Trade—iiT^J^^^ Fihn

There's nothing worse for the amateur photographic trade

than telhng the amateur he can do things that he cannot do.

Every experienced dealer knows that the average camerist

is prone to attempt sna]3-shot exposures under impossible light

conditions. In spite of his manual and in spite of continued

warnings from the dealer and from photograjihic publications,

he wastes film and perhaps becomes discouraged because he
doesn't follow the rules.

For this reason it has always been our policy to hold liim

down to a little less than he can really do, rather than get him
into photographic errors by encouraging him to attempt too
much. We have always understated rather than overstated
the qualities of our film in latitude and speed in order to pro-
tect the snap-shotter from his ovn\ mistakes.

This policy we shall continue. We shall not permit the ex-
travagant claims of other manufacturers to start us on a P. T.
Barnum^ advertising campaign. The film has not yet been
made that has the latitude of the human eye or the speed of a
cat's eye on a dark night. We don't want our customers to
expect the impossible from our products.

But this we Mill say. AVe make constant drastic tests of our
OMai film and of the film turned out by other makers. Up to
the present time, we have never been 'able to find a film that
equals ours—to say notliing of exceeding it—in speed, latitude
or keeping qualities.
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See It In Kodaker\'r

There is good ]>r()fit in Kodakenj
subscriptions, and there is also good
profit in having your customers well

informed on photographic matters.

So there are two excellent reasons

why you should ask the purchaser

of an accessory or new product if

he saw it advertised in Kodakery.
If you find he's not a subscriber,

make him one. The fact that he
Iniys an accessory indicates that he
wishes to increase his photographic
experience and Kodakery is an ex-

cellent auide.

To Help You Sell

What you can do in the way of

salesmanship depends on what 3'ou

have to do with. Perhaps you don't

realize the extent of the advertising

resources placed at your disposal.

The Kodak Salesman announces
from month to month new booklets

and catalogues and new editions of

previous printings.

Following is a list of publications

that are constantly being revised

and reprinted so that your orders

can be filled promptly.

At Home with the Kodak

About Lenses

By Flashlight

Large Pictures from Small Cam-

eras

The above named booklets are

intended for you to distribute at

your counter and by mail. You
may not care to use them all just

now l)ut in any case you should
have copies for your own reference,

and supplies of some for the public.

A Class Publication

Here is a

booklet to help

sell the Graflex

to parents. It

is the truthful

story of how
one family kept
the l)aby's bi-

ography in pic-

ture.

W h e n t h e

Graflex u s e r

photograi)hs a

child he sees the image in the focus-

ing hood so he knows tliat the

youngster ha.sn't crawled out of

focus, or indeed, out of the picture.

Another advantage is that the

focal plane shutter has speeds as

slow as 1/10 of a second (there's

also an automatic exi)Osure of 1/5
of a second) . And both shutter and
lens pass so much light that snap-

shots can be made in the shade

—

even indoors wlicn conditions are

just right.

These advantages often save the

day when one is trying to photo-

graph a vivacious child, and it's all

told in an interesting, convincing
way in the Graflex Baby* Book.
If you carry the Graflex in stock

ask the advertising department for

a few of these booklets to distribute

over a selected mailing list of par-

ents who might buy a Graflex.

If you don't stock the Graflex

but wish to see the Baby Book the

advertising department will glad-

ly send you a copy on request.
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Let Kodak tell the story

This is a big day for Ed. Junior. To be allo\\ed to go hunting

with Dad is a real event—and calls for a picture as a matter of

course.

Little story-telling incidents like this make the best kind of

Kodak pictures. They are happening every day at your house.

Aiitogrc/f)/iic Kodaks Sh.r^d /if— at your dealer's

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto

To be seen in the magazines— November Kodak advertisement.
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What's the Point?

The point is that the focusing feature

of the Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak
Special, with Kodak Anastigmat lens

f.6.9, is worth talking about.

It is easier to see this feature in the

enlarged section of the camera's front,

shown below.

Simply by turn-

ing the lens flange

in its socket the

focus may be in-

stantly adjusted

for any of ten

distances, ranging

from 3 to 100 feet.

With the focus

set at 3 or 3i/o ft.,

head - and -shoul-

ders portraits

may be made to

fill the picture

area without us-

ing a portrait at-

tachment.

All you need is this information and a lead pencil, to point out to a

customer the reasons why he should select a focusing model Vest Pocket

Kodak Special.
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Do You Read Your Own
If yon work at the Kodak counter

you are entitled to your own per-

sonal copy of the Kodak Salesman.
Every store that handles the line

gets one copy, addressed to the

firm. But we'll supply as many
more as are necessary to give each

photographic salesman his own.

ITnless you are receiving the Ko-
dak Sales:.ian regularly in your
own name, ask the manager to write

our advertising department to put
you on the mailing list. Why not

have your own copy to take home
where you can have twentj' undis-

turbed minutes in which to read it
.'

Population: 160

Big Creek l)oasts of 160 inhabit-

ants when they are all at home.
Five of them work regularly and
three others on ])art time for W. L.

]\Iurphy, j)r()prietor of ^Murphy's

Art Shop, Kodak dealer.

Mr. ^Murphy doesn't gaze at the

scenery and wait for business. He
sends for it, and one of his best little

messengers is Murphij's Art Shop
News, an illustrated mimeographed

pamphlet, the only newspaper in

Big Creek. It is full of neighbor-

hood news, interspersed with sug-

gestions about the best kind of

cameras to buy and the surest way
to land a game trout. Mr. ]Murphy
traces many inquiries and sales di-

rectly to his store publication.

Big Creek isn't on the map now,
but ^Ir. ^lurphy will have it there

sooner or later.

Convenience, Compactness, Completeness

Everyone respects

ability, but beyond
that their .judg-

ments vary.

Some folks tlirill

at a splendid mech-
anism. Others re-

spond first to style.

The aristocrat
likes the best because it is best. The
practical person wants a "good
buy."
Thousands of people have recently

come into possession of the No. 1

Autographic Kodak Special. Differ-

ent owners are proud of that camera
for many different reasons, in addi-

tion to its photographic capacity.

Its mechanical compactness, its

attractive design, its rich finish, its

tininess, its convenience—each is a

basis for someone 's pride. And each

enthusiasm furnislies a selling areru-

ment for use at your own counter.

The Kodamatic shutter, with its

accurate speeds to 1 / 2()( ) of a second
and its automatic diaphragm scale

;

the Kodak Anastigmat lens /.6.3

;

the rising front ; the unique focus-

ing device—these make for good
pictures directly, and surely should
be brought to the attention of every
person who inquires.

But the auxiliary virtues of this

camera are Avorth emphasis also.

The very looks of it are an argu-
ment in its behalf. Quality shows
on it everywhere. It has style,

finish, mechanical merit, and people
are interested in these attributes

as well a.s in photographic profi-

ciency.

Prospective purchasers of the No.
1 Special include every person who
can possibly afford fifty dollars for
the best little camera made.
Have thev all seen it ?
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Tlip Koilak slips in the jioeket, the film fits the shell loops.

A Hunter's Display

Every live window display is l)uilt

around a single, unifying" idea. But

its selling influence is by no means
limited to persons especially con-

cerned with that idea. While it

makes its strongest appeal to the

class that is directly interested, it

gets in its work on other folks as

well. Any attractive, unified dis-

])lay draws attention from every-

one who comes within eye range.

The hunting window shoM-n above
aims directly at sportsmen and iii-

directlv at evervone else.

Before any uimrod starts toward
his camp he ought to be Kodak
o(|ni]iped. This window display

\\ ill i-riiiiiii| him. Tie can't get past

it witliout noticing the Kodak in

tlie hunting .jacket and the yellow

box of Vest Pocket Kodak t^lm in

the ten gauge shell l)elt. The gun,
fence, leafy floor and blue back-

ground give the atmosphere of the

hunt and the sign "Take a Kodak
with You" does the talking.

To reinforce this window wliy not

fircularize all your fellow citizens

who hold hunting licenses.

For the far-a-way friend — a ''Frontenac Calendar.

A suggestion that your customers zcil/ appreciate.
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With Gun and Kodak."

From the Near East

The window display that is pic-

tured above comes to us fresh from
triumphs in the near east. Eastern

Canachi we mean. imT Tlie Dar-

danelles.

^Ir. Harris, of the .MeMurray
Book and Stationery Co., Limited,

Fredericton, X. B., who sent the

]neture, modestly claims for this

display that it "Attracted quite a

lot of attention.''

Of course it did. AVliat sports-

man, no matter how liard his wife

was tupoino- at his coat-tails, could

pass this Avindow without stopinnp'

for a look at the fawn and the

birds, and incidently to be remind-
ed of the fact tliat the Kudak is

equally as important to a success-

ful holiday in the bush as the g"un

itself.

Such a window will not be hard

to duplicate. Feed the tiivver a

gallon of gas and from almost any
town or city in Canada it will take

you to a place where the trees may
be cut. The game can be borrowed
or rented from any taxidermist or

from some sportsman's collection.

Your own gun, or that of a sports-

man friend, a few Kodaks from
stock and a hand lettered card are

the only other essentials.

Remember this display "Attract-

ed quite a lot of attention" in

Fredericton. Ti'v it on vour town.
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The Camera Works Gets the Credit

testing devices tliat also are of Ko-
dak conception.

Onr tests show conclusively that

the Kodaniatic has achieved a pre-

cision never before realized in any
shutter.

Conclusive tests as described be-

low prove that the speeds on the

No. 1 Kodamatic shutter average

within three and one-half per cent

(8.46) of standard accuracy— an
error that in actual picture-making

is, of course, negligible.

You may safely tell your cus-

tomers that the speed the dial gives

is the speed the shutter gives, and
that the Kodamatic brings a pre-

cision to exposure that they have
never known before.

Every individual Kodamatic is

given a mechanical test, right in the

assembling department, to see that

the craftsmen who assemble its 161

parts do their work uniformly.

This mechanical test is simple but
conclusive. It is based on the prin-

ciple that a light, revolving through
a circumference at a fixed speed,

covers a given arc during a given

time. The arcs for each indicated

speed are marked on a ground
glass, which the light can reach

only through the shutter opening.

Tliis is the Koilamatic that is ou the

No. 1 Kodak Special—speeds of 1/2 to

1/200 of a second—set for action. The
automatic diaphragm scale is another

Kodaniatic feature.

AVhen the Camera AVorks, East-

man Kodak Company, staff of

design set out to devise a shutter

for the 8i)ecial Kodaks they weren't

just looking for a new shutter, to

be used as a temporary talking

point. They demanded something

of genuine superiority, appropriate

for the high-grade instrument of

which it was to be a part.

Specifically, the shutter sought

for had to offer a wide range of

speeds, each accurate to an un-

precedented degree, a shutter that

could be built to a standard of

uniformity. With this as their goal

and with precision always fore-

most in their minds, Kodak work-

ers evolved the Kodamatic.
To design such a mechanism was

a big job, but the Camera Works
did it. Then to supply apparatus

to test the mechanism in manu-
facture was another big job. The
Kodak Eesearch Laboratory did

that. Thus the Kodamatic shutter

is of Kodak design and manufac-
ture and it is built to new stand-

ards of accuracy established by

10

Inside of a Kodauiatir
watch-like construction.

-howiiii>' the
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This strip of tiliii ieprt's«'iit> tlie photoyraiiliic test of a Ko<lainatic i^hutter set at

1/100. Each flash represents 1/1<H)0 of a set-oud. This test proves the shutter's effic-

iency, as well as accurate timing. It shows that the Kodamatic fully opeus early in the

exposure and remains /'«//// open until late, allowing a long interval of abundant
illumination.

Therefore, at any exposure, the

image of the reYolving light must
travel only througli the prescribed

arc. This excellent test is under-

gone by each Kodamatic.

There's a still more exacting test.

if you can imagine it. A multi-

sided mirror revolves in front of a

light at such a speed that one reHect-

ing surface passes a given point in

1/1000 of a second. Therefore, a

rapidly moving strip of film, ex-

posed through a Kodamatic set at

1/100 of a second, should record

the flashes of ten mirrored surfaces.

That is the infallible photographic

exposure test.

The photographic test proves not

only the accuracy of the Kodamatic
but also its efficiency.

The efficiencv of a shutter is the

proi)ortion of tlie total time of ex-

posure during wliicli the whole

aperture of the lens is operating.

In the Kodamatic there are but

three shutter blades, and so quickly

do they open that the Kodamatic
gives fuU iUuniinafion during al-

most the entire exposure period.

Tb.e Kodamatic shutter represents

a real advance in shutter construc-

tion, because it gives the exposure

with which it is marked. And the

Kodamatic is the tested shutter,

tested in such a way that its pre-

cision is proved. These two ele-

ments distinguish the Kodamati<^

and make it a source of pride to

the Kodak organization, because

it is Kodak conceived, Kodak made,
Kodak tested, and goes out to the

world on Kodak cameras.

In November Kodciker\

Brimful of interesting stories and
pictures, the November issue of

Kodal-eri) will give you a pleasant

half hour.

"Possum Poses'' is the best yet

of the ]Middleton nature stories.

In '

' Home Pictures That Are Dif-

ferent," Bradford, the cartoonist,

suggests new notions for interior

exposures.

"Winter Night Photography" by
Phil ]\I. Riley explains some fasci-

nating pictures made by the author

himself. "Vanity and the Cook"
tells how Jim took a picture of him-

self. There's a plea for the auto-

graphic record iit "ITow Tall was

Anne."
Then there are articles on keep-

ing the lens clean and on removing

prints from mounts, and there is

also a tale that will sell albums.

All this, decorated by a variety

of illustrations, is in the November

Kodal-fnj.

11
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Worthless if Detached
Only a cemetery marks the site of

llie ancient city wliere somebody
once broke into the clieckroom at a

dance and swiped the tags from all

the straw hats. There was a glor-

ious mix-up with ordinary means
of identification gone.

Imagine then the wrath of the
amateur wlio discovers that the fini-

shers cut from his negatives the
dates and titles that he so carefully

autographed on the films to identify

forever the scenes he had visited.

The autographic inscription is an
important part of the negative, as

long as it co)ifim(es a part of the

negative. ^lost amateurs, however,

don 't care to have the inscription

on the print because it doesn't per-

mit of a uniform trim.

A safe rule for finishers to follow

is : Never trim the autographic in-

scription from the negative ; al-

ways mask it from the print.

Nashville, Tenn., Still Talks About It

The Winner

The Octo])er

issue of the
' ' Salesman '

'

published by
the Eastman Ko-
dak Company
describes a baby
picture contest

that got from
ten minutes to

an hour's time
daily on the

screen of a leading theatre, a full

page feature in a rotogravure sec-

tion and frequent stories in the
news columns of local papers. The
contest w^as recently sponsored by
Geo. C. Dury & Company, Kodak
dealers in Nashville.

Returns from the advertising and
goodwill created b.y the contest will

continue to count for many
months. Tlu're was immediate pro-

fit, however, from increased finish-

ing and film business and hundreds
of new names were obtained for the

mailing lists, which the Dury store

finds very valuable in its scheme
of progressive advertising.

The contest was announced with

a four-column, fifteen-inch adver-

tisement, which was followed l)y a

chain of other ads, changed often.

Although the postal regulations

do not permit any restrictions as to

12

where materials are purchased, the

contestants seemed to think they

should buy their films at Dury's
and have them finished there.

Nearly five hundred snapshots

were submitted, all taken between
May 14 and June 10. A slide was
made from each so that every baby
whose picture was entered was
shown on the screen two days after

Dury's received the entry. Theatre
attendancewas noticeably increased.
Excellence of photography, nat-

uralness or novelty of pose, and the
l)aby's general attractiveness were
the points on which each picture
was judged. Twenty prizes were
offered : fifty dollars in cash for the
winner, cameras for second, third
and fourth, albums for the next six.

Ten more entries received honor-
able mention and were awarded 8 x
10 projection prints from their
negatives.

An exciting incident that had
considerable publicity value oecur-
i-ed while the prizes were on dis-

l)lay in Dury's window. Some vil-

lain broke the glass and made off
with the bag which was supposed
to contain the first prize of fifty
dollars. But the contents were junk
metal—the gold reposed safely in
tlie bank, waiting to be awarded.
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Name and Number
An accurate mailing' list of camera

owners -will save your finishing' de-

partment from a winter slump and
also help j'ou sell film and acces-

sories during the cold weather. It

is not too late to start building; such

a list if you haven't one and there

is no time like the present to revise

an old list.

Your camera sales record is one
source of names, your finishing- de-

partment record is another, and
you should also get the name of

every film purchaser.

Then check the lists for duplica-

tions, arrange the cards alphabeti-

cally and verify names and addres-
ses to whatever extent is possible.

Every time you sell a camera,
every time a new film or finishing

customer appears you'll add to the

mailing list. And remember that

you never know a customer until

you know his address. So get his

name and number and file it away
carefully for cold weather use.

Then we shall offer suggestions for

l)oosting winter business.

A Friendly Gift—
The Frontenac xA^mateur

Calendar

An appreciated Christmas gift

because of the photograph of mu-
tual interest that you put into it.

Vet it is low in cost, and we can
make the prints for you.

Four sizes in both horizontal
and vertical styles.

From 13c. to 17c. each, accon1in<4 to size

RICHARD ROE cS: CO.
1201 Tripod Ave.

This envelope stuffer, imprinted with your name and address, supplied in quantities

on request. Ask the advertising department.

13
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Keep a Few Spare Manuals
The manual is a valuable little

book, essential to the beginner.

Every person who buys a camera
must get instructions for its use if

he is to obtain good results and be-

come a steady customer for film.

Camerists sometimes lose their

manuals and want them replaced,

hut never give tliem copies that be-

long to cameras in stock. For re-

placement purposes you should car-

ry a small assortment.

The retail price of a manual is ten

cents. Orders for six, or less, are

filled free, however. Get a few.

Then when someone needs a new
manual you won't ])e tempted to

take it from a camera box.

An Island in the Black Sea

The okl riddle whicli claims that

a newspaper is "black and white
and read all over" not only spoils

in the si)elling liut lacks truth.

Newspapers aren't read all over.

To get punny a])out it an adver-

tising man might say, "the more
white, the more read." He knows
that the ad which contains a gener-

ous patch of white space draws the

most attention from readers.

The tone of the newspaper page
in dark grey, an uninteresting color

at best. If an ad is to stand out in

relief from such surroundings it

must court the eye with something
that contrasts with the grey. There
are but two choices available—black
ink and white paper—either of

which in a solid l)lock would at-

tract attention.

Black, however, is impractical be-

cause a mass of black won't print

properly on rough stock in a news
press.

White is the alternative. And it's

the white island of paper in a sea

of lilack ink that catches the roving
eye of the reader. The Avhite island

l)ecomes a high spot, an attention-

getter.

The specimen page shown op-

posite is greatly reduced but it still

illustrates how a Kodak ad with
plenty of vacant space dominates

its surroundings in a newspaper.
The ad is neat and attractive, invites

the eye immediately and gets read.

"When we prepare advertisements

for your use the principles of good
display are constantly borne in

mind. When you write your own
copy you should see that your
printer also observes these rules.

First of all, however, be sure your
copy isn't too long for the space.

Don't see how mnc]\ you can crowd
in : see how \xii\c will tell the story.

The less text you have the better

are the chances that the ad will be

read, and you can insist on good
display.

Ask your printer to leave a good
sized patch of white to draw atten-

tion
; to use Caslon type through-

out, to give unity of style. Then
your ad will look readable and
it will be read.

It isn't our purpose to standardize

retail advertising but we do wish to

help every store get the most attrac-

tive and effective displays possible.

Some stores will choose to use com-
plete electros supplied by us. Others
will write their own copy, using our
cuts only, and perhaps ask our
criticism from time to time.

In either case the purpose is the

same—to make your advertising

attractive and profitable.

14
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Oualitv Goods-Nut Quantity

Seven-Room

Household Furniture For

Sale Cheap

I^uritan
Pennsy/vania MotOF OH

When Once Tried,

You Will Have
No Other

The UlaniJer Oil Products Co.

This news page, o-reatly reduced, sliows liow a Kodak ad with pleiitv
of Avhite spaee dominates nearbv ivadinir matter. It looks readable— it
Avill Ije read.

15
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Ten Jidinutes

with the "Boss

' * Here 's an idea for us, Sammy, '

'

said ]Mr. Clark as he pointed to an
advertising page in a recent maga-
z:i]ie.

"^laylie—but I don't seem to get

it," confessed 8am after a mo-
ment's scrutiny, "unless we're go-

ing in the plumbing business.

"All I see is a woman standing
by a kitchen sink with a yardstick

running down to the tloor, showing
that the sink is three feet high."
"Not three feet, Sammy—one

yard. That's the whole point," said

Mr. Clark. "Women only think in

feet when they're buying hosiery.

Otherwise it's yards—so many
yards of cloth, ribbon, carpet, lino-

leumi—always yards. One yard
means something."
"AVliere do we come in?" asked

Sam.
"Portrait attachment," returned

the ])oss briefly.

"Oh," said Sam, and then, as a

light began to dawn, "You think

that when we're selling Portrait

Attachments to women we should
sav 'onlv a vard awav' rather than
'three feet.'

"

"I certainly do, Sammy, and the

point doesn't stop there. It's too

big to be measured with a yard
stick alone.

"I rememl)er that a few years ago

a book was pul)lished called 'Put
Yourself in His Place.' Frankly,

Sammy. I never could get interest-

ed in that particular tome—it was
a nobody tome as far as I was con-

cerned—but the title has always
stuck in my memory. The chap
wlio planned that pluml)ing ad put

liimself in the place of the woman
to whom he wanted to sell, and he
got the yardstick angle right away
quick.

"We can carry out the idea nicely

here. How would you feel if prints

that had been promised by five

o'clock in the afternoon weren't
ready when you called? How would
you like it if you came in here for

your copy of an advertised booklet

and the store didn't have a copy?
What Avould l)e your opinion of the

salesman who greeted your inno-

cent question with a superior smile

and let you feel at once how per-

fectly stupid he thought you?
"See with the customer, Sammy
—put yourself in his place."

"If women buy by the yard, how
do men luiy?" asked Sam.
"By the quart," grinned Mr.

Clark, "if you're to believe the

newspapers."

The 1922 Kodak Winter Booklet (small catalogue) will soon be ready.

How many do you need, imprinted with the name of your store?

16



The time of day I do not tell

As some do hy the clock,

Or by the distant sliiaijiil lull

Set on some steepled rock.

But by the progress that I see

hi li'hat I have to do—
// 's either Done o \dock for me

Or only half-past Through.

—Bangs



// it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.
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To lighten your work, go at

it buoyantly.



A r^^" y^^^^ ^^i<^l happiness in all your affairs

and enjoy the good will of your fellows,

at Christmas time and through the montlis

that follow.

These are our wishes for you, and we're

mighty glad that custom gives us one oppor-

tunity each year to express them.



A ^lessap'e to Santa
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Kodak and the

Everywhere merchants eao'erly

anticipate the Christmas trade.

They foresee the sijErniticance of

their holiday sales with respect to

their total annual sales volume.
The year 1922 began with some

slow months. Because of this,

Christmas trade this year is more
important than ever. It is vital

that every salesman seize the op-

portunity of the holiday season and
the final weeks of the year.

On all sides competition will be
vigorous, but Christmas shoppers
want articles that are generally
acceptable as gifts. In choosing
between several articles equally ac-

ceptable as holiday gifts they will

favor the one that harmonizes best

with the sjiirit of Chri.stmas. Right
there Kodak has the advantage. It

is not only attractive and useful

—

it fits right in with the holiday idea.

The illustration of the Kodak
Christmas advertisement which is

reproduced in miniature on page 5
was worked out to typify the idea
of a Kodak Christmas. The slogan
"Keep Christmas with a Kodak''
was chosen to epitomize the idea.

The advertisement is scheduled for
a circulation of a million and a
half in Canadian publications.
The same tlieme runs tlirough all

of our Christmas pul)licity and.

Christmas Spirit

with the material you liave, it will

be easy for you to link up (//'//( it

and profit hxj it.

The Christmas advertising has
been adapted to several different

forms for your use. There is a

mounted enlargement for window
display. It has been prepared in

the form of an electro for your ad-

vertising in the local paper. It is

on the cover of the new Kodak
AVinter Booklet.

The purpose of all these adver-
tising aids is to iucrease your holi-

day trade. Put them to work.
Take another look at the Ad on

page 5. Notice the human senti-

mental way in which the illustra-

tion suggests the Kodak Christ-

mas. Wherever that Ad, or the il-

lustration, appears, there will be
the same appeal, an appeal that is

certain to find a response among
the people of your community. In
connection with Christmas they
will think of Kodak and when they
think of Kodak they will think of

your store, if you use to advantage
the material that we have supplied.

Our advertising, plus your best
selling efforts during the next few-

weeks, will make it a Kodak Christ-

mas and a IMerry Christmas at your
Kodak counter.
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But Once a Year

The Kodak line ought to include
teething' rings for babies. Then
everyone might settle his entire

Christmas list right at your eovmter.

There is a suitable camera for almost
any person at almost any price.

Useful, pleasure providing, rich

looking, the Kodak can 't be rivaled

as a Christmas gift. Of course you
won 't sell one to every man, woman
or youngster who enters your store.

But you can move a regiment of

them between now and Christmas
if you try.

A big volume during the present

month sliould bring your year's

sales up to a glorious total, a credit

item on your record as a salesman.

Immediate profits are only part of

the story, liowever, for every Kodak
sale is followed by a rich aftermath,

well worth harvesting : repeated calls

for film, finishing and accessories.

Thus an active Christmas trade in

Kodaks will help your month-by-
month volume all next year.

The Christmas opportunity is too

lug to miss—and it comes but once

a year.

Make the most of it.

A Big Print and a Strong Urge
From among the several illustra-

tions prepared for tlie 1922 Kodak
Christmas advertising it was hard to

choose a leader. One subject, how-
ever, was scheduled for more maga-
zine circulation than the others, so

it was the logical one for tying an
enlargement to. If the big print

hasn't reached you, it should soon.

A scene showing a mother taking
a Cliristmas morning picture of her
little daugliter, surrounded by toys

in bed, has a double appeal. Tlie

urge to give a Kodak is reinforced

by tlie charm of child photographs.
This enlargement will surely be

influential in making this a Kodak
Christmas.

Get it into your window—there's

a display suggestion on page 9.

People will linger to look, and the

sales force of the Kodak display

will meanwhile do its work.

Let this Christmas morning scene

wake folks up to the glories of a

Kodak Christmas.

It's Out Again

Some folks will decide Christmas

problems at home if they have at

hand a Kodak Winter Book, mailed

from your store. It's a small cata-

logue of the Kodak line, envelope

size and attractively printed.

You may have already ordered a

supply, imprinted with ynnr name
and address.

Such a booklet, accompanied l)y a

sales letter, mailed to the right per-

son, is sure to make him think about

Kodak in connection with Christ-

mas. Get your mailing list organ-

ized and ask the advertising de-

partment to furnish copy for the

selling letter.

Keep a supply of winter books for
'

' take one '

' purposesatyour counter,
and see that every prospect gets a

chance to learn about the Kodak
Christmas. It will help you sell.

But the direct-mail scheme is

most important.
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Everyone in Your Community is Likely to See

this Advertisement

It appears in the following December Magazines:

—

Canadian

Home Journal

Everywoniau "s World

Mac-Lean 's

Western

Home Monthly

La Canadienne

La Eevue Moderne

Le Samedi

Saturday Xight

Canadian Countryman

Family Herald and

Weekly Star

Farm and Dairy

Farm and Eaneh

Review

Farmer 's Advocate

Grain Growers' Guide

Xor ' West Farmer

Farmer 's

Weekly La Presse

Reef) Cliristnias with a Kodak
\\'hile far too excited to dress, little Jane has pipped into bed again to pose for ;

picture with mother's nesv Kodalc.

And that only starts the fun. Even no>v father and Uncle Stan arc renewing thci

youth in a snowball fight—and there's another picture.

Kodak is a gift that slips out of the holiday box into the spirit of Christmas.

Auiographu Kodaki $6.^0 up

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada

And in these Periodicals which, though published in the United
States, have a large circulation in Canada:

—

American
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A Gift De Luxe

Auto Graflex Jr., $85

Some of the enthusiastic amateurs

in your community have been look-

ing longingly at the Graflex. Of
course they 'd like one for Christmas

and perhaps you can arrange it.

While the beginner can use a

Gratiex successfully the best market

is among amateurs who have owned
some sort of camera already. They
are familiar with the capabilities

of other instruments and appreciate
the advantages of the Graflex.

The al)ility to watch the picture

on the ground glass right up to the

instant of exposure means better

composition. And the Graflex
method of focus control is so simple
and certain. Focal plane shutter

and fast lens both pass an abun-
dance of light.

Thus the Graflex safeguards the

amateur against his favorite mis-

takes and makes proper exposure,

sharp focus and good composition

easier to attain in every picture.

Think of the folks who want
Graflex cameras. Then do wiiat-

ever you can to help them get

Graflex cameras for Christmas.

Enlarged Snapshots Make Welcome Gifts

Your Finishing Department
should figure prominently in plans

for stimulating the holiday trade.

Sonny, on uncle's farm, the chil-

dren at play or just a familiar va-

cation scene—all can be enlarged

into welcome gifts.

Every Christmas list calls for at

least one gift that is personal and
inexpensive.

An attractively mounted enlarge-

ment and a neat hand-lettered card

on your Kodak counter, pointing

out that Kodak enlargements make
appreciated gifts, will solve a

Christmas problem for many of

your customers.

And it 's profitable trade for your
store.
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How Many Cards?

Five—and when you see them
you'll bet 3-our last button that

they'll win you business.

The 1922 Christmas display cards

have the looks and the sell as well.

Tliey'll hrig'liten your windows and
work for you silently but effec-tively

every hour that they're in sight.

One card is illustrated Avith an
interesting gift subject ; another fea-

tures the Graflex; there's a

Brownie subject; another pushes

Velox and finishing- ; and there is

one which says "Take Plenty of

Kodak Film."'

Tliese five cards cover the high

spots of the Kodak line—each sug-

gests a window or counter display.

You will not care to use all at

once. The cardboard container in

which they arrive will serve as a

barracks for the reserves. But give

every one of them a chance to get

into the skirmish for Christmas

business.

The Handbook of Your Job

SeUing Kodaks

and Supplies

Photographic
goods are not or-

d i n a r y mer-
chandise. They
constitute a

special group,

and while any-

one can read a

price tag- and
fill out a cash

ticket, to work
the Kodak line

for its full pro-

fit requires a salesnmn who knows
his game well.

He need not be concerned with
the polysyllables and strange satu-

bolsused by pliotographic scientists.

But he should be familiar with the

everyday workings of the amateur's
camera and with the everyday
practices of good salesmen.

'

' Selling Kodaks and Supplies
'

' is

a new publication prepared to

help the man behind the counter
improve his knowledge of photo-

graphic salesmanshi}). It contains

only 48 pages, generously illustra-

ted. You can read it from start to

finish in three-quarters of an hour.

But that 's only the beginning of its

usefulness—it is for you to keep
and consult. Let it work not only
as a guide post toward better sales-

manship but also as a frame on
which to hang your own findings

and experiences as they occur.

If you are an old-timer at the

Kodak counter this little booklet

may not teach you much. But you
will find it valuable, nevertheless,

in organizing your own knowledge
so that it will serve you better.

If you are new at the game this

booklet should be your manual, to

direct you day by day as you learn

the how of successful Kodak sales-

manship.
'

' Selling Kodaks and Supplies '

' is

tlioroughly up-to-date, superseding

a previous book by the same name
and also "The Kodak Dealer's

:\Ianual."

It is neatly printed, richly cover-

ed, worth preserving.

Ask for your copy of "Selling

Kodaks and Supplies." It's the

handbook of your job and can help

make your job grow.
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'Give a Ko'lak
'

'—say it from the housetops with this display.

Extra Help for Christmas

Timely windows are sure to help

folks decide on the Kodak as a ji'ift.

Here are suggestions for two sudi

trims, that aim directly at the

shopper.

The housetop display, shown on

this page, is easily built nf lihie

crepe paper for the background,

brick crepe paper for the chimney.

loose boards covered with green

paper for the roof, cotton batting

for snow.

A heap of assorted parcels, at-

tractively wrapped, forms a pedes-

tal for the Christmas Kodak. Be-

side it is a card, telling its price.

"Above all—give a Kodak" says

8

the sign on tlie chimney—a sug-

gestion that establisiies tlie Kodak
as a t()i)i)ing gift. Try this trim

in your window.

To Tempt Shoppers

F'or at least one week in Decem-
ber, use the display shown opposite.

Built around the Christmas en-

largement, it is certain to get the

eye of the passerby.

The arrangement of this window
is simple l)ut its etfectiveness is

three-fold : it proves that you carry

a good assortment of cameras; it

says that cameras are suitable gifts

"for brother," "for aunt," "for
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A selling display bviilt arouuil the Christmas enlargement.

dad," "for 'her,'" etc.; and it

shows that there is a wide raiio-e of

values to select from.

The steps on which the cameras
are placed are covered with white

paper, from which the instruments
stand out smartly. The Avreaths are

easy to get and the cards are hand-
lettered. Price tags, vou have them

of course. If not we can send them
by mail.

Aiming- directly at the Christmas
shopper this display should send
people right to your counter. A
good Christmas idea is always wel-

comed, especially when it 's as sensi-

ble as this: "Kodak, a gift you
know thev want."

A Dozen Follow-up Gifts

Considering that some folks think

a magazine subscription a suitable

gift alone, the free year of Kodakenj
should liave real selling significance

at Christmas time. Tell your
customers that with each camera
goes this supplementary gift, itself

worthy, in twelve installments.

Show a copy of Kodakerij. in-

dicate its interesting contents and
explain tliat it will lie sent monthh'
witliout obligation to whoever gets

the gift camera .

This thirteen-presents-in-oue fea-

ture will appeal to many people
and help them decide on the Kodak
as a Christmas gift. Tliey have to

know al)0ut it first. Tell them.
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Christmas Kodakery

Month after month Kodakery

carries livt^ photographic news to

amateurs all over the country. It

tells about new subjects for their

cameras, new methods for improv-

ino- results, new conveniences for

amateur use.

Holiday interests get first at-

tention in Kodakery for December.

The Christmas article is entitled

"The Vision of Santa Glaus."

"

In "Nature Camera Secrets"

:\Ir. ]\Iiddleton describes his schemes

for photographing birds and ani-

mals in their native haunts.

A new notion that will give many
amateurs fresh enthusiasm is ex-

plained by "In Four Reels."

"On the Library Table" is a

playlet in which a Kodak and a

Brownie are the principals.

There's an article on Kodak Cut
Film, followed by one that de-

scribes Kodak Cut Film develop-

ment. Then there are scattered

paragraphs of pertinent comment.
Pictures .' Thirty-two in all.

Count tliem for vourself.

For the Amateur

Kodak

Auto-Foeus

Enlarger

$40

If you suggest a Kodak, as you

should, to every Christmas shopper,

you'll often be told. "Oh, they

already have a camera."

That 's a new cue for you because

your counter offers so many photo-

graphic accessories suitable for gifts

to folks who already have cameras.

Topping the list is the Kodak Auto-

Foeus Enlarger. Increase in the

number of anastigmat lenses in

use has hoisted the percentage of

negatives that will make good en-

largements. And the amateur who
receives an Enlarger is sure to need

Bromide paper, big trays, etc.

10

This is the season to plant a

few of these profit-producing out-

fits in your community.
The 'Vest Pocket Kodak, too,

makes an excellent gift for the per-

son who has a larger camera.
And among the smaller accessories

are any number that will be wel-

comed by the amateur.
"Why not have a neatly lettered

card, conspicuous in or on your
counter, suggest the following

:

Gifts For The Camerist

Kodak Metal Tripod $3.75 up.
Brownie Enlarging Camera $3.75 up.

I\odak Auto-For-us Enlarger $40.

Vest. Poeket Kodak $6.50 up.

Kodak Amateur Printer $10.

Albums 35 cents up.

Carrying Case $1 up.

Kodapod $2.25.

Kodak Self Timer $1.50.

And many other suitable gifts.

Such a card will catch the eye

and the interest of many people

who have thought of a camera as

the only photographic gift. It will

help folks in their selections and it

will help you move your accessory

stock before inventory time.
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This Camera
was purchased at our store and we hope you
will avail yourself of the services our
Kodak counter offers.

Richard Roe

1201 Tripoa Avenue

Blaxkville

A card like tliis tells the recipient of the gift camera where to go for supplies.

Follow the Gift Cameras
It is important for your counter

to establish relations with the re-

cipients of the gift cameras you sell.

Why not insert in each camera
carton a greeting; card, something
like that shown above, inviting the

new caraerist to your store? It's

the logical place for him to come
for supplies, and your offer of as-

sistance should create goodwill for

you from the start. Wrap such a

card with every camera you sell be-

tween now and Christmas, whether
it's for gift use or not. The card
should be about 2i/^ x 4I/2 inches in

size, to fit the outside of the V.
P. K. carton and the inside of all

others. Your printer can offer

suggestions.

Go after the new camerist di-

rectly, too. Ask each purchaser for

the name and address of the person

who is to receive the instrument.

Then send us the Kodaliery coupon,

properly filled out.

A few days after Christmas write

therecipientaletter, telling him you

have forwarded his Kodakenj cou-
pon to us, declaring your interest

in his photographic affairs and ask-

ing him to patronize your counter.
This plan will bring new cus-

tomers and it is new customers
that expand a business. If they
live in distant provinces, send the
letter anyway. ]\Iany small town
finishers get work from all parts of
tlie country.

Follow every gift camera to its

owner and escort him back to your
counter and to the other counters
in vour store.

Recommeiided by over a

million advertisements and by

matiy thousand enthusiastic

owners^ the new No. 1 Auto-
graphic Kodak Special is now
a photographic celebrity. For a

spiertdid gift suggest this hand-
some little camera. $50.

11
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Six such posters sold many enlargements for Frasher's Art Sliop. Pomona. Califoi'uia.

Seen by Pomona People

The best aid in selling enlarge-

ments is enlargements. They show
what can be done with amateur
negatives and prove that big prints

are usually more attractive than

small ones.

]\lr. Burton Frasher, proprietor of

Frasher's Art Shop, Pomona, Cali-

fornia, carries the idea further. He
shows a series of graduated enlarge-

ments from the same negative. The
dimensions of the prints range to

14 X IT inches. The l)0v is ]\Ir.

Frasher's son and Ik^ appears life

size in the poster.

Six such posters have been won-
derful business getters for ]\Ir.

Frasher 's finishing department and
have provoked comment from the

start. It's a scheme that can be

worked dut by your store, as w<41,

and now is a good season to try it.

Thousands of choice negatives

were made during the summer.
Each should be U'd tn some fin-

isher's Projection Printer.

Please the Customer First

Parcels Checked Free. Wait Here
for the Car, Use Our 'Phone.

Signs such as these are seen in

every town. They indicate that

certain stores are anxious to en-

hance their goodwill by furnishing

such facilities to the public.

Offers of that sort might be called

extra service. But there can be

no such thing as extra service until

regvlar service is developed to its

fullest extent. It is more important
for each customer, in his treatment

at the counter, to feel the store's

solicitousness than for jieople ]')ass-

ing in the street to learn where
parcels are checked free.

Take care of tlie customer first.

The fellow whose films aren 't deliv-

ered on time doesn't feel any better

because he can wait for the car.

And the fellow who gets the sort

of attention he likes will never be
wooed elsewhere by another store's

free checking facilities.

The biggest opportunity for ser-

vice is at tlie counter, in giving

special attention to customers, one
by one, day after day, by what-
ever means appears to l)e ap-

propriate at the time.

12
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That Inventory Again
After the rush and bustle of the

lioliday season, there will be a few
days in which to get things

straightened up around the store

and then—a Ne^v Year—the start-

ing point for a renewed effort.

The important thing about a

fresh start in business is to know
exactly from where the start is

made, so once again we are brought
face to face with the stock inven-

tory.

Taking stock docs not mean sim-

ply compiling a list of the goods on
hand. Goods listed must be in

saleable condition to be of value to

the store. The time is well spent

that is devoted to the careful in-

spection of the stock to see that all

articles are in perfect condition.

Each camera should be carefully

examined to see that the shutter

is in good working order and that

everything about it is just as you
Avould like to have it if you, instead

of yoiu- customer, were buying the

camera.

Any cameras from stock that are

in need of repairs should be sent

to us as soon after inventory as

possible. Early in the year our
He])air Department is able to

handle this work efficiently and
with dispatch. Later on, owing to

the pressure of Imsiness, it is dif-

ferent. There is likely to be a jam,
and delays, thougli unavoidable,

will be annoying because to you
thev mean the loss of film sales.

Give a Kodak
The fun your camera furnishes

\ uu proves that the Kodak you

give will ])rovide year 'round

pleasure for anyone else.

You can easily select photo-

graphic gifts at our Kodak counter.

A complete stock of Kodaks and Brownies,—and accessories

every amateur wants. A visit here and 3'our shopping ends.

Kodaks $6.50 up

Brownies $3.00 up

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY
1201 Tripod Ave.

This Envelope Stuffer Mi])])lif(l in iiiiantities on request.

13
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Making Dependable Film

Although the semi-darkuess pierc-

ed with red lights, which the manu-
facturer of any sensitized material

requires, would lend itself well to

mysterious incantations and cabal-

istic rites, no magic phrase has been

found to transform raw material

into Kodak Film. Calculated pro-

cesses su])stitute for the super-

natural, and genii give way to

genius.

The quality for which Kodak
Film is famous among amateurs is

built on a fixed ])olicy of approach-
ing as close as possil)le to perfection

at every stage of its manufacture.
F]-om raw material to final package
each step must be scrutinized, not

]\v the eye alone but also by the

unrelenting in.struments of scientist

and engineer, working with facili-

ties which only a Avell equipped
organization can provide.

Speed, latitude and fineness of

grain are the factors that determine
film quality. And in each of these

factors Kodak film excels.

Speed is important because fast

film reduces the danger of under-
exposure, the amateur's favorite

fault. Latitude is im])ortant so that

when shadows are fully timed, high-

lights are not over-exposed. Fine-
ness of grain is important, to avoid
coarse texture in negative and
print, and to permit enlarging.

These three factors are controlled

by the character of the emulsion,
the light-sensitive material which is

coated on the transparent base
whose manufacture M'as described
in a preceding article. The emul-
sion is made of gelatine in which
are suspended the silver salts which
are subject to chemical change
when exposed to light.

Pure silver l)ullion is dissolved in

nitric acid to form silver nitrate

solution, which evaporates to Avhite

crystals. These crystals are care-

fully washed, redissolved and re-

crystalized repeatedly to assure free-

dom from impurities, then dried.

The next step is to mix the nitrate

crystals with potassium bromide

and gelatine, dissolved in hot water.

The resulting mixture of silver bro-

mide and gelatine is the emulsion.

Since the emulsion is sensitive to

light it must be mixed in a dark-

room, and all processes thereafter,

until the film has been exposed,

developed and fixed, can be carried

on only in dim red light and must
be protected from white light.

The emulsion then goes to the

coating machines where it is spread
on the film base, which, as stated in

tlie previous article, is in rolls of

about 2000 feet. ?^^ feet wide.

The finished film is carefully in-

spected, not only visually to see

that the processes have made a

smooth even sheet but also photo-

graphically, to see that the speed

and other qualities are np to Kodak
standards.

The film is then fed to the slitting

macliines to be cut into proper
widths for ditferent cameras. These
strips of film are wound into rolls

for the spooling machines.
On these machines the film is

wound up with the thin red and the

black carbon paper into the familiar

Autographic cartridges or, with

heavy duplex paper—which is red

on one side and black on tlie other

—into the non-Autographic X. C.

Film cartridges.

In the operation of spooling the

film, the red paper is inserted into

the slot in the cartridge spool which
is rotated until a sufficient amount
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has been wound. Tlie film is then
inserted and -wound to a certain
point where it is cut. This end is

giued to the red paper with a
specially prepared adhesive mater-
ial. The remainder of the red paper
needed is then wound, the white
sticker placed about the cartridge,
and it is ready for boxing. After
the film is spooled it is subject to

another inspection.

Although the spooling machines
are almost automatic, their opera-

tors are carefully selected and
trained. The spooling process re-

quires great care, for the film must
be so wound in the red paper as to

avoid abrasions and fog.

The indirect method of lighting

used in the spooling rooms was
developed in the Kodak Research
Laboratories. It is sufficientlvstrong

to permit accurate work at the

machines, but is of such a color as

to have no effect on the film. The
temperature and humidity in these

rooms are kept uniform the year
round.

The cartridges then roll down
a chute to a machine where they

are boxed. The familiar yellow

boxes are automatically fed to the

machine in a collapsed form. The
machine opens a box and the car-

tridge is thrust into it. The ends are

glued and folded by a unique finger

arrangement. The emulsion num-
ber and date of expiration of the

film are then stam]Ted upon the side

of the box.

From til is machine comes the

finished ]n-uduet—the dependable

film in the vellow box.

Negative Suggestions that Positive!}' Pay

Photographic salesmanship is the

one pursuit that disproves the text-

book moral "avoid negative sug-

gestions.
'

'

When a customer calls for his

finishing work he usually stops to

examine it right there at your coun-

ter . Don *t miss the chance to prove

your interest in the results he gets

with his camera.

^lake some negative suggestions,

and see if he won 't act on them.

Perhaps a few of his exposures

aren't cjuite up to the mark. Tell

him why, but in an encouraging

way. Don't worry him because he

didn't get perfect results every

time; empiiasize the fact that he

can do better witii the next roll.

And compliment him on the good

exposures that he made.

Every comment and criticism

that you make is individual service

to that particular customer. It will

help your standing with him and

increase the amount of business he

lirings you.

Negative suggestions that have a

negative inference won't help any.

of course: "You didn't want any
enlargements, did you?"
But here's a negative suggestion,

positively stated, that will boost

Imsiness: "This one will make a

good enlargement.
'

'

Ti'v it nut.

Display the Kodak Amateur Calendar and suggest

its use as a liolidav o-reetino'.
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"AVliat's the matter, .Sammy?
Are the Christmas trade winds
l)]o\vint>- off your head?"
"Honestly,'' replied 8am, who

looked tlnrried. hurried and worried,
'

' T 'm so busy that I 've been spinning

like a top all day. I start to do one

tiling and then before I can com-

plete it something else demands my
attention and three customers seize

the same moment to assault me in

a body and Bill wants to know how
about to-morrow's ad—Why, a

whirling dervish is an Egyjnian
mummy compared with me."
"About the only chap that I

know who can do seven things at

the same time is a professional

juggler," remarked the boss, "and
most of his stuff is up in the air.

"Did I ever tell you about an
old boss of mine out in the East

—

Calder was his name. Well, Calder
had a novelty shop and regularly
four times a year, February with
valentines, Piaster, Thanksgiving
and particularly Christmas, the
store would be packed.

"You've compared yourself to a

whirling dervish. Well, ^Ir. Ferris

came into our shop during one of

our rush times, watched me for

Ten J\/[inutes

with the "Boss
thirteen minutes and went home
and invented his famous wheel.

'

' One day after we 'd closed up, the

boss propounded this riddle to me.

He said supposing that a man should

go down to the railroad station and
should suddenly start to go to Win-
nii)eg, London. ^Montreal, Vancou-

ver, Ottawa, Halifax and Edmon-
ton at one and the same time, where
would he get to? I told him that

he wouldn't get anywhere. 'Well,'

he said, 'neither will you.' That

was a little rough. Sammy, but on

solder retiection I took the tip and
I've tried to follow it ever since.

"They say there's safety in num-
l)ers. Sammy, and if that's true I

don 't see why any salesman should

get over-excited because the at-

tendance at his counter shows a
mai-ked increase. He must speed
up, of course, but he can do it in-

telligently.

"Now, Sammy, yon might put
that advice under ' Be good and
you'll be hapi)y' and dismiss it

fi'om yonr mind. Or you might
slee}) on it and see if, through con-

scious effort, you can't keep a level

head and a normal pulse even when
confronted with that Christmas
gorilla 'the last minute shopper.'

"The chap that runs a tempera-
ture on a moment 's notice would
find difficultv in running a store."

Mail the Winter Book, with a sales letter, to a list of your customers; it will help

them select cameras as Christmas gifts.
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Youngsters know that Santa

Clans favors the lad who

keeps the walks clean, the

woodhox full and is kind to

grandma. But grownups

sometimes forget that ener-

getic habits, attention to duty

and respect for others con-

tinue to reap reward long

after it is discovered who

really puts the gifts in the

stockings.



// it isn't an Eastman

it isn't a Kodak.










